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ABSTRACT
This thesis treats the phonology of Arabic in some
detail.
Emphasis is placed on rule orderings and there
is a good deal of discussion of cyclic and local ordering theories.
It is concluded that probably both types
of ordering are needed to adequately generate the
phonology of Arabic.
The thesis touches on some recent
issues in syntactic theory, but from the phonological
point of view.
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PREFACE

This work was undertaken with two goals in
mind:

(1) to contribute to our rapidly expanding

body of knowledge of phonological theory, and (2)
to contribute to the field of Semitic linguistics
by giving a more comprehensive treatment of a
Semitic language than has hitherto been attempted.
Concerning the first aim--it seems to me that
although isolated examples can shed light on real
issues in

the theory of phonology,

it

is

only the

comprehensive deep phonology of a language which
must be considered reliable in the final reckoning.
I place emphasis on this point,

for in

my own

experience I have found that questions concerning
the treatment of a specific segment of the phonology
become clarified, or at least clearer, only when
viewed in the more comprehensive scheme of the total
phonological component of the grammar.

Radical

changes in the theory must not be motivated in terms
of isolated examples.

With this in mind, I have

looked at a good many rules of Arabic phonology in

order to test the adequacy of the present theory of
generative phonology and so as to determine where,

Y

if anywhere, this theory is in need of revision.The current theory is structured so as to rule out
many theoretically conceivable phonologies.

At the

same time it allows for much which is theoretically
possible, but not supported by empirical evidence.
For example,

the present theory makes the rather

interesting claim that rules are linearly ordered.
This rules out many conceivable orderings.

It

prohibits a situation where Rule A precedes Rule B,
Rule B precedes Rule C, and Rule C precedes Rule A.
By and large this claim has not been refuted by examples from natural hanguages.

If this constraining

device is correct, it is very interesting, for it
tells

us more about what human language is.

The

theory also allows for cyclic application of phonological rules,

without,

however,

making any claims

about what kinds of rules can be cyclic and what kind
not.

If the phonological cycle is necessary, it also

is interesting.

But as presently conceived, it is

probably too powerful a device, for it allows for too
many possible phonologies.

The task of theoretical

linguistics is, then, to constrain.

The theory is

obviously. to be formulated on the basis of empirical
examples.

I therefore have attempted to understand

better how human language works by investigating some
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complex data from Arabic.

There is to be found in these pages an overriding
concern with the interaction of phonological rules.

The thesis becomes interesting when several apparent
ordering contradictions

here on it

is

arise

in

Chapter VI.

From

my task to determine how these con-

tradictions are to be accounted for.

We discuss the

possibility of a stem cycle and the possibility of
adopting the theory of local ordering of Anderson.

In the long run, at least one rule must be cyclic,
that of Stress Assignment.

But here the constituents

relevant to the correct definition. of the cycle in
Arabic are of some interest.

It seems that the subject

pronoun suffixes must be considered as part of the
first cycle, whereas the dual suffix plus the object
pronoun suffixes must constitute,

first

cycle material,

along with the

the second or final cycle.

Al-

though the implications are not drawn in the thaitn text,

it appears that this may be explained by assuming
subject pronoun suffixes to be lexical.

And there

seems to be no reason to eschew this result.

Only

a priori notions about subject-verb agreement will

cause the reader to feel queasy at the mention of
this result.
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Concerning the second aim--it seems to me that

the state of historical Semitic linguistics is bankThere is not even one good phonology of one'

rupt.

Semitic language in existence today which goes beyond
the important insights of the Arab grammarians.
it

is

my belief that Arabic grammar in

Indeed

particular has

reached its lowest ebb under the thumbs of Western
scholars.

Much of the subtlety and insight into

the nature of the language Which the Arab grammarians
give us has been almost totally neglected by Western
linguists.

I would like to think that I am approaching

this work in
least this is

the spirit
true in

of the Arab grammarians.

At

one regard--the problem that so

enthused the Arab grammarians, +hat of determining the
A

,as
or deep representation,

of the language.

I feel

justified in attempting to go beyond these grammarians
only as a result of advances made in phonology in
recent times.
I.
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Chapter I
PRELIMINARIES

1.0

This work is devoted to the phonology of Arabic,-

to discovering the deep representations of this phonology and to postulating a set of phonological rules
which adequately maps the deep representations into the
phonetic reprebentations.

There are numerous varieties

of Arabic, and it should be make clear from the outset
that the Arabic treated in
i.e.
home.

this work is

not dialectal,

not the type of Arabic generally spoken in
However the Arabic investigated in

pages is very much alive.
language of all

the

the following

It is the unifying literary

Arab nations,

and it

is

very much in

use in schools, lectures, radio, newspaper, drama, and
other formal functions.
Ibaagdagi Afabic is
ignorance.

To claim that this literary

artificial

is

to betray one's

Indeed, the differences which separate

literary Arabic from the various colloquial varieties
of Arabic have been exaggerated

in

the past.

In

fact,

the only really difficult problem for the Arab
approaching literary Arabic is

the problem of supply-

ing the correct case endings to nouns .and mood endings.

to verbs, as, understandably, he has none in his native
dialect.

The other difficulties are rather minimal,
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and probably do not present a more difficult task for
the Arab learning literary Arabic,

than for the American

learning literary English.
The Arabic described above has been designated
MODERN STANDARD ARABIC in recent times.
another "variety"

But there is

of Arabic termed CLASSICAL ARABIC.

The latter is the language found 'in texts beginning with
say the Koran, and proceeding through the medieval works
to the present.

There is

no definite point in

history

separating Modern Standard Arabic from Classical Arabic,
and again the differences between the two tongues
have been exaggerated by some.

What differences do

exist resida in the main in the vocabulary, and to a
lesser degree, in certain syntactic locutions.
the phonology is by and large, one and the same.
is

for this reason that our use of Arabic is

But
It

intended

to encompass both Modern Standard Arabic and Classical
Arabic.

'1.1 Terminology and Basic Paradignia
To facilit-ate the exposition for those unfamiliar
with Semitic terminology, and particularly for those
unfamiliar with Arabic, we introduce below some of the
basic terminology to follow, along with some of the
more basic paradigms of the language, which the reader
may want to check with the step-by-step development
of the major text.

3

All students of Semitic are familiar with the-

so-called principle of triplicity of consonants.

This

is to say that the vast majority of all Semitic stems
are composed of three root consonants, or radicals.

By

consonant, we mean to include the obstruents, liquids,
and glides.

The following set of forms nicely illus-

trates this tri-consonantal principle.

salima

it was safe

b.

sallama

he greeted

c.

silama

they m.d. made up

d.

'aslamat

bheysurrendered,

e.

tasallamtu

I received

f.

istalamti

you f.s. received

g.

tas taslimu

you m.s. surrender

h.

silm

peace

i.

salam

greeting,

'islam

submission, Islam

kc.

muslim

Muslim, one who gives himself over

1.

salim

safe

1) a.

became a Muslim

soundness

'A

To 1) could be added numerous additional examples.
What unites all
they all

rn,

the examples of 1)

is

the fact that

possess the three basic radicals

s, _1,

and

along with a core of meaning which is not easy to

explicate, but which nontheless is there, this meaning

4

having to do with submissiveness and safety, etc.
But there are grammatical elements added to every
Example a. is the basic verb form,

example of 1).

with the so-called infixes a and i added along with
the third person masculine marker a as suffix.

Ex-

amples b. through g. are derived verb forms, with derivational

prefixes such as the

a of d.,

the

gemination of 1 of e. along with the prefix ta, the
prefix sta of g., another derivational affix, along
with the inflectional prefix ta and the mood marker u
the infixed

of the same example,

the lengthened a of c.,

t of f., and so on.

Let us henceforth call that part

of the word including the underlying radicals with any
infixes ,which may be accompanying,. the stem.

Thus,

the stem of g. is slim, that of b. is sallam, that of
f.

is

stalam,

and that- of k.

is

slim.

The stem taken

together with all other affixes will be called the
word.

These three terms root (or radicals), stem,

pnd word will bear these precise megnings in the
following pages.
Since a good deal of the phonology of this work
is motivated in terms of verb alternations, it may

help the uninitiated reader to briefijy learn how it
is that verbs are conjugated in Arabic.

Briefly,

there are two major conjugations, the perfective

5

conjugation and the imperfective conjugation.

The

perfective conjugation requires that the set of person
markers be suffixed to the stem.

These markers may be

summarized as 2) below, where X represents the stum L
which the person markers are suffixed.

2)

dual

plural

singular
X tu

I

X na

we

X ta

you m.

X tum

you m.

X tumi

you m.

X ti

you f.

X tunna

you f.

X tum

you f.

X a

he

Xfl

they m.

Xi

they m.

X at

she

X na

they f.

X ata

they f.

We need only substitute a perfective stem for X to
obtain the desired person.
the stem of 1)b.,

Thus, we might substitute

sallam, for X followed by u in 2),

to obtain sallamU, 'they m.p. greeted', or 'istalamof 1)f. for X followed by tunna of 2),

to obtain

'istalamtunna, 'you f.p. received', and so on.
The imperfective conjugation requires prefixes
of person as opposed to the perfective conjugation,
which as noted above requires suffixes of person.

The relevant prefixes are summarized..in 3).

6

3)

Imperfective Prefixes

singular

dual

plural

'a X

I

na X

we

ta X

you m.

ta X

you m.

tax

you m.

ta X

you

ta X

you f.

tax

you f.

ya X

he

ya X

they m.

yaX

they m.

ta X

she

ya X

they f.

taX

they f.

f

In addition to these prefixes, however, there are
some suffixes which must accompany several of the
These include 1,

prefixes of 3).

which must follow

the stem of the f.s. second person,- u, which must
follow the.-m.

of the second and third persons,

p.

of the second and

na, whiqh must follow the f.p.

third persons, a,which must follow the m.d. of
the second and third persons,
follow the f.d.

and i,

which must

of the second and third persons.

Thus, 3) is more completely represented as 4).

Imperfective Affixes

4)

plural

singular

dual

'a X

I

na X

we

ta X

you m.

taXu

you m.

ta X a

you m.

ta X i

you

ta X na

you f.

ta X a

you f.

ya .

he

ya X u

they m.

ya X a

they m.

ta X

she

ya X na

they f.

ta X a

they f.

f.

7

It

seems clear that these suffixes mark gender and
Note

number, whereas the prefixes marke. person.

that where we would have expected ta as the prefix
of the f.p. third person, we actually obtain ya.
There is

yet a further wrinkle.

To the imperfective

stem or stem plus affix of 4), must be added the
indicative marker to mark the indicative mood, the
subjunctive marker to mark the subjunctive mood,
the jussive marker to mark the jussive mood,

and the

energetic marker to mark the energetic mood.

The

indicative marker is

and na,

if

u if there is

there is,unless the suffix is

case there is

no mood marker.

no suffix,

already na,

in

The indicative,

which
then is

Imperfective Indicative

5)
sg.

pl.

dl.

'a X u

na X u

ta X u

ta X

ta Xina

ta X na

ta Xani

ya X u

yaXilna

ya XiE ni

ta X u

yaX-na

ta X a ni

na

ta Xini2

The imperfective stem varies predictably given.
the perfective stems.

Excluding the derived stems

for the moment, we may note that the base stem for

4

mw.
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the perfective conjugation is CVCVC.
conjugation it is CCVC.

Thus, taking the imperfective

stem ktub, we may conjugate it
according to 6),
of 5).

For the imperfective

in

the indicative

where we substitute ktub for the X

Morphemes are separated by +.
Imperfect Indicative
sg.

6)

pl.

dl.

'a+ktub+u

na+ktub+u

ta+ktub+u

ta+ktub+i+na

ta+ktub+a+ni

ta+ktub+mi+na

ta+ktub+na

ta+ktub+i+ni

ya+ktub+u

ya+ktub+Z+na

ya+ktub+i+ni

ta+ktub+u

ya+ktub+na

ta+ktub+i+ni

The subjunctive conjugation differs slightly.
The subjunctive a marker shows up just where indicative
u normally shows up.

However where na (and ni)

0 represent the indicative in 6) or 5),
has

0.

Thus,

the subjunctive

the imperfective stem ktub, conjugated

in the subjunctive mood, runs as follows:

7)

sg.
a+ktubi-a

and

Imperfect Subj unctiv'e
.
.p1.

dl.

na+ktubia

ta+ktub+a

ta-tktub+u

ta-'ktub+a

ta+ktub+i

ta+ktub+na

ta+ktub+i

ya+ktub+a

ya+ktub+u

ya+ktub+a

ta+ktub+a

ya+ktub+na

tatktub+4

9

It

is

to be -noted that the second and third

person feminine plurals are neutralized in the
indicative and subjunctive moods,

i.e. there is

no

overt distinguishing characteristic between these
forms in the two moods.
The jussive mood is marked by omission of any
overt mood marker whatsoever.

The imperfective stem

ktub, conjugated in the jussive is as follows:

8)

Imperfective Jussive
sg.

pl.

dl.

'a+ktub

na+ktub

ta+ktub

ta+ktub+E

ta+ktub+i

ta+ktub+i

ta+ktub+na

ta+ktub+Z

ya+ktub

ya+ktub+i

ya+ktub+a

ta+ktub

ya+ktub+na

ta+ktub+a

Here all-forms but the suffixless ones are
neutralized with those of the subjunctive.
The energetic mood is far less common than
the three moods covered above.

Here we have the

option of appending anna or an, so that imperfective

ktu

may be conjugated in this mood .in the first

person as illustrated in 9).
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Imperfective Energetic

9)
sg.

pl.

'a+ktub+an(na)

na+ktub+an(na)

Those persons with additional suffixes, such as I

and

u, are operated on by certain phonological rules which
are brought up in the following chapters.

The energetic

mood is related in rather subtle ways to the jussive and
subjunctive moods, and there is good reason for suspecting
that all derive from a single phonological base.

But

these questions will not be &ntered into in this study

for lack of time,

and the energetic mood will not be

discussed in any detail.

The unmarked mood is

the indicative,

and the

subjunctive and jussive moods can be predicted on the
basis of syntactic considerations alone.

The exact

mechanism for doing this is beyond the scopp of a
purely phonological

study such as

this.

The only imperfective stem lipted among the

examples of 1) is example g., where.the person prefix
ta, 'you m.s.*, precedes the derivational prefix sta

plus the stem slimn, followed by the indicative marker
u.

The near complete set of stems,'k:asic aild derived,

perfective and imperfective, may now be listed as
10).
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10)

Imperfective

Perfective

cc3fjj C

CaC u C

CCa

C.aC
CaC. 2.

CaC .C .iC

CiCaC

CiCiC

'a+CCaC

CCiC

ta+CaC{C aC

ta+CaC.C aC

ta+CaCaC

ta+CaCaC

VII.

'i+n+CaCaC

n+CaCiC

VIII.

'i+CtaCaC

CtaCiC

IX.

'i+CCaC.aC.

CCaC.iC.

X.

'i+sta+CCaC

sta+CCiC

I.

II.
iii.
IV.
V.
VI.

These forms are listed according to the traditional
Western system of numbering.

The forms listed as

I are basic non-derived stems.

Notice that these

may take one of three possible stem vowels in

the

position adjacent to the second and thied radicals.
This vowel we shall henceforth call the stem vowel.
The stem vowel must be learned fo.P the particular form
in question, i.e. it is normal that only one stem vowel
is

taken per root.

Thus,

the root ktb takes a in

the

perfective, viz. katab, the root rkb takes i in the
perfective,
etc.

viz.

rakib,

the root kbr takes u, kabur,

Form classes II-X are the more common derived

stems plus derivational affixes.

Note that the
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subscript i indicates that the radical in question
has been doubled, so that forms III
doubled second radical,
third radical.

and V bear a

while form IX bears & doubled

To conjugate any of these classes in

all persons, we simply substitute the form in question
for the X of 2)
8).

or 5)

above,

or for the stem of 7)

or

Thus, taking a representative of class X as an

example, we may conjugate 'istaqbal as follows in the
perfective and imperfective indicative.

11)

Perfective

'i+sta+qbal+tu

'i+sta+qbal+ni

'i+sta+qbal+ta

'i+sta+qbal+tum

'i+sta+qbal+ti

'i+sta+qbal+tunna

'i+sta+qbal+tuma

'i+sta+qbal+a

'i+sta+qbal+iu

'i+sta+qbal+a

'i+sta+qbal+at

'i+sta+qbal+na

'i+sta+qbal+ati

i+sta+qbal+tumi

Imper4fective Indicative
'a+sta+qbil+u

na+sta+qbil+u

ta+sta+qbil+u

ta+sta+qbil+u+na

ta+sta+qbil+a+ni

ta+sta+qbil+i+na

ta+sta+qbil+na

ta+sta+qbil+a+ni

ya+sta+qbil+u

ya+sta+qbil+Fi+na

ya+sta+qbil++ni

ta+s ta+qbil+u

Yja+ sta+qbil+na

ta+ sta+qbil+i+ni
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It is rather obvious from a casual inspection of
10)

that the intial 'i of the perfectives of VII-X is

epenthetic, i.e. is predictable by a phonological rule.
This rule will be taken up in
connection.

Chapter VI in

another

Also to be noted is the fact that there

is an implicational relation holding between the
stem vowel of the perfective of I and the stem vowel
of the imperfective of I.

up in

This alternation is taken

Chapter V, where dn attempt at generalizing

perfective and imperfective stems is undertaken.

The perfective and imperfective verbal forms
offer the richest source for alternations bearing on

the correct statement of the phonology of Arabic.

We

shall draw extensively from forms belonging to one

of the classes of 10) throughout the text.3

With this

much said, let us pass on to some general remarks
about the form of the phonological theory utilized in
this study.

1.2 The Phonological Component
The theoretical

this work is

model which forms

the basis of

the phonological theory espoused by

Chomsky and Halle (1968) in its most .articulated fonn.
It is assumed that a linear ordering is imposed on
the rule s of the grammar , al though Ander son' s theory
of local ordering is discussed at various junctures-
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throughout this work.
There is

little

that the reader unfamiliar with

generative phonology need learn to understand this text.
All he really need familiarize himself with is the
set of conventions used to collapse rules.

These

conventions include the slash-dash notation, the

parentheses, braces, and angle notations, and finally
the distinctive feature notation.
Chomsky and Halle
prerequisite

A quick Eeading of

(1968), Chapter 8, is sufficient

for this

work,

but even this

is

really

unnecessary, for the interested reader should be able
to make out the conventions from the examples adduced

in the text.

Further, to facilitate the exposition,

we have held back in

our use of the feature notation.

It is simple enough to state these rules in the distinctive
feature notation, which we do finally in Chapter XIII,
so that nothing hangs on our informal statements of
rules.

Some comment on the boundaries utilized herein

is necessary.

The symbol

word boundary,

which is

by the -double cross.

marked by the usual +,

W is used to represent the

more conventionally symbolized

The morpheme .boundary will be

and this boundary will be

carried forth in all derivations to the phonetic
representation itself, although it is understood that
this boundary has no phonetic reflexes whatsoever.

In
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fact, it seems that the psychological reality of this
boundary can be questioned.

This issue is only touched

upon in several footnotes to follow, and our use of this
boundary is no more than heuristic, i.e. to help the
reader unfamiliar with Arabic to identify the morphemes
in question, and thus to better follow the exposition. 4
Below is presented a phonetic classificatory matrix
of the obstruents of Arabic.

Certain irrelevant features

Several comments concerning these

have been omitted.

features are in order.

Those segments of the form C,

which the exception of h, are the so-called ''emphatics'
of Arabic.

The emphatics have been variously described

as pharyngealized and velarized in the Western literature,
a fact which in

itself

describes the lack of under-

standing of this mechanism.

It

is

the major defining characteristic

our belief that
of these sounds is

the tensing of the root of the tongue.

For this reason

we have deCided on the feature [+rhz] to distinguish
them from their non-emphatic counterparts.

This

feature, rhizo-lingual, is favored over the feature
complex C-hi, +lo, +bk] proposed by.Chomsky and Halle
for pharyngeal and pharyngealized segments because

of the reasons we present below in co.njunction with
the vowel system.

It may.be the case that our

E[+rhz] is the same as Chomsky and H-alle's [+covered],
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proposed to account for vowel harmony phenomena found
in many West African languages.

Because we are un-

familiar with these languages, we cannot identify or
distinguish the two features, although we suspect that
there is in fact a difference.

It must also be

reckoned that no distinction exists between the
traditional phrayngealization and the traditional
velarization,5 terms often used to describe the Arabic
emphatics.

And further, it may be that our E+rhzJ is

the feature needed to define this type of articulation.
If this is the case, then Chomsky and Halle's [-hi,
+lo, +bk] is

inadequate

pharyngealized segments.

to represent pharyngeals
6

and

Incidentally, it should

be noted that the mechanisms for producing the
pharyngeals h and 9 of Arabic, i.e. the voiceless and
voiced pharyngeal fricatives, is of a totally different
sort than that utilized to produce the emphatics or
so-called phrayngealized segments, supporting our
choice of the feature

[+rhz].

Although 12)

con-

stitutes the phonetic defining characteristics of
the obstruents of Arabic, with certain irrelevant
features omitted, these segments, with perhaps one or
two exceptions, are also deep represehtations.

possible exceptions to this -statement are
written

if,

and f.

:,

The

usually

It will be noted that the only

12)

OBSTRUENTS

t

t

k

q

b

d

d

s

f

s

z

+

j

x

y

h

9

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

Son.

cns.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

VOc.
syl.
cnt.

+
-

ant.

+

+
-+

cor.

-

-

-

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+

voi.

+

+

+

str.

+

+
+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

+

+

rhz.
lyn.

-

- -

--

-- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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non-continuant fricative in 12) is

j.

That isj is

the only affricate found in the Arabic under investi-

gation, having no voiceless counterpart L.

The

L-rhz] obstruents may be listed below in a taxonomic
arrangement as to manner and place of articulation.

13)

stops:

fricatives:

vl.

t

voi. b

d

vi.

f 9

s

6

z

voi.
affricates:

k
s

x

h

y

9

vl.
voi.

It is to be expected that a language possessing t-d
should also possess k-g and p-b.
not the- case with 13).

filled by the segments

However, such is
These gaps may be

A

and f respectively.

by claiming that p -- > f and g -- >

the total phonological

j, we

system out in

did derive from Semitic j.

may round

a desirable way.

Of course this is the case historically.
phonetic f did derive from Semitic p,

That is,

That is,

and phonetic

A

However., the distributional

argument just presented must be supported by additional

phonological evidence if these changes are to be considered syntchronic.
that

J

Some evidence does exist indicating

is to be derived from the more abstract j.
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This evidence concerns the definite article 'al and

the well-known rule of Arabic which assimilates the 1

of this morpheme

14)

8

to certain following consonants.

'al

'al
al+bib+u

'aC./

-a>

'al+tamar+u

-- >

C.

'at+tamar+u

'al+kabir+u

'al+tifl+u

'al+qur'an+u

'al+dad+u

tal+faras+u

'al+dil9+u

-- >

'ad+dil9+u

'al+xil+u

'al+Qawb+u

-- >

'aQ+9awb+u

'al+hil+u

'al+samak+u -- > 'as+samak+u

'al+yar+u

'al+sin+u

'al+9ayn+u

'al+6anab+u

'al+walad+u

'al+6uhr+u

--

'al+yamin+u

'al+zirr+u

-- >

'al+'alif+u

'al+ra'is+u

'al+hadaf+u

'al+mawnu

--

'al+malik+u

'al+maml+u

->

'at+tifl+u

-- >

'ad+diid+u

-- >

'as+sln+u

-- >
--

>

'a6+6anab+u

> *'a6+6uhr+u

-- >

>

'az+zirr+u
'ar+ra'is+u
' al+1awn+u
an+naml+u

In the left-hand column we find nosassimilation, but
in

the right-hand column we find that 1 completely

assimilates to the following segment.

It

appears,

then, that 'al assimilates to [+cns, +cor) segments,
but never to [-cor) or [-cns] segments.

We may now

test to see what happens to 'al when placed before
words beginning with j.-

That is,

does 'al+jamal+u be-
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come 'aj+jamal+u as predicted, since j. is [+cord and
[+cns]?

The answer is no.

The word

'al+jamal+u remains

the same in phonetic representations, i.e. 'al does not
assimilate to j as expected.

But now the explanation for

this disctepancy is apparent.

lying
apply,

15)

a,then

If we derive

A

from under-

we may allow the assimilation rule to

followed by the rule taking

a

1 E+def] -- > C.

1-Assimilation:

to j.

C.
i

/

[+cns]

[+cor)

g-to-j:

g -- >

j

This explains why it is that
to

.

At the point when 1-Assimilation is applicable

is represented as

a, and

j

1-Assimilation may not apply.

A

'al does not assimilate

is

[-cord,
Later

so that

a is

changed to

in all environments. 9
There seems to be no independent justification

for deriving phonetic f.from underlying p.

Until

such evidence is found, it must be assumed that f is
the underlying segment in the synchronic grammar of
Arabic, for the gap argument noted above is extremely
weak evidence.

To conclude this rapid survey of the

SONORANTS

16)

m

son.
cns.
voc.
syl.
cnt.
ant.
cor.
voi.

rhz.
1yn.
hi.
lo.
bk.
1g.
rd.

n

1

r

w

y

h

'jii

-

u

u

U

U

a

a
0

a

a
0
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obstruent system of Arabic, we note that all of tbe
obstruents of 12) are underlying with the exception
10
of j, and possibly f.
Let us now turn to the sonorant
system of Arabic, which may be listed below as 16).
Table 16) is, once again, a phonetic classificatory matrix.

Those vowels of the shape V are

emphatic in nature.. However, these vowels can be
predicted by a general rule.

That is, there is a

rule which assimilates vowels to adjacent emphatic
the feature [+rhz]. 1For example,

obstruents in

lying Ui becomes ti, etc. 1 2
of little

under-

The rule is

consequence to this study.

Yet,

it

is

of

some moment that the vowels which become emphatic are
back and somewhat lower than the plain vowels.

The

following diagram will illustrate this.

17)

front
high

back
u

i
*

low

u

a

The diagram 17) is only rough and impressionistic.
Nevertheless, it approaches accuracy.

The symbol a

is more usually represented by s_ in phonetic notation,
although the Arabic a is slightly higher and more
retracted than English S_.

It is important to note that
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neither the feature complex [-hi, +bk, tlo], Chomsky
and Halle's pharyngealization, nor the complex
[-hi, +bk,

-lo], their velarization,

can adequately

be assigned to the emphatic vowels by an assimilation
rule.

This follows from the fact that there are

emphatic vowels differ&ng in

the feature [l0] in

phonetic representations.13

The feature [+rhz],

however, does not commit one to claiming that all emphatics

are [+lo] or [-lo].

Therefore, this feature,

must be favored over the proposal of Chomsky and Halle,
giving us the valuable clue that [+rhz] is

the

appropriate feature to be associated with emphatic
obstruents.

Moreover, some investigators of Arabic

have claimed that underlying t9

--

> t9,

i.e. that

all segments may be assimilated to emphatic obstruents.
If

this is

correct,

then [+rhz] must be favored over

the features of Chomsky and Halle,

for according to

them, pharyngeals may not be pharyngealized, velars
may not be velarized, etc.

The feature [+rhz] may,

however, be distributed to all segments, or not, as the
facts

require.

Finally,

we repeat that 9i and

hi do not become 9i and hi, bearing out the remarks

of footnote 6.
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Our real concern in

this study is

deeper rules of Arabic phonology.
to this more interesting topic.

with the

We may now pass
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Footnotes to Chapter I

1.

To avoid suppletion in this latter
case, we may
assume that na is suffixed to forms such as
ya+ktub+na, giving ya+ktub+na+na, which by a
rule of haplology yields the correct phonetic
results.
(i)

Haplology:

na [+indicative]

--

>

0 /

If this is a synchronic rule of Arabic,
little or no interest.

na_
it

is

of

2. We assume that ni derives from underlying na and
is changed to ni when occurring after aC. Such a
rule seems to be a play in Arabic.
3. Form IX of 10) is given in abstract representations.
Thus whereas underlying ('i)hmarar+ta
remains just this in underlying reprbsentations,
underlying ('i)hmarar+at becomes ('i)hmarr+at by
processes to be'disclosed in 4.4.
It'is also
to be noted that the most abstract representations
are not always present in 10).
For example,
imperfective ta+CaC C aC and ta+CiCaC are derived
from the more abstric 4 ta+CaC.C.iC and ta+CaCiC,
as a glance at the other deribeA forms of 10) will
indicate.
These minor details may be glossed over
without any effect on what is to come.
4. According to Chomsky (1951), if a morpheme boundary
is present in the statement of a phonological rule,
then that morpheme boundary must be -present in the
form under analysis if the rule is to apply.
However if no morpheme boundary is present in the rule,
then a morpheme boundary may or may not be present
in the form under analysis for the rule to be
applicable.
This convention is %carriedover in
Chomsky and Halle, (1968).
5.

Much less the non-existent uvularization made
a theoretical possibility by Chomsky and Halle's

new features. The older feature system of
Jakobson, Halle, and Fant is superior in this regard.
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6. It may be claimed that the Arabic emphatics are
velarized rather than pharyngealized, and that
therefore the feature complex [-hi, +bk, -lo] is
to be associated with these sounds, this being
the representation Chomsky and Halle assign velars
Certainly the claim that
and velarized segments.
Arabic emphatics are velarized segments comes
closer to the truth than the claim that they are
pharyngealized, assuming the traditional use of
these terms, but still the Chomsky-Halle feature
proposal [-hi, +bk, -lo] is incorrect because of
the vowel phenomena mentioned below. We assume
that many investigators of Arabic misled and
-continue to mislead the public in their use of
'pharyngealization' due to the fact that Arabic
possesses pharyngeals. However, pharyngeals and
In
emphatic consonants are quite different.
particular pharyngeals do not affect surrounding
vowels in the same way as do emphatics. See below.
7.

The Egyptian colloquial dialect of Arabic (and some
Saudi dialects) retains g, whereas most other dialects
It is clUrious tha-t some Western
exhibit j or f.
on the basis of no independent
argue,
should
Arabists
historical change of
an
is
evidence, that j > g
Egyptian.

8. Actually _1 may be the underlying representation of
this morpheme.
9. This runs contrary to the claim of Kiparsky (1968),
where it is argued that no synchronic rules lacking
environments shotld be countenanced by linguistic
theory. See my answer to this article, Brame (1969).
10. There are ample grounds for quibbling with some
For example, one may argue that
aspects of 12).
These details
R is strident, that z is not, etc.
do not affect the rules of the text in any way.
Similar points of disagreement will no doubt exist
as regards the sonorant matrix 16); where it may
be argued that nasals are [-cnt], liquids are
Again nothing rides on these changes.
[+cnt], etc.
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11. The statement of this rule is more complex, but 'the
details will not be investigated here.
12. Since vowels are infixes, we may conclude that the
consonants are the underlying emphatic segments, not
if the vowels were taken as
That is,
the vowels.
the underlying emphatics, then there would be two
variants of every infixal morpheme, one emphatic,
and one plain.
13. To consign these facts to low-level phenomena in
this particular case is tantamount to abandoning
empiricism, although there are good reasons for
distinguishing low-level processes from more
truly phonological ones in other areas. It should
be noted here, that while Chomsky and Halle's
features are wrong for this case in Arabic, they
are nevertheless correct in a relative sense. That
is, the emphatic vowels are backer
plain counterparts.
their

and lower than
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Chapter II
SOME PRELIMINARY RULES OF ARABIC

2.0

It

is

well known that the high glides w and y are

susceptible to various phonological processes.

Because

of their inherent instability, these segments are destined to play a central role in the phonology of Arabic.
The number of rules effecting this whole complex of
alternations

in

Arabic is

not minimal,

causing what at

first blush appears to be a paradoxical state of affairs,
but from which emerges upon scrutiny, an underlying
theme which pervades most of the phonology.
become clearer as the exposition unfolds.

This will
For the

moment, we may initiate the reader by citing evidence
bearing on the treatment of just one facet of the
problem of high glide alternations--the following
paradigms:

1)

I
katabtu

I wrote

da9awtu-

I called

katabta

you m.s. wrote

da9awta

you m.s. called

katabti

you f.s. wrote

da9awti

you f.s. called

kataba

he wrote

da9a

he called

katabat

she wrote

da9at

she called
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The endings tu, ta, U,

a,

and at of the forms listed

under column I are clearly enough subject markers, i.e.
the singular pronominal suffixes discussed in section
1.1 of Chapter I.

From this it may be concluded that

the stem of the perfective verb 'to write' is katab.
Identical first and second person singular suffixes
are associated with the citations of column II.
is,

'I',

'you m.s.', and 'you

ta, and ti respectively.

f.s.'

That

are marked by tu,

This distribution of data

indicates that the stem underlying the perfective verb
'to

call'

is

da9aw.

The characteristics which distinguish the entries
of column II from those of column I reside in the third
person forms da9a and da9at, for if the stem of 'to call'
is indeed da9aw and if the third person singular suffixes
are a, 'he', and at,

'she', then one would have expected

to find da9awa and da9awat for 'he called' and 'she called',
analogous to kataba and katabat,
wrote'.

'he wrote',

and 'she

Let us assume, then, that da9aw+a and da9aw+at

do in fact constitute the underlying third person representations of the perfective verb 'to call'.

It now

becomes apparent that there is a factor distinguishing

the underlying third person singular forms of 'to call'
from the first and second person singular forms of the.
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same verb:

the third person forms contain awa

sequences, whereas the first and second person
forms do not.

This observation allows us to ac-

knowledge the following phonological rules which
correctly account for phonetic da9a, 'he called';

2)

Rule I:

w-->0/a

Rule II:

aa --

a

Rule I deletes w when it occurs between two a-grade
vowels, i.e. awa becomes aa.

Rule II turns any two

contiguous a-grade vowels into a single long a-grade
vowel, which may be represented as i.

Thus, under-

lying da9aw+a becomes phonetic da9i in the following
fashion:'

3)

da9aw+a

underlying representation

da9a+a

by Rule I

da95

by Rule II.

Rule II must follow Rule I in the order of application
of these processes since the environment of Rule II is
created by Rule I.

If the ordering were the reverse,

i.e.

the result would be da9aa.

Rule II

first,

The problem of deriving the third person feminine
form, da9at, entails the postulation of an additional
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rule.

4)

Rule III:

a-->a/

CY

This rule allows for the derivation of phonetic da9at
from underlying da9aw+at according to the following
steps:

5)

da9aw+at

underlying representation

da9a+at

Rule I

da9at

Rule II

da9at

Rule III

As 5) demonstrates, Rule III must apply after Rules I
and II have applied.
Rule I-III are by no means unnatural phonological
processes.

Such rules. are probably to be encountered

in various languages of the world.

That phonetic da9a

and da9at are to be derived from da9aw+a and da9aw+at
by means of these rules is, therefore, a reasonable
hypothesis.

Moreover, given no additional supporting

evidence, one must favor da9aw+a and da9aw+at over
all other possibilities as the underlying representa-

tions of the desired phonetic sequences, a conclusion
which of itself lends a certain degree.'of credibility
tb the rules postulated above.

The plausibility of
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this analysis follows from the fact that such an
analysis captures a number of important generalizations:

C:)

column II

All the stems of the verbs listed under
of

1) are related, viz. da9aw;

(ii) Just

as only one suffix is needed for each case of the
first and second person endings, whether for the forms
of column II or column I, just so only one suffix is
required in the case of third person morphemes, namely a and at;

(iii) The canonical shapes of all the

stems of paradigm 1) are generalized to a simple CVCVC
sequence of segments, viz. katab and da9aw;

(iv) Finally,

this analysis explains the absence of awa, aa, and
ECW

in

the phonetics of Arabic, since such sequences

do not normally elude Rules I-III.

In other words,

these rules apply not only to underlying daaw+a and
da9aw+at,

but to all words with phonological sequences

relevant to the above postulated rules.

Thus, danaw+tu,

'I approached', but dana, 'he approached', danat,

'she

approached', and so forth, from danaw+a and danaw+at
via a route identical

to that of 5).

On the basis of some very limited data, i.e. those
of 1),

as

to

it is possible to make some plausible suggestions

their explanation.

The crucial examples

of 1) are those involving the glide w where this segment
occupies the third radical position of the underlying
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root.

In succeeding chapters we shall have occasion

to investigate

those glides which do not function as

the third radical.

The remainder of this chapter,

however, will be given over to an examination of the
evidence further motivating underlying representations
of the type posited above, along with the phonological
processes discussed above, particularly the glide
elision process, i.e. Rule I.

Before turning to such

cases, it will not be out of order to devise some
terminology which will be useful in referring to
specific classes of examples involving the high glides
w and y.

This terminology will serve no other purpose

than that of avoiding circumlocutions.

Let us here-

after dqsignate any verb whose root includes at least
one high glide in underlying representations a weak
verb, and those verbs -whose roots do not include at
least one high glide strong verbs.

We may define

weak nouns, strongqnouns, etc. similarly.

The mnemon-

ics blind and lame will be used to refer to a special
class of weak forms, those which employ a weak segment w or y in the first root position (=blind) arid
those which employ a weak segment in the third radical
position (=lame).

Those stems whose middle or second

root position is occupied by a weak segment will be
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termed hollow, the term favored by the Arab grammarians. 2

Underlying da9aw+a and da9aw+at are weak verbs

according to this terminology, and more precisely,
lame verbs.

Underlying wasal+a and kawan+a, examples

which we shall encounter at a later juncture, are
examples of blind and hollow verbs respectively.

We

may now turn to some evidence related to the analysis
presented above.

2.1 Perfective Verbs
The rules mentioned above were conceived so as
to handle alternations involving verb stems ending in
w.

Alongside the forms of paradigm 1) should be

added the following:

6)

ramaytu

I threw

ramayta

you m.s.

ramayti

you f.s. threw

rami

he threw

ramat

she threw

threw

Considerations similar to those adVanced earlier seem
to indicate that the stem of the verb 'to throw' is
ramay.

A simple extension of Rule I -towards the direc-

tion of greater generality will adequately account for
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the third person forms ramS,
'she threw'.

'he threw',

and rarat.,

Accordingly, Rule I may be replaced by

Rule I'.

7)

RuleI':

G-->01a_a

The symbol G is an informal cover for w and

x and

is

more appropriately represented as the feature specification [-cns, -syl, +hi].
of 'to

8)

throw'

The third person forms

are now derivable without further ado.

ramay+a

ramay+at

rama+a

rama+at

Rule I'

rama

ramit

Rule II

rama

ramat

Rule III

2.-2 Nouns
It has been shown that Rule I' applies to one
class of weak verbs--those perfective verb forms
displaying w or y as underlying third radical.

Ex-

amples may now be adduced demonstrhting that the rules
postulated above are needed for an
nouns, i.e. lame nouns.

analogous

class of

As pointed out in section 1 .1

of Chapter I, the accusative marker for nouns in
Arabic is a, the indefinite marker, n.

Bearers of

these suffixes include nouns such as batalan,

'hero',
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mataran, 'rain',

and baytan,

'house', which are seg-

mented as batal+a+n, matar+a+n, and bayt+a+n.

There

are lame nouns declined in the accusative case such
as hudan, 'religious guidance',

xazan,

and ridan, 'contentment'.

'protection',

of such forms is

'shame',

himan,

The final n

clearly the indefinite marker.

In

addition it is known that such forms possess underlying third radical glides because of alternations such
as hadaytu, 'I lead',
'I protected',

xazaytu, 'I embarassed',

and ridwinan,

hamaytu,

'approval (acc.)'.

If

it is assumed that such forms are to be represented
as underlying huday+a+n, xazay+a+n, himay+a+n, and
ridaw+a+n as

indicated by the relevant alternations

and the strong nouns cited above, then the phonetic
sequences may be accounted for by simply invoking the
rules

9)

already postulated.

huday+a+n

xazay+a+n

himay+a+n

ridaw+a+n

huda+a+n

xaza+a+n

hima+a+n

rida+a+n

Rule I'

huda+n

xaza+n

hima+n

rida+n

Rule II

huda+n

xaza+n

hima+n

rida+n

Rule

There are other endings which may be added to
lame noun stems so as

to bring about similar distor-

tions of the underlying sequences.

Consider in this

regard the feminine ending at, also found in verbs.
The suffix can be found in strong forms such as

III
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maktabatan,

'library',

mil9acqatan,

'spoon',

etc.

Such forms segment into mV+CCaC+at+a+n sequences,
at being the morpheme of interest, a the accusative.
case marker, n the indefinite marker, and mV a common
noun-forming prefix, often associated with nouns of
place and instrument, but also with more abstract
nouns as well.

Electing a root such as xzy (cf.

paradigm 9)), we would expect to be able to construct
a form such as ma+xzay+at+a+n.

The rules postulated,

above predict that such an underlying sequence will
pass through the stages of the following derivation:

10)

ma+xzay+at+a+n
ma+xza+at+a+n

Rule I'

ma+xzat+a+n

Rule II

ma+xzat+a+n

Rule III

inapplicable

It is to the credit of the above analysis that we
do in fact find phonetic maxzatan meaning 'disgrace'.
This form is obviously related to the noun xazan
cited earlier.
Words such as those discussed in this section
add additional confirmation to the analysis presented
earlier, particularly to the glide elision process
which interests us most at the present.

There are
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additional formative types, however, which also
support this analysis.

Some of these additional

examples will be presented directly.

2.3 Passive Participles
The rules presented above may be utilized in
the case of numerous classes of derived passive
participles.

One such case will adequately serve

as an illustration.

Take first the strong verb

'istaqbaltu, 'I received (a guest)', which is a
member of the sta-class of derived verbs and listed
under class X in the chart of derived verbs in
Chapter I.

The initial 'i of this verb is a pros-

thetic element which will be discussed later.

The

sta prefix we might term the benefactive prefix.
The suffix tu is the familiar first person marker.
The passive participle associated with this verb
is mustaqbalan in the accusative indefinite declension, the mu apparently. being a participial prefix.
The form can be segmented as mu+sta+qbal+a+n.
The interesting set of examples of derived
formatives are those which are underlying weak, i.e.

those involving high glides.

The verb 'istadaytu,

'I required (s.th. from s.o.) ', is an example of a
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weak sta-class verb analogous to the strong verb
'istaqbaltu.

It can be segmented as 'ista+4dayitu.

We now wish to determine the passive participle of
the verb 'to require'.

The answer is readily de-

ducible from a routine comparison of the strong
forms noted in this section with the weak verb also
cited above.
weak

strong

11)

'ista+qday+tu

'ista+qbal+tu
mu+sta+qbal+a+n

Clearly the X of 11)

x

should turn out to be mu+sta+qday+a+n,

all other things being.equal.
not equal since Rules I',

But all other things are

II, and III must be considered.

These rules predict that underlying mu+sta+qday+a+n
will be converted to phonetic mustaqdan, which is in
fact true.

12)

The derivation runs as follows:

mu+sta+qday+a+n
mu+sta+qda+a+n

Rule I'

mu+sta+qda+n

Rule II

mu+sta+qda+n

Rule III

2.4 Imperfective Verbs
Perfective verbs were considered in sections 2 .0
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An examination of imperfective verbs

and 2.1 above.

will shed new light on the correct statement of the
glide elision process.

As noted in Chapter I, the

non-derived imperfective verbs require prefixes to
mark person along with stems of the shape CCVC.

For

the time being we may assume that non-derived imperfective stems take on this CCVC shape at all levels
of analysis, even though this assumption will prove
to be incorrect later.
It will do best to first consider a paradigm
involving a strong imperfective verb such as that
represented in 13).

13)

'a+ktub+u

I write

tkI'a+ktub+u

you m.s. write

ya+ktub+u

he writes

ta+ktub+u

she writes

The prefixes are obviously equated 'a='I',
ya='he',

and ta='she '.

mood marker.

ta='you m.s.',

The phone u is the indicative

The forms listed in 13) are, minus mor-

pheme boundaries,

the actual phonetic representations

of the appropriate verb.

Paradigm 13) should be com-

pared with one involving a weak stem', e.g. 14).
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14)

'a+d9

I call

ta+d9ii

you call

ya+d9i

he calls

ta+d95

she calls

We know from section 2.0 that 'to call' has a third
radical w in underlying representations, and we know
from paradigms such as 13)
mood marker.

that u is

the indicative

We should therefore expect in place of

14) to find forms such as those listed in 15).

15)

'a+d9uw+u
ta+d9uw+u
ya+d9uw+u
ta+d9uw+u

If Rule I' is generalized so as to permit glides to
elide between identical vowels and if Rule II is also
generalized so as to apply to identical vowels, we
may in fact derive 14) from what seems to be the
true underlying representations 15).. The derivations
would proceed simply enough.

16)

'a+d9uw+u

ta+d9uw~u

ya+d9uweu'

'a-id9ui-u

taed9uiu

ya+d9u+u

Glide Elision

t a+d95

ya+ -d90

L eng thening

a+ d95
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As indicated by 16),

the rules may be restated as.

follows:

17)

a. Glide Elision:

G -- >V0/V

b. Lengthening:

V.V. -- >

c. Shortening:

7

-- >

V

7.

V / __C'

The subscripts are meant to signify that the vowels
must be identical in quality for the rules to be
applicable.

Rule 17)a.,

earlier Rule I';
and 17)c.,

Glide Elision, replaces the

17)b., Lengthening, replaces Rule II;

Shortening, replaces Rule III.

new statements are adopted, phonetic

If these

'ad95, tad9i, etc.

will derive from the natural uaderlying sequences
'a+d9uw+u, ta+d9uw+u, etc.,

forms which are completely

analogous to the strong forms
etc.

Thus,

'a+ktub+u, ta+ktub+u,

the i of paradigm 14)

is

seen to be a

conflation of the imperfect stem vowel u, the third
radical glide w, and the indicative marker u.

This

analysis is attractive, since not only is one indicative morpheme now required, viz. u, but also the
stems of weak verbs of the above mentioned type are

identical to those of strong verbs at the more abstract
level of analysis.

Imperfective verbs, it may be
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concluded, add additional confirmation to our
approach.

2.5 Active Participles

Cases have been cited where glides elide between
two occurrences of the vowel a and two occurrences of
If the identity condition placed on the

the vowel u.

rule of Glide Elision is correct, we would expect to

find cases requiring elision of glides between two
occurrences of i.

Such examples may now be adduced,

thus rounding out the distributional evidence.
To illustrate such cases, we may draw from a
grammatical type heretofore neglected in our discussion.
This is the so-called active participle, which takes
on the shape CiCiC with respect to strong stems.
example

For

'writing' in Arabic would be formed from the

root ktb encountered above by substituting
consonants into the pattern CiCiC.
which does means

'writing'.

the root

This yields kitib,

The form may be declined

in the genitive case, indefinite deixis, to yield
katib+i+n.

It

will now become

substitute the root d9w or rm

clear

that

should we

for ktb of the latter

example, the final w and y will be in a position meeting the conditions for elision by the rule of Glide
Elision.

That is, the active participles meaning
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'calling' and 'throwing' respectively (cf. 1) and
6)) would be da9iw+i+n and r'miy+i+n from which w
and

x

should elide.

The derivations would proceed

as indicated in 18).

18)

da9iw+i+n

ramiy+i+n

di9i+i+n

rimi+i+n

Glide Elision (17a.)

dE9i+n

raml+n

Lengthening (17b.)

da9i+n

rami+n

Shortening

(17c.)

The rules listed in 17) do represent the correct approach
since we do find phonetic da9in, 'calling' and ramin,
'throwing'.
Summarizing,
listed in

17)

it

becomes evident that the rules

do serve to relate alternations in-

volving all major categories of speech.

With these

three rules, we explain much seemingly paradigmatic
irregularity.

This is accomplished by postulating

abstract representations which are morphologically,
parallel to the ''regular''

strong forms and by

allowing the phonological rules to.operate on these
abstract representations in an ordered sequence.

It

is no coincidence that a large body of evidence converges in the ways sketched out in this chapter.
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Footnotes to Chapter II

1. The symbol W represents what is usually represented
The
the word boundary.
by the double cross, i.e.
a
on
take
will
approach to the shortening process
new formulation in Chapter IV.
2. That term being fi9l 'ajwaf. Unfortunately the
and third weak stems tradesignations for first
ditionally adopted by the Arab grammarians do not
mnemonically reflect the respective root position
focused upon. For this reason the new terminology.

9.
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Chapter III
GLIDE ELISION REVISITED

3.0

In Chapter II it was noted that the high glides

elide when they occur between identical vowels in
underlying representations.

The exact statement of

the glide elision process was motivated on the basis
of examples involving the changes listed in 1).

1)

aGa-->aa
uGu -- > uu
iGi -- > ii

In this chapter we shall confront some new data in
order to learn just what happens to glides which are
adjacent to two vowels which are not identical
underlying representations.

This evidence will

in
lead

to further revisions of the glide elision process
stated in 17)

of Chapter II.

3.1 Conditions on Height
We know from Chapter II that the normal pattern

for active participles of non-derived verbs is CaCiC.
Thus, it was argued that phonetic da9in and ramin in
the genitive indefinite declension must be derived
from underlying da9iw+i+n and ramiysi+n by processes
which by now are familiar.

Recall that the nominative
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case marker is u, which shows up in strong active
participles such as katib+u+n, 'writing', nazil+u+n,
'descending', and so on.

One would naturally expect

the weak roots d9w, rml, etc.

to take on analogous

shapes when they become active participles declined
in the nominative case.

That is, one expects to find

alongside the strong forms kitib+u+n and nizil+u+n,
di9iw+u+n and ramiy+u+n.

The actual phonetic repre-

sentations of both strong and weak active participles
of the nominative declension are listed below.

2)

strong

weak

katibun

da9in

n~zilun

ramin

Notice that the nominative weak forms of 2) are
completely neutralized with the genitive weak forms
discussed in section 2.5 of Chapter II (cf. 18) therein).

We may account for the differences in phonetic

representations between the strong and weak entries
of' 2),

and consequently for the neutralization of

nominative and genitive active participles as da9in,
ramin, etc., by allowing the rule of Glide Elision
to apply to underlying di9iw~u+n and rimiy+uen (as
well as to di9w~i-iin and rimiy+i,n) if we also add
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to the phonology of Arabic, the following new rule,
which may be called i-Assimilation.

3)

i-Assimilation:

u -- >

i

/ i

This proposal allows for the derivation of da9in
and Camin from the natural underlying sequences
da9iw+u+n and ramiy+u+n.

4)

di9iw+u+n

ramiy+u+n

di9i+u+n

rami+u+n

Glide Elision

di9i+i+n

rEmi+i+n

i-Assimilation

da931+n

rimi+n

Lengthening

da9i+n

rami+n

Shortening

(revised)
(3)

(17b.)
(17c.)

It is evident from this derivation that the new rule
of i-Assimilation must follow Glide Elision and precede
Lengthening.
In order to allow for the syncopation of the
glides from the underlying entries of 4), we must
give up the identity condition placed on the rule
of Glide Elision in Chapter II.

The rule,

it will be

recalled, was stated in such a way so as to allow

glides to drop just in case the adjacent vowels were
identical in all feature specifications.

This was

accomplished by resorting to the notation of subscripts.
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But since changes such as iwu -- >

iu and iyu -- >. iu

are apparently necessary to derive di9in, rimin, etc.,
we must relax the identity condition so that what is
now required is simply that the vowels appearing on
either side of the relevant glide agree in height.
This conclusion leads to the following restatement
of Glide Elision:

5)

Glide Elision:

G

-- >

0 /

[ahi]

[ahi]

The symbol a is a variable ranging over the coefficients
'

''

[hi].

and..'-''

which are associated with the feature

We interpret the notation as follows:

If the

left-most V is [+hi], then the right-most V must also
be [+hi] for the rule to apply.

Alternatively if the

left-most V is [-hi], then the right-most V must be
[-hi).

Similarly, if the right-most V is [+hi], then

the left-most V must be [+hi], and if the right-most
V is [-hi],

then the left-most V must be [-hi].

This

is to say that the vowels must agree in the feature
[hi].

Returning to the underlying-sequences di9iw+u+n

and rimiy+u+n of 4),

we see that both i

and u are

specified as E+hi], i.e. both are high vowels.

Con-

sequently, the new rule of Glide Elision will apply
to such sequences allowing for the generation of
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of phonetic da9in and ramin.
The new rule of i-Assimilation receives additional
motivation from some phenomena we shall now discuss.
In section 2.4 of Chapter II we discussed imperfective
weak verbs with third radical w.

Omitted from that

discussion were any examples involving third radical
y.

Such examples do in fact exist.

Before pointing

to the relevance of such examples, it :would not be
misleading to recall that the indicative mood marker
is manifested by the simple high rounded vowel u.
The examples bearing this suffix discussed above included examples such as ta+ktub+u, 'she writes', and
ta+d9uw+u,
calls'.

the latter

of which becomes ta+d9u,

'she

Note that both underlying ta+ktub+u and

ta+d9uw+u possess a stem vowel u as well as the indicative marker u.

Not all imperfective verbs possess

this stem--vowel.

We also find numerous examples of

strong verbs with i or a in

addition to u,

as e.g.

ta+nzil+u, 'she descends' or ta+grab+u, 'she drinks'.
Of interest for the present discussion is the fact
that there are some weak verbs which must have the
imperfect

stem vowel

i

if

we are to explain the actual

phonetic representation of such forms.
the root r~m,

Thus, taking

we find corresponding to those imperfect
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verbs cited above, ta+rmi,
indicative mood.
if

'she throws',

in the

We should have expected ta+rmiy+u

i is indeed the stem-vowel of such cases.

The

assumption that i is the stem-vowel, however, allows
for the derivation of phonetic tarmi from the plausible
underlying representation ta+rmiy+u, given the rules
postulated up to this point.

6)

ta+rmiy+u
ta+rmi+u

Glide Elision

ta+rmi+i

i-Assimilation

ta+rmi

Lengthening

(5)
(3)

(17b.)

A derivation such as this explains why it is that the
normal

indicative morpheme u does not appear phonetical-

ly as such in examples such as tarmi.

In addition,

the stem of such weak -verbs is generalized with that
of the strong stems nzil, ktub,
the stem d9uw motivated earlier.

etc.,

as well as with

Examples

such as

tarmi, then, add considerable plausibility to the rule
of i-Assimilation, and with it,
as 4) and 6).

to derivations such
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3.2 Some Confirming Evidence
In the preceding section a new, somewhat more
general condition was proposed for the rule of Glide
Elision.

In this

section some evidence will be

discussed which confirms to some extent this earlier
move.
First we are concerned with the subjunctive mood
marker a.

Like the indicative

marker u, the subjunctive

marker is associated with imperfective verb forms.
Alongside indicative ta+ktub+u, 'she writes' and
ta+nzil+u, 'she descends',
such as ta+ktub+a,
'that she descend'.

'that

one discovers examples

she write',

and ta+nzil+a,

This subjunctive marker a pro-

vides us with a test for validating or disconfirming
much of what has been said up to now.

For if

underlying representations such as ta+d9uw+u and
ta+rmiy+u are truly the deep reptensentations of
phonetic tad9E and tarmi and if the rule of Glide
Elision has been revised so as to approximate the
true nature of Arabic phonology, then one need only
substitute

subjunctive

a for indicative

u in

the

latter underlying shapes ta+d9uw+u and ta+rmiy+u to

see if our theory predicts what phonetic 'that she
call' and 'that she throws actually turn out to be.
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Our theory of course predicts that underlying ta+d9uw+a
and ta+rmiy+a will not be affected by any of the processes discussed above, i.e. that these (with the
irrelevant exception of boundaries) are in fact the
phonetic representations for the subjunctive forms
corresponding to tad95 and tarmi.

This prediction

follows from the underlying stems postulated for
phonetic tad9u and tarmi and from the new condition
placed on Glide Elision,

which requires

that the

vowels adjacent to the relevant glides be identical
in height.

However the vowels between which w and

.y appear in

the case of ta+d9uw+a and ta+rmiy+a do-not

agree in the feature [hi].
should be inapplicable.

Therefore Glide Elision

Our analysis correctly anti-

cipates the phonetic facts in

this case,

for we do

indeed find tad9uwa, 'that she call' and tarmiya,
'that she throw'.
then,

in

Such forms confirm our theory,

that they are precisely what our theory

predicts.
Allied to the above facts are some facts concerning once again the active participle.

More spe-

cifically, the relevant active participles are those

declined in the accusative case.

The nominative

and genitive cases are u and i respectively and we
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have already propOsed ramiy+u+n and ramiy+i+n
the underlying representations for ramin,
(nom.

and gen.)'.

as

'throwing

It should be possible to substi-

tute the accusative case marker a for the nominative
or genitive case markers in the above-stated underlyingrepresentations to yield tamiy+a+n, which,
for reasons discussed directly above,
be alterable.

should not

Once again, what obtains in this in-

stance is phonetic ramiyan,

' throwing

(acc.)', which

is in every way parallel to strong forms such as
katib+ahn,

'writing (acc.)', nazile+a+n,

'descending

(acc.)', and so forth.
The following derivations illuminate all important
phenomena discussed to this point:

7)

Imperfectives

A:

indicative

subjunctive

ta+rmiy+u

ta+rmiy+a

ta+rmi+u

ta+rmiy+a

Glide Elision

ta+rmi+i

ta+rmiy+a

i-Assimilation

ta+rmi

ta+rmiy+a

Lengthening
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7)

B:

Active Participles

nominative

genitive

ramiy+u+n

ramiy+i+n

rami+u+n

rami+i+n

accusative
ramiy+a+n
Glide Elision

ram i+i+n

i-Assimilation

raim-+n

rami+n

Lengthening

rami+n

rami+n

Shortening

As pointed out in Chapter I, the definite and
indefinite deictic particles of Arabic are mutually
exclusive,

the definite marker being a prefix,

'al,

the indefinite marker being a suffix, the n of 7)B.
It

is

not inappropriate

at this point to note what

happens to the definite paradigms corresponding to
7)B.

8)

nominative

genitive

'al+ramiy+u

'al+rgmiy+i

'al+rami+u

'al+rmi+i

'al+ramiy+a
Glide Elision
9*

al+rami+i
al+rimi!

accusative

i-Assimilation
'al+rimi

-

Lengthening

The definite forms differ from their indefinite
counterparts in only one respect:

The definite

forms are not susceptible to Shortening as

is of
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course predicted.

2

A rule of no interest for the

moment will assimilate the 1 of the definite article
to the r

of the stems listed

phonetic are therefore
and ' arramiya,

in

The actual

8).

' arrami, nom.,

' arr5.mi,

gen.,

acc.

3.3 An If-Then Condition
In section 3.1 of this chapter, it was noted that
in addition to imperfective verbs of the stem-type
CCuC, e.g. ta+ktub+u, there exist stems of the shapes
It is the latter type which will be of

CCiC and CCaC.

interest in this section.

This class of stems is

exemplified by examples such as ta+grab+u,

'she

drinks

mentioned earlier, as well as numerous others, e.g.
ta+91am+u,

'she knows',

Examples of weak

ta+rkab+u,

'she rides',

stems characterized

etc.

by the stem

vowels u and i have already been cited.

That is, we

have already witnessed examples of stems CCiG and CCuG,
which in some cases were distorted to some extent in
the course of the phonological derivation.

Given

that CCaC is a possible stem-type, we would now expect
to find lame stems of the analogous type, namely CCaG.

Absence of such stems would constitute a gap in the
total distribution of morphological as well as phonological data.

It is not surprising, then, that the
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evidence does suggest underlying CCaG stems.
Consider by way of illustration

the following

paradigms incorporating imperfective verbs conjugated in

the subjunctive mood:

I

9)
'a+rkab+a

that I ride

'a+lqa

that I meet

ta+rkab+a

that you ride

ta+lqi

that you meet

ya+rkab+a

that he ride

ya+lqi

that he meet

ta+rkab+a

that she ride

ta+lqi

that she meet

The forms listed under I are perfectly regular strong
forms and cause no problems.

We must analyze those

forms in column II further however.
certain.

One thing is

These forms should possess the subjunctive

a in underlying representations.

Moreover, we know

that the stem underlying the verb 'to meet' is a
lame stem since in the perfective conjugation we
find forms such as laqiy+a,
met',

and so forth.

'he met', laqiy+_at,

'she

Indeed we also find nouns such

as lugy+at+u+n, 'encounter', which.prove beyond doubt
that the underlying root is of the CCG variety. We
gather, then, that the underlying stem of the forms
listed under II of 9) is at least _1_Vy.
only to determine the stem vowel itself.

It remains
This is
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straightforward,.given what has been said earlier.
Thus, we know that if the V of underlying lgVy were
a high vowel, i.e. u or i, then the

i

would not elide.

This follows since the identity condition on Glide
Elision is vio]ated.

Thus, putative

la+1qiy+a, ta+lqiy+a,

etc. would not, under the present analysis, be susThe most obvious deduction

ceptible to Glide Elision.

at this point is that the stem vowel of these forms is
not a high vowel, which leaves only a.

But if a is

chosen, we see that the correct surface representations
Consider the third person forms.

are immediately derivable.
10)

ya+iqay+a

ta+lqay+a

ya+lqa+a

ta+lqa+a

Glide Elision

ya+lqi

ta+1qi

Lengthening

The choice of a over all other possibilities is
given further confirmation by the following observation:
Typically when the stem vowel of the perfective is i,
the stem vowel of the imperfective is a.

Thus, we

find rakIb+at,

'that

'she

rode',

but ta+rkAb+a,

ride'; 9alIm+at, 'she knew', but ta+9lAm+a;
arIb+at,

'

she

and

Ashe
dr.ank'1,
but ta-IrAba, 'that she drink'.

TBhe -releVantastemcrdwels :have been .capitalized for
clarity.

Now since the perfective stem vowel of the

-111911p""Wo
01,01
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verb 'to meet' is i, cf.

laqiy+at noted above, we

conclude that a is indeed the imperfective stem vowel
Consequently igay must be the under-

of this verb.

lying stem, which of course confirms the derivations
listed in 10).
It has been noted earlier-in the exposition and
on numerous occasions that u is the indicative mood
marker.

Once again, we find ourselves in a position

to test the set of rules posited above.

We need only

inquire into the status of the indicative imperfect
forms corresponding to the subjunctive forms listed
in 9) under II.

We know that such forms must take

on the following underlying traits:

' alqay+u

11)

ta+lqay+u

ya+lqay+u
ta+lqay+u

The present statement of Glide Elision prohibits the
glides of 11)

to elide since the surrounding vowels

do not agree in

height.

Thus,

we predict that 11)

as stands are the phonetic representations for indicative 'I meet',

'you meet', etc.

Here, however, the

phonetic representations turn out to be other than

., I

;I1'"m

I.

i , -

.' , ,

_ -., __.

WIPP.,
11
.-

..

.

.

.
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those predicted, for we find the following:
12)

'a+lqi

I meet

ta+lqa

you meet

ya+1qa

he meets

ta+lq

- she meets

Here the indicative forms are neutralized with those
listed under column II of 9),
forms.

i.e. with the subjunctive

This state of affairs is reminiscent of the

neutralization of the weak stems of the active participles discussed earlier.

Here, as was done in

section 3.1 of this chapter, we must revise our set
of rules so as to be consistent with the new data.
Consider what this means.

Clearly 11) subsumes

the natural and obvious underlying representations of
the indicative forms we are presently treating.

And

the most obvious route is

via

to go from 11)

to 12),

elision of the glide.

This entails (i) once again

relaxing the conditions for the application of Glide
Elision, 5),

and (ii) postulating a new rule which

will assimilate u to a in the event au sequences arise.
That is to say, we wish the following derivations to
obtain:
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ya+lqay+u

ta+lqay+u

b.

ya+lqa+u

ta+lqa+u

Glide Elision

C.

ya+lqa+a

ta+lqa+a

new rule

d.

ya+lqa

ta+iqa

Lengthening

13) a.

(revised)

The new rule needed to derive the output listed
as 13)c. may be tenatively stated as 14).

14)

u.--> a/a

This rule is an assimilatory process quite similar to
the rule of i-Assimilation stated as 3) above.

Not

only is the process similar -to the earlier one of
i-Assimilation, in addition, the relative position
of Rule 14) with respect to the other rules in the

-

ordered set is identical to that of i-Assimilation.
Both rules follow Gl-ide Elision and precede- Lengthening.
The functional similarity together with these ordering
relations indicate that 14) and i-Assimilation are
to be collapsed as a single process.

If this is done,

then it is seen that derivations such as 13) entail
not the addition of a new rule to the grammar,

but

rather a generalization of an already existing rule.
Thus, the step from 13)b. to 13)c. is exactly what
is to be expected.

Rule 14) can be collapsed with
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i-Assimilation according to the following scheme:

15)

A::

B::

i-Assimilation:

u

Rule 14):

u --

. ..

.

> i

/ i__

>a /a_

V
h
L+hi]

[abk]
[-rd]
[-rd]

V

[Bhil

[+hi]

[-rd]

i-Assimilation:[
Rule 14):

C::

--

1

[ V
[cbk

-

V

[Bhi]-

Collapsed Version:

V
V
[+hi]

[abk] /
[Bhi]
[-rd]

~

[abk]
[Bhi]-

Step A represents the two rules stated in informal
segment notation.
as B.

More formally, A

is to be represented

Both the rules of B affect the high vowel u

although as

stated, these rules will also apply to i

preceded by the relevant vowels.

The vowel

i could

be excluded by simply including the feature

[+rd]

[+bk]

to the

in the feature specification of the V

or

left of the arrows.

However, this question will be

decided on the basis

of data which will follow

eventually.
[+hil

Notice that by including the feature

in this segment, we effectively exclude the

vowel a from becoming i or u when preceded by i
or u.

If such changes

are empirically motivated, the
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feature E+hiJ must be omitted, or if it turns out
that no ia or ua exist in underlying representations
or come about in the course of the phonological derivation, then the feature [+hi] may also be removed,
although if the ia::And u&. sequences: do not arise
and we remove L+hi] from the V to the left of the
arrow, we would predict that should such sequences
arise at a later point in time, they would be disposed
to become ii and uu respectively.

This is not the

Clearly, empirical

prediction if [+hi] remains.

evidence will have to decide this issue and we will
have more to say concerning these matters later.
Turning to C, we see that this schema correctly abbreviates the rules listed as B.
apropos here.

One more comment is

The examples u --> i and u -- > a both

involve the change of the feature [+rd]

to [-rd].

How this change is effected is not clear at this point.
We have simply assumed that all high vowels which
are assimilated to preceding vowels lose their rounding, although what is more probable is that such vowels
actually assimilate their roundness to the roundness
of the preceding vowel.

A crucial sequence then to

decide this question is ui.
jui will become ui.

Rule

l5)C

predicts that

If in fact uiu is desired, then

15)C must be restated as16:
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[cbk]

--

16 [Vi
L.+hi]

V

[cbk]
[fihi]
[yrdJ
[yrd] / [Bhi]-

Let us continue to use the informal specifications
of the assimilatory processes stated as 15)A for the
time being, keeping in mind that a conflation of the
two rules as either

15)C or 16)

other things being equal.
to collapse the rules

is

mandatory,

all

Why we do not choose

at this

point will become

clearer as we proceed.
Returning to the main thread of the discussion,
we must consider the consequences of derivations such
as 13) for the most recent statement of Glide Elision,
Rule 5).

Obviously 5) cannot be correct if deriva-

tions such as 13) are to be allowed.

Let us therefore

review the relevant data presented in 17)
to the preceding presentation.

17) A:

aGa-->aa
uGu -- > uu
iGi -i->

i

B:

iGu--.>iu

C:

uGa -- > uGa
iGa -- > iGa

D:

aGu

--

>

au

C-.-> aa)

according
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The changes listed under A are those involving identical
vowels and were originally handled by 17)a. of Chapter
II.

The change represented as B occasioned a revision
This

of 17)a. in the direction of.greater generality.

refinement constituted Rule 5) of section 3..1 above.
This restatement of Glide Elisibn correctly predicted
the output of the examples listed as C in 17).

We

now must again revise the rule of Glide Elision so
as to account for the change represented as D.

Notice

that such a revision will again result in a more generalized rule since the new rule will subsume yet another
case.

However, the new rule must be formulated so as

to prevent the glides from eliding in the C cases of
17).

The desired condition is obvious.

The condition-

is a one-way implication, an if-then condition.

If

the right-most vowel of a VGV sequence is a low vowel,
then the left-most vowel of that sequence must also
be a low vowel for Glide Elision to be applicable.
Or alternatively, if the left-most vowel of a VGV
sequence is

a high vowel,

then the right-most vowel

of that sequence must be a high vowel for Glide Elision
to be applicable.

The rule may be informally stated

as 18).
18) Glide Elision:

G

-.- >

0 /

V.

V.,

if j=[+lo], then i=E+loJ.
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This more generalized statement of Glide Elision
correctly accounts for the data tabulated in 17).
It, together with the new assimilatory process 14),
provides for 13) as a possible derivation in Arabic.
It is to be emphasized that this analysis represents
a complication of the phonology'of Arabic only in
the event that Rule 14)

turns out not to be collapsi-

ble as 15)C or 16) in addition to receiving no independent motivation over and beyond that reflected
by examples such as ya+1i, ta+li, etc.
There is some further evidence motivating the
process of assimilation mentioned above.

Recall

that in section 2.2 of Chapter II we noted the existence of a particular noun pattern mV+CCaC+at+V+n.
The feminine ending at along with.the case and deixis
suffixes are inflectional endings.
of such forms includes mV+CCaC,

Thiecderived stem

the mV being a derived

prefix associated with nouns of place, instrument, etc.
We find numerous examples of this pattern:
'office', ma+xraj+u+n,
etc.

ma+ktab+u+n,

'exit', ma+9mal+u+n, 'factory',

It should be possible to sub.stitute a root

containing a third radical glide (i.e. a lame root) into the pattern ma+CCaC+V~n.

Suppose we choose the

root ghw to undergo the substitution.

We know that

the third radical of this root is w because is shows
up as such in some forms, e.g. qahwat+uen, 'coffee'.
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The accusative case marker is a.

Consequently the
and the pattern

noun of place involving the root g
ma+CCaC declined in
be ma+qhaw+an.

the accusative indefinite should

From earlier discussion we know that

such a form would undergo Glide Elision, Lengthening,
and Shortening to yield ma+qhan.

This is

in

fact the

correct representation of 'coffee house' declined in
the accusative indefinite.

The test resides in the

nominative indefinite of this word.

According to

what has preceded we know that the nominative indefinite of 'coffee house' should be in underlying
representations ma+ghaw+u+n.

Given the new state-

ment of Glide Elision and the new assimilation rule
14),

we would guess that ma+qhaw+u+n would undergo

the following derivation:
19)

ma+haw+u+n
ma+qha+u+n

Glide Elision (18)

ma+qha+a+n

Rule 14)

ma+qha+n

Lengthening

ma+qha+n

Shortening

Phonetic maghan is the nominative indefinite realiza-

tion of 'coffee house'.* In other words the accusative
and the nominative indefinites of this word are neutral-
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ized, a result which our rules correctly predict.Forms such as maghan therefore serve to confirm the
new assimilatory process.
Actually the assimilatory process 14)

what more general,

as in

restatement of this rule,

is some-

fact anticipated by the
15C and 16).

ization involves the sequence a.

The general-

If au becomes aa,

then it is not implausible that ai should become aa
as well.

That this

monstrated.

is

the case can readily be de-

We need only consider what happens when

the genitive case marker i is appended to the underlying sequence ma+qhaw discussed

above.

In

the in-

definite declension, we would expect underlying
ma+qhaw+i+n in the genitive.

If 14) is generalized

along the lines just discussed, -we would expect the
following derivation to obtain.

20)

ma+qhaw+i+n
ma+qha+i+n

Glide Elision

(18)

ma+qha+a+n

new statement

of 14)

ma+qha+n

Lengthening

ma+qha+n

Shortening

Thus , if we are correct in our speculation that 14)
incorporates the change of jai to aa, then maghan should
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be neutralized with the accusative mafqhaw+a+n and
the nominative ma+ghaw+u+n yielding phonetic maghan
for all three cases.

The genitive realization of

this word is, not surprisingly, maghan, which no doubt
validates derivation 20),

and with it,

the conjecture

that ai becomes aa, just as au becomes aa.
accordingly restate 14),

Let us

again quite informally, as

21) and give it the new name a-Assimilation. 5

21)

a-Assimilation:

(1-->

a / a_

Surface maghan may derive from any of three underlying
representations, which we may recapitulate as 22).

22)

nominative

accusative

ma+qhaw+u+n

ma+qhaw+a+n

ma+qhaw+i+n

ma+qha+u+n

ma+qha+a+n

ma+qha+i+n

Glide Elision (0)

ma+qh a+a+n

Rule 21)

ma+qha+a+n

.genitive

ma+qha+n

ma+qnai+n

ma+qhi+n

Lengthening

ma+qha+n

ma+qha+n

ma+qha+n

Shortening

One more set of examples may be adduced which
serves to further motivate the new assimilation process
of a-Assimilation.

These examples involve verbs of

a type not considered in earlier sections.

Such cases

as we are interested in are imperfective verbs of the
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The following paradigm will illustrate

passive voice.

how these forms are created.
passive

activ

23)

'a+ktub+u

I write

'u+ktab+u

I am written6

ta+ktub+u

you write

tu+ktab+u

you are written 6

ya+ktub+u

he writes

yu+ktab+u

it

m. is

written

ta+ktub+u

she writes

tu+ktab+u

it

f.

is

written

'a+hliq+u

I shave,

'u+hlaq+u

I

ta+hliq+u

you shave

tu+hlaq+u

you are shaved

ya+hliq+u

he shaves

yu+hlaq+u

he is shaved

ta+hliq+u

she shaves

tu+hlaq+u

she is

am shaved

shaved

It has been pointed out already that active imperfects
generally possess stems of the shape CCVC, where the
stem vowel may be one of u, i, or a.

Cases of the

former two are listed under the column headed ''active'
in 23).

The prefixes of the active forms are always

of the shape Ca.

The passive forms, however, in-

variably display the stem vowel a And prefixes of
the shape Cu.

Such passive canonical representations

as Cu+CCaC+u now provide us with an additional

test

for our rules, since once again it is possible to
substitute a lame root for the stem radicals of the
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passive stem.

Redall that much earlier

(cf.

15)

of

Chapter II) we argued for underlying 'a+d9uw+u, ta+d9uw+u,
and ya+d9uw+u as well as for underlying 'a+rmiy+u,
ta+rmiy+u,

and ya+rmiy+u

(cf. 6)

of this

chapter).

The passives corresponding to such actives in under-

lying representations should be, given 23),

just those

passives listed in 24).

24)

active

passive

'a+d9uw+u

'u+d9aw+u

ta+d9uw+u

tu+d9aw+u

ya+d9uw+u

yu+d9aw+u

ta+d9uw+u

tu+d9aw+u

'atrmiy+u

'u+rmay+u

ta+rmiy+u

tu+rmay+u

ya+rmiy+u

yu+rmay+u

ta+rmiy+u

tu+rmay+u

The active forms are operated on by various rules

motivated earlier giving phonetic 'ad9i, 'I call',
tad9,
'you

'you call', etc.,
throw', etc.

'armi, 'I -throw', tarmi,

What do the passive forms become?

Given the new statement of Glide Elision and the
a-Assimilation process, we would expect the following
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derivations:

25) yu+d9aw+u

tu+d9aw+u

yu+rmay+u

tu+rmay+u

yu+d9a+u

tu+d9a+u

yu+rma+u

tu+rma+u

Glide Elision

yu+d9a+a

tu+d9a+a

yu+rma+a

tu+rma+a

a-Assimilation

yu+d9g

tu+d9g

yu+rm

tu+rma

Lengthening

The forms constituting

the final

step of these

derivations are the correct phonetic representations
of 'he is called',

'she is called',

and 'she is thrown'respectively.

'he is thrown',

Because our rules

predict just this, we may conclude with these examples
that the revised version of Glide Elision and the rule
of a-Assimilation are motivated processes of Arabic
phonology.

3.4 A Final Condition on Glide Elision:

Length

There are many instances of long vowels occurring

adjacent to glides.

Such examples must be taken into

cbnsideration if the Glide Elision %process is to
function properly.

In

this

section we shall

such set of examples involving VGV 'sequences.

addece
Even

this discussion will be highly 'tentative, but a complete discussion of all such sequence's presupposes
a deeper knowledge of the phonology than heretofore

one
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Hende we shall hold off certain relevant

illustrated.

examples until later,

among. -.which 'are..those sequences

displaying a long vowel to the left of the glide.
Some imperfectives involve not only prefixes,
but suffixes as well.

One such suffix which is

relevant to this discussion is

the

dual marker a,

which can be illustrated by regular strong forms
such as those listed below.

26)

ya+ktub+u

he writes

ya+ktub+i+ni

they m.d. write

ta+ktub+u

she writes

ta+ktub+i+ni

they f.d. write

ya+nzil+u

he descends

ya+nzil+i+ni

they m.d.

ta+nzil+u

she descends

ta+nzil+i+ni

they f.d.

ga+rkab+u

he rides

ya+rkab+i+ni

they m.d. ride

ta+rkab+u

she rides

ta+rkab+e+ni

they f.d. ride

Clearly i

114

is the dual marker in

w-

descend

descend

six of the above
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Notice that in

cases.

place of the familiar indica-

tive marker u, those forms possessing dual i take ni
instead.

We may proceed on the assumption that u and

ni are suppletive variants of the indicative morpheme
and that little more of interest need be said concerning this alternation.

As we shall see later, this

is not exactly right, but our discussion will in no
way be seriously affected by this assumption.
We may now consider a paradigm analogous to
26)

27)

but with weak stems.

ya+d9uw+u -- > ya+d91

he calls

ya+d9uw+i+ni

they m.d.

ta+d9uw+u -- > ta+d9i

she calls

ta+d9uw+ a+ni

they f.d. call

ya+rmiy+u -- > ya+rmi

he throws

ya+rmiy+ea+ni

they m.d. throw

ta+rmiy+u -- > ta+rm-

she throws

ta+rmiy+a+ni

they f.d. throw

ya+lqay+u -- > ya+lqa

he meets

ya+lqay+a+ni

they m.d. meet

ta+lqay+u -- > ta+lqa

she meets

ta+lqay+a+ni

they f.d. meet

call

.
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Of interest here -is

the fact that the glides do not

elide from those forms possessing long vowels in
underlying representations, i.e. from the forms
involving dual inflections.

The fact that under-

lying ta+d9uw+a+ni and ta+rmiy±++nA along with
ya+d9uw+a+ni and ya+rmiy+a+ni are not affected by
Glide Elision may be accounted.for by the if-then
condition placed on this rule, for both i and u are
[-lo] while

i

is [+lo]. . However, the if-then condition

is not violated in the case of ta+lqay++ni or
ya+14}ay+a+ni.

It

appears clear froL such examples

as the latter that a new condition must be placed
on Glide Elision if it is to function properly.

The

condition will prohibit glides from eliding from
VG2 sequences.
required

is

The new statement of Glide Elision

stated below.

28) Glide Elision:

G

-- >

0 /

V

, if

j=[+lo],

then i=[+lo]

The symbol V signifies that the right-most vowel of

any VGV sequence must be L-lg] for the rule to be
applicable.
There is some additional evidence confirming this
new condition.

in Chapter II

Recall the derivation cited as 10 )

where ma+xzay+at+a.-n

--

> ma-ixzit.-a+n.

.3
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There are a number of examples involving similar
derivations.

Thus, it can be demonstrated that

salit+a+n <-- salaw+at+a+n,

<-- fatay+at+a+n,

'girl',

'prayer',

etc.

fatit+a+n

The plurals of

such forms, however, turn out to be salaw+t+a+n,

'prayers', fatay+it+a+n, 'girls', etc. by lengthening
of the feminine ending at to at.

The glides do not

elide from the plurals presumably because of the new
condition placed on the rule of Glide Elision.

In addition to the examples with long a, one
could point to examples such as tawil+u+n, 'long'

and buyut+u+n,
remain.

'houses',

where once again the glides

We shall, then, tenatively assume that the

length condition as indicated in

28)

is

correct.

More on' this matter will arise at a later point in
the discussion.

3.5.0 Alternative Proposals
In

this section we shall discuss two alternative

proposals.

First it might be assunted that the

assimilatory processes of i-Assimilation and a-Assimilation in fact precede Glide Elision, which would
entail a restatement of the assimilation processes.
This possibility is discussed in 3.5.'l.

Second,

one might propose eliminating the it--then condition

I - owqpmm

-
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altogether from the rule of Glide Elision in favor
of a process of diphthonization.

This possibility

is mentioned in 3.5.2 without serious debate since
the merits of this proposal will not become clear
until the important rule of I.D. Metathesis is motivated later.
3.5.1 On Reordering Glide Elision and Assimilation
Instead of derivations such as 6) one might
propose the following:
29)

ta+rmiy+u
ta+rmiy+ i

new statement of i-Assimilation

ta+rmi+i

Glide Elision

ta+rmi

Lengthening

And instead of 19) and 20), one might propose the
following derivations:

30)

ma+qhaw+u+n

ma+qhaw+i+n

ma+qhaw+a+n

ma+qhaw+a+n

new statement of a-Assimilation

ma+qha+a+n

ma+qha+a+n

Glide Elision

ma+qhi+n

ma+qha+n

Lengthening

ma+qha+n

ma+qha+n

Shortening
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Such derivations require that the two assimilation
rules be restated as 31).

31) i-Assimilation:

u -- >

i

/ iG

a-Assimilation:[--> a / aG

On the other hand, this proposal allows us to jettison
the if-then condition in favor of the original identity
condition utilized in the statement of Glide Elision as
17)a. of Chapter II, which may be restated as 32) for
clarity.

32) G -- >

0 / V.

V

(i) Rules 31) and

So there are two possibilities:

32), giving rise to derivations such as 29) and 30),
and (ii) rules 18)

[=28)], 3),

and 21),

providing

for the earlier derivations listed in 6),
etc.

19),

20),

Both possibilities account for the same data

presented up to now.

Which is to be favored?

At

first it might appear that elimination of the ifthen condition is to be favored.

However, this must

be elusive, for the formal statement of rule 32),

i.e.

without the if-then condition, but with the identity
condition, is more appropriately viewed as rule 33).
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33)

Glide Elision:

Rule 33)

G

-- >

0 /

V
[ahi]
[Bbk]

V
[ahi]
[Bbk]

involves at least two if-and-only-if

conditions, i.e.
ments, whereas
condition.

at least two bi-conditional state-

rule 18)

contains a single if-then

Thus, it is clear that 18)

is the more

general statement of the two possibilities.
was clarified to some extent in 3.3 above
Thus, all other things being equal,
to be favored over 32)
not equal however.

[=33)].

18)

This

(cf. 17)).

[or 28)]

is

All other things are

We have in addition to two

distinct statements of Glide Elision, two differing
versions of the assimilation processes.

It is

important to take note of the fact that reordering
the assimilation process before Glide Elision with
their subsequent restatement as 31)

allows for the

elimination of the iff conditions on Glide Elision,
33).

This

is clear.

The rules

guarantee that no sequences

listed as 31)

such as iGu, aGu, or

aGi will be available at the point in the phonological
derivation where Glide Elision is applicable.
the only sequences

Thus,

that Glide Elision in conjunction

with 33) must shun are those sequences
where the left-most vowel

involving VGV,

is high, and the right-most

vowel low, i.e. uGa and iGa.

But this reduces to
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precisely the if-then condition needed in the case

that the assimilation processes follow Glide Elision.
This possibility is represented as 34).

34)

i-Assimilation:
a-Assimilation:
Glide Elision:

u -- >

U

-- >

G -- >

i / iG
a/aG

0 /

V.

V., if j=[+lo],
3 ~i=[+1o]

then

Recapitulating, we have three theoretical possibilities:
(i) Glide Elision 18)

[=28] precedes i-Assimilation 3)

and a-Assimilation 21);

(ii) i-Assimilation and a-Assim-

ilation 31) precede Glide Elision 32)

[=33)]; and

(iii) the same ordering with a more general statement
of Glide Elision 34).

The second solution, i.e.

(ii),

involves a more complex statement of Glide Elision,
whereas the rule of Glide Elision in the case of both
(i) and (iii) is identical.
between (i),

Let us therefore decide

the original proposal, and (iii),

the new

proposal.
Solution (iii), i.e. that embodied in 34),

is

given some intial plausibility by the following al-

ternat ions:
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35)

kitib+u+hu
book nom. his = his book (nom.)
kitab+i+hi
book gen.

his = his book

(gen.)

In 35) we find an alternation in the pronominal
Clearly it is the case

suffixal vowel, i.e. uevi.

vowel which determines the quality of the pronominal
vowel.

We suspect that u is the underlying vowel

since the independent pronoun 'he' is huwa.

Thus,

there seems to be a rule turning i+hu to i.+hi, something like rule 36).

36)

u -- > i

/ i+h

It may be supposed that this rule is to be collapsed
with the i-Assimilation rule listed in 34).

If this

were correct, then of course (iii) would be borne out
and the other possibilities could be dismissed.

There

are several reasons, however, for thinking that 36)
is

a distinct rule of Arabic.

First, we must realize

that the morpheme boundary included- in 36) is necessary

to prevent the rule from applying to examples such
as kariheu, 'loaths ome',
and many others.

yu+e-biheu-, 'he resemble s' ,

In other words, ihlu becomes ih

only
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whenih

is part of the suffix.

But clearly a morpheme

boundary cannot be placed before the glide in the
case of i-Assimilation of 34),

for here the glide

is the third root consonant, i.e. part of the stem.
If any morpheme boundary were to be entered in the
i-Assimilation rule 34) it would have to be placed
after the glide since iGiu becomes iGri.

Rules 36)

and 34) [i-Assimilation] may not be collapsed in
view of this difference.

Moreover, recall that there

is a good possibility that i-Assimilation and a-Assimlation are to be collapsed.

But let

us take a look

at what happens to cases involving h analogous to
those involving G with respect to the a-Assmilation
aGu and aGi do become aGa (cf. putative 30)),

process.

but a+hu does not become a+ha as witness kitab+a+hu,
'his book (acc.)', the one declension omitted from
paradigm 35).

This restriction on the assimilation

process involving h indicates that a-Assimilation of'
34) and the assimilation process
distinct.

36) are definitely

From this conclusion itfollows that it

is also reasonable that the i-Assimilation process
of 34) and the assimilation process 36) are distinct

rules.

Thus, examples such as those listed in 35)

offer no support for (iii), i.e. for 34) over Ci),
i.e. over rules 18), 3), and 21).

Additional
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considerations

will bear on the resolution of this

question.
There
for

(i)

37) A::

B::

are several reasons which lead us to opt

over

(iii),

i.e. to opt for 37)A over 37)B.

Glide Elision:

G

-- >

>

0 /

V.
i-

if-then

(cf. 18)

if-then

(cf. 34)

3

i / i

i-Assimilation:

u

a-Assimilation:

u

i-Assimilation:

u -- >

i / iG

a-Assimilation:

u

>

a / aG

Glide Elision:

G -- >

0 / V.

--

V.,

> a / a

V.,

If we found that the change of iw to iy was a motivated
process of Arabic phonology, this itself would constitute some evidence for A,

for the change of iw to

iy is quite similar to that of iu to ii entailed
by i-Assimilation in 37)A.

There is some evidence

for the change of iw to iy in Arabic.
let us
A

To show this,

turn to the perfective passive conjugation.

strong verb such as katab+a may be passivized by

simply substituting u for the first a of the stem
and i for the second a.

This gives kutib+a, which

means

Weak fotms undergo the

'it was written'.

identical
'it was

substitution process.

thrown',

Thus, we find rumiy+a,

from the familiar root rmy.

The

glide does not elide from the latter form since the
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if-then condition'is violated.

Now suppose we select

the root d9w discussed in several contexts earlier.
The passive of this root corresponding to those forms
However,

presented directly above should be du9iw+a.

we actually find phonetic du9iy+a, 'he was called',
i.e. with Y in

place of w.

We know w to be the under-

lying segment from alternations such as da9aw+tu,
'I

called',

da9aw+ta,

'you called',

apparently going on here is this:
changed to y

after i.

38) w-to-y:

w

etc.

What is

the segment w is

Call this rule w-to-y.

y-->y/i

Clearly the change of iw to j2 and iu to ii are similar
processes--in both cases a high back rounded sonorant
is changed to a high front unrounded sonorant.
in both cases i is the affecting element.
things being equal,

38)

And

All other

would be collapsed with i-As-

similation as a single rule.

In fact 38), i-Assimila-

tion and a-Assimilation could all bb collapsed as a
single rule by simply substituting the feature

L-cns]

for V in rule 15)C or 16) to the left of the arrow.
But we shall not take this step at the present.

We

only wish to point out that 38) offers some support
for 37)A.
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A second reason for favoring 37)A over 37)B
is evident from 37)

alone, but becomes

when we do not make use of the

slash-dash notation

familiar to generative phonology.
repeats 37)

39)

A:

B:

Consider 39),

J

if-then

(i)

lJJ

iu -- > ii

(ii)

atul -- > aa

(iii)

iGu -- >

(i)

aG

iGi

-- >

aGa

V.GV. -- > V.V.,
1

which

without such notation.

V.GV. -- > V.V.,
1

clearer still

J

(ii)
if-then

(iii)

l1J

Here 39)A corresponds to 37)A while 39)B corresponds
to 37)B.

Notice that the structural descriptions

39)B.i and 39)B.ii are subsequences of the structural
description of 39)B.iii, whereas those of 39)A.ii
39)A.iii are not subsequences of 39)A.i.

and

All of the

structural descriptions listed as B involve the segment G,

but G

is mentioned in only one structural

description in the A cases.

In other words,

involves repetion of material;

37)A does not.

37)B
Thus,

it would seem that 37)A is to be more highly valued.
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Of course the repetition is diminished if the two
assimilation processes are collapsed, but nevertheless there remains some loss of generalization.
A third reason for favoring 39)A over 39)B,
which will have to be reconsidered at a later point,
concerns the length condition placed on Glide Elision
in section 3.4

(cf. 28)).

tawil+u+n, 'tall,

long'.

Recall examples

such as

Here not only do we not

find the glide eliding, we also do not find 1 becoming a.

But this is

just what 39)B predicts.

Thus,

those opting for 39)B will be forced to place a
length condition on a-Assimilation which is identical
to that placed on Glide Elision.

This is necessary

to prevent tawll+u+n from becoming tawal+u+n. In
other words,

39)B must be replaced by 40).

40)

iGi

iGu

-- >

aG

-- > aGa

This constitutes more repetition and is

to be avoided.

A fourth a final reason for dismissing 39)B as
a serious contender concerns
Glide Elision.

certain exceptions to

One class of exceptions to Glide Elision

is the class of verbs of color and defect.
sawid+a,

'it became black',

one-eyed',

are exceptions

and 9awir+a,

Thus,

'he became

to Glide Elision.

Note

carefully that 39)A automatically predicts that the
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stem vowel i of stich examples remains i.

Indeed there

is no reason for it to become anything else, given
as much as we have said up to now, and given 39)A.
However, 39)B predicts that i will become a, and
thus must mark such examples as exceptions not only
to Glide Elision, bnt to a-Assimilation as well.
It should be noted that several of these points
do not constitute arguments against the analysis
involving 31) in conjunction with 32) or 33), where
the less general condition is placed on Glide Elision.
But even here, there is a loss of generalization, for
once again the second reason discussed directly above
holds.

That is,

such an analysis still involves the

repetion of certain material in the structural descriptions of the rules.

We shall, therefore, consider

39)A to be. the correct approach to this area of the
phonology.

The whole discussion, however, must be

reviewed at a later point when additional relevant
material is forthcoming.

For aow, we may consider the

matter decided.

3.5.2 Eliminating If-Then

There is one further possibility which deserves
to be discussed.

But the possibility will simply be
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mentioned at this .point, awaiting, as it were, some
additional data which will bear directly on this problem.
The pos.,i flity is this:
conditiLr altogether.

Why not eliminate the if-then

That is, allow the glides to

elide in all the cases listed in 17), including those
listed as 17)C,

i.e. uGa -- > ua and iGa -- >

is certainly possible.
phonetic uwa and ia

ia?

This

We need only provide for

and this can be done by resorting

to a new rule of Diphthonization which will have the
effect of epenthesizing w between u and a, and
i and a.

x

between

A priori there is really no way to weigh.

the relative merits of one solution against the other.
That is, it is not- really clear whether an if-then
condition is to be more highly valued than an extra
rule of Diphthonization, or vice-versa, i.e. whether
one is less complex than the other.

Only independent.

evidence from Arabic can decide this issue.
if

For example,

the Diphthonization rule can be ide.pendently

justified, then scrapping the if-then condition will
be highly plausible.

Thus, the solution to this

problem must await a more detailed 4iscussion of
relevant examples.

For now, let us proceed as if

the statement of Glide Elision 28) were correct, keep-

ing in mind the new proposal.
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Footnotes to Chapter III

1. Although the converse ordering with the revision
of i-Assimilation attendant on this change is
possible, we argue against this possibility in

3.5.1 below.
2. In rapid speech final long vowels such as these
are often shortened, but this is certainly a
low level process' and is irrelevant to this
discussion. Its irrelevance is proved by the
fact that even though the vowel may have a
shorter duration, it nevertheless retains the
quality of the long vowel as opposed to that of
the short vowel brought about by Shortening, or
the short vowels which are present in undeklying
representations, which are not so close and tense
These observations are also
as are the former.
fact that in careful speech
the
to
due
irrelevant
the final long vowels are pronounced as long.
The vowels shortened by what we are now calling
Shortening, however, must be short in careful
pronunciation. The orthography supports this
interpretation of the facts, for the vowel shortened by Shortening is written short, the final
ones, not. It is also to be noted that.the definite' article of 8) is in these cases 'ar, and
not 'al, because of the assimilation rule discussed in Chapter I.
3.

In Chapter I it was noted that a represents a
Thus, Rule 14)
phonetically low front vowel.
may be more appropriately stated to include Eabk]
in the structural change and in the environment,
so as to turn u, not to a low back vowel, but
It is also possible
rather to a low front vowel.
back vowel
underlying'low
an
a
is
that
to assume
the derivain
point
late
a
which becomes front at
move is
ldtter
tion. The only evidence for the
that of naturalness, which can be given little
weight, given our present understanding of this
matter. Note that the collapsing effectuated in

C takes care of this problem.
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4. Probably the rounding assimilation is to be given
by universal conventions, whether of the ''linking''
variety proposed by Chomsky and Halle(1968, Chap. 9)
or of the ''interpretative'' variety proposed by

Kisseberth (1969) or whatever turns out to be thecorrect approach.
That is to say, from the fact
that backing assimilation is involved in 16), we
should be able to deduce that rounding assimilation

is also involved in the simplest or most natural
case. Such notions of markedness and naturalness
have been discussed most coherently, although somewhat sketchily, in the above mentioned works.
5.

We continue in this
manner rather
than immediately
adopting 15)C or 16) so as to facilitate
later
discussion where we shall have occasion to fix
on these assimilation processes at length (cf.
Chap. VI in this regard).

6.

Of course, as in English, this
is not normally
said, but, nevertheless, it is sayable and proves

the phonological point.

Other verbs with first

and second person passives could be found, so that
nothing crucial rests on the semantic anomaly of
these particular
examples.

9.

S1

Chapter IV
SHORTENING VS.

4.0 In

the preceding chapters

TRUNCATION

it

was assumed that

long vowels become short before a single consonant
followed by a word boundary.
in

1)

A;

Chapter II

[Rule 17c.]

V--> V /

is

The rule postulated
repeated here as 1).

_C

derivation requiring this rule is the change of

ramay+at to ramat [cf. 2.13, which is repeated as 2).

2)

ramay+at
rama+at

Glide Elision

ramit

Lengthening

ramat

Shortening

Rule 1) must be altered to cover a new set of examples.
Such examples as we are now interested in include

verbs such as ramat to which are suffixed object pronouns
such as hu,

'him, it m.s.', ni, 'us', etc.

Such

pronouns may be appended to the strong verbs such as

katabi-at, 'she wrote', to yield katabtat+hu, 'she
wrote it m.s.'.

Suppose h]u or rn~a is suffixed to
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underlying ramay+at however.

Given the present rule

of Shortening, we would expect the following derivations:

3)

ramay+at+hu

ramay+at+na

rama+at+hu

rama+at+na

Glide Elision

ramit+hu

ramat+na

Lengthening

This is wrong, for the correct output should be
ramat+hu, -.'she
threw us'.

threw it

m.s.',

and ramat+ni,

'she

Apparently, then, Shortening is to be

extended so as to cause the long vowels of 3) to
become short when occurring before two consonants.
Accordingly 1) may be abandoned in favor of 4),
the new ,rule of Shortening.

4) V -- >v /

Now in place of 3),

5)

we find 5).

ramay+at+hu

ramay+at+na

rama+at+hu

rama+at+na!

Glide Elision

ramit+hu

ramat+na

Lengthening

ramat+hu

ramat+ni

Shortening (4)
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Thus, the new rule of Shortening enables us to attain
adequacy not attainable,so

a level of observational

far as we presently know, by the earlier version of
this rule, 1).

By way of review we may repeat the

complete set of rules discussed up to now as 6).

6)

Glide Elision:

0 /

G -a>

i-Assimilation: u -- > i /
a-Assimilation:
Lengthening: 1
Shortening:

--

V.V.

V ._Vj ,if

j=E+loJ, then i=[+lo]

i

> a /

a

-- >

Y"--> V /

fC

Typical derivations illustrating the operation of
these are those listed in 7) and 8) of Chapter III.
Two of those derivations are repeated below.

7)

rimiy+u+n

'al+ramiy+u

raemi+u+n

'al+rami+u

Glide Elision

rami+i+n

'al+rimi+i

i-Assimilation

rirnmi-n

*'al+rEmi

Leng thening

rami+n

'altrimi

Shortening

All along, without any real

justification, we have

assumed that Lengthening precedes Shortening as
duplicated in 6) above.

There is an approach which
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is equally plausible however.

Why not assume an

ordering Shortening-Lengthening?

The rule correspond-

ing to Shortening would then have the effect of truncating a single mora rather than switching the feature [+19]
to [-.lg] as is

implied by Shortening 1).

can be stated as 8).
8)

Truncation:

The new rule

It will be called.Truncation.

Va--> 0 / V_C

Truncation, because of its formal statement, must
precede Lengthening.

Consequently, in place of

derivations such as those listed in 7), we find the
following:
9)

ramiy+u+n

'al+rimiy+u

rami+u+n

'al+rimi+u

Glide Elision

rami+i+n

'al+rimi+i

i-Assimilation

rimi+n

'al+rimi+i

Truncation 2

rimi+n

'al+rimI

Lengthening

If one reviews all the relevant prec ding derivations
which involve Lengthening-Shortening, one will find.
that ei ther solution, Lengthening-Shbr tening or
Truncation-Lengthening, will -correctly account for
the desired phonetic representations given the under-

r
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lying representations.

We must therefore determine

which possibility is correct for Arabic phonology.
We shall attempt to satisfactorily answer this question
in this

:chapter.

Before arriving at the answer we

shall have occasion to discuss some new data and new
rules needed to handle the new examples.

4.1 Syllabicity Assimilation
In section 3.1 it was noted that the imperfective
stem vowel can be one of i, u, and a.
true of perfectives.

The same is

For example, the strong verb

katAb+tu, 'I wrote', possesses the a stem-vowel which
has been capitalized for clarity.

The stem vowels

i and u can be observed in perfectives such as rakIb+tu,
'I rode', and kabUr+tu, 'I became big'.

A similar

distribution should obtain in the case of the weak
verb stems.

This can be demonstrated by examples

such as ramat, 'she threw', from underlying ramAy+at
(cf. 2.1) with stem-vowel a;
stem-vowel i,

and sarUw+at,

u as the stem vowel.

laqIy+at,
'she

'she met', with

became noble',

with

Whereas the glide elides from

underlying ramay+at, this is not possible in the case
of %agiyjat and saruw+at, since the sequences iy

and

_uwa violate the if-then condition placed on Glide Elision.
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The first person corresponding to third person ramat
is, as noted much earlier,

ramay+tu,

'I

threw'.

But

it is interesting to note that the first person forms
corresponding to third person laqiy+at and saruw+at
are laqi+tu, 'I met' and sar+tu, 'I became noble'.
Thus, whereas the glide appears phonetically tnly..in
the Case of hand u stems with respect to -the third
person forms, the opposite is true with respect to
the first person forms. -That is, we find a third
radical glide only in the case of the a stem with
respect to the first person forms.

The data are

repeated below.

10)

third person
ramay+at

-- >

first person

ramat

-ramay+tu

laqiy+at

X

-- >

laqL+tu

saruw+at

Y

-- >

saru+tu

It is not difficult to deduce that X and Y stand for
underlying lagiy+tu and saruw+tu respectively, for
such representations not only square with phonetic
lagiy+at and saruweat but, moreover, bring these
first person stems in line with the usual canonical
shape CVCVC found in the case of ramay+tu as well as
the strong stems like

katab+tu,

rakib+tu, etc.

From
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here we need only .propose the means by which underlyinq lagiy+tu and saruw+tu are converted to lagI-+tu
The most straightforward proposal is-

and sari+tu.

embodied in the following rule, which will be called
Syllabicity AssiMilation.

Assimilation:

ll)Syllabicity

{

/

->

_C

This rUle,:stated in informal segment notation, is
to be interpreted as follows:

Switch

x

to i after

i and before C,and switchw tou afteru and before
C.

3

The segment C is needed in the environment of

this rule so as to prevent laqiy+a from becoming
laqii+a,

etc.

Rule 11 in conjunction with the under-

lying forms laqiy+tu and saruw+tu will yield the correct
phonetic representations, for Lengthening will also
be applicable.

The derivations are simply

12)

laqiy+tu

saruw+tu

laqii+tu

saruu+tu

Syllabicity Assimilation

laql+tu

sar-+tu

Lengthening

The rule of Syllabicity Assimilation is needed to

account for a good many alternations in the phonology
of Arabic.

To cite just one such case, consider
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passives such as rumiy+a, 'he was thrown',
'she was thrown'.

and rumiy+at,

Such examples illustrate the regular

process of perfective passive formation which involves
changing the first vowel of the stem CVCVC to u and
the second vowel,

the stem-vowel,

to i.

the strong verb katab+a, 'he wrote',
to kutib+a,

'it (he) was written'.

For example,

can be converted
It is expected that

we should find first person passives as well.
case of the verb

'to throw',

the perfective passive

should be rumiy+tu, but given rule 11,
Assimilation,

In the

Syllabicity

we guess that 'I was thrown' is phone-

tically rum.+tu.

This is in fact the case, confirming

Syllabicity Assimilation.

Other relevant examples

requiring this rule will be encountered not only in
this

chapter,

but throughout

the work.

4.2 Some Implications'of Syllabicity Assimilation
The rule of Syllabicity Assimilation is crucial
in the explanation of a rather important set of examples.
These examples embrace, among othets, the masculine
plural conjugations of the perfective and imperfective
verbs.

As a model of this conjugation type, we may

point to the strong verb conjugated in the imperfective
third person plural.
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13)

ya+ktub++na.

they write

ya+nzil++na

they descend

ya+rkab++na

they ride

The prefix YA is the familiar third person masculine
marker.

The final na may be assumed to be the indica-

tive mood marker suppletive with u mentioned earlier.
Of interest is the plural morpheme u.
be analyzed?

How is it to

Is it to be represented at the most

abstract level just as it appears phonetically, i.e.
as u?

Or is it perhaps to be analyzed as underlying

u, a sequence of two morae,
be turned to phonetic 5?

which would by Lengthening

Or is the correct analysis

w, which by Syllabicity Assimilation and Lengthening
would be converted to phonetic u7

Obviously a decision

cannot be made on the basis of 13 alone.

Only evidence

internal to the language can decide this question.
All three possibilities entail no extra apparatus in
the case of the examples listed as 13.

Let us there-

fore turn to a more revealing citation--the imperfect
of the root jgy in the third person masculine plural
conjugation.

Phonetically we find yalqawna,

Alternations such as lagiy+at, 'she met',

'they meet'.

and lugvyatiu n,

'encounter' (cf. 3.3), have already proven that
the third root segment.

x

is

It has also been demonstrated
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that ta+lqg,

'she meets',

derives from underlying

ta+lqay+u by Glide Elision, a-Assimilation, and
Lengthening

[cf.

13)

of 3.3].

Therefore we know

that the imperfective stem of 'to meet' is lqay.
Obviously, then, the w

of ya+lqawna, 'they meet',

is not part of the stem, but rather a remnant of the
underlying plural marker, i.e. of whatever underlies

5 of the examples listed in 13.

This reasoning leads

one to suspect that uw is the true underlying representation of the plural marker and that the examples
of 13 are derived according to 14).

14) ya+ktub+uw+na

ya+nzil+uw+na

ya+rkab+uw+na

ya+ktub+uu+na

ya+nzil+uu+na

ya+rkab+uu+na

Rule 11

ya+ktub+U+na

ya+nzil+U+na

ya+rkab+7+na

Lengthening

But if uw is indeed the underlying plural marker,
then underlying ya+lqawna is ya+lqay+uw+na.

It

is important to realize that the derivation of ya+lqawna

from ya+lqay+uw+na is just that predicted by the
rules postulated up to now.

15)

ya+lqay+uw+na
ya+lqa+uw+na

Glide Elision

ya+lqa+aW+na

a-Assimilation

ya+lqqw+na

Lengthening

ya+lqaw+na

Shortening
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Or if Truncation, 8),

16)

The i.

is the correct approach

ya+lqay+uw+na
ya+lqa+uw+na

Glide Elision

ya+lqa+aw+na

a-Assimilation

ya+lqa+w+na

Truncation

:t that ya+lqawna

is

derivable with no

additional complication of the grammar tends to
uw underlies

support the- claim that

listed in

13).

Moreover yw represents the canonical
found elsewhere,

shape VC which is
at,

suffix

u of the examples

U,

If

'f.s.'.

as the underlying

e.g.

or even uu,

representation

the

as in

were adopted

of the plural marker,

then one more possible suffix type

is

entailed,

thus

complicating the morpheme structure conditions associated
with the lexicon.
the possibility

Let us investigate further,

that

however,

U or uu is the underlying plural

marker.
First suppose that 5 is the underlying plural
marker rather than uw.

To derive ya+1.qawna,

under-

lying ya+lqay++na would have to undergo the follow-

ing series of steps.
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17)

ya+lqay+i+na
ya+lqa+il+na

Glide Elision

ya+lqa+w+na

some new rule(s)

A new rule must be postulated turning
if 17) is to prevail, i.e. if

5

i

to w after a

is the correct under-

lying representation for the plural marker.

This

process is somewhat suspicious, however, since we
already know that short u becomes a after a, as we
have already witnessed derivations such as 13)

of

3.3 where ya+lqay+u -- > ya+lqa+u -- > ya+lqa+a,

etc.

It is of course possible to turn only long _ito w
or only short u to a, but nevertheless this should
be regarded with some suspicion, fThus, foti.only
is i tobe less.:favored than uw or grounds of economy, i.e. it requires an extra rule turning

U

to w,

it is also probably to be rejected because of the
implausibility of

such.

a rule.

Next it

must be

pointed out that 17) could not even constitute a
derivation given the statement of Glide Elision in
6) above, for As was pointed out in .3.4 glides do
not normally elide before long vowels.

Since u is

a long vowel, the y of ya+1qay+5+na should not be
elidable.4
Let us now discuss the relative merits of having
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uu as the underlying representation for the plural
marker.

This is a more serious possibility and can-

not be dismissed so easily.

Nevertheless it does re-

quire additional complications in the grammar.

Thus,

if uu were the underlying plural marker, we would
expect ya+1qawna to derive from ya+lqay+uu+na according to 18).

18)

ya+lqay+uu+na
ya+lqa+uu+na

Glide Elision

ya+lqa+au+na

a-Assimilation

ya+lqa+aw+na

new rule

ya+lqaw+na

Lengthening

ya+lqaw+na

Shortening

Again this derivation requires a new rule to be added
to the grammar.

Unless this new rule can be independent-

ly motivated, 18) must be rejected,I'and; with it uu in
favor of uw.

It.should also be pointed out that 18)

entails a dubious move.

This is the fact that the

derivation of 18) requires that u be changed to a
after a to be followed by a change of the second u
to w.

Whether such a change is natural is by no

means obvious, however, at a later point we shall
attempt to demonstrate that a

sequences do no't
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would indicate.

become aay as 18)

5

In view of the above remarks we shall opt for
uw and turn to the question of which of 15) and 16)
is to be preferred, i.e. the question of whether
Lengthening-Shortening or Truncation-Lengthening
most closely approximates the truth about Arabic
phonology.

Before turning to that discussion, how-

ever, we point out that ah analogous set of facts
and arguments hold for the feminine singular imperfective niarker as do for the masculine plural imperfective marker.

The latter was argued to be uw.

By similar arguments the former can be shown to be
_ix.

19)

Consider the following:

strong verbs

weak verbs

ta+ktub+1+na

you f.s. write

ta+nzil+i+na

you.. f.s. descend

ta+rkab+i+na

you f.s.

ta+1qayna

you f.s.

ride

Jus.t as the w of ya+1qawna was shown to be a remnant
of the plural morpheme uw, so coula the y of the weak
verb listed in 19) be shown to be a remnant of the

feminine singular imperfective marker jg, for in every
way

underlying

4i

parallels underlying uw.

Thus,

the derivations needed to derive the strong verbs of

meet
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19) parallel those listed in 14).

20)

ta+ktub+iy+na

ta+nzil+iy+na

ta+rkab+iy+na

ta+ktub+ii+na

ta+nzil+ii+na

ta+rkab+ii+na

Rule 11

ta+ktub+i+na

ta+nzil+i+na

ta+rkab+i+na

Lengthening

Likewise the derivation needed to derive ta+lqayna
from underlying ta+lqay±iy+na parallels that listed
in 15).

21)

Or if

ta+lqay+iy+na
ta+lqa+iy+na

Glide Elision

ta+1qa+ay+na

a-Assimilation

ta+lqay+na

Lengthening

ta+1qay+na

Shortening

Truncation is

the correct approach, then 22)

parallels 16).

22)

ta+lqay+iy+na
ta+lqa+iy+na

Glide Elision

ta+lqa+ay+na

a-Assimilation

ta+lqa+y+na

Truncation

The sequences

1

and ii can be ruled out as possibilites

for the same reason as u and uu were.
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4.3 u- and i-Stem Vowels
In the preceding section examples of weak
imperfect stems with stem-vowel a followed by the
suffixes uw and

tx

What about

were encountered.

weak imperfect stems with stem vowels u and i,
i.e. stems such as d9uw and rmty?

These stems

should also combine with uw and j

in the deep

phonology.

It is of course such combinations which

should yield 'they m.p. call'

and 'you f.s. throw'.

The respective phonetic forms corresponding to these
meanings are yaid9una and ta+rmina.

Such forms must

derive from ya+d9uw+uw+na and ta+rmiytiy+na if we
follow the arguments in preceding sections.

But

here once again the derivations precede smoothly
under the assumption that Truncation is the true
contraction process.

23)

ya+d9uw+uw+na

ta+rmiy+iy+na

ya+d9u+uw+na

ta+rmi+iy+na

Glide Elision

ya+d9u+w+na

ta+rmi+y+na

Truncation

ya+d9u+u+na

ta+rmi+ii-na

Syl. Assim. (11)

ya+d9E+na

ta+rml+na

Lengthening

Thus, by assuming that Truncation is the correct
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approach to the matter of contraction in

Arabic,

and

by assuming the Truncation precedes Lengthening (and
Syllabicity Assimilation), nothing new need be said
about such derivations.

Phonetic yad9na and tarmina

are immediately derivable from the motivated underlying representations ya+d9uw+uw+na and ta+rmiy+iy+na.
On the other hand, if we revert back to the original
proposal, that of Lengthening-Shortening, then something
new must be said;

otherwise, yad9ina and tarmIna are

not correctly derived, for the following derivation s
would be necessary.

24)

ya+d9uw+uw+na

ta+rmiy+iy+na

ya+d9u+uw+na

ta+rmi+iy+na

Glide Elision

ya+d9u+uu+na

ta+rmi+ii+na

Syl. Assim. (11)

ya+d9i+na

ta--+rmi+na

new rule of Lengthening

We already'know that Syllabicity Assimilation precedes
Lengthening because of examples such as laqj+tu and
sari+tu from laqiy+tu and saruw+tu,, cf. 12) above.
This is rather obvious, for Syllabicity Assimilation
creats new environments upon which Lengthening may
operate.

However, such ordering in the case of 24)

brings about sequences of three consecutive morae.
Hence the old rule of Lengthening, which operated
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on sequences of two morae only,

must be revised so

as to treat three or more consecutive marae if 24)
is

to go through.

The Lengthening rule could be

revised as 25).

V V

25) Lengthening:

- ->

The new rule of Lengthening, 25), is stated so as
to apply to arbitrarily
morae.

long sequences of identical

We could equally well have stated the rule

to apply to either of two or three morae.

There is no

overpowering argument for choosing between 25) and a
rule taking three morae into a single long vowel.
However, the new statement of Lengthening may be
interpret'ed as .evidence against the LengtheningShortening solution, since 25) constitutes a new
complication in

the grammar,

whereas' the Truncation-

Lengthening solution involves no new statements
whatsoever.

This may be a small point, however, for

it may turn out that sequences of tiWee .or more morae
are to be converted to a -single long vowel.

But

notice that there is. another point to be made

with respect to derivations such as 24) vs. 23)
and that- is this:

23),

involving Truncation, parallels

the earlier derivation 22), also involving
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Truncation,

in

a way which 24),

not involving Shorten-.

ing, does not parallel the earlier derivation 21),
involving Shortening.
Both 23)

and- 22)

derivations it

The parallelism is just this.

involve Truncation and in

is

both

the presence of the glide followed by

a single consonant which accounts for the' dontraction.
In other words, up to a certain point in the derivation,
both a- and high vowel stems behave alike, differing
only in

the lower level rules.
for it

small point,

is

Again,

this may be a

true that Lengthening

applies

in both derivations 24) and 21), but not in both 23)
But

and 22).

here Lengthening applies in one case

to a sequence of two morae and in the other to a
sequence of three, i.e. the two applications of this
rule are not parallel.
We have now discussed stems of the shape CCuw
followed by uw and of the shape CCiy followed by jy,
as well as those of the shape CCay followed by both
uw and jy.

Still to be considered are the cases of

CCiy followed by uw and CCuw followed by jy.

Taking

the stems rmiy and d9uw once again as models, we would
expect to find ya+rmiy+uw+na

for

ta+d9uw,iy~na for 'you f.s. call',
apply.

'they

m.p.

throw',

if no rules were to

The actual phonetic representations turn out

to be ya-ermdna and ta-ed9lna.

and

Let us now attempt to
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determine the intermediate steps in the derivations
involved in turning ya+rmiy+uwjna to ya+rmna and
ta+d9uw+iy+na to ta+d9ina.
applies we are left

After Glide Elision

with ya+rmi+uw+na

and ta+d9u+iy+na.

The rule of i-Assimilation may apply to ya+rmi+uw+na
giving ya+rmi+iw+na, whereupon Truncation could apply
so as to give ya+rmi+w+na.
rule switching i

At this point we need a

to u before w,

for then the rules

of Syllabicity Assimilation and Lengthening would
bring about the correct result.

The derivation would

run as follows:

26)

ya+rmiy+uw+na
ya+rmi+uw+na

Glide Elision

ya+rmi+ iw+na

i-Assimilation

ya+rmi+w+na

Truncation

ya+rmu+w+na

new rule

ya+rmu+u+na

Syllabicity Assimilation

ya+rmu+na

Lengthening

Thus, to derive yarmTna, 'they m.p. throw',

from

motivated underlying ya+rmiy+uw+na, we must add one
new rule to the grammar.
The derivation of tad9ina, 'you f-s. call', from
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underlying ta+d9uw+iy+na could proceed in a manner
analogous to 26).

After Glide Elision, ta+d9u+iy+na

could be converted

to ta+d9u+uy+na by. an obvious

extension of i-Assimilation.

The result ta+d9u+uy+na

would then undergo Truncation leaving ta+d9u+y+na.
By a logical extension of the new rule needed in 26),
the latter stage could be converted to ta+d9i+y+na,
which by Syllabicity Assimilation and Lengthening
would yield the correct tad9lna.

The derivation is

repeated in 27).

27.)

ta+d9uw+iy+na
ta+d9u+iy+na

Glide Elision

ta+d9u+uy+na

i-Assimilation extended

ta+d9u+y+na

Truncation

ta+d9i+y+na

new rule

ta+d9i+i+na

Syllabicity Assimilation

ta+d9ip+na

Lengthening

The new rule needed for derivations such as 26)
27) is informally stated as 28).

Call it Vocalic

Assimilation.

28) Vocalic Assimilation:IiM

and

>f
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Derivations 26) and 27) in conjunction with the new
rule of Vocalic Assimilation constitute a quite
natural extension of derivations already motivated
earlier.

However, 26) and 27) do entail adding

a new rule, 28), to the grammar.

Thus, the new

derivations will be given stronger confirmation if
we can find idependent motivation for 28).
motivation is, in fact, accessible.

Such

Consider the

following paradigm.

29)

m.s.

f.s.

p.

'ahmar+u

hamri'+u

humr+u

red

'axdar+u

xadra'+u

xudr+u

green

'asfar+u

safrai+u

sufr+u

yellow

The first column includes adjectives of color bf :the
pattern.:,'aCC&C,-:declined. in the masculine singular
definite.

In column two, we find feminine adjectives

of color of the shape CaCC'

and the next column

includes the plural color .adjectives of the pattern
CuCC.

We are not interested here in accounting for

these alternations.

Rather we are interested in

pointing out that masculines of the shape 'aCCaC
form their plurals according to the pattern CuCC.
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For given the alternation 'aCCaCEV CuCC, one can
draw an interesting result from the next paradigm.

30)

m.s.

f.s.

p.

aswad+u

sawd+i'+u

sfd+u

black

'abyad+u

bayd+a'+u

bid+u

white

Here the masculine and feminine adjectives of color
are the perfectly regular

'aCCaC and CaCCa*.

However,

the plural pattern of the two adjectives listed in
30) are not the expected CuCC shape, but rather .cf
the pattern C1C.

What we would expect the plural

of these forms to have been, given no further operations, is suwd+u and biyd+u.

But clearly sid+u is

derivable from suwd+u already.

The rule of Sylla-

bicity Assimilation, 11), along with Lengthening
accomplishes

31)

this.

suwd+u
suud+u

Syllabicity Assimilation (11)

sld+u

Lengthening

In order to derive bid+u, however, from underlying

buydt2u,

one must assume one additional change, this

being the switching of u to i before

x.

If this is

done, then Syllabicity Assimilation will be applicable

-m-
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along with Lengthening, accounting for phonetic bid+u.

32)

buyd+u
biyd+u

new rule

biid+u

Syllabicity Assimilation

bid+u

Lengthening

(11)

The point is that the new rule needed in the preceding
derivation is
ation, 28).

just that rule stated as Vocalic AssimilThe fact that this rule is needed else-

where in the grammar of Arabic gives a good deal more
plausibility to the derivations

discussed above, in-

cluding 26) and 27).
The logical

step to take at this point is to

consider how phonetic ya+rmuna and ta+d91na can be
derived from underlying ya+rmiy+uw+na and ta+d9uw+iy+na
under the assumption that it is Lengthening-Shortening
that is relevant rather than Truncation-Lengthening
as in 26)

and 27).

The derivation of ya+rmuna from ya+rmiy+uw+na would

be something approimating 33).

33)

ya+rmiy+uw+na
ya+rmi+uw+na

Glide Elision

ya+rmi+iw+na

i-Assimilation

ya+rmu+uw+na

new rule

ya+rmu+uu+na

Syllabicity Assimilation

ya+rmu+ na

Lengthening restated as 25)
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In

this derivation,

once again Shortening does not

apply, missing the parallelism withh21), whereas such
parallelism is captured by derivations such as 26)
and 22) where in both derivations Truncation serves
to eliminate a single mora.
note that 33)
of Lengthening

This aside, however,

once again requires
as 25).

In

the restatement

addition it

requires a

new, and perhaps more complex statement of Vocalic
Assimilation.

That is, instead of 28), we need a

rule something like 34).

-Ua->{0,1/

34)

Rule 34)

would be interpreted in

the obvious way.

Any number of i's would be converted to u's before
w and any number of u's would be converted
before

x.

to i's

Actually the examples under discussion

involve sequeneesz>of only two vowels which are so
converted, so that 34) could be stated so as to
apply to one or two vowels.

Whichever, the solution

involving Shortening must restate 28), whereas the
solution involving Truncation entails no such re-

statement.
Turning to the derivation of ta-id9ina from
underlying ta+d9uwiiy+na, we see that once again
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the new statements of Lengthening and Vocalic Assimilation are required.

32)

ta+d9uw+iy+na
ta+d9u+iy+na

Glide Elision

ta+d9u+uy+na

i-Assimilation extended

ta+d9i+iy+na

new rule (34)

ta+d±i+ii+na

Syllabicity Assimilation

ta+d9i+na

Lengthening restated as 25)

Once again it should be pointed out that whereas
Truncation applies both in 27) and 22),

Shortening

does not apply in 35) although it does apply in 21).
Let us now recapitulate the discussion of this
section.

We have.looked at two possible analyses

for treating various data, one utilizing LngthetingShortiaitgj, the other.,

The

Truncation-Lengthening.

former possibility is the one assumed throughout the
opening chapters.

But this possibility entails re-

stating original Lengthening

as 25),

along with a

new-statement of Vocalic Assimilation as 34).

The

solution involving Truncation requires no such restatements and is, perhaps, for this reason to be
favored.

In addition, the Truncation- solution brings

out a parallelism ihrethe phonological derivations of
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various weak forms., which in
solution is not present.

terms of the Shortening

This again indicates that

the latter possibility is to be rejected in favor of
Another point is to be made here, although

Truncation.

little weight can be attached to it.

This is the

fact that the rule of Lengthening is just the type
of rule one finds time and again in the phonology
of languages,

which is

quite

low-level

and of little

relevance for constructing ordering arguments.

On

the other hand, rules of Truncation are quite commonly of more import in that they typically enter into
ordering relations in quite crucial ways.
of course, not a hard and fast rule.

This is,

Nevertheless it

does seem to be the unmarked situation in language.
From thdse arguments, we may tentatively conclude that
Truncation
phonology.

is

the true process operative

in

Arabic

In the next section this will be borne

out by a more powerful argument resulting from the
investigation of a new type of case.

4.4 Identical Consonant Metathesis
In order to show that Truncation definitely is

the true contraction process of Arabic, we must first
motivate a new rule, a rule which may be called Identical Consonant Metathesis or I.D. Metathesis for short.
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This rule will play a major role in later discussiQns
where it will be discussed in detail.

In this section,

however, we wish merely to give an account of the process insofar as it is relevant to the main theme of
this

chapter,

that

of demonstrating

the untenability

of Shortening and the correctness of Truncation.
All. of the verbs adduced in preceding chapters

displayed the typical tri-consonantal root pattern
of Semitic.
kb

For example

laqiy+a,

'he

katab+a,

met',

(<--

i dga9

called', d9w' and so forth.

'he wrote' employs
da9aw+a),

'he

Now there is an interest-

ing class of roots, referred to as doubled or geminate
roots,for which the second and third radicals .are
represented by identical segments.

Thus,

mdd is identifiable in the verb madd+a,
and madd+at,

'she stretched'.

the root

'he stretched',

Since perfective non-

derived verbs are typically of the shape CaCVC, we
might suspect

that

madd+a

and madd+at are underlying

madVd+a and madVd+at respectively.

We determine that

this is so and fUrthermore identify'V as a by noting

the first and second person forms:
stretched',

rmadad+tu,

madad+ta, 'you m.s. stretched',

madad+ti, 'you f.s. stretched'.

'I

and

Compare these forms

involving the root mdd with those of a verb not
involving a doubled root, such as kcatab.
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36)

doubled verb

strong verb
katab+tu

I wrote

madad+tu

I

katab+ta

you m.s. wrote

madad+ta

you m. s. stre tched

katab+ti

you f.s.

madad+ti

you f.:., stretched

katab+a

he wrote

madd+a

he stretched

katab+at

she wrote

madd+at

she stretched

wrote

From this set of paradigms it

is

possible to conclude

that the stem underlying the verb 'to
madad.

This follows since it

stretched

stretch' is

permits us to generalize

the doubled stem to the typical CVCVC pattern found
in

the case of strong stems such as katab.

Thus,

it

is only the third person singular forms which deviate
from this pattern in the doubled verb paradigm of 36).
Recall that this is
respect tr

precisely the deviant class with

the class of lame verbs discussed earlier

(cf. 1) of Chapter II), a fact which .bears out our
hypothesis further.

If this is correct, then madd+a

and madd+at derive from underlying madad+a and madad+at.
We must now determine what process(,es) is a work
distorting these underlying sequences.
with the lame verbs,

it

is

Again, as

obvious that the suffix

plays an important role in determining whether or
not the stem will undergo the relevan't phonological
process (es ).

Here both the masculine and feminine
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third person markers begin with a vowel,
other listed in
first

36)

whereas all
A

.obegin;.: with a consonant.

guess at the means by which madad+a and madad+at

are converted to madd+a and madd+at is represented by
37).

37)

a-->0/VCC+V

It

This rule accomplishes just what is desired.
elides a vowel just in

case the stem is

followed

by a suffix beginfning with a vowel.

38)

madad+tu

madad+a

madad+at

madad+tu

madd+a

madd+ at

As indic'ated in
and madad+ti)

38),

Rule 37)

madad+tu (as well as madad+ta

will not be affected by Rule 37).

How-

ever madad+a and madad+at will be correctly converted
to madd+a and madd+at as required.
It is to be noted that 37)
unnatural type of rule.

is

not at all an

Such rulesare really quite

commonly encountered in natural languages.

However,

there is some strong evidence proving that 37) is
not the process by which madad+a and madad+at are
converted to maddta and maddiat.
now ~

"This evidence will

presented.
One of the plural patterns for singular stems
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of the shape CaCiC is

'aCCiCa'.

We are not interested

here in the details of the rule(s) effectuating this
change, rather, we are interested simply in noting
the alternation.

plural
aCCiCa'

singular
CaCIC

39)

sadiq+u friend

'asdiq3'+u

friends

qarib+u relative

'aqribi'+u

relatives

The suffix u.of course is the familiar case ending.
In order to show that Rule 37) is irrelevant, we
must now consider doubled stems of the pattern CaCIC,
such as tabib+u, 'doctor', xalil+u, 'friend', habib+u,
'loved one',

raqiq+u, 'slave', and so forth.

forms all contain doubled roots--tbb, x1l,
£gg respectively.

These

hbb, and

Since the singular stems are all

of the pattern CaCIC, we would expect plurals of the
shape 'aCCiCi',

as in

39).

That is,

we should expect

'atbibi'+u, 'axlili'tu,;'ihbiba'+u, and 'argiq'+u.
However, the actual plurals are tho'se listed in the
following table.

40)

singular

expected plural actual plural

tablb+u

'atbiba'+u

'atibba'+u

doctors

xalil+u

'axlili'I+u

'axilli'+u

friends

habilb+u

'ahbibi'+u

'ahibbi' +u

loved ones

raqiq+u

'arqiqi'+u

'ariqqa'+u

slaves
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Instead of the expected plural 'aCCiCa', we find
'aCiCCi'.

Instead of finding Ci as the fourth and

fifth segments, we find iC.

It is of course possible

to assume a new pluralization

process

taking CaCIC

into 'aCiCCI', but this certainly misses the point,

for it is just the class of doubled -roots for which
we find the plural pattern ' aCiCCi'.

We may explain

this distribution of data if we assume one pluralization process,

namely CaCIC -- >

'aCCiCi', along with

a metathesis rule which turns Ci of the plural pattern
to iC just in case this C is identical to the third

radical C.

In other words the expected plural

'atbibi' will be generated,

at which point

the new

metathesis rule will convert the sequence to the
correct"atibbl'.

On the other hand, the metathesis

rule will not affect

asdiq'

or

agriba'

by virtue

of the fact that the latter sequences do not contain
identical second and third radical consonants.
rule,

then,

The

may be stated as 41).

41) Identical Consonant Metathesis
CkVCkV

--

>

(I.D,. Metathesis):

VCkCkV

Here of course there is no question of a vowel being
deleted by Rule 37) since the i remains.6

Returning to
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the question of the process by which madad+a and
and madad+at become madd+a and madd+at, we see now
that the rule of I.D. Metathesis in conjunction with
Truncation accomplishes the desired results.

42)

madad+a

madad+at

maadd+a

maadd+at

I.D.

madd+a

madd+at

Truncation

Metathesis

(41)

But once again the Lengthening-Shortening approach
will also yield the correct results.

43)

madad+a

madad+at

maadd+a

maadd+at

I.D.

midd+a

midd+at

Lengthening

madd+a

madd+at

Shortening

Metathesis (41)

To decide the question of which of 42) and 43) is
the correct approach, and with it the question posed
in this chapter--which of Truncation-Lengthening and
Lengthening-Shortening is correctyf4re must consider
the active participle once again.

It was pointed

out earlier that active participles
according to the pattern CiaCiC.

are formed

Thus, in 1.5 we

noted thetparticiple kitib-iin declined in the
genitive indefinite, as well as dfl9iw+i'n and
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ramiy+i+n, which are converted to da9in and rimin

by additional rules.

Given the pattern CaCiC as

the usual one representing non-derived active participles, one expects to find doubled roots such as
mdd also to. participate in the patticiple forming
process.

Thus,

'stretching' should be midid+i+n in

the genitive indefinite, madid+u+n in the nominative,
and madid+a+n in the accusative.

However, the true

phonetic representations turn out to be not the latter,
but rather madd+i+n,
cases.

If

midd+u+n and madd+a+n in

we invoke the rule of I.D.

all

Metathesis

along with the Truncation approach, these forms
are predicted.

44)

It

is

mrdid+u+n

midid+i+n

midid+a+n

maidd+u+n

miidd+i+n

miidd+a+n

I.D. Metathesis

miadd+u+n

miadd+i+n

miadd+a+n

a-Assimilation

midd+u+n

midd+i+n

midd+a+n

Truncation

important to notice that onlx one mora is

truncated by Truncation, thus accounting for the
fact that in these cases we find long vowels followed
by two consonants.

How would such forms be accounted

for in terms of an approach utilizing~ Shortening?
Clearly such an approach can account for rridd-iu+n,
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etc., only in a clumsy way, for at present the following derivations would obtain.

45)

madid+u+n

madid+i+n

midid+a+n

maidd+u+n

maidd+i+n

maidd+a+n

I.D. Metathesis

miadd+u+n

madd+i+n

miadd+a+n

a-Assimilation

midd+u+n

madd+i+n

midd+a+n

Lengthening

madd+u+n

madd+i+n

madd+a+n

Shortening

Of course these derivations

lead to incorrect results,

predicting short vowels where there should be long
vowels.

In order to secure the correct results and

still utilize Lengthening-Shortening, one could
devise a new feature [extra long] and claim that
ia becomes an extra long vowel, which by Shortening
is converted to a long vowel.

However such a move

is

cases such as 45)

clearly ad hoc,

for only in

will the feature [extra long] be needed.

Nothing

new need be said if the Truncation solution is
adopted.

Therefore, the role of Truncation vs.

Shortening with respect to active participles to
which I.D. Metathesis has applied constitutes rather

strong evidence for the truncation process stated
as 8) above.

This means that 26) and 27) are to

be favored over 33) and 35), that 16) and 22) are
favored over 15) and 21), and that 23) is favored
over 24).

This also indicates that Lengthening
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and

Vbtalic.

Assimilation are to retain their
and not be

intial statements as in 6) and 28),

The matter of

and 34).

revised according to 25)

which of Lengthening-Shortening or Truncation-Lengthening is to be favored is settled in favor of the
latter.

All derivations in

Chapters. II

and III

utilizing Lengthening-Shortening may be revised
to undergo Truncation(-Lengthening) instead.

The

reader can carry out this revision easily enough so
that those derivations heed not be repeated here.

4.5 Passive Imperfectives
In this chapter we have suggested the means by
which the following changes are effectuated:

46)

aG+uw+na

-- >

a+w+na

aG+iy+na

--

>

a+y+na

uw+uw+na

---

>

iy+iy+na

-- >

u+na
i+na

uw+iy+na

--

>

i+na

iy+uw+na

--

>

u+na

,

All stems involved in these changes were active stems.

No passive stems were included in the derivations.

However

we may now test the adequacy of the rules presented up
to now by considering what the underlying representa-
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tions correspondirig to the active stems involved in
the changes listed in 46) must be, and by determining
if the predictions given by our rules coincides with
The means of

the actual phonetic sequences found.

forming the imperfect passive from the imperfect
active has already been touched on in section 3.3
Once again,

(cf. 23) and 24) of that section).

this process involves changing the a of the person
prefixes to u and switching the stem vowel to a.
Corresponding to active ya+ktub+u, then, is yu+ktab+u,
'it is written'.

Corresponding to underlying ya+lcay+uw+na

and ta+lqay+iy+na

(cf.

be yuiggqyuw+inia fot
for 'you

f.s.

16)

above),

and 22)

-they are met'

are met'.

then,

should

and tu+1qay+iy+na,

Our rules predict the follow-

ing:

46)

yu+lqay+uw+na

tu+lqay+iy+na

yu+lqa+uw+na

tu+lqa+iy+na

Glide Elision

yu+lqa+aw+na

tu+lqa+ay+na

a-Assimilation

yu+lqa+w+na

tu+lqa+y+na

%,Truncation

The correct forms for 'they are met' and 'you f.s.

are met' are indeed those predicted.
Corresponding to active ta±~i~uw~uw~na, ta+d9uwiiy+na,
ta+rmiyeuw+na, and ta~rmiyiyi+na, we would expect passive
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~u+d9aw+uw+nalfor
'you f.s.

'Vhey are called', .u+d9aw+iy+na

are called',

for

Vu+rmav+uw+na for 'they are

thrown', and tu+rmay+iy+na for 'you f.s. are thrown.'.
The rules postulated thus far predict the following:

47) yu+d9aw+uw+na tu+d9aw+iy+na yu+rmay+uw+na tu+rmay+iy+na
yu+d9a+uw+na

tu+d9a+iy+na

yu+rma+uw+na

tu+rma+iy+na

Glide
Elis.

yu+d9a+aw+na

tu+d9a+ay+na

yu+rma+aw+na

tu+rma+ay+na

a-Ass.

yu+d9a+w+na

tu+d9a+y+na

yu+rma+w+na

tu+rma+y+na

Trun.

Again the final step of these derivations is
phonetic sequence desired in

each case.

the correct

The rules pro-

thus far consequently go beyond the data presented

posed

earlier to make correct predictions about new data.

4.6 A Further Observatibn Concerning Syllabicity Assimilation

In

preceding sections,

we have argued that the

plural morpheme in Arabic is uw.

This morpheme was

combined with imperfective stems and the mood marker
na in

many examples given above.

The plural marker

may also be combined with perfective stems,

with-

out any indicative marker, however, as only imperfec-

tives select for mood.

Thus, to _kat;ab, we should be

able to append uw, to form the word meaning 'they
wrote'.

-To the stem n

we should be able to

append uw to yield the form meaning 'they descended' ,
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and so on.

The actual representations of 'they

wrote'aand 'they descended' are katab+i and nazal+gi.
One can account for the long vowel in place of uw
in such forms by a simple and quite natural extension
of the rule of Syllabicity Assimilation.

In place

of the earlier 11), we propose 48).

48) Syllabicity Assimilation:

fW)j

-/

Rule 48) is an informal abbreviation7
of turning

x

to i

fu

i
U

--

C
T

having the effect

after i and before either C or !,

w to u after u and before eitherC or T(.

or

Since under-

lying katab+uw and nazal+uw are followed by word
boundaries,

Rule 48) will apply giving katab+uu and

nazal+uu, whereupon Lengthening will yield the correct
results.
We are now once again in a position to test the
rules postflateid up to now.
such as raa

This test involves stems

da9aw, and:.'.agiy, all

active stems

encountered several times at earlier points in the
exposition.

To such stems we should. be able to suffix

the plural. marker uw.
our predictions are.

Let us now determine what
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49)

ramay+uw

da9aw+uw

laqiy+uw

rama+uw

da9a+uw

laqi+uw

Glide Elision

rama+aw

da9a+aw

laqi+iw

a-Assim. and i-Assim.

rama+w

da9a+w

laqi+w

Truncation

laqu+w

Vocalic Assim.

laqu+u

Syllabicity Assim.

laqu

Lengthening

-- w
--A

Phonetically we find raraw,

'they

called',

'they threw' , da9aw,

and laq , 'they met', exactly as

predicted by our rules.
As noted

in 4.1 above, perfective.. passives may

be formed by changing the first

a of the stem to u

and the second a or stem vowel to i.

For example

katab+a-, 'he wrote', becomes kutib+a, 'it m. was
written'.

The same should be possible in the cases

listed in 49).

That is, we should find underlying

rumiy+uw, du9iw+uw, and luqiy+uw.

We predict the.

following:

50)

rumiy+uw

du91w+uw

lul4iy+uw

rumi+uw

du91+uw

luqi+uw

Glide Elision

rumi+ iw

du9i+iw

luqi+iw

i-Assim.

rumi+w

du9i+w

luqi+w

rumu+w

du9u+w

luqu+w

Vocalic Assim.

rumu+u

du9u+u

luqu+u

Syllabicity Assim.

rumu

du9i

luqu

Lengthening

'Truncation

.

.

IXIII-1.0
P. 11M
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'They were thrown''is in fact ru,
is du9,

'they were called'

and 'they were met' is jjg,

bearing out the

predictions of 50) and further confirming our rules.

9,
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Footnotes to Chapter IV
1. Because of the assimilation processes, the
subscripts included in the Lengthening rule are

superfluous, since all vowels which are adjacent
will by this time be identical.
2. Technically, after Truncation, we are left with
It may be assumed that
rami++n, and not rami+n.
the latter. However,
gives
a general conventon
this is of little consequence. More realistically
I would claim that the morpheme boundary is no
more than an expository device, and that rules
which are stated s.o as to rely crucially on the
presence of this boundary are more correctly
stated in terms of the relevant feature associated
with the affix, or in terms of the stem boundary,
which we utilize in our later discussion. The
point is not worth dwelling upon at L-is point.
3. In feature notation, this reads as follows:
(i)
4.

[-cns]
[+hi

> E+syl] /

[+hi])

C

-[+syl-

The blanket statement that Glide Elision does not
ever apply when there is a right-most long vowel
is discussed more in Chapter VIII, where some
evidence is.forthcoming suggesting that we do
get Glide Elision before a. However, at a later
point this is disproven.

5. In Chapter XII it will become clear that there are
no long vowels in underlying representations. Thus,
the long vowels cited earlier, before which Glide
Elision does not apply, are actually sequences of
two morae. The length condition must be changed
accordingly, which we do at a later point. If
this is correct, then it follows that there should
be no elision in the case of ya+lgay+uu+na, etc.
6. Those still bent on maintaining 37), and rejecting
becomes
41), may 'claim that 'atbiba'+u first

'atbbi'+-u by 37 ), and later , 'atibbi'+u by an
rule having the eff~eUTo.brakcing
Eesis
up tri-consonantal clusters. This fails, however, in view of the fact that it is not possible
to predict which vowel is to be epenthesized.
For example, ma-ehtat+at+u+n becomes ma-'hatt~at+uen,
and not ma+hitt+&t+fz+n.
*'
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7.

Cf. footnote 3. for a more adequate statement in
terms of features.
The boundary T need only be

added to that rule.
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Chapter V
ABLAUT

5.0

IN NON-DERIVED VERB CLASSES

The major rules discussed up to this point are

repeated in 1).

1)

I.D. Metathesis:
Glide Elision:

G

i-Assimilation:

(u-Assimilation:

V

0 /

-- >

V.,

if j=[+1o],
then i=[+lo]

i -- > u / u__)
-- >
-- >

a / a

0 / VC

Vocalic Assimilation:

--

Syllabicity Assimilation:
Lengthening:

V.

i / i

u -- >

a-Assimilation:
Truncation:

VCkV
k

CkVCkV

VV -- >

>
-- >/

a4M-MUt

V

The rule of u-Assimilation could be collapsed with
i-Assimilation

(as could a-Assimilation as noted earlier),
1%

and this is the rule indicated in deriI&tlon 27)

of the

last chapter, which applies after Glide Elision.

All

rule orderings established thus far are indicated in
1) by lines connecting the two rules -for which the
ordering relation holds.

Notice that there is no

argument establishing the prior order of i-, u-,
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and a-Assimilationwith respect to Truncation.

The

latter rule could just as well have preceded these
rules in all derivations preserlted above, and all
the desired results would still have been obtained.
Thus,

underlying

ta+lQay+iy+na

verted to talqayna,
than 22)

could have been con-

'you f.s. meet', via 2) rather

of Chapter IV.

ta+lqay+iy+na

2)

ta+lqa+iy+na

Glide Elision

ta+lqa+y+na

Truncation

In 2) we assume the ordering Truncation-a-Assimilation,
in

22)

of Chapter IV,

the opposite.

For this reason,

the rule of u-Assimilation of 1) has been parenthesized,
for if Truncation does

the assimilation processes, then

there is no independent support for u-Assimilation.
under this interpretation, derivation 27) of the last
Chapter, repeated here as 3),

3)

would be replaced by 4).

ta+d9uw+iy+na
ta+d9u+iy+na

Glide Elision

ta+d9u+uy+na

u-Assimilation

ta+d9u+y+na

Truncation

4ia+d9i+y+na-

Vocalic Assimilation-

ta+d91+i+na-

Syllabicity Assimilation

ta+d9i+na

Lengthening

Thus,

lib

4)-

ta+d9uw+iy+na
ta+d9u+iy+na

Glide Elision

ta+d9u+y+na

Truncation

ta+d9i+y+na

Vocalic Assimilation

ta+d9i+i+na

Syllabicity Assimilation

ta+d9Le+na

Lengthening

There is independent evidence for i-Assimilation and
a-Assimilation, however, as shown by derivations such
as 6) and 13) of Chapter III.
assume, as in 1),

We shall continue to

that Truncation follows the various

assimilation processes.

More on u-Assimilation will

be forthcoming in this chapter.
From derivations such as 42) and 44) of Chapter
IV, we know that I.D. Metathesis precedes Truncation.
In those derivations it was also assumed that I.D.
Metathesis precedes a-Assimilation, although the
correct results could be obtained by assuming that
the assimilation process precedes I.D. Metathesis.
Again, without reason, we shall assyme that the ordering
given in 1) is correct.

Of course once again it is

possible to allow Truncation to precede a-Assimila-

tion in the case of derivations 42) and 44) of the
last chapter.
We have given no arguments for placing I.D.
Metathesis before Glide Elision.

This problem will
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not be discussed in this chapter.
Chapters

IX and

However, in

X, a number of points. relating

to I.D. Metathesis are brought up and studied in
some detail.

I.D. Metathesis aside, it is clear

from the preceding discussion that it is the rule
of Glide Elision which

initiates

phonological processes

listed in 1).

the whole range of
In this

chapter, a new rule, Ablaut, will be motivated, and
shown to interact with additional new rules of some
interest.

Some paradoxes arising from this discussion

will follow in the next chapter.

Before turning to

the Ablaut process itself, we shall first generalize
the canonical shapes of perfective and imperfective
stems in 5.1.

5.1 Towards Generalizing Verb Stems.
Throughout the exposition to this point, numerous
examples of verbs conjugated both in the perfective and
imperfective aspects have come to light.

Invariably it

was the perfective stems which were, of the pattern
CVCVC and the imperfective stems whiqh were of the
pattern CCVC.

It would be desirable if conditions

could be discovered accounting for when one or the
other of the two possibilities obtained.
the conditions are quite obvious.

Actually

Recall that every

instance of an imperfective stem _CVC was preceded
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by a prefix of the' shape CV, while perfective stems
of the shape CVCVC was seen to bear person suffixes,
and never prefixes of person.

Thus, one finds' ta+nzil+u,

'she descends', ya+nziltu+na, 'they m.p. descend', and
ta+nzil+I+na, 'you f.s. descend', all imperfectives, and
prefixing.

Forms such as nazal+a, 'he descended',

nazal+at, 'she descended', and nazal+tu,

'I descended',

however, are all perfectives and suffixing.

It is

obvious that the two stem shapes, CVCVC and CCVC, may
be generalized by simply postulating CVCVC as the
basic stem and by furthermore permitting CV prefixes
to initiate

elision of the first

V of the CVCVC stem.

The rule bringing about this change may be stated as
follows:

5) Vowel Elision:

V -- >

0 /

V+C__CV

By this reasoning a form such as ta+nzil+u will be
represented as ta+nVzil+u from which the V will be
elided by Rule 5).

Because of numerous derived forms

which actually display two stem vowels, we may identify the first stem vowel of ta+nVzil+u as a.
the following

6)

Compare

proportion:

nAzal+at

she descended :nAzzal+at

she sent down

ta+nVzil+u

she descends : tu+nAzzil+u

she sends down
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The first vowel of- each stem is capitalized for
clarity.

In the imperfective geminate derived class,
In addition

we find the first stem vowel to be a.

both non-derived and derived classes of stems typically
display a as the first stem vowel when one is present.
Such alternations indicate that V of.ta+nVzil+u is
a, even though it is subsequently elided by Rule 5),
the rule of Vowel Elision.

Notice that the first a

of the stem nazzil in tu+nazzil+u is not elidable by
5) since instead of being followed by CV, it is
followed by CCV.

The derivation, then, consists of
By such a

the change of ta+nazil+u to ta+nzil+u.

process, we succeed in generalizing all stems to the
single pattern CVCVC.

Besides alternations such as

tu+nazzil+u which indicate that this step is the
correct one, we know that some process such as 5)
is

operable in

Arabic,

for otherwise,

it

would be a

mere conincidence that CCVC always occurs after CV
when the corresponding perfective is CVCVC.

In

other words, rule 5) explains why we find no CV+CVCVC+X
sequences in

Arabic.

We shall see later that Vowel Elision has a

wider range of application than just to imperfective
verb forms.

Now we wish to point out that rule 5)

must be stated with a morpheme boundary.

If the
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boundary were not -included in the rule, forms such.as katab+at would be converted to katb+at incorrectly, as well as other cases.

For example under-

lying ta+nazil+u would be converted to ta+nzl+u,
again incorrectly, if the morpheme boundary, +,

were

not included in rule52

5.2.0 Ablaut
By claiming that ta+nzil+u derives from underlying ta+nazil+u, we have succeeded in .generalizing
imperfective stems to the CVCVC shape of perfectives,
e.g. nazal+at.
stem vowel is

In addition we claimed that the first
invariably a.

The second stem vowel,

the i of ta+nzil+u and the a of nazal+at following
the second radical, is what has been referred to in
It is variable

preceding chapters as the stem vowel.

as is obvious from the preceding examples.

This

variation in the stem vowel of the imperfective versus
that of the perfective will be termed Ablaut.

It

turns out that there is a good deal of systematicity
to the ablaut alternations.

In the. following sections

we shall discuss many of facts relevant to this area

of the morphophonemics of Arabic..

- I

mm llwml.

-
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5.2.1 The Ablaut Alternation as an Ordered Rule
In section 4.1 it was noted that perfective

stems possess one of three potential stem-vowels,
a, i, and u.

Capitalizing the stem-vowels for

clarity, we repeat examples such as katAb+at, 'she
wrote', nazAl+at, 'she descended', rakIb+at, 'she
rode', and kabUr+at, 'she became big'.

In section

3.1 it was noted that imperfective stems possess
stem-vowels drawn from the same class, a, i, and u.
Examples include ta+!rAb+u, 'she drinks',

ta+rkAb+u,

'she rides', ta+nzIl+u, 'she descends', ta+ktUb+u,
'she writes', and ta+kbUr+u,

'she becomes big'.

The

alternation between the a stem-vowel of nazal+at and
the i stem-vowel of ta+nzil+u, or the i stem-vowel of
rakib+at and the a of ta+rkab+u,

etc.

is conceivably

a lexical fact of little interest in the phonological
component of Arabic.

That is, it is perfectly con-

ceivable that the stem underlying nazal+at is nazal
and that underlying ta+nzil+u is nazil from which the
first vowel is elided by Vowel Elision.

On the other

hand it would be interesting if we Could discover

etidence proving one or the other of the alternating
vowels (or perhaps a third) to be the' basic one, from
which the other (s) could be derived.

The fac t that
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the choice of stem-vowels is

not pair-wise random.

indicates that the latter possibility is the correct
approach.

Consider the following paradigm,

illustrates this fact.

perfective

7)
A:

B:

C:

imperfective

katab+at

ta+ktub+u

qatal+at

ta+qtul+u

xaraj+at

ta+xruj+u

daxal+at

ta+dxul+u

nazal+at

ta+nril+u

jalas+at

ta+jlis+u

darab+at

ta+drib+u

9araf+at

ta+9rif+u

rakib+at

ta+rkab+u

sarib+at

ta+srab+u

9alim+at

ta+9lam+u

labis+at

ta+lbas+u

kabur+at

ta+kbur+u

saytir+at

ta+ syur+u

0

ba9ud+at

ta+b9ud+u

qarub+at

ta+qrub+u

which
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This paradigm displays the normal ablaut alternations
of the non-derived verb classes of Arabic.

Notice

that stem-vowel a in the perfective column implies
u or i in the imperfective column (class A).
fective i

Per-

implies imperfective a (class B), but

whenever we find u in the perfective, we also find
u in the imperfective,

(class C).

This may be

schematized as follows:

8)

A

C

a

u

aiu

perf:

imperf

B

U

i

Excluding case C, it is obvious that there is a
generalization underlying 8):

Whenever we find a

low vowel in the perfective, we find a high vowel
in the perfective.

Whenever we find a high vowel

in the perfective, we find a low vowel in the imperfective.

Clearly this is a generalization to

be captured in

the phonological component of Arabic.

Such alternations as these may be captured by the
following rule.

9)

V
[cihi]
[-C)]

-- >

[-czhij / relevant aspect
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We assume that class C verbs are assigned the feature
[+C] in lexical representations.

Rule 9) is stated

so as to exclude this class since.classes A and B will
be marked [-C].

The feature [+C] mar in

fact be a

feature of stativity or inchoation' however, we shall
in this discussion assume ElGJ

and C-C], this choice

having no significant consequences for the results to
follow.
Rule 9) accounts for the alternations listed
in 8) and evinced in 7)A and B.

If the. variable a.

is specified as +,fbbea specific aspect, then this
plus will be converted to minus in the opposite aspect.
Thus, if i is chosen as the underlying vowel in the
case of perfective rakib,
be converted to rakab.

in

the imperfect,

rakib will

Of course this form will be

prefixed, triggering Vowel Elision, and giving, in the
case of the third person feminine singular, ta+rkab+u.
On the other hand, if the variable i is minus, then
in the opposite aspect, this minus will be converted
to plus.

The pudblthus accounts for why there are

no cases of pairs such as CaCiC--CCuC, CaCaC--CaCaC,
etc, where we find i as the stem vowel in the perfective and u in the imperfective, and SQ. forth.
We must now confront the problem of which of
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two possibilities listed in

8)

is

in

fact the under-

the vowel which normally appears in the

lying vowel,

perfective or the vowel which normally appears in the
imperfective aspect.

That is, does a become u and

and i rsa, or does u and i become a; and a, 1?

l

The

most obvious choice of underlying vowels is the imperfective ones of 8) for in the A case here, we
have a many-to-one mapping.

If the perfective vowel

were the underlying one, we would need an ad hoc
.diacritic feature to distinguish those a's which
become u in the imperfect from those which become i.
Assuming that the imperfective vowels are the basic
vowels, nazal would derive from underlying naziJ4
katab, from katub,

rakib from rakab, and so on.

Imperfec'tive ta+nzil would derive from ta+nazil via
Vowel Elision, ta+ktub+u from ta+katub+u, ta+rkab+u,
from ta+rakab+u without a change in

the stem vowel.

The ablaut process would, under this analysis, be
stated as 10), in place of 9).

10)

V

[hi]
[-C ]

--

>

[-chi] / perfective

That is, only when the stem bears the feature [+perf]
will 10 ) be applicable.
There is a strong argument proving that 10 ) is
incorrect, i.e. that the imperfective vowels are not
the underlying vowels.

This argument, moreover,
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indicates.that the vowels which typically shows up
as the imperfective

stervedwels

derive from what

is normally the surface representation for the perfective stem-vowel.

In other words,

the mapping

of 8) is from perfective to imperfective as indicated
below.

11)
perfective:
imperfective:

A

B

C

a

i

u

u i

The argument goes as follows.

u

As class B of 7)

demonstrates, there are perfectives with stem-vowel
i, e.g. rakib+at, labis+at, etc.

We should also

expect to find lame stems of the shape CaCiG.
have in

We

fact already pointed out such an example

in 4.1, viz. laqiy+at, 'she met' and lagi+-tu, 'I met',
which derives from lagiy+tu by Syllabicity Assimilation
and Lengthening as pointed out in that section.
know that y is

We

the underlying thirdsradical because

of nouns such as luqy+an+u+n, a verbal noun corresponding to laqiy+at, where the y shows up distinctly as

.

We did not cite any examples of CaCiG stems, where

the second possibility for G was realized as w, either
at the most abstract level or phonetically.

We may

now adduce such an example, viz. radiy+at, 'she became
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Clearly the third radical G of this stem

content'.

is underlying w and not
ponding to radiy+at is
ridw+an+u+n.

x,

for the verbal noun correse

not ridy+an+u+n,

but rather,

The phonetic y which actually shows up

in radiy+at may be accounted for by a rule already
discussed in 3.5.1 of Chapter III (cf. 38)), which
may be repeated as 11).

12) w-to-y:

w-->y/i_

By means of Rule

12),

which will be called w-to-y,

underlying radiw+at will be converted to phonetic
radiy+at.

4

On the other hand,

unaffected by 11).
Chapter III

called',

Rule 11) was motivated in

on the basis of examples such as du9iy+a,

'he was called',
'he

ridw+an+u+n remains

the passive of da9a (<--da9aw+a),

where again it

radical glide is

is

clear that the third

w because of da9aw+tu,

'I

called',

etc.
The next step in the argument relates to the
imperfective stems corresponding to perfectives of the
shape CaCiG.

From class B of 7)

we know that the

stem vowel cof the oortespcbnding imperfective is a.
If our claim about ablaut is at all cdrrect we should
expect this alternation to exist for lame verbs just
as it does for strong verbs as listed in 7).

The
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ablaut process does obtain in

the case of weak verbs

as shown by the imperfect stem corresponding to laqiy+at.
This form, as noted earlier, is ta+1qi, which has already

been shown to derive from ta+lqay+u in the indicative.
Thus, the i of lacly+at does correspond to a in ta+lAy+u,

but at the deep level of analysis.

Further,

this is

clearly evident from the examples involving the dual
morpheme a,

cf.

'they

laqiy+4,

m.d.

met',

and ta+lgay+a+ni,

where in the latter example, y

'you d. met',

cannot

elide because of the length condition placed on Glide
Elision [cf.

radiw+at,

3.4].

radiw+a,

radiy+a, etc.

Let us now examine underlying

etc.,

which by w-to-y become radiy+at,

The imperfective forms corresponding to

these should be, in underlying representations (excluding the vowel elided by Vowel Elision),

ta+rdaw+u, for

'she becomes content', -and ya+rdaw+u for 'he becomes
content',

etc.

By Glide Elision, a-Assimilation, and

Lengthening, phonetic ta+rda and ya+rdi are derived.
But what about the dual forms?

In the perfective we

find forms such as radiy+a, 'they m.d. became content',
and radiy+at+i,

'they

f.d.

became content',

from underlying radiw+d and radiw

which derive

at+E in accordance with

our earlier observations about this rodt.

But in the

imperfect, we find not ta-erdaw+aE+ni and ya~erdaw+i-+ni
as one might expect; rather, we findtary+ni
'they f.d. become content',

Row
pw

and yatrday+E+ni,

'they m.d.
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third radical.

, and not w,

with

become content',

appearing as the

How can we account for the i

of the

latter two forms, since the underlying representations
are ta+rdaw+i+ni and ya+rdaw+i+ni?

(minus Vowel Elision)
That is,

the stem-vowel is

if

a, we are posed with the

difficult problem of how to predict y for such underlying representations.
turning w to y in

It will not do to posit a rule

the environment a___a,

we do find cases of awn, e.g.
'they m.d.

called'.

simply because

perfective da9aw+e,

But the y of phonetic ta+rday+a+ni

and ya+rday+E+ni can be predicted.

This can be brought

about if we assume that the perfective stem-vowel i
is

the basic stem-vowel,

and that furthermore,

applies before the Ablaut rule.

w-to-y

The derivations which

would then persist would be the following:

13)

ta+radiw+a+ni

ya+radi.w+e +ni

ta+rdiw+a+ni

ya+rdiw+i+ni

Vowel Elision

ta+rdiy+a+ni

ya+rdiy+i+ni

w-to-y

ta+rday+a+ni

ya+rdayia+n-ni

Ablaut

This stem is

a class-B stem with i

the perfective conjugation.

showing up in

Imperfectives are

present in 13) and consequently undergo Ablaut,
which may now be restated as 14), accounting by
the ordering explicit in 13), for phonetic ix.
pow"I"PRIMIRM-n-M
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14)

Ablaut:

V.

[Echi]

E-ahi) / imperfective

-- >

E-C)]

The preceding discussion indicates that the perfective

vowel is in fact the basic vowel and that the mappingrepresented in 10) and carried out by 13) is correct,
fOr onl4oWith'thisIanalysis can we explain why

not w shows up in cases such as ta+rday+a+ni

x

and

and

There is at our disposal a means of

ya+rday+i+ni.

testing the validity of the analysis just set forth.
Earlier we noted that

perfective

passives are of the.

shape CuCiC, with stem-vowel i, and that imperfective
passives are of the shape CCaC, with stem-vowel a, and
prefixes of the shape Cu.
between ,high i

Here we find the alternation

and low a, which, incidentally, further

supports the ablaut alternations predicted by rules
such as

14),

10),

etc.

The empirical test is this.

Since the i is present in the perfective and the a in
the

imperfective,

we should be able to take a root

such as da9aw (cf. da9aw+tu, etc.),.convert it to

the passive,
dual.

If

and conjugate it

.14) is

correct and if

in

the -imperfective
w-to-y truly precedes

the Ablaut rule, then the following derivation should
obtain.
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15)

tu+d9iw+iini

yu+d9iw+4+ni

tu+d9iy+i+ni

yu+d9iy+i+ni

w-to-y

tu+d9ay+5+ni

yu+d9ay+a+ni

Ablaut

Our analysis is borne out by the fact that we do
find tu+d9ay+a+ni,
yu+d9ay+e+ni,

'they

'they
m.d.

f.d.

are

called',

are called'.

and

We conclude

that the perfective stem-vowel is the basic one and
that w-to-y precedes Ablaut as stated in

15).

5. 2.2 Class-A Stems
The argument presented in 5.2.1 proves that the
perfective vowel is the underlying vowel in the case

of class-B stems of 7), as well as in the case of .all
imperfective passives.

But since all passives possess

stem-vowel i in the perfective and a in the imperfective,

one might lump passives in the same classt with B stems.
Are we

justified in arguing that the perfective vowel a

of the A-class stems of 7) is the basic vowel?

That is,

is the- aztgumant' presented above sufticient to prove that
the mapping in the case of class-A stems is of the same
direction as that for class-B stems?

Observing the

fact that some petfective a's of 7) become u in the
imperfect and others i suggests that for class-A stems
the mapping is from imperfective stem-vowel to perfec-

lip
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Otherwise, how could we predict which a's

tive.

become u and which a's become

A7

If the perfective

vowel is the underlying vowel in the case of class-B
stems, and the imperfective vowel in the case of
class-A stems, however, Rule 14) will not do.

Let

us review the processes needed under the new
assumption stated directly above.

perfective

16)

imperfective

A:
a

ia

B:

In orde...

to effect these changes 14)

could be

replaced by 17) along with a new rule 18).

17)

V

[+hi]

-- >

[-hi] /

imperfective

-- >

[-hi) /

perfective

[-C]

18)

V
[+hi]
[-C]

accounts for class-B alternations.

Rule 18)

accounts for class-A alternations (cf.' 7 )).

Not only

Rule 17)

are 17 ) and 18 ) similar in every way but one, these
rules miss the generalization inherent in paradigm
7) alluded to earlier.

That is,
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given any vowel of .16), it is always the case that
the vowel in the opposite aspect will have the opposite
feature specification for height.
to capture this fact.
is

.19)

17) and -18) cannot.

Rules

.17) and .18) as

possible to collapse

V
+hi->

Rule .14) attempts
It

19).

/ [-maspect)

[-hi

[-C)
[mCaspect]

By this rule i of class-B of .16) is
in

and u and i of class-A of

the imperfect,

converted to a.

converted to a

However

16) is

19) is beside the point and

is devoid of content, for

19) claims that a particular

aspect is basic, perfective in the case of class-B
and imperfective in the 'ase of class-A.

This feature

of aspect would have to be assigned to stem-vowels,
but stems would take on perhaps a different feature
of aspect.

The approach is

hardly tenable because it
which is

basic,

rather,

clearly misleading and

is
it

is

not a particular aspect
a particular vowel,

which

is typically asssociated with a particular aspect.
Thus, the argument given in the preceding section

shows not that the perfective is the basic aspect
for class-B, but rather that i is the basic vowel,
although this vowel is typically associated with the
perfective aspect.

But i is abstracted away from

own)"
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aspect.

By Rule '14) this i is converted to a when.

the feature [+imperf] is present, and not changed

at all when tha feature [-imperf) is present.

Thus,

in conclusion, 19) does not suffice to capture the

generalization exhibited by 77.
We have mote or less eliminated all possibilities
but that realized by 14).

However, there is a more

direct argument demonstrating that the directionality
of .16)A is incorrect.

Once this is shown, then it

-follows that the vowel associated, with the perfective
aspect of class-A stems is in fact the underlying
vowel and that .14) is correct in principle if not
in detail.

Recall that the rule of w-to-y was made

crucial use of in showing that i is the basic vowel
of class B.

We showed that only under the assumption

that i was underlying could we explain why we find
and hot w in such imperfectives as ya+rday+i+ni and
yu+d9ay++ni.
and 1 5).

The reader should refer back to 13).

Now if imperfective i is the basic vowel

for some class-A stems (cf. 16)), tAen a similar
argument should exist for these forms.
ment would go as follows:

The argu-

there should be some

forms with imperfective i and third radical
e.g. ya+rmiy+a, 'that he throw'.

x,

as

Likewise there

x
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should be analogous forms, but with underlying w
in place of

x,

i.e. underlying ya+CCiw+a.

Clearly,

the w could be identified as underlying from other
alternations, e.g. nouns, analogous to lugyin+u+n
versus ridwin+u+n used in the preceding section.
By w-to-y, ya+CCiw+a would become ya+CCiy+a and in
the perfective, we should find CaCayitu, i.e. with
y since w-to-.y precedes the ablaut process.

But

no such cases exist where we have underlying w which
.shows up as
in

a.

i

Thus,

in imperfectives in'i and perfectives

i cannot be the basic vowel of class A.

This means that 16") is incorrect.

The only possibility

is that the perfective vowels are basic not only for
class-B stems,
of 16), "then,

20)

but also for class-A stems.
is

the following:

perfective
A:

In place

imperfective

a

B:ia

Returning to the problem of predicting which a's

become u and which, i, there are two approaches to
this c4uestion.

First, one might conjecture that

there is a second low vowel in the repertory of under-
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lying vowels of Arabic, a front a

and a back a.

It

might further.be claimed that perfective w becomes i
We have in

in the imperfect, and perfective a, u.

fact been utilizing the symbol a to designate phonetic
a throughout our discussion up to now (cf. Chapter i). 5
The underlying vowel system i, l, and a is usually
considered to be a highly marked system, certainly,
more so than i,

u, as,

and a.

This may be taken as

evidence in favor of this abstract solution to the
problem of predicting imperfective u and i of
This possibility,

although plausible,

is

20).

untenable

because of the testridted character of the second
low vowel.

In

other words,

unless the abstract low

vowel postulated to account for this problem can be
utilized elsewhere in the grammar to solve other
outstanding problems, little weight can be given to
this approach.

This leaves us with no other alterna-

tive than to assign some a's of class A stems an
ad hoc diacritic feature, call it [+F], to distinguish
those a's which become i from those'which become u.
This feature is not altogether arbitrary since such
a feature, [+C], has already been assumed for class-

C stems.

We shall assume that those stems of class-

A which become u in the imperfect are assigned the

"MmIllmomWill
11PRIOR
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feature

[+F].

Rule

.21) Ablaut:

as .21).

be restated

14) will

V

[mhi~'
<+F3>

/ imperfective

[-ahi]

-- >

[-C]

4

rl

Since a represerits phonetic w_

those a's becoming

u must receive the feature specification [+bk) and
C+rd] in

addition to .E+hi].

Thus,

the angled brackets

indicate that such is the case with those stem vowels
-bearing the feature

Rule 21)

[+F).

gives rise to the following derivations, along

with the earlier

13

) and .15)..

The stage involving

Vowel Elision is omitted and will be unless crucial
in following

22)

katb

ya+ktab+u

[-impfl.
katab

In

derivations.

[+impf]

nazal

[-impf]

-[+F]

[-F]

ya+ktub+u

nazal

conclusion,

ya+nzal+u

[+impf]
[-F]
ya+nzil+u

such derivation

labis

ya+lbis+u

E-impf]
[-F]
labis

[+-impf]
[-F]
ya+lbas+u

allow us to set

.6
up the perfective vowels as the basic ones.

This

furthermore seems to be mandatory in view of the
arguments against the imperfective vowels presented
in this section, and for the perfective vowels presented in the preceding section.

21)
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5.2.3 A Class of Apparent Counter-Examples

to Ablaut

It has been pointed out in previous sections that
perfective stem-vowel a corresponds to imperfective u
or i.

This is illustrated by the strong forms of
Rule 21),

class A of 7).

Ablaut, thus accounts for

why we do not normally encounter imperfective a
corresponding

perfective a (or imperfective u
How-

corresponding to perfective i of class B, etc.).
ever there

is a rather substantial class of imperfectives

in a corresponding to perfective stem-vowel a.
of these forms are listed

Some

below.

23)
qata9+at

ta+qta9+u

she cuts, cut

ba9a9+at

ta+b9aQ+u

she sends,

sent

fatah+at

ta+ftah+u

she opens,

opened

Yahar+at

ta+!har+u

she divulges,

qara'+at

ta+qra'+u

she reads, read

sa'al+at

ta+s'al+u

she asks,

asked

bahab+at

ta+6hab+u

she goes,

went

If onc compares these forms with those listed as
class-A in 7), one discovers the conditions which
may account for the. unexpected a in the imperfective
column of 23).

All stems listed as 23) possess

divulged
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either a second or third radical laryngeal, where
laryngeal includes those sounds produced in the area
extending from the larynx to the upper regions of the

7

pharynx.

We may therefore eliminate this apparent

class of exceptions to the rule of Ablaut and in
addition account for why it

is

just the laryngeals

which permit a in the perfective and a in the imperfective if we postulate the following rule.

24)

-- > [-hi) /

/

imperfective

[-C]
In addition, we require forms such as those listed
as 2)

to be specified with the basic perfective a

and to undergo Ablaut as any other verb does.
the ablaut process has taken place,

however,

After
24)

will

apply accounting for the peculiar distribution of im-.
perfective a adjacent to laryngeals, which we informally
represent by L.

Notice that this last rule, 24),

applies only to imperfectives, since there are abundant
examples like sa9id+at, 'she ascended',
heard',

sami9+at,

'she

su'il+at, 'it f. was asked', etc., where al-

though the second or third radical is a member of the

class L, the stem-vowel i is not altered to a.

In

addition, rule 24), like Ablaut, excludes all cases
of class-C stems, i.e. stems with stem-vowel u in
the perfective (and imperfective, cf. 7)).

We find
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many cases such as ba9ud+a,
'he became light-headed',

'it

etc.

was distant',

ra9un+a,

The rule of Ablaut,

together with the new rule stated as 24),

will give

rise

to the following

25)

ta+6hab+u

ta+qra'-+u

ta+smi9+u

ta+6hib+u

ta+qri'+u

ta+sma9+u

Ablaut,

ta+bhab+u

ta+qra'+u

ta+sma9+u

Rule 24)

This approach

derivations of 25):

predicts

20)

that there will be no cases of

perfective CaLaC or CaCaL corresponding to imperfective

CLiC or CCiL, and indeed this is generally the case.
There are a few exceptions, e.g. rada9+at, 'she sucked'

can apparently take ta+rdi9+u, 'she sucks'.

However,

alongside the latter, one finds ta+rda9+u, as predicted

by 24)..

Forms such as ta+rdi9+u are rare and may be

accounted for by marking them as exceptions

optional) to 24).

(mostly

But what about the distribution of

CaLaC and CaCaL forms with respect to imperfective
CLuC and CCuL, which 24)

what is

also prohibits?

In fact,

the evidence for sending the. stem-vowel a

25) through the stage i and not u instead?

There are

few cases of CaaC--CLuC, CaCL--CL alternations

involving strong stems.

of

The only cases which

16]

may n6t be true exceptions to 24) are those having
9 as second radical:

ca9ad+at,

'she

sat down',

corresponding to ta+q9ud+u, 'she sits down', sa9at+at,
'she coughed', corresponding to ta+s9ul+u,- 'she
coughs', or za9am+at,

'she claimed', corresponding
There are no alternative

to ta+z9um+u, 'she claims'.

forms in a for the imperfectives listed here as is
the case for ta+rdi9+u viz.

ta+rda9-u,

etc.

significance of these examples is not clear.

The
It may

be that rule 24) is to be restated so as to apply
8
only to A, never affecting u.

26).

i

-- >

a

i

4

/ imperfective

The absence of all other examples of alternations
CaLaC--CLuC,

CaCaL--CCuL would then be captured by

a lexical redundancy rule stating that all such
sequences as CaLaC and CaCaL,

with the exception

of Ca9aC are not marked with the feature [+F] which,
recall, occasions creation of u in the imperfective
by Ablaut.

Call this guttural redundancy.

27) Guttural Redundancy:

V E+F] in CaLaC, CaCaL except Ca9aC

On the other hand one may wish to account for the
lack of CaLaC--CLuC, CaCaL--CCuL altdrnations by
claiming that u is converted to ja by 24), i.e. it
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is precisely 24) which accounts for the non-existent
The actually occurring C9uC stems under this

forms.

analysis are exceptions to 24).
stems Ca9aC which are marked [+F]

More specifically,
(i.e.

which become

C9uC by Vowel Elision and Ablaut) are also marked
[-Rule 24].

The trouble with this possibility is

that it is difficult, if at all possible; to determine
which CaLaC and CaCaL stems become CLuC and CCuL and.
which CLiC and CCiL only then to be converted to CLaC
and CCaL by 24).
i.e.

Let us call this latter possibility,

the one utilizing 24)

to 24),

Solution II.

and 27) Solution I.

28)

and marking C9uC as exceptions

Call the solution utilizing 26)
Consider now the following forms:

perfective

imperfective

da9aw+tu

I called

'a+d9uw+a

that I call

ra9aw+tu

I repented

'a+r9uw+a

that I repent

ga'aw+tu

I overtook

'a+4'uw+a

that I overtake

zahaw+tu

I was conceited

'a+zhuw+a

that I be conceited

lahaw+tu

I insulted

'a+,lI.w+a

that I insult

All these stems eontain second radicals belonging to

the class L

pf

laryngeals.

Forms are given in the

imperfect subjunctive simply to facil-itate recognition of the stem and for no other reason.
'a+d9ul, 'I call', 'atr9ii,

Indicative

'I repent', etc. could have

been given since such as these derive from 'a+d9uwiu,
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'a+r9uw+u, etc. by Glide Elision and Lengthening.
The point to 28) is that if 24) were correct, we
would expect the u to become a in the imperfect
forms.

That is, we would expect 'a+d9uw+a'to become

'a+d9aw+a (with concomitant Glide Elision perhaps) and
But no such change takes place, indicating

so forth.
that only

j

becomes, a adjacent to laryngeals in the

imperfect, which is what is claimed by 26), or what
we have termed Solution II.

It might be claimed that

.high vowels do not become a when adjacent to glides
in general.

29)

It

However, compare 28) with the foilowing.

imperfective

perfective

is

sa9ay+tu

I ran

ya+s9ay+ae+ni

they d.

run

ra9ay+tu

I

tended

ya+r9ay++ni

they d.

tend

sa'ay+tu

I chirped

ya+s'ay+E+ni

they chirp

ra'ay+tu

I saw

ya+ray+a+ni

they see

lahay+tu

I

ya+lhayyv+ni

they insult

insulted

9

irrelevant that thitd personiual forms are

cited in the imperfective column.
well have cited 'a+s9a, 'I run',

We could just as
'a+r9L, 'I tend',

etc. , which derive from an intermediate stage 'a+s9ayiu,
'a+r9ay+u, etc. by Glide Elision and a-Assimilation.
The- dual forms are listed simply to facilitate recognition of the stems.

Compare forms such as
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ra9ay+tu--ya+r9ay+a+ni of 29) with ra9aw+tu--'a+r9uw+a
of 28),

or lahay+tu--ya+lhay+a+ni of 29)

'a+lhuw+a of

28).

with lahaw+tu--

In the former set of cases we have

a nice minimal pair, in the latter, a case where the
occurrence of w or y

is optional.

However, important

is the fact that if lahay is the perfective, then
lhay must be the imperfective, and if lahaw is

taken

as the perfective, then lhuw must be taken as the
imperfective.

There are several

about these paradigms.

things to explain

First, 29)

is a counter-

example to the normal class-A ablaut
cf.

7)

and 20),

it is always

while

28) apparently is not.

Second,

the case that we find u in the imperfect

of these CLuG imperfective stems
weak radical,

alternations,

just in case the

i.e. the third radical G,

is w,

which

shows up as such not only in the imperfect stems, but
also in the perfective, proving that it is w
underlying.
y

that is

And finally it is only with third radical

stems of the shape CLaG that we find stem-vowel

The first point is easily explainable.

a.

Since we

find the CaCaC--CCaC alternation, contrary to 7),
just in those cases involving second or third radical
laryngeals, examples listed in 29)
naturally with those listed in 23).
derivations similar to 25)

30)

fall together quite
Thus, we may assume

for these forms.

ya+s9ay+a+ni

ya+r9ay+a+ni

ya+s9iy+a+ni

ya+r9iy+a+ni

Ablaut

ya+s9ay+a+ni

ya+r9ay+a+ni

Rule 26)
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Now the fact that the imperfectives of 28),
'a+r9uw+a,

'a+d9uw+a,

etc.

doinotnbedomd id+d9aw+a,

a+f9aw+a (whence 'a+d9i, 'a+r9S perhaps)
explained if

e.g.

we invoke Rule 26)

etc.

is

and not rule 24),

i.e. Solution II over Solution I.

If Rule 24) is

adopted, then all imperfectives such as those of 28)
must be marked a~s exceptions to that rule.

This is

theoretically possible given the extreme power of
present phonological devices, however probably undesirable since in general languages tend .to generalize. 1
Sending underlying ya+s9ay+a+ni, etc. through
a stage consisting of stem-vowel i to be followed
by a switch back to a by Rule 26) [or 24)] explains
an otherwise anomalous distribution of data.
the f ace that it

should be i

But

(and not u) which

constitutes the intermediate stage is borne, oUt
by the fact that when we have weak stems with third
radical

x,

but without second radical L, we always

find i (never u).

31)

ramay+tu

I threw

'a+rmiy+a.

that I throw

caday+tu

I judged

'a+qdiy+a

that I judge

hakay+tu

I related 'aehkiy+a

hamay+tu

I defended 'a+hmiysa'that I defend

that I relate

0
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And this coitcides with the fact that all perfectives
with third radical w possess stem-vowel u in the imperfective (regardless of whether or not a second
radical L is present, cf. 28).

32)

talaw+tu

I followed

'a+tluw+a

that I follow

yazaw+tu

I attacked

'a+yzuw+a

that I attack

fasaw+tu

I farted
(noiselessly)
I ran

'a+fsuw+a

that I fart

'a+9duw+a

that I run

9adaw+tu

Quite clearly it

is

the third radical which determines

the quality of the imperfective stem vowel corresponding to perfective a.

Thus, the fact that u co-occurs

with w in imperfectives such as those listed in 32)
and 28) may be independent of the feature [+F] accounting for the u of ya+ktub+u etc.

Note further in

this

connection that we have a motiVated rule of Vocalic
Assimilation restated in

1)

of this chapter.

might account for the uw and i

We

sequences of such

cases as those just listed by assuming that i is
the unmarked imperfective vowel of the class-A stems,
i.e. that [+F], which yields u, is -the marked case.
Then underlying 'a-itlaw'a will not be marked E+F],
will undergo Ablaut to give 'a+tliwia, whereupon
Vocalic Assimilation will predict 'a+tluwia.

Thus,

the rule of Vocalic Assimilation can be utilized
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here to account for point number two mentioned

above.

Alternatively, all stems of the shape

CaCaw may be marked redundantly [+F] to insure u in
the imperfect and 27) changed accordingly to account
for the fact that CaLaw can be marked [+F]

(cf. 28).

The former will be assumed in what follows since the
rule of Vocalic Assimilation does perform a sifnilar
function elsewhere in the phonology (cf. the discussion in 4.3, especially 32) of that section).

We

shall discussi.this possibility again in the following chapter.
listed in 28),

The derivation of forms such as those
29), 31), and 32), runs along the

lines sketched out in this discussion.

This is

recapitulated in 33) of the following page.
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33)

'a+ da9aw+ a

ya+ sa9ay+a+ni

'a+ramay+a

a+ talaw+a

a+d9aw+ a

ya+ s9ay+a+ni

'a+rmay+a

a+ tlaw+a

Vowel Elision

a+d9iw+a

ya+s9iy+i+ni

a+rmiy+a

a+tliw+a

Ablaut

a+d9uw+a

ya+s9iy+a+ni

a+rmiy+ a

'a+tluw+a

a+d9uw+a

ya+s9ay+a+ni

a+rmiy+a

a+ tluw+ a

r

Voc. Assim./$ -- >
Rule 26.)

t/_w
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The discussion of this section centers on

the two classes of counterexamples to the rule of
Ablaut, those listed in 23) and those 29).

However,

the factor which shows that these are only apparent
counterexamples is the fact that all and only such
cases involving this CaCaC--CCaC alternation possess
a second or third radical laryngeal.

Thus,

the

limited distribution of such alternations can be
explained by first invoking Ablaut, then a rule
changing the resulting vowel of class-A stems to
a by Rule 24) or 26).

The question of whether both

u and i are converted to a when adjacent to L, or
whether just i

is

constituted the secondary

relevant,

theme of this section.

We have favored the second

alternat'ive, hence Rule 26), because of examples such
as those of 28), although as pointed out in footnote
10,

this is not totally clear.

Finally, it was

suggested that the rule of Vocalic Assimilation accounts
for the fact that u invariably appears with w in
forms such as those listed in 28) arid 32) in the
imperfective conjugation.

In sectiorn 5.2.1 we argued

that w-.to-y precedes Ablaut.
the appearance of

x

This accounts for

for w in forms such as rdya

'he became content', and du9iy~a, 'he was called',
from underlying radiw+a and du9iw+a,

as well as for

imperfective ya+rday+a+ni and yu+d~ay+E+ni(cf. 12 and
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15) from underlying. ya+rdiw+a+ni and yuid9iw+i+ni
(omitting Vowel Elision).

If this is correct, then

iw becomes jy by w-to-y [12)] before Ablaut applies,
but iw becomes uw after Ablaut applies by Vocalic
Assimilation.

Notice that it will always be.the

class-B stems (i.e. those with underlying i) which
undergo w-to-y, and class-A stems which undergo
Vocalic Assimilation.
following chapter.

More on this follows in the

We conclude this section, having

dispelled examples such as those listed in 23) and 29)
as counterexamples to Ablaut.

Indeed, such examples

offer a rather strong argument that Ablaut must have
applied and thus support the. conclusions arrived at
in preceding sections.

In the final section, we

adduce one additional case of class-A stems

(i.e.

stem-vowel a in the perfective) with a in the
imperfective.

This class will offer the strongest

evidence possible for a process similar to 24) or
26),

and with it,

evidence for Ablaut.

5.2.4 Blind Verbs
Blind verbs are those weak verbs possessing G
as the first radical segment.

Here we are concerned

with stems bearing w as this radical.

As is the

case with strong stems, we would expect to find class-A
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blind stems, i.e. those with stem-vowel a, class-B.
blind stems, i.e. those with stem-vowel i, and
finally class-C blind stems, i.e. those with stem-vowel
u.

Several are listed in

Such forms are found.

34) below.

34)

Class A:

wasal+at

she arrived

wasaf+at

she described

walad+at
Class B:

Class C:

- she bore

wajil+at

she feared

waji9+at

she pained

wabiq+at

it f. perished

wafur+at

it

wasu9+at

it f. was wide

waru9+at

she was pious

f. became abundant

The rule of Ablaut as -stated in

14)

or 21)

predicts

that the imperfectives of class-C corresponding to
those in 34) will be the following:

35)

Class C:

ta+wfur+u

it

ta+wsu9+u

it f. is wide

ta+wru9+u

she is

f. becomes abundant

pious

Such forms as these are predicted by virtue of the
fact that class-C stems are excluded from the ablaut
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In fact, the forms listed in 35)

process (cf. 7)).

are the correct phonetic representations.

Notice

that the u of these imperfects is not changed

LO

a

in the case of ta+wsu9+u and ta+wru9+u which contain
third radical laryngeals,

as predicted by 24)

and 26).

Turning to class-B, the ablaut process stated as 21)
predicts the following imperfects:

36)

Class B:

ta+wjal+-u

she fears

ta+wja9+u

she pains

ta+wbaq+u

it f. perishes

Once again these predictions are borne out by the
phonetic representations which are -identical to the
forms listed in 36).
interesting class.

The next set of forms is the
Ablaut predicts that some class

A forms will take i in the imperfect and some u.

Let

us assume that all those forms listed under Class A
of 34)

take i

stem-vowels,

i.e.

are not marked [+F].

Then we would predict the following corresponding
set:

37 )

Clas s A:

ta+wsil+u
ta+wsif+u
ta~wlid+u

However, those forms listed in 37),

as the asteriscs

indicate, are not the correct phonetic representations.
Instead we find the following:

38)

Class A:

ta+sil+u

she arrives

ta+sif+u

she describes

ta+lid+u

she bears

These forms indicate that, our assumption that the
class-A forms of 34) are not marked [+F] was correct.
In addition 38) indicates that an additional process
is at work taking 37),
the actual result.

the expected result, into 38)

This process may be stated as 39).

It will be henceforth termed w-Occultation.

39)

w-Occultation:

w --> 0 /

Ci

Apparently the stem-vowel i is incompatible with w
in the environment of 39) and hence causes the w
to elide.

The derivation of a verb such as ta+sif+u,

then, runs as follows:

40)

ta+wasaf+u
ta+wsaf-iu

Vowel Elision

ta+wsif-iu

Ablaut

tai-sif-iu

w-Occultation

.
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We may now utilize- Rule 39) in an interesting way to
prove that alternations sidmilar to those listed in
23) and 29) of the preceding section must pass through
a stage with ± as predicted by Ablaut, and hence do
not constitute counterexamples

to Ablaut,

but rather constitute

strong confirmatory evidence for that rule.
argument is this:

take perfective blind verbs of

class-A, i.e. those of the shape
second or third radical is

CaC where the

a member of the class L,

i.e. of the class of laryngeals including 2
and

41)

'.

The

h

ih,

Some cases are listed below.

Class A:

wada9+at

she laid.

waqa9+at

she fell

wa~a'+at

she bruised

wada9+at

she put down

Now compare 41) with the corresponding imperfects
listed in 42).

42)

Class A:

ta+da9+u

she lays

ta+qa9+u

she falls-

ta+Qa'+u

she bruises

ta+da9+u

she puts down

17.6

once again we encounter a in

the imperfect of such

class-A forms only when there is an adjacent largyngeal.
This fact can once again be accounted for by allowing
the forms of 42) to pass through the normal stage
given by Ablaut,

with stem-vowel 1, and then

i.e.

by allowing rule 26) to apply changing i to a.

But

notice that the case is even stronger here, for if we
are to account for the loss of first radical w in 42),
i must be present in the course of the derivation,
for as noted above, only i

rejects w, cf. 39).

The

derivations explaining 42) are identicbal -t6 that listed below.
43)

ta+wada9+u
ta+wda9+u

Vowel Elision

ta+wdi9+u

Ablaut

ta+di9+u

w-Occultation (39)

ta+da9+u.-

Rule 26)

S1

The upshot of the discussion of this and the preceding sections is that CaCaC--CCaC alternations
do not refute the rule of Ablaut.

Instead, such

alternations offer rather strong evicence that there

is a process of Ablaut, for otherwise forms such as
those listed in 42) are unexplainable.
There is a good deal more to say about blind
verbs.

First, one should note that only 1 is derived

from a for class-A.

This is proven by the fact that
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there are no cases. of imperfective ya+wCuC+u corresponding to perfective WalaC,.

We might wish to account for

this fact by the following redundancy rule.

44) Class-A Redundancy for Blind Verbs:
E
E+F] / waCaC

That is to say, no blind verbs are marked with the
feature [+F).

The fact is interesting, for it supports

our claim that i is the unmarked vowel arising from
perfective a of Class-A stems.

This indicates that

cases such as ta+ftah+u, ta+qta9+u,

etc. (cf. 23)

involving second or third radical L do go through a
stage ta+ftih+u, ta+gt19+u, etc., i.e. with i and not
25)), as suspected.

u (cf.

This indicates that Rule

26) is to be favored over 24).
Another fact about blind verbs to be noted is
the fact that only third radical L is
initiating rule 26),
including 9 and '.

45)

I:

relevant for

and here only a subclass of L
Compare the following forms:

wa9ad+at

she promised

wa' ad4-at

she buried alive (newborn girl )

waham+at

she. imagined

II: wadah+at
walah+at

it f. became clear
she became mad.
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with their imperfects in 46):

46)

I:

II:

ta+9id+u

she promises

ta+'id+u

she buries alive (newborn girl)

ta+him+u

she imagines

ta+dih+u

it

ta+lih+u

she becomes mad

f. becomes clear

The class I forms of 46) show that all imperfects
containingisecond radical laryngeals are exceptions
to Rule 26).

Class II forms show that third radical

h and 1h ( as opposed to third radical 9 and ',
42)) likewise do not initiate

26).

cf.

We may mark all

cases listed in 46) by two redundancy rules, thus
extracting the generalization concerning exceptions
to Rule 26).12

47)

Laryngeal Redundancy I:

waLaC -- > E-Rule 26)]

Laryngeal Redundancy II: waCa[4 -- >

[-Rule 26)]

There is only one exception to 47) that I am aware
of and that involves Laryngeal Reduncdancy .:I.

The

pair wahab+at, 'she gave', ta+hab+u, 'she gives',
where we know ta+habiu goes through a .stage ta~whib+u
bec-e of loss of w, and yet the second radical h
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causes i to become a in the manner of 43).

This

verb then is marked as exceptional with respect to
Redundancy I of 47).
It is to be noted that some stems
and lame,

are both blind

i.e. possess stems of the shape GVCVG in

underlying representations, where both the first and
third radicals are glides. 1 3

Such cases as

these

follow the rules presented above in every way.

48)

Perf.

Imperf.

wahay+-tu

I became weak

wahat

she became weak

a+hl

I become weak

ta+hir

she becomes weak

'a+hiy+a

that

ta+hiy+a

that she become weak

I

become weak

The perfective wahat will derive from wahay+at by
Glide Elision and Truncation.

The imperfective forms

of 48) corresponding to the perfectives are more
interesting.

The indicative

'a+hi and ta+hT under-

go the following derivations: 1 4

49)

'a+wahay+u

ta+wahay+u

a+whay+u

ta+whay+u

Vowel Elision

a+whiy+u

ta+whiy+u

Ablaut

a+hiy+u

ta+hiy+u

w-Occultation

a+hi+u

ta+hi+u

Glide Elision

'a+hi+i

ta+hi+i

i-Assimilation

'a+h'i

ta+hir

Lengthening
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Notice that stem-vowel i

(from a by Ablaut)

not.

is

converted to a even though adjacent to h, for this
h is the second radical L, which by 47) is marked
so as not to undergo Rule 26).

Detivations such

as 49) bear out a number of our predictions.

As

predicted, Atem-intial and stem-final G are syncopated,
stem-vowel i does not become a, and indicative u is
assimilattd to i.

Derivations such as 49) there-

fore serve to confirm the rules proposed up to this
point.
.The subjunctive forms listed in 48), i.e. those
with subjunctive a--*a+hiy+a and ta+hiy+a, undergo
derivations similar to 49), only Glide Elision is
not applicable since the vowels surrounding third
radical

x

violate the if-then condition placed on

that rule.

The examples presented in

constitute an isolated case.

48)' do not

Analogous to the

examples of 48) are wa9ay+tu, 'I preceived', wa9at,
'she perceived',
perceives',

'a+_91, 'I perceive', ta+91, 'she

'a+9iy+a,

'that

I perceive',

and ta+91y+a,

'that she perceive', all analyzed in a manner analogous
to 48).

Before leaving the topic of blin..verbs it
will not be out of order to point out that there

-M r-7-

r --R

7
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is a

small class of exceptions to Ablaut.

exceptions all belong to class-B
the perfective).

(i.e. take i in

Several of the more commonly

occurring exceptions

50)

These

are listed below.

perfective

imperfective

wariQ+at

she inherited

ta+rig+u

she inherits

waQiq+at

she trusted

ta+Qiq+u

she trusts

wafiq+at

it f.

ta+fiq+u

it f.

was fit

is fit

Examples such as

these, which are relatively rare,

may be accounted

for

Notice

that

by marking the

since i is

not changed

stem

[-Ablaut].

to a by Ablaut,

the w of the imperfectives of all such forms,

cf.

50),

This

leads

is elided by w-Occultation as

expected.

to an even smaller class of apparently ex-

ceptional items:

51)
wati'+at

she stepped

ta+ta'+u

she steps

wasi9+at

it f.

ta+sa9+u

it f.

was wide16

The examples listed in 51)
following reasons.

is wide

are interesting for the

It appears as though such forms

undergo the normal process of Ablaut, i.e. i becomes
a,

and yet the w

is elided in the imperfective forms.

However, we know that w-Occultation is dependent on
there being an i in the imperfect.
cases

such as those listed in 38),

We know from
cf.

40),

that
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w-Occultation

follows Ablaut.

How then can one account

in cases such as

for the loss of w
three approaches:

51)2

There are

(i) give up the claim that w-Occulta-

is dependent on i.

This must be wrong since there are

only a couple of apparent counterexamples

(51)

to the

otherwise productive process of eliding w when i is
present.

Those earlier counterexamples

listed in 42)

turned out upon deeper analysis not to be countercf.

examples at all,
with 51)
in 51)
leads

43.

Such is probably the case

as well, since, NB, those examples

contain third radical L.
to solution (ii).

the examples of 51)
the same way as

listed

This observation

Suppose we

assume that

are exceptions to Ablaut in

are the examples of 50).

This

would give imperfect ta+wti'+u and ta+wsi9+u.

At

this point in the derivation, w may elide quite
regularly by w-Occultation.

Then i would be changed

to a quite independently by Rule 26).

This solution

is probably correct for recall from earlier discussion
that only 9 and

blind verbs.
rules

'

intiate Rule 26)

in the case of

This was captured by the redundancy

listed as 47),

cf.

also 45)

and 46).

The fact

that no exceptional items waCih or waCih corresponding to ta+Cah and ta+Cah exist

is

sexp'lained by this approach,

for if these forms are marked as exceptions to Ablaut,
Rule 26)

will not apply turning i to a since Redundancy
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II of 47) blocks Rule 26) from applying.

Thus,

the fact that no exceptions such as these exist,
i.e.

that only exceptions

involving 9 and ' exist

[51)], where we find both w-.Occultation and a in
the imperfect corresponding to i in the perfect,
is explained by marking such forms as exceptions to
Ablaut.

It

follows that w is

elided by w-Occultation

and that i becomes a by Rule 26).

52)

ta+wati'+u

ta+wasi9+u

ta+wti'+u

ta+wsi9+u

Vowel Elision
Ablaut [does not apply]

ta+ti'+u

ta+si9+u

w-Occultation

ta+ta'+u

ta+sa9+u

Rule 26)

One would expect some forms such as CaC

or

Qjhto

be marked as exceptions to Ablaut, and indeed one does
find walih+at, 'she was melancholy',
'she

is

melancholy',

Redundancy II,
to a.

and ta+lih+u,

but as predicted by Laryngeal

Rule 26)

does not apply turning i

These facts constitute strong evidence that

the examples of 51) are exceptions to Ablaut, from
which it naturally follows that w elides and i becomes
_a by Rule 26).
A third possibility Ciii) could be invoked to
account for 51).

One may mark such examples with a
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rule ordering differing from the normal ordering
Ablaut-wmOccultation.

That is, such forms could be

marked w-Occultation-Ablaut.
loss of w,

-This would account for

but as shown above, this is really unnecessary

since the imperfective a of such examples is.already
accounted for by Rule 26)..

In fact this solution

involving a new ordering should be rejected since

we expect to find cases exceptional with respect to
Ablaut like 51) and the marking solution rules out
this expected case.

17

In conclusion, then, 51)

offers no counterevidence to our analysis.
it

is

just

what is

expected.

Indeed,
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Footnotes to Chapter V

1. In other words, ordering Truncation before the
assimilation rules saves one step in the derivation,
but certainly this cannot be used as an argument
for such an ordering.
2. Rule 5) is still incorrect. It predicts that
samak+at+u+hum+a, 'fish-fem.-nom.-.their-d. =
their d. fish'i,
becomes s-amak+at+u+hm+4, which
it does not. What may be needed is the following:
Ci)

V-->0/V

[C_CV

The left-bracket stands for the stem boundary, thus
excluding. Vowel Elisior from applying in the above
example while still allowing for its application in
the desired cases of the text. Another possibility
is (ii).
VV> CCV
p
/
(ii)
V-inm> 0 /+prj
Here the feature [+pr] refers to the class of prefixes,
so that the claim is that only prefixes trigger Vowel
Elision. This possibility is excluded in footnote 7
of Chapter VII.
3.

4.

The Arab grammarians recognized class C as involving
verbs of permanent state and class B as those ot
temporary state. While there may be something to
this claim, there are a great number of examples
where this distinction does not hold.
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5. Phonetic a, or more precisely, a (i.e. emphatic),
does put in an appearance in ArIbic, but only as
the result of a low-level rule which chahgdiates
vm to the more marked a when adjacent to C. Cf.
Abdo (1969) for an attempt at specifyingrthis.,rule
in detail. Also cf. Chapter I above.
6. The analysis adopted here is that suggested by
Chomsky and Halle (1968) for Hebrew, who also note
the more obvious data of Arabic (cf. pp. 356-57
of that work).
7. The two uvulars x and x behave as members of this
class only sporatically. For example, we find
6axar+at--ta+6xar+u, 'she stored, stores', alongside
daxal+at--ta+dxul+u, '*he entered, enters', and
bayat+at-R-ta+byat+u, 'she descended, descends upon',
alongside balay+at--ta+bluy+u, 'she reached, reached'.
There may be some redundancies here, but the data are
not pursued further in this work.
8. It is of course possible to collapse tE& two environments of 26) as one by means of the Bach notation
or some equivalent proposal.
For clarity this step
is not taken here. Cfl Bach (1968) and Anderson (1969)
for some discussion of this issue.
9.

The form ya+ray+~i+ni occurs in place of the expected

ya+r'ay+a+ni. Historically this is no doubt related,to,
and quite clearly supports, the analysis presented
in Chapter X. The change at the synchronic level,
however, is probably' to be effected by a minor rule,
if the alternation is to be accounted for at all,
i.e. if this is not to be considered as a case of
, wre, etc.
suppletion, analogous to English be, am,
The alternation in no way affects the point of the
text.
10. Although here the class of exceptions would be a
general one, i.e. stems of the shape Cyw, and
clearly definable as such by a redundancy rule
The issue of whether
similar in principle to 27).
24) or 26) is correct is by no means solved by

these remarks. They can only be suggestive. However one additional important consideration favoring
26) over 24) follows.
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11.

It seems plausible that the quality of the second
and third radicals determined the quality of the
imperfective stem-vowel at an earlier stage of
Arabic.
Once this broke down, however, the feature
[+F) along with the angled brackets tecerbncetpdrated
into the Ablaut rule.
This is a plausible and
by no means atypical kind of historical reanalysis.

12. In footnote 7 we noted that x and i sometiimes
function as members of the class L which trigger
Rule 26).
With respect to blind verbs, it is
important to note that it is i which sometimes
triggers 26) as do 9 and ', but not x, as do
not h and h, cf. 477.
Thus, we find wala+at-ta+ly+u, T she lapped,. laps', where w has elided
in the imperfect, proving that there was a stage
with stii-vowel i, which in turn became a because
of the presence of y. We must also recognize
wa6ar+at--ta+6ar+u,

'she left,

leaves', where we

find the extremely rare phenomenon of r acting as
a member of the class L, since we get elision of
w with the -changeof i to a subsequently.
Thus, the
segmerits- h, h, 9, And
normally constitute the
class L, Xlong with x, X, and £ rarely, and
the voicedesejmegtents h and h do- not take on

their normal function for blind stems of the
shape waCaH, whereas 9, ', and sometimes y and
r

dd,

all the latter

the exception of

of which are voiced with
'.

This may indicate that I

was at a much earlier stage, a voiced segment,

but this is no more. than a speculation, for
there may be some feature which cross classifies
9 and I

(and perhaps X and r)

as a natural class

as opposed to h and h (and perhaps x).
Cf.
Brame (1969) f~r a language in which 9, r, 1, m,
and n function together as a natural class, excluding h.

13. However the first and third radicals may never be
identical, iee. there are no fems such as waCaw,
etc.
If there were, we would have an interesting
test

case for our claim that tlaw of 33)

first-

i

Cw
before
becomingtlu'I

becomes

wy Vocalic Assim.

For if a stem such as waf~aw existed, we might
expect to find the following derivation:
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(i)

ta+wa9aw+a
taew9aw+a

Vowel Elision

ta+w9iw+a

Ablaut

ta+91w+a

w-Occulhation

ta+9uw+a

Vocalic Assimilation

The phonetic representation ta+9uw+a would indicate
that the stage ta+w91w+a persisted, for then loss
But no such forms exist.
of w would be explained.
There is a redundancy condition ruling out all nbobs
C CC
~i.
14. As yet, we have no argument that w-Occultation
The opposite order gives
precedes Glide Elision.
the same results.
15. Wright (revised 1964) notes aigit such examples along
with several optional cases, who in section 144 of
that work tacitly admits to the ordering w-Occultation,
Rule 26).
"The reason why w is elided in these
that the fetha [=a] of the Imperf.
verbs probably is,
and Imperat. owes its existenceeonly to the fact of
the pecond or third radical being in each case a
guttural or semiguttural (r).'' Wright was referring
not only to examples such as 42), but also to those
of 51) below, which, if Wright's comment is to be
consistent, must be treated in the manner sketched
out below.
13. Cf. this form with wasu9+at with the same meaning.
However, wasi9 with negation can mean be able, whereas wasu9 may not.
17. Moreover, it is not at all obvious that orderings
should under any cdrcumstances differ with respect
to particular lexical entries.. Few convincing
examples have been forthcoming; however compare
Anderson (1969) who argues for such a device and
also Bordelois and Brame (1970) for another

candidate.~

11
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Chapter VI
THREE CASES

OF ORDERING PARADOXES

6.0 In the preceding chapter the following rules
were discussed:

1)

V -- >0/V+C_CV

Vowel Elision:

w

w-to-y:
Ablaut:

y/i_

-- >

V
[chi]
-- >
[-C]

<[+F]>

[-ahi].

C+bki"/iimperf.
+rd]

i

U

w-Occultation:

w -- >0/

Voc. Assim:

w
Ci

L-Assim:
->

a /

L'/

imperf.

Once again the lines indicate orderings established
between the various rules connected.
26)

of last

Note that Rule

chapter has been termed L-Assimilation. 1

A rather striking fact about the rules of 1) for
A

which there has been an order established is

that

each one of these rules crucially involves the stemvowel, i.e. V

of CVCVXC or CCV C stems.

Thus, the

left-most environment of w-to-y is the stem-vowel
in

examples such as $ra+rdIw+i+ni -- > ta+rdIy+E+ni,

cf. 13)

of 5.2.1

the vowel which undergoes Ablaut

I ,
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is

the stem-vowel,

ta+rdly+a+ni

-- >

ta+rdAy++ni,,

cf. 5.2.1; the examples of 5.'2.3 include those for

becomes u by

which it was claimed stem-vowel

Vocalic Assim., viz. 'a+-tllw+a -- > 'a+tlUw+a, cf.
33); the i which causes w to elide by w-Occultation

is the stem-vowel, cf. ta+wsIf+u -->.ta+sIf+u, 5.2.4,
07

40); and the vowel affected by LO-Assimilation is the
stem-vowel, cf. ta+d19+u -- > ta+dA9+u, 5.2.4, 43).
In each case presented directly above, the stem-vowel
has been capitalized for clarity.

Thus it is that

all these rules repeat a particular segment in one
way or another, namely the stem-vowel.

That these

rules should be ordered together as a block

:omes there-

fore as no surprise, for it is no coincidence that
the stem-vowel should play such a crucial role in
initiating these rules.

These two facts. converge in

such a way so as to lend a certain degree of plausibility to the approach thus far.

There is still the

question of whether a generalization is not being lost

by permitting the repetition of the stem-vowel in
these rules.

However, there seems to be no

justifiable way of factoring out the repeated
segment in any insightful way.

Moreoyer, it appears

that the situation persisting in 1) [excluding
Vowel Elision] is quite natural and is, it is claimed,
to be expected in language.

Unfortunately so few
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ceding chapter where.it was noted that imperfective.
ya+sa9ay+i+ni passes through various stages as the
result of applying rules such as Vowel Elision, Ablaut,
and L-Assimilation (Rule 26) to yield ya+s9ay+a+ni,.
'they d. run', cf. 33) of 5.2.3.

Now suppose.instead

of the suffix

E followed by ni, we choose the simple

indicative u,

giving underlying ya+sa9ay+u.

Vowel Elision we are left with ya+s9ayu,
Ablaut becomes ya+s9iy+u.

After

which by

'Now whether Glidei Elision

applies now or after L-Assimilation makes little
difference, because regardless of the ordering, the

x

will be elidable, i.e. whether ya+s9iY+u becomes

ya+s9i+u by Vowel Elision and then ya+s9a+u by L-Assimilation, to be followed 'by a-Assimilation and Lengthening giving the correct surface form..yaks9a, 'he
runs',

or whether ya+s91y+u first becomes ya+s9ay+u

by L-Assimilation and then ya+s9a+u by Glide Elision,
to be followed by a-Assimilation and Lengthening,

is

irrelevant, since in both analyses, the correct ya+s9R
is obtained.

However, what if instela'd of indicative u,

we append subjunctive a.

Interestingy, the phonetic

va+s9a stands for both 'he runs' and'that he run', i.e.
for both indicative and subjunctive.

Thus, underlying

vai-sa9ayi-a with subjunctive a, like ya+sa9ay+u described
above, must be converted to ya+s9a.

Vowel Elision will
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of course give ya+;sgay+a and Ablaut then applies to.
But here it

derive ya+s91y+a.

is

a different story,

for clearly if Glide Elision were to apply before LAssimilation, the incorrect va+s9ay+a would result.
This follows from the fact that the condition on
Glide Elision prevents y from eliding from ya+s9iy+a.
Once L-Assimilation has applied to the latter giving
ya+s9ay+a, however, Vowel Elision is applicable and
the correct ya+s9i is derivable.
tion is

2)

The complete deriva-

repeated below.

ya+sa9ay+a
ya+s9ay+a

Vowel Elision

ya+s9iy+a

Ablaut
L-Assimilation

,ya+s9ay+a

Glide Elision

ya+s9a+a

~Lengthening

ya+s9g

Thus, L-Assimilation must apply before Glide Elision
or else the glide will never elide.

Notice that it

will not do to allow Glide Elision to apply before
Ablaut, for then imperfective ya+lgiV+a will not

become va+1ia as desired by Ablaut and Glide Elision.2

The two examples,

xa+1l

and ya--s95 totgether prove

that the only ordering feasible is that requiring
Glide Elision to follow L-Assimilationl.

This is

to say that all the rules listed as 1) above pre-
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cede all the rules. listed as 1) in 5.0.

(with the

exception of I.D.

The complete

Metathesis perhaps).

listrof rules is given below.

3)

Vowel Elision:
w-to-y:

V -- >

0 /

V+C_CV

w-->y/i

Ablaut:

V

C-ahiJ
[ixhi]
/ imperf.
[-CJ[ C] -- >EC+bk)
E+rd]
<[+F]>Crd
Voc. Assim:

i -- > U /_w
w -- >

w-Occultation:
L-wAssimilation:

0 /

.L

i

-- >

a
->

G -- >0 / ViY

Glide Elision:

i-Assimilation:
(u-Assimilation:

u
i

-- >
-- >

/ i
u / u_)
i

--> a /

a-Assimilation:
Truncation:

V-->0/V

Voc. Assim:

--

Syllabicity Assim:

Lengthening:

/imperf.

Ck VCk

I.D. Metathesis:

Ci

VV -- >

a
CU)

--

VCk
if j=[+loJ,
then i=[+lo]
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6.1.0 Ordering Paradoxes
Below we present three ordering paradoxes and
in following sections analyze the means of overcoming
theuloss of generalization implied by these examples.
6.1.1 The First Case
The first case is
of rules given above.

rather obvious from the list
Therein Vocalic Assimilation

is encountered twice, once preceding w-Occultation
and following Ablaut, and once preceding Syllabicity
Assimilation and following Truncation.

Let us call

the first instance of Vocalic Assimilation, Voc. Assim-l
and the second, Voc. Assim-2.

Voc. Assim-l was utilized

to explain the fact that imperfective u is always
encountered with third radical w of class-A stems.
In

33)

of 5.2.3 we assumed that ya+tlaw+a becomes

ya+tliw+a by Ablaut and ya+tluw+a by Voc.

Assim-l.

Voc. Assim-2 on the other hand was utilized in
derivations such as 26) and 27).,df 4.3-to turn.ya+rmi+w+na
3
to ya+rmu+w+na and ta+d9u+y+na to ta+d9i+y+na.

Clear-

ly the repetition of the same rule constitutes a loss
of generalization.

We would like td be able to state

Voc. Assim. as a single rule.

Before investigating

the possibilities of overcoming this -paradox, let
us turn to another,similar case.
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6.1.2 The Second Case
The second case, though less obvious than the
first, is nontheless not difficult to discover given
the rules listed in 3).

This case concerns the rule

2after
w-to-y, which has the effect of turning w tox
i, and i-Assimilation, which turns u to i after i.
The similarity between these two rules is not coincidental.
in

In fact both rules accomplish the seine task

terms of distinctive features and would be stated
this more formal notation.

identically in

4)

[-cns]

--

>

.[abk)
V
cabkJ
Card) /Ebk

C[Brd]Rule 4) will have the effect of bringing about the
following changes.

5)

a. iw -- > iy
b.

uy

-- >

uw

c. iu-->ii
d. ui -- > uu

One might object to the claim that w-to-y and i-Assim.

are the same process on the following grounds.

It

might be claimed that i-Assim. and u-Assim. are to
be collapsed as a single rule.

Such cases where these

rules are apparently needed have already been presented.

w Rim
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But whereas there have been cases presented for which
the change iw -- > iy

no such examples

was motivated,

exhibiting the change uy

-- >

uw were encountered.

This,

the argument might run, serves to distinguish the two
Rule 4),

rules, w-to-y and i-u-Assimilation.
natural statement of the two rules,

4

the most

however, under-

mines this reasoning, for the most general statement
of both w-to-y and the assimilation processes is
identical as stated above,.

Moreover, whereas there

is,- no productive class of examples for which third
radical

x

becomes w after u, analogous to, say, the

passive examples involving the change of w to y after
i or the active examples involving the same change,
(cf.

radiw+a

there i

i->

radiy+a,

du9iw+a -- > du9iy+a,

etc.)

one example of the former change cited by

the Arab grammarians.

For example Ibn 9aqiil in his

commentary on Ibn Ma&lik's work,
underlying

'Alfiyya, claims that

aahuy+a becomes nahuw+a.5

If this is

correct, then, pbvihotisty':the :pnedictions 4) makes are
borne out by the data.

The rules discussed in this

section, to conclude, constitute a second case of
ordering difficulties.

6.1.3 The Third Case
The next case is similar to that of the

perfective
0 I a
4-)
PH

n

H

o

to

Sri
>i-P

C

04

katab+ta

you wrote

ta+ktub

you write

'u+ktub

-

qatal+ta

you killed

ta+qtul

you kill

'u+qtul

0

xaraj+ta

you exited

ta+xruj

you exit

'u+'xruj

.

daxal+ta

you entered

ta+dxul

you enter

'u+dxul

nazal+ta

you descended ta+nzil

jalas+ta

you sat

ta+jlis

you sit

'i+jlis

9araf+ta

you knew

ta+9rif

you know

'i+9rif

rakib+ta

you rode

ta+rkab

you ride

'i+rkab

1arib+ta

you drank

ta+-rab

you drink

'i+rrab

labis+ta

you dressed

ta+lbas

you dress

'i+lbas

9alim+ta

you knew

ta+91am

you know

'i+91am

to
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you descend 'i+nzil
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Here those verbs presented in 7) of Chapter V are
repeated along with the imperative forms, all in the
s-Cond person singular masculine conjugation.

It is

clear from these paradigms that the imperative forms
are identical to the imperfective forms with respect
to the stem.

Both imperfectives and imperatives take

CCVC as the stem shape, whereas perfectives take CVCVC.
Both imperfectives and imperatives take the same stemvowel, i.e. both undergo Ablaut.

One can account for

this similarity in the following manner.

Since im-

peratives refer to second person, simply drop the
second person prefix ta and apply the following rule
of Prosthesis.

7)

Prosthesis:

0

V
-- >

V

[+hi] / T_CC[ard]
[mrd]

This rule inserts u at the beginning of a word
commencing with two consonants and bearing the stemvowel u, i.e. WCCu

-- >

YuCCu.

It also inserts i

in an analogous situation but where the stem-vowel
is i or a instead of u.

We may assume a later rule

which inserts ' at the beginning of a word beginning

with a vowel.

Thus, ta+ktub will, drop _ta_,. 'you',

leaving ktjub, whereupon Prosthesis insetts u and
a later rule glottal stop, giving 'uktub, the command.

.

Similarly ta+nzil becomes nzl, then
becomes ris,

then 'irkab,

1 inzil

and ta+tkab

By means of derivations

etc.

such as these, we explain why it is that the imperfective
and imperative forms are alike is having identical stem
vowels and identical stem shapes

(CCVC).

The imperative

is, simply enpugh, derived from the imperfective.
there is

Thus,

no need to complicate the Ablaut and Vowel

Dropping processes.

Commands such as 'uktub, 'inzil,

and 'irkab derive, in terms of a more complete derivation,
as follows:

8)

ta+katab
L+F]
ta+ktab

ta+nazal

ta+rakib

ta+nzal

ta+rkib

'ktab

nzel

rkib

taElibision

ktub

nzil

rkab

Ablaut

'u+ktub

'i+nzil

'i+rkab

Vowel Elision

Prosthesis

Of course there is no argument that ta-Elision precedes
Ablaut.
Elision.

Ablaut could equally well have preceded taThe important thing is

stems are all marked [+imperf],

simply that these
as well as, of course,

[+imper] or whatever feature distinquishes imperatives

from other verb forms.

However, it is clear that

ta-Elision does follow Vowel Elision.- Otherwise,
there would be no preceding vowel to trigger the

M" on

%,I.

vowel dropping process stated in 3) as Vowel Elision.
Besides the parallelism between imperfectives'
and imperatives, there is additional evidence indicating
that the underlying representations cited in -8) are
correct in principle.

Requiring the second person

prefix ta to appear in these underlying representations of commands has a good deal of semantic plausibility since as noted above, commands are associated
with the second person.
fact that in

prohibitions,

the ta shows up.

9) A:

B:

But more important is the
i.e. negative commands,

Compare the following with 6).

lA ta+ktub

don't write

la ta+qtul

don't kill

l

don't exit

ta+xruj

1A ta+dxul

don't enter

lA ta+nzil

don't descend

11 ta+jlis

don't sit

l

ta+drib

don't strike

l

ta+9tif

don't know

li ta-erkab

don't ride

l1 ta+flrab

don't drink

lh ta+e91am

don' t know 8

la ta+lbas

don't dress

8

-
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The fact that second person ta actually shows up
as such in negative commands, together with the
other arguments for underlying ta with positive
commands,

constitutes evidence for the derivations

listed in 8)
ta,

10)

'you',

The rule which elides

with ta-Elision.

may now be

ta-Elision:

ta

stated as

> 0 /

10).

[+imper]
[-neg]

It is not clear how the feature

[-neg]

is specified

with respect to Rule 10).

We

shall simply assume

that the negative particle

la

marks stems

[+neg].

In this way, those not so marked will undergo Rule
10),

for they will possess the feature

desired.

[-neg]

as

Clearly the adequate method of assigning

the feature

[+neg] depends to some extent on the

syntactic analysis one wishes to assign imperatives
and negation.
questions

Such a study is

independent of the

now being pursued.

It should be pointed out that the imperfectives
of 6),

as well as

endings.

those of 9),

do not possess mood

This is the so-called jussive mood, and

it may be concluded that commands derive, not from
indicative, not from subjunctive imperfectives, but
from the jussive

imperfectives without mood endings.

The actual underlying representations of jussives are
far more complicated, but this topic will not be treated
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here.
In our discussion of blind verbs in 5.2.4, we
noted that there is a rule of w-Occultation which has
the effect of deleting w before a single consonant
followed by i,

This rule was

cf. 40) of 5.2.4.

shown to follow Ablaut,

for it

is

Ablaut which

typically brings about the environment triggering
w-Occultation.

Recall that ta+wsal+u becomes

ta+wsil+u

by Ablaut, only then to be converted to ta+sil+u, the
correct phonetic representation, by w-Occultation.
It is plausible that the rule of Prosthesis motivated
above follows Ablaut, for once again Ablaut determines
the quality which the prosthetic vowel is
That is,

to take on.

we must know that imperfective ta+ktub has

stem-vowel u in

order to know which vowel to insert

after ta has elided by ta-Elision,

and this u,

the

stem-vowel, derives from a by means of Ablaut, cf. 8).
What we now wish to determine is

the relative ordering

of the two rules, w-Occultation and Prosthesis.

We

now have empirical evidence at hand to decide which
of these rules is first in the ordered set of rules.
The crucial example is imperfective ta+sil, which
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derives from the more abstract (but not most abstract)
ta+wsil.

If

Prosthesis

preceded w-Occultation,

theri

after ta is elided from ta+wsii giving wsil, we expect.
the command, arrive, to possess a pi.osthetic element
since wsiI does begin with two consonants, the prereThus, wsil would become

quisitem: for Prosthesis.

'i+wsil, whereupon w-Occultation could follow yielding
'i+sil.

The command, however, is sil,

'arrive',

proving that w-Occultation precedes Prosthesis.

This

is quite general as evidenced by numerous examples
of this type.

11)

perf.

imper.

imperf.

.sil

arrive

wasal+ta

ta+sil+u

wasaf+ta

ta+sif+u

sif

describe

walad+ta

ta+lid+u

lid

bear

These class-A stems should be compared with those
listed as 34) in 5.2.4.

The logical question to

pose at this point is what happens to the class-B
stems, i.e. those with imperfectivestem-vowel a
which do not elide by w-Occultation. -Recall imperfect:ve

ta+w jal+u, ta+w ja9+u, etc.

Here we expect the _ta to

elide to form commands (assuming that no mood marker
is present), giving wialand w~~g

Now there is

nothing to prevent Prosthesis from applying, since
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as noted above,

w cannot be elided by w-Occultation.

Thus, Prosthesis applies giving 'i+wial and 'i+wja9..
This discursS.on is confirmed by the phonetic representations for these commands, which though not 'i+wjal and
'i+Wja9 precisely, nevertheless do evince the prosthetic
vowel, viz. 'l,

'fear', and 'a

9

Note

,'nain'.8

that these phonetic representations are easily accountable
for, given the rules of w-to-4y, Syllabicity Assimilation,
and Lengthening.

12)

ta+wajil

ta+waj i9

ta+wjil

ta+wji9

wjil

wji9

ta-Elision

wjal

wja9

Ablaut

Vowel Elision

w-Occultation (inapplicable)

'i+wjtal

'i+wja9

Prosthesis

'i+yjal

'i+yja9

w-to-y

'i+ijal

'i+ija9

Syllabicity Assim.

IIjal

Ija9

Lengthening

From such cases one begins to appreciate the beauty
of Arabic phonology; however, the consistency of
the system is far from obvious, for as noted earlier,
w-to-y precedes Ablaut,

but here clearly w-to-y

follows Ablaut since it follows Prosthesis which
follows w-Occultation which follows Ablaut.

The

situation is completely analogous to that presented
in

6.1.2 above,

where it

was pointed out that the

relative ordering of w-to-y and i-Assimilation were
inconsistent.

Only here, apparently identical segments

are involved, i.e. it is w which changes to

x

in both

cases.

Note that similar arguments can be given for

y-to-w.

Although examples are not easy to come- by,

we do find verbs like yatum, 'to become an orphan',
with initialx and stem vowel u.

Such forms belong

to class-C and thus do not undergo Ablaut.

The

second person imperfective is ta+ytum+u, 'you become
an orphan'.

The command is formed by dropping ta

and prosthetizing 'u to agree with stem-vowel u.
This would give 'u+eytum.
'become an orphan'.8

However, correct is

ltum,

Clearly, we may allow y

to be-

come w by the same rule which turns w to
plete derivation is

13)

x.

The com-

given below.

ta+yatum
ta+ytum

Vowel Elision

ytum

ta-Elision

'u+ytum

Prosthesis

'u+Ytum

y-to-w

'u+utum

Syllabicity Assimilation

'ultum

Lengthening

Let us call the second application of the rule w-to-y
and y-to-w, w-to-y-2. for short, and the first application, w-to-y-l.

It seems that a generalization is
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lost by repeating these rules.

We shall turn to

possibilities for a resolution of this and the other
difficulties noted above in the following sections.
First, however, let us discuss the ordering of w-to-y-2
further.

It

is

clear that this rule follows Prosthesis,

for Prosthesis creates

the environment for the rule to

Further, it is clear that w-to-y-2 must

apply.

precede Vocalic Assimilation, or 'i+wjal, 'u+ytum,
etc. would become 'l_1, 'itum, etc., rather than the
desired

'Ijal,

'ttum, and so forth.

It

that Prosthesis follows I.D. Metathesis

can be shown
9

[cf. 3) above],

which indicates that it also follows Glide Elision.
Thus,

w-to-y-2 will quite naturally be ordered adjacent

to the assimilation processes, which we have been
referring to as i-Assim., u-Assim., etc.

For the

moment, then, let us assume that Prosthesis and
w-to-y-w2 are so otdered.
6.2.0

Implications

In this section, some implications will be drawn
from the discussion set forth in 6.1.

The new rules

motivated in that section are incorpo.ated into the
earlier list of rules as 14).

the discussion to follow.

This is done to clarify
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14)
Vowel Elision:
ta

ta-Elision:

weto-y-1:

V

--

--

>

w

0 /

>

V+C_CV

0 / [+imper]
E-neg]

y-->y/i_

Ey-->w/u_]
Ablaut:

cf. 3)
i

Voc. Assim-1:

w --

w-Occultation:

u / _w

-- >

0 /

>

_Ci

L-Assim:. cf. 3)
I.D. Metathesis:

cf. 3)
cf. 3)

Glide Elision:

V
O ->C+hi]/
Lard]

Prosthesis:

w-to-y-2:

wE--> y / i_
y ->.W

i-Assim:
Lu--Assim:
a-Assim:

YCC ard]
-[rd]

/u_

u -- >i/i_
i-->u/u_3
uA--> a / a

Truncation:

V

-- >

-- >

Voc. Assim-2:
Syl. Assim:
Lengthening:

0 / V

cf. 3)
VV

-- >

Y

C

.0

.0

H

H

H

w

w

o
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The ordering arguments presented in this section
are reflected in 14-) as usual by connecting lines.
Those rules in brackets represent examples of dubious
due to alternative possibilities.

stattis

Non-

theless, as pointed out in 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 the collapsed
rules vitiate this distinction.

The labelled lines

appearing to the right of 14) connect those rules which
are identical in feature representation, i.e. those
ordering paradoxes discussed above.

6.2.,1

Stem Phonology

vs.

10

Word Phonology

Let us recapitulate the important examples to
which the various repetitive rules of 14) apply.

15)

a.

b.

iw

--.>

iy

radiw+a -- > radiy+a 5.2.1
du9iw+a -- > du9iy+a 5.2.1
radiw+tu -- > raiy+tu
[hahuy+a -- > nahuw+a] 6.1.2

[uy]

uw

i+w

i+y

'i+wjal

-- >

'i+yjal

6.1.3

u+y

u+w

'u+ytum

-- >

'u+wtum

6.1.3 [13)]

c. i+u

i+i

ta+rmi+u

rami+u+n

-- >
-- >

[12)]

ta+rmi+i 3.1 [6)]

rami+i+n 3.1 [4)]

ya+rmi+uw+ra -- > ya+rmi+iw+na 4.3 [26)]
laqi+uw -- > laqi+iw 4.6 [49)]
rumi+uw --> rumi+iw 4.6 [50)]
u+i ---> u+u
d. iw

e.

-- >uw

ta+d9u+iy+na

-- >

ta+d9u+uy+na 4.3 [27)]

ta+tliw+a --> ta+tluw+a 5.2.3 [33)]

i+w -- > u+w

ya+rmi+w+na -- > ya+rmu+w+na 4.3 [26)]
laqi+w -- > laqu+w 4.6 [49)]
rumi+w -- > rumu+w 4.6 [50)]

u+y -- > i+y

ta+d9u+y+na

--

> ta+d91+y+na 4.3 [27)]
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It

is

b.

to w-to-y-2, and c.

to be noted that 15)a.

corresponds to w-to-y-l,

to i-Assimilation and u-Assirhilation.

Notice that w-to-y-l applies to sequences internal
to the stem, and never across morpheme boundaries.
The adjacent, and highly similar, rules w-to-y-2 and
n-u-Assimilation, however, typicaliby apply across morpheme
boundaries, and but for the examples involving identical
consonants (cf. below), never apply to sequences internal
2 A completely
to the stem. 12
analogous situation arises

with 15d

and e. which represent Voc. Assim-l and Voc.

Assim-2 respectively.

Note that the d. example involves

the stem, the e. examples, morpheme boundaries.

More-

over, the ordering coincides, w-to-y-l followed by
Voc. Assim-1, and w-to-y-2 followed by Voc. Assim-2,
and i-u-Assimilation followed by Voc. Assim-2.

This

fact about ordering along with the distribution of data
clarified by 15) may be-no coincidence.

It may be

that' we have two rules, w-to-y (incorporating the
assimilation processes) followed by Voc. Assim.

The

rules may be stated once and by convention applied
first to stems and then to words.
illustrating

this

A nice example

application would be underlying

radiw+uw for 'they became content'.

Suppose there

is a stem cycle.- Then the following derivation obtains.
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16)

[tradiw]uw]
y

w-to-y

0

Glide Elision
i

w-to-y (=i-Assim.)

0

Truncation

U
u
radu

Voc.

Assim.

Syl.

Assim.

Lengthening

The rules w-to-y-1, w-to-y-2, i-Assim. and u-Assim. may
thus be collapsed

as 4).

In section 3.3

the similarity

between the a-Assimilation and i-Assimilation was
noted and hypothetically collapsed as

16),

It is now rather obvious that the a-Assimilation rule
can be incorporated into the rule collapsing w-to-y
and i-u-Assimilation, 4).
as

17)

The new rule is

stated

17).

[-cns]
+hi]

--

>

[bk]
[Bhi] /
Lylo]
[6rd]

V
[abk]_
[Bhi]
[ylol
[6rd]

Rule 17) will,in addition to realizing the changes
listed in 5) above,take au and ai into aa.

Notice

that the examples involving the latter change for
the most part involve examples containing morpheme
boundaries.

18)

a+u

>

a+a

a+i -- >

a+a

--

ya+lqa+u -- >
ma+qha+u+n -ya+lqa+uw+na
ma+qha+i+n -ta+lqa+iy+na

ya+lqa+a 3.3 [13)]
> ma+qha+a+n 3.3 [19)]
-- > ya+lqa+aw+na 4.2 [16)]
> ma+qha+a+n 3.3 [20)]
-- > ta+lqa+ay+na 4.2 [21)]
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Thus,

a-Assimilation,besides being ordered adjacent

to the other assimilation processes including w-to-y-2,
fits quite naturally into the system evinced through
the examples presented in 15).
There is one set of exceptions to the generalization captured in 15)

and 18).

That is,

set of examples requiring i-Assim.,

there is one

u-Assim.,

a-Assim. to apply internal to the stem.

or

As mentioned

above ,this class of examples is that involving identical
second and third radical segments, the so-called doubled
stems.

In 4.4 examples

such as underlying madid+u+n

were shown to undergo derivations involving I.D. Metathesis, a-Assimilation, and Truncation, cf. 44)
that section.

19)

of

The derivation is repeated here as 19).

madid+u+n
maidd+u+n

I.D. Metathesis

maadd+u+n

a-Assimilation

madd+u+n

Truncation

Clearly a-Assimilation in this case applies internal
to the stem.

If this derivation is correct, then

the generalization is this:

w-to-y-l applies only

internally to the stem, never across morpheme boundaries.
The rule w-to-y-2,

and the assimilation processes,

however, typically apply across morpheme boundaries,
but not

always, for there will be cases created by

I.D. Metathesis internal to the stem.

Clearly, such
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examples do not refute the cyclical hypothesis advanced above.
expected.

In fact,

such examples might well be

Before leaving this immediate topic,

let us once again note, as we did earlier,

that

it is conceivable that Truncation precedes i-u-aAssimilation.

By this hypothesis,

19)

is replaced

by 20).

20)

madid+u+n
maidd+u+n

I.D. Metathesis

madd+u+n

Truncation

In ev.ery case presented in Chapters II-IV, this
ordering gives
such as

21)

26)

the correct results.

Thus, a derivation

in 4.3 is replaced by the following:

ya+rmiy+uw+na
ya+rmi+uw+na

Glide Elision

ya+rmi+w+na

Truncation
i-u-a-Assimilation

ya+rmu+w+ na

VQC.

ya+rmu+u+na

Syl. Assim.

ya+rmu+na

Lengthening

(inapplicable)

Assim.

Here when Truncation precedes the Assimilation rules,
the correct ya+rmu+na is derived from ya+rmiy+uw+na
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as desired.
this:

I

But the important point to be made is

i-u-a-Assimilation

are to be collapsed with

w-to-y as a single rule, 17),
longer obtains.

22)

then derivation 21) no

Instead, we get 22).

ya+rmiy+uw+na
ya+rmi+uw+na

Glide Elision

ya+rmi+w+na

Truncation

ya+rmi+y+na

Rule 17)

ya+rmi+i+na

Syl. Assim.

ya+rmi+na

Lengthening

Here the wrong results are obtained.

we obtain ya+rmi+na,

the desired ya+rm+na,
is affected by 17),

Instead of
ror w

although w was not affected by

i-Assimillation in 21)

in terms of the earlier analysis.

The conclusion is this:

If the assimilation rules are

collapsed with w-to-y as a single rule, then Truncation
most definitely cannot precede this rule.

On the

other hand if the rules are not so collapsed, then
it is still possible that Truncation,%may precede the
assimilation processes, in which case .20) rather than
19 ), and 21 ) and s imilar der ivations , re sul t.

Of

course if 20) is favored over 19), then the generalization
that the assimilation processes apply bnly to forms
of the shape V+V still holds, however, this is of little
interest in this case, for the assimilation rules are
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no longer collapsible with w-to-y, and hence the
cyclical argument is invalid.
Let us for the sake of clarity continue to
assume a set of rules identical to 14), keeping in
mind, however, that in order to obtain maximal
generalization out of this set of rules,

w-to-y-l

must be collapsed with w-to-y-2, and with the
assimilation rules as well.

Also the two Voc.

Assimilation rules must be collapsed.

This of course

implies a phonological cycle defined in terms of the
stem and the word.

If

the latter

possibility is

correct,

it is of some import for linguistic theory, as few
convincing examples of the phonological cycle treating
segmental phonology have been forthcoming

to date,

although a good deal of evidence has been found proving
that the phonological cycle is needed for suprasegmental phenomena.12

This result is therefore to be

scrutinized and in what follows, a somewhat different
approach is suggested.

This approach will be developed

further in succeeding chapters.

%

6.2.2 Vocalic Assimilation
As noted in 6.1.1, cf. 14),

there are two rules

of Vocalic Assimilation which could be collapsed as a
single rule and be made to apply cyclically in terms
of a stem cycle and word cycle.

We are now interested
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in eliminating the first occurrence of Voc. Assim.,
i.e. Voc. Assim-l.

-To this end note that typically.-

third radical y stems take i in the imperfect if
they are members of class-A, i.e. have a in the
In 5.2.3 this fact was noted and assumed

perfect.

to follow from the fact that a-i is the unmarked
alternation in the case of class-A stems.

Thus,

the a-u alternation could be brought about only
by resort to marking the stem with the ad hoc feature
In order to focus on the fact that it is no

[+F].

coincidence that [+F

is

never assigned to a stem

with third radical 1, we might propose the following redundancy rule.

23)

Class-A Redundancy for Lame Verbs:
'I:

In

5.2.3 it

[+FJ

/ CaCay

was also assumed that lame verbs in

w undergo Ablaut and subsequently undergo Voc. Assim.-l.
However, another means of accounting for the same
facts is by means of a redundancy rul@ in the spirit
of 23).

24)

Class-A Redundancy for Lame Verbs:
II:

E [+-F] / CaCaw-

This redundancy rule insures that all verbs of
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the type designated by 24) will have u in the imperfect.
It is important to recall that Voc. Assim.-l was
motivated by only this class of examples, so that once.
24) is adopted, Voc. Assim-l is no longer required.
The solution discussed above is certainly a
plausible one.

It

is

not at all strange that such

redundancy rules as 23) and 24) should exist given
the necessity for other rules of this type, namely
rules such as 44)

However,

of 5.2.4.

it

still

type rule and 23)

not clear that the latter

is

above

are really needed, for both are negative conditions.
It may equally well follow that E+F) is excluded from
CaCay and waCaC stems £24) aboveLand 44)

of 5.2.4

respectively] from a very general assumption about
markedness,

viz.

perfective vowel.

that i

is

the unmarked class-A im-

In fact, it is the case that no

a--u alternations exist for derived verbs.

Only

a-i alternations are found, although there are a
couple of apparent exceptions, which dissolve upon
scrutiny.

Thus, it may be that these two redundancy

rules are not needed at all,

and in

fact negative

conditionS in general may be questioned.

At any

rate, the possibility disclosed in this section must
be considered as. a serious candidate foqr the treatment of the relevant examples, and additional empirical considerations must resolve the issue of

1.0 19
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which analysis is
chapters,

to be favored.

we shall keep in

In

succeeding

mind both possibilities,

the cyclic solution, and the redundancy solution,
without really committing ourselves to any one analysis.
This will be appropriately represented in future rule
lists.

6.2.3 w-to-y
There is

one method of jettisoning w-to-y-1,

which if correct, would eliminate the paradoxes unc6vered in

6.1.2 and 6.1.3 above,

cf.

14).

In fact

this method has already been suggested in an earlier
discussion of Glide Elision, in 3.5.2.

There it was

noted that the if-then condition on Glide Elision,
i.e. that preventing Glide Elision in the case of
iGa and uGa, could be eliminated altogether if a
rule of Diphthonqization were added to the grammar.

25)

0iphthongization:

0

a

a->

If this were done, then the crucial. ekamples involving the earlier w-to-y-l such as radiw+a

and others could be treated as follows:

26)

radiwea

du9iw+a

radi+a

du9i+a

Glide Elision

radiy+a

du9iy+a

Diphthongization

du9iw+a,
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Also to derive ta+rday+a+ni and tu+d9ay+a+ni
we need derivations

27)

[cf.

5.2.11,

like 27).

ta+rdiw+a+ni

tu+d9iw+a+ni

ta+rdi+a+ni

tu+d9i+a+ni

Glide Elision

ta+rdiy+a+ni

tu+d9iy+a+ni

Diphthongization

ta+rday+a+ni

tu+d9ay+a+ni

Ablaut

In order to account for the surface v in such forms
as

these under this analysis, Diphthongization must

precede Ablaut, which of course means that Glide Elision
also precedes Ablaut.

Earlier we argued that Glide

Elision follows L-Assimilation because of derivations
such as

2) above, but now if the

Elision is relaxed, the

condition on Glide

argument ordering L-Assimilation

after Glide Elision disappears, and Glide Elision may,
after all, precede Ablaut, viz. 27).

Let us therefore

explore the implications of the ordering entailed by
27)

more deeply.

If Glide Elision and Diphthongization

precede Ablaut, then a form such as

ta+rml,

from under-

lying ta+rmay+u, cf. ramay+tu, will be derived as

28)

ta+rmay+u
ta+rma+u
---

Glide Elision
Diphthongization (inapplicable)

ta+rmi+u

Ablaut

ta+rmi+i

i-Assimilation

ta+rmi

Lengthening

28).

But what about its

29)

subjunctive

ta+rmiy+a?

counterpart,

ta+rmay+a
ta+rma+a
--ta+rmi+a

Glide Elision
Diphthongization (inapplicable)
Ablaut

Here there is no way to derive ta+rmiy+a,

'that she

throw', for Diphthongization applies before Ablaut,
is

and it

Ablaut which brings about the environment

satisfying Diphthongization in this example.

Thus,

the ordering Ablaut-Diphthongization is needed for 29),
while the opposite is true of 27).

So the solution

utilizing Diphthongization, while eliminating one
paradox, i.e. the w-to-y paradox, nevertheless creates
a new ordering difficulty.

But this new problem has

no natural cyclic interpretation, for whether Diphthongization applies before or after Ablaut, its environment remains the same domain with respect to the word,
never correlating with the stem in
word in
EXCURSUS

the other,

one case and the

as with w-to-y.

ON ORDERING

In an important recent study, Anderson has
questioned one of -the basic tenets of generative phonology,
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that of linear ordering.
correctness

of all

Therein he questions the

three conditions

defining linear

ordering, that of irreflexiveness, assymetricness,
and transitivity.

He claims that a rule may precede

itself, that a single rule may both precede and follow
the

same rule, and that if R,

precedes R 3 ,
R,

precedes R2 and R2

then it is not necessarily the

precedes R

case that

In place of the principle of linear-

izability, he proposes a theory he terms

local ordering,

whereby marked orders13 are specified in the lexicon
with respect to the form which undergoes the rules in
the specified marked order. 4
relations

are given by

linguistic

Unmarked ordering
theory,

and thus,

are

not part of language specific grammar and consequently
are not given lexically. 15

Thus, it is necessary for

the child to recognize the rules of his
to learn the marked orders.

language and

The ordering relations

which are unmarked are not learned per se.
interesting

Now it is

to note that in order to derive ta+rmiy+a

from ta+rmay+a, viz. 29),

the ordering Ablaut-Diph-

thongization is needed and this is the unmarked order
with respect to this example, whereas in 27),

the

ordering Diphthongization-Ablaut is required, and this
too is the unmarked order with respect to this example.
Hence Anderson's theory predicts the two different
orders for the appropriate examples and accounts for
the derivations with no additional statements
grammar, for linguistic

in the

theory gives the desired result. 1 6

There 'is an interesting piece of evidence indicating

that these two possible unmarked orders, AblautDiphthongization and Diphthongization-Ablaut could

not in principle be given lexically.
phonetic representation ta+d9uw+a,
which derives from underlying
following

'that she call',

ta+d9aw+a by the

steps.

ta+d9aw+a

30)

In

Consider the

30)

ta+d9a+a

Glide Elision 1 7

ta+d9u+a

Ablaut 1 8

ta+d9uw+a

Diphthongization

the ordering Ablaut-Diphthongization

is

required.

But now recall that in 27) the opposite ordering was
required and, moreover, the same stem d9Vw was involved.

The stem d9iw is in fact the passive stem

related to active
passive formation.

d9aw by some productive rule of
Clearly, the active and passive

stems are not listed in the lexicon, and thus,
differing orders could not be stated there.

the

Under

Anderson's theory, however, this presents no problem.
In fact, given that the Diphthontj~zation rule is
to be favored over w-.to-y, then the fact that unmarked
orders cannot be listed lexically, what he in fact
claims, is borne out.
End of Excursus

mw

-am Is I

volW.
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Returning to the main theme, we may conclude that

if Diphthongization can be given independent justification, then it is possible to eliminate w-to-y-l

and with it, the paradox discovered in 6.1.2 and
6.1.3.

This can be done, however, only by adopting

a theory similar to that proposed by Anderson.

This

leads to the rather obvious point that even shoihld
Diphthongization

not be maintained,

w-to-y-l,

w-to-y-2 and the assimilation processes can still
be collapsed as a single process which will apply
to a specific form in the unmajpked order with respect
to any rule with'which it (the collapsed rule) is

contingent.

This of course, once again assumes a

theory similar to Anderson's.

the collapsed version 17),

Thus, if we assume

then this rule will be

contingent with Glide Elision in the following
derivation,

31)

cf.

6)

in

3.1.

ta+rmiy+u
ta+rmi+u
ta+rmi+i

ta+rmi.

Glide Elision
17)

Lengthening

But contingent with Ablaut in derivations such as
the following, cf. 15) in 5.2.1.1

Imp.

32)

tu+d91w+a+ni
tu+d9iy+a+ni

17)

tu+d9ay++ni

Ablaut

And contingent to Prosthesis in examples such as those
listed in 12) above.

This theory, however, is quite

similar to the cyclic one proposed above,
of examples such as 16),

because

for,

this theory tequires re-

application of Rule 17) on the word cycle.

In this

nQn-cyclical theory, it is completely accidental that
the rule should reapply on the word cycle and not the
stem cycle.

For this reason, we shall entertain only

the two possibilities discussed earlier--namely,
cyclic theory and the theory incorporating
ization.

the

Diphthong-

'There are a couple of points which seem to

constitute evidence against the Diphthongization
solution already touched on above.
the fact about the stem versus word,
theory captures,

and second,

First, there is
which the cyclic

even given the rule of

Diphthongization, 17)

appears to be needed still to

account for w-to-y in

the examples with prosthetic

vowels,

cf.

12),

and to account for i-Assimilation

in the earlier examples, cf. 31). 20

But there is

one argument which can readily be given in favor of
Diphthongization.

This concerns the example buyrd+u,

,

.

.

-

.

.

I 11,

N
1.qw
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adduced in 4.3, cf.- 32), which must become biyd+u
by Vocalic Assimilation

(and later bid+u,

If the cyclic solution is

adopted,

'white').

we would expect

buyd+u to become buwd+u, since w-to-y applies before
Vocalic Assimilation, cf.

away with altogether,

14).

however,

If w-to-y is done

this form will not have

to be marked as an exception to w-to-y,

and it

will

follow naturally that the.rule of Vocalic Assimilation
originally

motivated in

after Truncation in 14))
biyd+u.

Chapter

IV (which

applies

turns buyd+u to the desired

This.argument must await further discussion

of the examples of 12), however, as noted in footnote
20.

The two theories

are summarized below.

33) Local Ordering Solution: Unmarked Orders
Vowel Elision:
ta-Elision:

ta

0 / V+C__CV

V

--

>

--

>

0 / [+imper]
[-neg]

0 /

G -- >

..... pGlide Elision:

VV

-->

Diphthongization: 0

_a
ta+rdi+a

Ablaut:

of.

3)

ta+rma+a

Diphthongization:

w

w-Occultation:

same as above

0 /

>

--

kkab

--

---

>

ta+rdiy+

-- > ta+rday+q

> ta+rmi+a -- >

> ktub

--

>

ta+rmiy+a

'u+ktub

Ci

L-Assim: cf. 3)
cf. 3)

I.D. Metathesis:
rosthesis:
i-Assim:
- u-Assim:

u

cf. 14)
-- >

i

/ i

i -- >u /u

La-Assim:

--

> a / a_

Truncation: V -->0 / V_C
Syllabicity Assimilation:
Lengthening:

VV -- >

cf. 3)

V

34) Local Ordering Solution: Marked Orders

w-Occultation:

same as above

I.D. Metathesis:

cf.

Prosthesis: cf. 14)

dud+a

-- >

mudd+awil

--

-

>

sil
.
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The Local Ordering solution, included in 33)

and 34),

is

that dictated by adopting the analysis

suggested in 6.2.3, where Diphthongization replaces
w-to-y.

In 33) all the unmarked orders are indicated

by lines connecting the rules bearing an unmarked
order.

These ordering relations are, according to

Anderson, given by universal theory.

In every case,

we have a feeding order, i.e. the first rule connected
feeds or creates the environment for the second rule
.connected by that line to the first.

Some examples

of these unmarked cases appear to the right, e.g.
ktab (from ta+katab) becomes ktubby Ablaut, which in
turn feeds Prosthesis

to yield 'u+ktub.

applied before Ablaut,
since i'is

If Prosthesis

then we should find 'i+ktub,

prosthetized to a stem with stem-vowel a. 2 1

The other unmarked cases can easily be gleaned from
the text.

Notice that this analysis does not yet

account for the change of w to y in examples such
as those listed'in 12).

In 35) we encounter the

only examples of marked orders disaovered.
are given to the right.
bleeds Prosthesis,
in footnote 9.

Examples

Note tha-t w-Occultation

as does I.D. Metathesis as noted

These forms would be assigned these

marked orders lexically or by lexical redundancy rules,
since the orders apply to specific classes of examples,
i.e. doubled verbs and class-A blind verbs.

It is

interesting that Prosthesis figures in both cases

35)

Solution

The Cyclic

V -- > 0, / V+CCV

Vowel Elision:

0 /

ta ->

ta-Elision:

[+pr]
[abk

w-.to-Y-:
Ablaut:

w

>y

cf.

w

-- > u /

i

w-Occultation:

w -- > 0 /

-

Ci

cf..)

Glide Elision:

cf. 3)

Prosthesis: cf.

14)

-- >

w-to-y-2:

i-Assim:

1

u-Assim:

i

-- >
--

i / i_

> U / U

(ul-e>a/a

Truncation:

V -- >0 / VC

Voc. Assim-2:
Syl. Assim:
Lengthening:

i.

-- >

cf.

[.-cns]> [hul]
[bk]
[ylo] / [ h-[+hi]
[ylo]
[6rd]
Lbrd]
V
->
[+hi~

[abk]
[Brd]

[-cns]
-[-vocj

[+hiJ
[abk]
[3rd]

cf. 3)

I.D. Metathesis:

a-Assim:

-

3)

Voc. Assim-l:

L-Assim:

i

[V

3)

VV -- >

V

J

dC I

of marked orderings.

This may be more than mere

coincidence, but whatever significance there may be
to this fact is beyond our present understanding.
Also to be noted is the disparity between marked
and unmarked orders in terms of number.

The over-

whelming majority of ordering relations that can be
established are unmarked orders of the feeding variety.
Marked orders seem to be rarer.
What has been termed the cyclic solution is
summarized in 35).

Most of the ordering arguments

e stablished earlier

(cf. 14),

indicated in

the usual fashion.

35)

in

3),

and 1)

above)

are

The repetitive

rules, w-to-y and Vocalic Assimilation tnayc be
collapsed as indicated by the lines.

If so, then

the rules are to apply cyclically, first to the stem,
then to the word.

We might assume that the rules

commencing with w-to-y and ending with L-Assimilation are
stem rules.

If this is done, however, we still

do not obtain the correct results.
following putative derivation:

For consider the

4

[ta+Ermay]+u]

36)
1st

Ermay]

w-to-y

Lrmiy]

Ablaut

(inapplicable)

cycle

[ta+rmiy+u]
2nd
cycle
[ta+rmi+u I

other words,

In

position in

w-to-y (inapplicable)
Glide Elision

w-to-y must apply in

the same relative

the ordering on each cycle.22

But if

w-to-y precedes Ablaut and Ablaut precedes Glide Elision,
then obviously w-to-y will not have the chance to
reapply after Glide Elision tc

effect the important

switch of u to i, and we are left with ta+rmi+u instead
23
This can be
ta+rmi).
of the desired ta+rmi+i (-->
easily remedied, however, by allowing Glide Elision to
be a cyclic rule, i.e. to apply both to the sten and
the word,

and to be ordered before w-to-y.

If

this

is done, then 36) is replaced by 37).

37)
1st
cycle

[ta+[rmay]+u]
[rmay]

Glide Elision (inapplicable)

Ermay]

w-.to-y (inapplicable)

[rmiy]

Ablaut

2nd Eta+rmi+ucycle
[ta+rmi+i]
ta+rmi

Glide Elision
w-to-y

Lengthening

e-
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The reader may think it no coincidence that Glide Elision,
by preceding w-to-y, is just the order assumed earlier
for the lower level block of rules.

However, to argue

convincingly that Glide Elision is cyclic, we must
have at our disposal some cases of Glide Elision which
actually apply on the stem cycle.

There are in fact

cases of underlying hollow verbs such as kawan+at which
must become kIn+at, and this, the reader might suppose,
is confirmatory evidence for this theory.

The rules

needed, then, would be those listed in 38).
38) The Cyclic Solution
I

Vowel Elision
. ta-Elision

II

Glide Elision
w-'to-y
Ablaut
Voc. Assim.
w-Occultation
L-Assimilation

III

I.D. Metathesis

Glide Elisionw-to-y (including i-Assim. and a-Assim. )
Truncation
Voc. Assim.
Syl. Assim.
Lengthening
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It may be no coincidence that Glide Elision must be
made to precede w-to-y in
yield the correct results,

order to enable 35)
for this is

to

just the order

assumed earlier in the lower level block of rules.
But to argue convincingly that Glide Elision is cyclic,
of Glide Elision

we must have at our disposal some caSE
applying internal to the stem.
exist--these

Such cases. do in fact

are the hollow sdeins,

which are discussed

in more detail in Chapter VII to follow.
example might be kan+at,
underlying kawan+at.

'she

Such an

was', which derives from

The new putative cyclic rule of

Glide Elision will elide w on the first cycle of this
example,

supporting the hypothesis advanced above.

Thus, the first application of Glide Elision, like
the first application of w-to-y and Vocalic Assimilation,
is internal to the stem, and the second applicati6n is
invariably across morpheme boundaries,

i.e.

the word.

With this in mind, the cyclic solution may be revised
as 38).
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This theory should be kept in mind, for it is that
dictated by the cyclic approach.

However,

in

later

chapters, cf. XII and XIII, we demonstrate that Voc.
Assimilation and Glide Elision are not cyclic rules.
We shall now turn to a detailed study of
the Glide Elision and I.D. Metathesis processes.
The correct analysis of these processes will not
come to light until Chapter XII.

=pop"
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Footnotes to Chapter VI
1.

The careful reader will already have noted the
similarity between Ablaut and L-Assimilation-the fact that both apply to the stem-vowel and
An attempt to
mention the feature [imperf.].
reduce these facts to one might have been to
view L-Assimilation not as an independent rule,
but rather as a condition on the Ablaut rule.
Oversimplying by omitting angled brackets, this
rule might have read as Ci).
(i) Ablaut:

V
Cahi]

The feature C-L]

-- >

[-chi] /

f-L]j/[-L]

imperf.

signifies whatever feature(s)

designates the complement of the class L. In
other words, (i) predicts that there is no Ablaut
when the second or third radical is L.

But this

attempt at generalization fails, for from our
discussion of blind verbs, we have seen that
Ablaut must apply to stems of the shape wCaL,
whereupon w elides by w-Occultation, and A gets
switched back to a by L-Assimilation.

That is,

Ablaut and L-Assimilation must be two independent
rules, separated in the ordering chain by
w-Occultation.

2. Cf. 3.2 where it is

shown that indicative

and subjunctive ya+lqay+a are neutralized as ya+1qa.
3. In 4.3 the change buyd+u -- > biyd+u was motivated:
All other things beinQ equal, we'would expect that

it is Voc. Assim-1, and not Voc. Assim-2, which
effects
4.

this

change.

Perhaps the theory of markedness is to supply the
feature of rounding, but it does Ab harm to include

this assimilation in the rule.
5. Cf. Ibn 9aqiil (publ. 1965 ), p. 638 [1YA].
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6.

HowClass-C stems do not normally take commands.
ever one can force the issue and get a perfectly.good phonological result.

7. The epenthesis of ' could be incorporated into 7).
There is some evidence against this, which .will not
In future derivations we may assume,
be given here.
incorrectly, that ' is inserted simultaneously with
the epenthetic vowel.
8. Of course stative commands are semantically odd, but
the phonological result is undeniable. Cf. fn. 6.
9. Thus, imperfective imperative ta+mdud+a becomes
mudd+a, 'stretch', by ta-Elision and I.D. Metathesis.
(i)

ta+mdud+a
mdud+a

ta-Elision

mudd+a

I.D.

Metathesis

Prosthesis

(inapplicable)

If Prosthesis were to apply before I.D. Metathesis,
we would obtain the incorrect 'u+mddd+a.
Note that
in the doubled radical commands, we find a in the
jussive.
This ending gives a clue to the true underlying nature of the jussive as hinted at in the main
text. However, the analysis of the jussive is far
more complicated and will be skipped here.
'10. Just the orderings established in 6.1 are indicated
in 14).
One can easily verify the establishment of
the three pardoxes by comparing the connected rules
of 14),
), and 1) of this Chapter and 1) of Chapter
V.
11. One could of course argue about the presence of the
morpheme boundary in those examples bearing a prosthetic vowel, but such a debate is irtelevant because
the real distinction we wish to draw is one between
rules applying internal to the stem, and those not.
Also cf. fn. 2 of Chapter V.
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12. Cf. Chomsky, Hal.le, and Lukoff (1956), Chomsky ..
and Halle (1968), Halle and Keyser (1970), Bresnan
(1970), and Brame (1969) for examples 3f the
phonological cycle. Some cases of the segmental
cycle. in phonology are justified in Brame (1970).
However these cases'depend' on stress in the ways
sketched out in that article, and it is suggested
that rules which do not, other than stress or
tone assigning rules, can never be cyclic rules.
13. Kiparsky (1968) defines a feeding LelaIonship to
hold between two rules when representable by schema
(i).
(i)

[ ] > [p]

]
[P] >
And a bleeding relationship to hold between two
rules when representable as schema (ii).
(ii) [ ] > [p]
IP] > I 3
Unmarked is the ordering which maximizes the derivation
in the obvious sense, i.e. feeding and the converse
of bleeding taken together define the unmarked order.
A marked order is one which is bleeding or the converse
Although Kiparsky dddices examples
of feeding.
illustrating what he means by these- terms, it is
clear' from his exposition that marked and uimarked
orders are defined in terms of the rule schemata (i)
and (ii) alone. But for these terms to be welldefined, the particular forms 1.2 which the two rules
are relevant must be taken into consideration in
defining marked and unmarked, for it is possible
one ordering will be feeding with respect to lexical
entry A, and bleeding with respect to entry B. Thus,
whether two rules are
it is not possible to tell
of the marked or unmarked order unless the example
to which the rules are to apply 1' taken into consideration.
14. Actually Anderson extends the notion of markedness
somewhat so as to allow additIbonal order-types to

be given lexically, but this is of little consequence
for the present discussion.
15. The unmarked orders are given by linguistic theory
in the same sense as transitivity of rule ordering
is given by linguistic theory in terms of the theory
advocated by Chomsky and Halle (1968).
16. This is the type of example alluded to in fn. 13.
1, gill
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17.

Of course there is no reason why Glide Elision may
not apply after. Ablaut-in this theory.
In fact .
Anderson allows either of two orderings when these
do not affect the derivation in any crucial way.

18. The feature [+F] is assumed to be present in all
such examples.
However, this feature is no present
in corresponding passives.
How the feature is
eliminated in the passive stems can only be a
matter of conjecture at this point.
19. We mean by contingent that a rule depends on the
prior or subsequent application of a rule for its
existence, with respect to a particular form.
Thus,
R. is contingent on R. if either R creates or
dAstroys an environmeAt relevant tA the application
of R..
If R creates the environment, then Ri
must follow A. if it is to apply to the form in
question as iA 31).
If R destroys the environment, then R.must precede R if it is to apply
to the form in question as n 32).
In either
case we have an unmarked order. Notice that
while 17) is contingent to Glide Elision in 31),
the converse is not true.
And while 17) is
contingent to Ablaut in 32), the converse is not
true.
20. But the data are far more complicated and there
will emerge another possibility for accounting
for the change of 'i+wjal to 'fal, etc., noted
in 12). We postpone further discussion until
Chapter X, at which point sufficient new data
will have been presented so as to permit a more
revealing, though by no means decisive, discussion.
21. Note that Prosthesis would apply regardless of its
order with respect to Ablaut. However Prosthesis
is contingent only on a prior application of Anlaut.
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22. This is part of. .the definition of cyclical application
of rules.
23. Note that Ablaut cannot reapply on the word cycle,
for if it did, stem-vowel i (from a) would be
switched right back to the original a. Ablaut,
it is assumed, is a stem rule.
This makes sense
as there are no environments external to the stem
to which Ablaut is ever applicable.
By this
reasoning, we would also assume w-Occultation and
L-Assimilation to be stem rules, for they also
apply internal to the stem alone. Also note that
Vowel Elision and ta-Elision may be lower level
rules since they apply to the word, not the stem.
There is,
in fact, no reason as yet to suppose
that these rules do n6t apply after L-Assimilation
(but necessarily before Prosthesis).
If the latter
suggestion is adopted, w-Occultation must be restated so as to include the first vowel of the stem.
(i)w-->0/

_VCi

This presents a new problem, however, for w does not
..normally elide in this phonological environment, cf.
walid+u+n, 'boy', etc. One can salvage Ci) by resort
to morphological features, but we shall continue to
assume that Vowel Elision and ta-Elision are precyclic rules. Until stronger evidence turns up,
this topic remains of little interest.

I.
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Chapter VII
HOLLOW STEMS

7.0 In Chapters II and III great pains were taken
to motivate the rule of Glide Elision in terms of
lame stems, i.e. stems exhibiting a high glide, G,
in the third radical position.

Surely if

the common

non-derived verbal stem is of the shape C'CVC, then
stems of the shape CVGVC should be found to which
this

rule would also be applicable..

Such stems,

the hollow stems, are in fact numerous, and as expected, there is a good deal of instability associated
with the underlying glide, creating, once again, an
interesting and complex situation which must be
investigated in some detail.

Such an investigation

is begun in this chapter, however, i., detailed treatment of hollow verbs in-particular will not emerge
until Chapter XI. Here only processes relevant to
the treatment of the medial glide itself

will be

discussed, so that the earlier rule of Glide Elision
will be temporarily suppressed--hence one of the new
glide processes to be motivated below- will carry a

new name, GLIDE ECLIPSIS, although this process will
take on a striking resemblance to GLIDE- ELISION.

The

ultimate design in this way of proceeding will become
clear in Chapter VIII, wherein some of the

IlPPPW

11lip I w...

L.

1

%St
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interesting data in all of Arabic phonology &reraiatdd.

7.1.0 Glide Eclipsis
The discussion will commence with stems of
the shape ...VGV..., where G is the second- radical.

7.1.1 Hollow Nouns
Consider the following paradigms-

1)

plural

singular

aCCaC+u

CaCaC+u

rains

matar+u

rain

amtar+u

batal+u

hero

'abtil+u

heroes

naf ar+u

band

9anf ir+u

bands

badan+u

body

'abdan+u

bodies

qadam+u

foot

'aqdim+u

feet

The paradigms of 1) illustrate a quite productive
singular-plural alternation, which can be informally
schematized as CaCaC -- >

'aCCEC.

It is clear that
%

the stem-vowel, the second a of the singular, is
lengthened, that the first a is dropped (or perhaps
metathesized),

and that 'a is

the plural from the singular.

appended,

in

forming

In addition to 1),

one encounters the following alternations:
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2)

singular

plural

bib+u

door

'abwib+u

doors

zid+u

provision

'azwid+u

provisions

nab+u

she-camel

*anyib+u

she-6camels

Here one f;inds the same plural-type as found in 1).
Further, the second radical in the latter paradigms
possess w or y in the plural.

Given the normal process

of forming this type of plural and given the actual
realizations of the plural in

2),

it

is

to understand what is going on here.

of course easy

Apparently the

singular forms of 2) are to be derived from CaGaC
sequences by the following rule:

3) GLIDE ECLIPSIS:

This rule in

'G

--

> 0 / V_V

conjunction with Lengthening permits

the following derivations:

4)

bawab+u

zawad+u

nayab+u

baab+u

zaad+u

naab+u

bib+u

zid+u

nab+u

Qlide

Eclipsis

.Lengthening

Note that whatever process turns singular forms to
plurals must apply before Glide Eclipsi's, for otherwise
the glide would be destroyed and in principle unrecoverable.

Thus, bawabiu should become 'awbu

zawadeu
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becomes :'..azwad+u, etc. by the plural formation process
before Rule 3) applies.

It is assumed that some feature

equivalent to E+pl] triggers the pluralization process.
To conclude this brief section, it appears that examples such as those listed in 2) constitute some
motivation for a rule of Glide Eclipsis.

7.1.2 Hollow Verbs
As noted earlier, the normal non-derived .perfective
stem is of the pattern CVCVC.

The second V has been

designed the stem-vowel throughout- the preceding
exposition.

This procedure will be continued.

Of

interest to the present discussion is the fact that
there is

a simple means by which non-derived CVCVC

stems are converted to the corresponding causative
derived stems.

This is done by simply doubling or

geminating the second radical.

Compare the following

forms:

5)

basic

causative

nazal+at

she descended

nazzal+at

she sent down

xaraj+at

she exited

xarraj+at

she took out

daxal-tat

she entered

daxxaJl+at

she brought in
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Compare now the forms of 5) with those of 6) below.

causative

basic

6)

kin+at

she was

kawwan+at

she created

sar+at

she went

sayyar+at

she drove

Here the causative forms indicate that a glide has
elided from the basic forms in a manner quite analogous
to the hollow nouns discussed above.

In other words,

given the alternations listed in 5) and the causatives
of 6),

one may conclude that the basic forms of 6)

are underlain by kawan+at and sayar+at respectively.
Clearly, the latter are convertable to the correct

phonetic representations by means of Glide Eclipsis
and Lengthening.

7)

kawan+at

sayar+at

kaan+at

saar+at

Glide Eclipsis

kn+at

sar+at

Lengthening

Asewith the pluralization process diggussed above,
so here also whatever process effects the causative

forms must be invoked before Glide Eclipsis has the
opportunity of destroying the relevant glide which
is doubled.

It is once again assumed that some

feature equivalent to E+causl triggers the causative
formation process, whatever the details happen to be.
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Both for kan+at and sar+at, a simple CaCaC
has been assumed.

However, strong stems

only CaCaC, but also CaCiC.
'she feared',

There is

stem

include not

a verb xaf+at,

with the corresponding causative xawwaf+at,

'she frightened', proving that the second radical is
underlying w.

In the following section, it will become

clear that the underlying stem is xawif, thus occupying
what would otherwise be a gap in the system if no such
CaGiC stem could be motivated in underlying representations.

Phonetic xaf+at can be derived from underlying

xawif+at via the following steps.

8)

xawif+at
xaif+at

Glide Eclipsis

xaaf+at

a-Assimilation

xaf+at

Lengthening

Thus, not only does Glide Eclipsis precede Lengthening,
it also precedes a-Assimilation, a fact reminiscent of
Glide Elision and indeed indicating

that Glide Eclipsis

and Glide Elision are one and the same rule.
for the time-being,

However,

let us assume the rules to be

different.

7.2.0 Glide Metathesis
Stems of the

shape CGVC present new complications

to the grammar, for it is often the case that when
stems of this shape arise in the course of the
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!chonological derivation, they undergo new processes
of great interest.

These processes may now be in-

vestigated.

7.2.1 Hollow Verbs
The perfective stem is typically CVCVC and the
imperfective stem is typically CCVC as a result of
Vowel Elision.

We now wish to investigate the im-

perfective stems corresponding to perfective hollow
stems such as kin+at and sar+at presented above. The
two derive from kawan+at and sayar+at respectively.
Converting to the imperfective conjugation by
prefixation, we should get ta+kawan+u and ta+sayar+u
from which the appropriate vowel deletes leaving
ta+kwan+u and ta+syar+u.

Such forms should now

undergo Ablaut, thus switching the stem-vowel a
to i or u.

Since the correct surface forms are

ta+k~n+u and ta+bhi+u, it is plausible to assume that
by Ablaut ta+kwan+u becomes ta+kwun+u and that ta+syar+u
becomes ta+syir+u.

The problem, then, is to discover

the means by which ta+kwun+u and ta+stir+u become
ta+kn+u and ta+sir+u. One could, of course, propose

as rule turning w to u and
environment of these forms.

x

to i in the appropriate
Similarly, notice that

if we postulate a rule of metathesis to the grammar,
converting ta+kwun4-u to ta+kuwii+u and itaxsyir~u to
ta-,siyr+u, the independently motivated rules of
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results.

Thus, there are two possibilities, one

utilizing rule 9),

the other utilizing rule 10).

/ C_

9)

-W->

10)

Glide Metathesis:

CGV

-- >

CVG

Both solutions are equally plausible since in either
case, one additional new rule is added to the grammar.
Additional evidence must be brought to bear in deciding
between the two alternatives.

In what follows we

argue for the second alternative, i.e. the solution
employing Glide Metathesis.

The argument will be

strengthened somewhat in the following chapter where
the interesting problem of exceptions is considered.
Before turning to the argument for 10), let us first
.motivate a new rule,

the rule of Glottal Formation.

As noted' at several points in

the preceding,

active

participles are formed according to the pattern CiCiC,
cf. katib+u, 'writing', nizil+u, 'descending', etc.
Given the roots kwniand syr

one would expect active

participles of the same pattern to be constructable.

That is, we expect to find k~win~u and siyir+u.

How-

ever what we do find is phonetic kci'in+u and si'ir+u,
i.e. with glottal stop in place of the high glides
w and 2.
G into

Apparently, then, there is a rule taking
'_

following

a

and preceding a short vowel.

G -- > '

11) Glottal Formation:

/ E_V

This rule of Glottal Formation will figure in
the argument for Glide Metathesis, which centers
around the adjectival and nominal-forming infix 1,
which shows up in adjectives such as kabir+u, 'big',
sayir+u,

'small', ba9id+u, 'distant, far', etc., and

in nouns such as sadicq+u,
darib+at+u,
This

'friend', garlb+u,

and sahif+at+u,

'tax ,

infix may be derived from 4

'relative',

'newspaper'.

since it would be

converted to phonetic .1 by Syl. Assim. and Lengthening.
The representation j

is given empirical confirmation

by two considerations.

First we know of cases of

affixes deriving from L

and typically appearing as

i, e.g. the feminine- singular imperfective morpheme
discussed in

4.2.

If

all

long vowels can be eliminated

in the lexicon, this would constitute an interesting
result.

And in fact we shall attempt to establish

this in the course of this work.

A second reason

for deriving

i

fact that j

shows up phonetically before other high

glides.

from j

in cases such as these is the

Thus, we find gawiyy+u, 'stronj', an adjective

of the type mentioned above.

Here the infix shows up

fl not as _I. This could be explained by allowing
Ito derive from _iy, but to constrain Syl. Assim.

as

in the appropriate way.2

Turning now to nouns of,
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a type which have not hitherto been discussed, we
must note that CaCCVC+at nouns become CaCaCiC in
the plural.

12)

plural

singular

CaCqCiC

CaCCVC+at
ma+ktab+at+u

library

ma+kitib+u

libraries

'armal+at+u

widow

'armil+u

widows

ta+jrib+at+u

experiment

ta+jirib+u

experiments

The suffix u is the case ending and of no relevance.
The plural formation process apparently consists in
dropping the suffix at (the fem. suffix), infixing
a after the second C of the word, and changing the
final V of the stem to i.

Consider now the plurals

of darib+at+u and sahif-+at+u mentioned

13)

above.

sahif+at+u

newspaper

sahiaif+u
d a

newspapers

darib+ at+u

tax

darn'I ib+u

taxes

Here we find that the plural is precisely of the
type found in 12).

We would therefore expect the

singular to be of a similar pattern as- that of 12).
This is not so if i
but it is if

fl

is

or if

is taken to be underlying,

taken to be underlying,

for then

sahyif+at and daryib+at are of the pattern CaCCVC+at.
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Given such singular patterns the plurals are automatically
predicted.

14)

sahyif+at+u

daryib+at+u

sahayif+u

darayib+u

Plural Formation Process

saha'if+u

dari'ib+u'

Glottal Formation (11)

The rule of Glottal Formation comes into play here just
as expected, explaining why we find

x

Unless the
this

x.

instead of

is present in underlying representations,

is anomalous, a fact which further strengthens

x

our claim that

is involved in underlying represen'

tions which typically show up as
Paradigm 14) demonstrates that the infix I

in

the singular forms sahIf+at+u and darib+at+u derives
from

j.

.Above some evidence was given to support

the stage

Ax.

Cyi -- > Ciy

Together these facts motivate the change
-- > Cii

-- >

Ci, assuming of course that

the infix is followed by a true consonant and not by
an additional glide, for in this case jl remains.
In conclusion,

the following derivattons seem

motivated:

15)

sahyifi-at+u

daryib~at+u

sahiyf+ateu .dariyb+at+u

Glide- Metathesis

sahiif+at+u

dariib~at+u

Syl. Assim.

sahif+at+u

darib~ateu

Leng thening
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So that finally we see that Glide Metathesis is
necessary.

Imperfective ta+kin+u and ta+sir+u may

be derived as follows:

16)

ta+kawan+u

ta+sayar+u

ta+kwan+u

ta+syar+u

Vowel Elision

ta+kwun+u

ta+syir+u

Ablaut3

ta+kuwn+u

ta+siyr+u

Glide Metathesis

ta+kuun+u

ta+siir+u

Syl. Assim.

ta+kin+u

ta+sir+u

Lengthening

It is now appropriate to turn to the imperfective
representation corresponding to underlying perfectives
such as xawif+at, cf. 8) above.
appropriate vowel wil
the indicative.

Prefixing ta, the

elide, leaving ta+xwif+u in

Here Ablaut turns i to a, giving

putative ta+xwaf+u.

Now phonetically we find ta+xaf+u,

'you fear', with long 5. indicating that the stem vowel
is a after Ablaut.4

However, the exact means by which

ta+xwaf+u becomes ta+xif+u is yet to be discovered.
It is to be expected that ta+xwaf+u undergoes Glide
Metathesis,

giving ta+xawf+u,

converted to taixif-iu.

which must then be

It seems somesrhat suspicious

to assume that w becomes a in a manner analogous to
Syl. Assim., for this change is rarely if ever encountered in languages.

The approach that will be

adopted here is the following:

We assume that a is
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epenthesized to yield ta+xaawf+u, whereupon the w
is elided by a new rule, giving ta+xaaf+u, which
gives ta+xaf+u by Lengthening.

The two rules

needed to effect this result are

0

17.) V-Epenthesis:

G-Syncope:

G

a->

-- >

V

CV._GC

0 / VV__C

It will be seen that ?7-Synnope is confirmed by
examples of another type in the following chapter.
As for V-Epenthesis, however, note that given an
analysis not utilizing Glide Metathesis, i.e. one
favoring Rule 9), a new rule in the spirit of
V-Epenthesis is still needed, for the change
of ta+xwaf +u to ta+xaaf+u by turning w to a is

just

as suspicious as turning w to a in ta+xawf+u.

Thus,

in

this regard,

both theories are equally plausible.

The correct derivation of ta+xaf+u, we assume, is
the following:

18)

ta+xawif+u
ta+xwif+u

Vowel Elision

ta-ixwaf+u

Ablaut

ta+xawf--u

Glide Metathesis

ta+xaawf+u V-Epenthesis
tat xaaf+u

G- Syncope

taixafiu

Lengthening
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It should be noticed that given 17) one can now
derive ta+kun+u and ta+sir+u, either by 16) or by
a derivation analogous- to 18), viz. 19).

19)

ta+kawan+u

ta+sayar+u

ta+kwan+u

ta+syar+u

Vowel Elision

ta+kwun+u

ta+syir+u

Ablaut

ta+kuwn+u

ta+siyr+u

Glide Metathesis

ta+kuuwn+u

ta+siiyr+u V-Epenthesis

ta+kuun+u

ta+siir+u

G-Syncope

ta+kuin+u

ta+sir+u

Lengthening

If 19) is adopted then the claim is that all hollow
verbs proceed analogously, a result which is probably
to be desired.

This is further indicated by the

fact that typically a+aGC, u+uGC, and i+iGC sequences
do not elide the G by G-.Syncope, but rather undergo
Truncation as argued in Chapter IV.

no morpheme boundaries are involved.

Here, however,

Thus, it is

reasonable to assume that stems behave in one way,
and words,

20)

in another, as summarized below.

aaGC -- > aaC

a+aGC -- > a+GC

uuGC -- > uuC

u+uGC -- > u+GC

> iiC

i+iGC -- > i+GC

iiGC

--

This suggestion will be adopted in what follows.
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7.2.2 An Alternative to Glide Metathesis
There is another tack one could take in accountting
for imperfectives such as ta+kun+u, ta+sir+u, and
ta+xlf+u.

This approach would be to allow Glide

Eclipsis to apply before Vowel Elision and to permit
Ablaut to apply to both the remaining morae.

Thus,

instead of ta+kawan becoming ta+kwan+u and later

ta+kwun+u, etc., we would have ta+kawan+u become
ta+kaan+u and then ta+kuun+u, etc.

Such a solution

would obviate the need for V-Epenthesis and G-Syncope,
for underlying ta+xawif+u could become ta+xaif+u, whence

ta+xaaf+u by Ablaut, assuming that a is somehow prevented from becoming i or u.

While this approach is

superficially attractive, there is evidence proving
that it is wrong.

The argument demonstrating this

is constructed as follows:
underlying ta+kawan+u passes

similarly

If we can show that
through a stage ta+kwVn+u, and

for ta+sayar+u and ta+xawif+u, then the

alternative is refuted.

This is shown by demonstrating

that unless the stage CV+CGVC+u obtains in a similar
set of examples,

then,

tion is not captured.

an otherwise valid generalizaIt will then follow that

ta+kwun+u, ta sir-u and ta--xwif-.u arise, in a-manner
analogous to the derivation of CV+CGVC~u, i.e. as a
result of Vowel Elision.
Consider the two sets of verbs listed below:
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21)

a. ta+n+katib+u

tu+kattib+u

b.. ta+ktatib+u

tu+kitib+u

c.

ta+sta+ktib+u

d. ta+ta+kattab+u
e.

ta+ta+kitb+u

All the verbs listed in column I are characterizable
as derived imperfective verbs with person prefix ta,
'she'.

In all but the b. form of this column, the

inflectional prefix ta is followed by a derivational
prefix,

n in

the case of a.,

sta in

and ta in the d. and e. examples.

the case of c.,
In the b. example,

the derivational affix has been infixed (i.e. t).
The examples listed under column II are also derived
verbs of the imperfective conjugation.

Here once

again, we find the third person singular prefix,
but it shows up as tu instead of ta.
this alternation is readily apparent.

The reason for
In the examples

of II, the prefix is followed by a single consonant
plus a strong cluster.

This is nevet'the case with

those examples listed under I.

In other words,

conditions exist allowing us to predict when

jtu

This suggests that ta is the underlying pi-ef ix
that

jta

5

occurs.
and

becomes tu before C followed by a strong cluster.

I . -0
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.22.) Ca [+person]

--

> Cu / _CS

S is of course an informal abbreviation for strong
cluster, which will be more formally specified at a
later point when the underlying nature of the long
vowel of tu+'katib+u is investigated.
The next step in the argument involves one
additional derived class, not listed in 21) above,
but nevertheless crucial, for it bears prefixes of
the shape Cu.

This is the second causative class

already noted briefly in

23)

7.2.1

above.

tu+dxil+u
tu+xrij+u
tu+nzil+u

Superficially these forms seem to controvert the
claim that Cu derives from Ca by 22), since tu is
not followed by a single consonant in 23).

However,

a deeper investigation reveals the opposite, for
the imperfectives of 23) correspond ts the perfective
forms 'a+dxal+at,

'she

brought in',

'a+xraJ+at,

took out', and 'a-unzal+at, 'she sent down'.

'she

In each

case the causative morpheme 'a shows up phonetically.
Derivational prefixes commonly follow the inflectional
prefixes as pointed out above with regard to the

IMP:11"I'll"INSO
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examples of 21)1.

It

is

to be expected

that the

causative morpheme 'a would show up in the imperfective
conjugation, just as derivational n, sta, ta, etc.
show up in the imperfective conjugation and the perfective
conjugation, for ta+n+katab+u is related to 'i+n+katab+at,
ta+sta+ktib+u is

related to

1 i+sta+ktab+at,

etc.

6

In

other words, instead of 23), one expects the following:

24)

tu+'a+dxil+u
tu+' a+xrij+u
tu+ 'a+nzil+u

There is even stronger evidence that this must be
so.

Recall in 6.1.3 it was pointed out that imperatives

are formed by dropping the second person prefix
and applying Prosthesis when applicable.
was pointed out that ta+ktub
ta+nzil

--. >

nzil

-- >

--

> ktub

'i+nzil, etc.

--

Thus, it
> 'u+ktub,

The derived forms

work in just this way too.

25)

ta-esta+ktib

--. >

sta+ktib

tu+kattib

-- >

kattib

tu-ekitib

- ->

ki.tib.

-- >

'i+sta+ktib

If the causative 'a underlay the imperfectives as
indicated in 24), then it should be the case that
when tu (the second person tu) is dropped, the 'a
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would remain.

Thus, the imperatives might be suspected

to be the following outputs:

26)

>

tu+'a+dxil

--

tu+'a+xrij

-.- >

'a+dxil
'a+xrij

tu+'a+nzil -->.'a+nzil

In fact, this is precisely what is found--'a+dxil,
'bring in',
down',

'a+xrij,

and 'a+nzil, 'send

'take out',

proving that 24)

is -basically correct.

But

once this is conceded, it becomes clear that the
tu of the phonetic representations of 23) is in fact
derivable from ta by Rule 22)

in

a manner analogous

to the prefixes of 21)11.

27)

ta+' a+dxil+u ta+'a+xrij+u ta+' a+nzil+u
tu+'aa+dxil+u tu+ 'a+xrij+u
tu+dxil+u

tu+xrij+u

tu+'a+nzil+u
tu+nzil+u

22)
new rule

If the CV prefix is not elided, i.e. if the stem is
not marked L+imper),

then 'a must elide by a new rule

which may be stated as 28).

28)

'a Etcausj

-- >

0 / CV+ -_+stem

It is Rule 28) which accounts for the apparent
anomaly of imperfectives listed in 23 ).
Rule 28) follows Rule 22) .

Clearly,
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The next step in the argument is obvious.
stems dxil, xrij,

The

and nzil derive from daxal, xaraj,

and nazal by invoking Vowel Elision and Ablaut in
a manner completely analogous to those cases discussed
earlier.

29)

Thus, the complete derivations of 23) are

ta+'a+daxal+u

ta+'a+xaraj+u

ta+'a+nazal+u

ta+'a+dxal+u

ta+'a+xraj+u

ta+'a+nzal+u

Vowel Elision

ta+'a+dxil+u

ta+'a+xrij+u

ta+'a+nzil+u

Ablaut

tu+'a+dxil+u

tu+ 'a+xrij +u

tu+'a+nzil+u

22)

tu+dxil+u

tu+xrij+u

tu+nzil+u

28)

These derivations are given to underscore one important
fact--that Vowel Elision must apply before Rule 22),
tu is

to be correctly predicted.

if

From here we may now

turn to causative forms such as tu+xif+u,

'you frighten',

which derives from underlying ta+Ia+xdwafwtadtording to

30).

30)

ta+' a+xawaf+u
ta+'a+xwaf+u

Vowel Elision

ta+'a+xwif+u

Ablaut

tu+ 'a+xwif+u

22)

tu+xwif+u

28)

tu+xiwf+u

Glide Metathesis

tu+xiiwf+u

V-Epenthesis

tu+xiif+u

G-Syncope

tu+xif+u

Lengthening
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The derivation precedes as expected.

We know that

the underlying representation contains causative 'a
since we find tu (and not ta) in the imperfective,
viz. tu+xIf+u, and since the imperative is 'a+xif,
'frighten', whereas expected, causative

'a shows up.

8

This example is very important, however, for it shows
that there must have been a stage ta+'a+xwVf+u, so that
tu could be predicted.

That is, a+xw constitutes the

strong cluster of 22) relevant to turning ta to tu.
Now the argument is complete, for if derived forms
pass through a stage possessing CGVC stems, then it
is only rational to assume that non-derived forms
such as ta+kun+u, ta+isir+u and ta+xaf+u pass through
similar stages, i.e. ta+kwun+u, ta+syir+u, and ta+xwaf+u.
In conclusion, the alternative possibility brought up
in the beginning of this section is refuted.

Thus,

the rule of Glide Metathesis remains a valid
rule

of Arabic phonology.

7.2.3 Hollow Nouns
Glide Eclipsis'applies to both vetbs and nouns.
It is to be expected that Glide Metathesis should also

apply to verbs and nouns.

Several examples of verbs

served as motivation for the rule in 7.2.1.

It is

now appropriate -to demonstrate that Glide Metathesis
does apply to nouns.

Actually it has already been

shown that Glide Metathesis applies to underlying
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sahyif+at+u and daryib+at+u.

Let us therefore turn

to a different class of nouns, the nouns of place.
As noted earlier, this class of nouns takes on the
shape mV+CCVC(+at),

e.g.

we find ma+ktab+at+u,
nzl,

derived from the root ktb,

'library',

we find ma+nzil+u,

'stopping

and derived from
place', etc.

From

the hollow roots kwn and syr, we might expect to derive
ma+kwan+u and ma+syar+u,

which by Glide Metathesis,

V-Epenthesis, and G-Syncope would yield ma+kan+u and
ma+sir+u.

These nouns do exist, meaning 'place' and

'path', thus confirming the rules postulated above.
7.3 Conclusion
In

this chapter the rule of Glide Eclipsis

and Glide Metathesis have been discussed, along with
others, including V-Epenthesis, G-Srcope, Rule 22),
'which may be called ta-to-tu, and Rule 28), which may
be termed Caus-Del.

Glide Eclipsis may be the rule

of Glide Elision motivated earlier, and in fact this
has been suggested in 6.2.3.
facilitate

However, it will

later discussion to consider the two

applications of this process as distinct.
A summary of the rules discussed in this chapter
follows in 31).
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31)

Vowel Elision
ta-Elision
ta-to-tu

22)

Caus-Del. 28)

Glottal Formation
Glide Eclipsis
Glide Metathesis
V-Epenthesis
G-Syncope

11)
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Footnotes to Chapter VII

J.. They also include CaCuC, but these are not important
for this discussion.
2. Tav7t is by requiring the right-most C of Syl. Assim.
+.o be a true consonant as informally abbreviated in
(i) Syl. Assim:

G -- > V

/ Vi

E]

3. Class-A stems with medial w always take u in
the imperfect and class-A stems with medial y
always take u suggesting either
an additional
rule or a redundancy rule assigning [+F] to all
verbs stems, of the shape CawaC.
Cf. Chapter XI.

4. Which motivates the assumption made in 7.1.2 that
i is the underlying stem-vowel of the perfective.
5.

The same facts

hold for all

person prefixes.

6. It is readily apparent that the 'i of 'i+n+katab+at,
'i+sta+ktab+at, etc. is predictable by Prosthesis.
7. Notice that only stem vowels elide by Vowel Elision

again bearing out the remarks of footnote

2 of

Chapter V.
8. The stem vowel of phonetic '!a+xif is short, as
predicted by Truncation.
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Chapter VIII
A CLASS

OF EXCEPTIONS:

Some Implications for Syntax

8.0 This chapter deals with perhaps the most interesting

A hypothesis is advanced

segment of Arabic phonology.

which seeks to explain a rather large class of super-

ficially

The explanation has

unrelated exceptions.

some bearing on syntactic issues such as, for example,
the transformational status of causatives.

If this

analysis is correct, it will support to some extent
the lexical hypothesis for Arabic.
Four rules will

study.

1)

be crucial to the following

These rules are listed as 1).

Glide 'Eclipsis:
Glide Metathesis:

G

-- >

CGV

Glottal Formation: G

w-to-y:

w

-- >

0 / V_V
CVG

-- >

-- >

'

/ a_V

y / i__

All these rules have been encountered in the preceding
chapters.

The exact statement of the rule is irrele-

vant here, e.g. although w-to-y may be collapsed with

other processes, such a move has little relevance to
the discussion to- follow.

8.1 Doubly Weak Verbs
Stems possessing a high glide as one of its

7- MINIIII-J.
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underlying radicals have beep termed weak stems in
the preceding.

Those' possessing two high glides are-

aptly termed doubly weak stems.

In this section, we

shall be interested in doubly weak verbs exhibiting
roots of the shape CGG, i.e. roots the second and
third radicals of which are high glides.

Such roots

are interesting for their exceptional behavior with
respect to the rules listed in 1).

Consider the

following typical examples.

2)'

kawa

he ironed

rawa

he related (story)

kawat

she ironed

rawat

she related (story)

tawa

he folded

'awi

he sought shelter

tawat

she folded

*awat

she sought shelter

These forms derive from, underlying kaway+a, kaway+at,
'taway+a, taway+at, etc. by means of Glide Elision
and Lengthening in the case of the masculine forms,
and by means of Glide Elision and Truncation in the
case of the feminine forms.

A sample derivation runs

as follows:--

3)

kawayi-a

kaway+at

kawa+a

kawa+at

Glide Elision

kawai-a

kawait

Truncation

kawi

kawa+t

Lengthening
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We know that kaway is the underlying stem from the

fact that it shows up as such in the following forms:

4)

kaway+tu

I

ironed

raway+tu

I related (story)

kaway+ta

you ironed

raway+ta

you related (story)

taway+tu

I folded

'away+tu

I sought shelter

taway+ta

you folded

'away+ta

you sought shelter

Here the third radical

x

is not affected by Glide

Elision since it is followed by a consonant, t.

How-

ever notice that neither in the forms of 3) nor in the
forms of 4)
Edlipsis.

does the second radical w elide by Glide
Returning to the examples of 3),

we might

passivize these by substituting u-i for the internal
a-a vowels of the perfective active.

This, as noted

earlier, is the normal means of forming- the passive
in

Arabic,

e.g.

katab+a,

'he

wrote'

was written', in the passive.
terms of 3)

5)

is

kutib+a,

'it m.

The substitution in

gives the following.

kuwiy+a

it m. was ironed

ruwiy+a

it m. was related

kuwiy+at

it f. was ironed

ruwiy+at

it f. was related

tuwiy+ a

it m. was folded

tuwiy+.at

it f. was folded

From these examples the third radical does not elide
because the if-then condition on Glide Elision is
violated.

However,

note that the medial glide w

also does not elide, although here the adjacent
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vowels are identical in height.

A similar state

of affairs holds for active doubly weak stems of
the class-B variety, i.e. with stem-vowel i.

6)

qawiy+a

he became strong

qawiy+at

she became strong

sawiy+a

it was equal

sawiy+at

it

f.

was equal

Here again the third radical

x

does not elide by

Glide Elision because the if-then condition is
violated.

The puzzling fact, however, is that medial

w does not elide.
Medial glides do not elide from doubly weak roots
in the case of nouns and participles.

Underlying

taway+u+n, e.g., becomes tawa+u+n by Glide Elision, and
-tawa+n by a-Assimilation and Truncation, but the w
does not elide.

The active derived participle mu+n+tawin

derives from underlying mu+n+tawiy+u+n by elision of

x,

i-Assimilation, and Truncation, but w does not elide.
It is possible, on the nasis of the preceding

discussion, to propose the following redundancy:

7 ) EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

The medial glide of all
roots of the shape CGG is
exceptional with regard
to Glide Eclipsis.
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Consider now the imperfective forms corresponding
to those of 2).

8)

ya+kwt.

he irons

ya+rwi

he relates (story)

ta+kwl.

she irons

ta+rwUi

she relates

ya+twi

he folds

ya+ 'w

he seeks shelter

ta+ twi

she folds

tat 'Uw

she seeks shelter

(story)

These forms are conjugated in the indicative mood,
which means they derive from underlying Ca+Cwiy-u
sequences, omitting details of VoWel Elision and
Ablaut.

From the underlying sequence,

x

drops,

i-Assimilation applies, and Lengthening gives the
correct results embodied in 8).

However, notice

that Glide Metathesis does not apply to the forms
of 8).

This may be due to the long vowel however.

,But compare the forms analogous to 8) but declined
in the subjunctive mood.

9)

ya+kwiy+a

that he iron

ta+kwiy+a

that she iron ta+rwiy+a

that she relate

ya+ twiy+ a

that he fold

that he seek shelter

ta+twiy+a

that she fold ta+'wiy+a' that she seek shelter

ya+rwiy+a

ya+'wiy+a

that he relate

Here Glide Elision is blocked because of the if-then
condition associated with that rule.

However, important
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is the fact that Glide Metathesis does not apply to
the forms of 9), even though the structural description
of that rule is met.

The imperfectives corresponding

to the perfectives of 6) likewise do not undergo
Glide Metathesis.

10)

ya+qwa

he becomes strong

ta+qwa

she becomes strong

ya+swa

it is equal

ta+swa

it f. is equal

Again this may be due to the fact that a long vowel
is involved in these forrrs, which derive from under-.
lying ya+qway+u, ta+gway+u, etc.
Vowel Elision and Ablaut).

(omitting details of

But the dual forms are

more suggestive.

11)

ya+qway+a+ni

they m.d. become strong

ta+qway++ni

they f.d. become strong

ya+sway+a+ni

they m.d. are equal

ta+sway+a+ni

they f.d. are equal

Here y

does not elide because of the length condition

placed on Glide Elision.

But there is

now apparently

no reason why Glide Metathesis should not apply, and
yet such is the case.

Again, it may be concluded
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12)

The medial glide of all

EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

roots of the shape CGG is
exceptional with regard to
Glide Metathesis.

As noted earlier, the active participle is formed
When

on the pattern CiCiC, e.g. kitib+u, 'writing'.

w or Y constitutes the second radical, it becomes
by the rule of Glottal Formation, cf. kgwin+u

ka'in+u, sayir+u
respectively.

-- >

--

>

s'air+u, 'being' and 'going',

It should now be possible tc substitute

any of the doubly weak roots mentioned above for the
three consonants of the active participle pattern.
The result would be kawiy+u,
and so forth.

tawiy+u, rawiy+u, 'awiy+u,

Following the earlier presentation, we

expect the third radical y

to elide by Glide Elision,

to be followed by i-Assimilation and Lengthening.
would yield kawi, taw,

rai,

and 'iwi.

This

In addition

one expects the w of these forms to become ' as predicted by Glottal Formation, but the correct phonetic
representations are those just listed, and not ka'I,
ti'I,

etc.

Once again, this non-application of Glottal

0A

Formation might be blamed on the long vowel which

follows w.

The accusative forms succeed in dismissing

this explanation however.

13)

kawiy+a

ironing

rawiy+a

relating

tiwiyi-a

folding

'awiyta

seeking shelter
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Here the third radical y does not elide because of
the if-then condition placed on Glide Elision.
neither does the w become ' as expected.

But

Apparently,

then, the following redundancy exists.

14)

EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

The medial glide of all roots
of the shape CGG is exceptional
with regard to Glottal Formation.

It is not difficult to demonstrate that 14) is- true
of morphological
In

7.2.1,

cf.

12),

classes other than active participles.
it

was pointed out that nouns of

the shape CVCCVC+at often become CaCECiC in the plural.
The noun mi+kwit+u+n,
'to iron'

included in

'iron',
2)

is

and 4)

related to the verb
above.

It

quite

obviously derives from underlying mi+kway+at+u+n
(cf. ma+ktab+at+u+n, 'library') by Glide Elision of
y and Lengthening.

Notice incidentally that this form

is an exception to Glide Metathesis as captured by 12).
The plural of underlying mi+kway+at should be ma+kiwiy+umn
according to the pattern noted above.
the y should elide by Glide Elision,

From this form
the u should

assimilate to i by i-Assimilation, whereupon by Truncation, we are left with ma+kiwi-n, which is the correct
representation of 'irons'.

What about the w?

Surely

w should become ' by Glottal Formation, were it not
for 14), which correctly forbids the change.

State-

ment 14) is thus borne out by additional classes of
words.

It is interesting to note that a similar noun
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type, underlying ma+nwar+at+uj

becomes the expected

ma+na'ir+u, 'lighthotises' in the plural, as well as
'lighthouse',

the expected ma+nir+at+u,

in

the singular.

The derivations proceed as follows:

15)

ma+nawir+u

ma+nwar+at+u

ma+ni' ir+u

Glottal Formation

ma+nawr+at+u

Glide Metathesis

ma+naawr+at+u

V-Epenthesis

ma+naar+at+u

G-Syncope

ma+nar+at+u

Lengthening

There is no reason, given the abstract representations of 15), for 12) or 14) to be invoked.
Glottal Formation and Glide Metathesis

Thus,

apply as pre-

dicted.
It

x

has been noted in

after i,

etc.

e.g.

radiw+a

several places that w becomes

-- >

radiy+a,

du9iw+a

-- >

du9iy+a,

Let us now turn to a new pattern which gives

rise to iw

combinations.

This pattern is

the verbal

noun class of certain derived verbs.

16)
'i+n+kasar+a

it m. was broken

'i+n+kisir+u

process of being br6ken

'i+ktaaf+a.

he discovered

' i+k tiigif+u

discovery
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In the first example, n is a particle signifying the
The t of the second set of examples is

passive.
inf ix,

kaaf +a,

cf.

that the

'he

We may. assume

uncovered'.

i of abl the examples of 16)

is

the prosthe-

tic vowel predicted by the rule of Prosthesis.
is

an

It

the means of forming the verbal noun which is

This consists of lengthening the stem

portant here.
vowel to give

im-

i

and switching the preceding a to i.

It is easy to see that if w is substituted in the
verbal noun patterns of 16), that iw sequences will
arise.

In fact such forms are found, and as predicted

w become y.

17)

'i+n+qid+a

he was led

'i+n+qiyd+u

compliance

(<--

(<-- 'i-n+qiwid+u)

r<.--

'i+ytawal+a)

assassination (<--

'i+ytiwil+u)

he assassinated

'i+ytal+a
'i+ytiyal+u

'i+n+qawad+a)

The segment w and not y is known to be the underlying
second radical because of alternations such as qawd+u,
'leadership', yawl+u,'seizure',

and so'forth.

The

verbal nouns of 17) are interesting for 'they illustrate
the switching of w to
as 1) above.

x, one

of the processes listed

The doubly weak roots should be substi-

tuteable ins similar patterns.

In fact, we do find

'i+n-itawa, 'it was folded', which derives from
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i+n+taway+a,

cf. 2),

3), and 4)'

x

was ironed', from 'i+ktaway+a, where
the w does not.

because of 7),

'it

and *i+ktawa,

elides but

Now the verbal nouns

corresponding to these derived verbs should be in
the abstract representation,

'i+n+tiwy+u

and

i+ktiwiy+u,

given the normal pattern illustrated in 16) and 17).
The y of these forms should become
tion,

giving 'i+n+tiwa'+u

by Glottal Forma-

'

and 'i+ktiwi'+u.

Also the

w of these forms should become Y by w-to-y in a manner
analogous to the change evidenced by the verbal nouns
of -17).

It

is

not surprising to find that the phonetic

representations

and 'i+ktiy'

are not 'i+n+tiyi'+u

but rather 'i+n+tiwi'+u and 'i+ktiwai+u.
these forms are exceptions to w-to-y.

+u,

In other words,

The redundancy

may be stated as 18).

.18) EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

The medial glide of all roots
of the shape CGG is exceptional
with regard to w-to-y.

To summarize the results of this section,
pick the root
the preceding.

L

we may

already mentioned several times in
The perfective dul

'taway+q, 'they m.d.

sought shelter', is an exception to Glide Eclipsis, the
imperfect subjunctive ya+,'wiyea, 'that he seek shelter'
is an exception to Glide Mdtathesis

th& active patticiple

'iwiy+a, declined in the accusative, is an exception to
to Glottal Formation; and finally the feminine plural
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imperative

'Iw

na,

'seek

f.p.

shelter'.

The ultimate

form derives from ta+-'-wiy+na, the normal third person.
feminine plural imperfective, 'Sour

f.p. seek shelter

The ta is elided leaving 'wiy+na to which Prosthesis
adds 'i, giving 'i+'wiy+na.~ A rule which has not yet
been discussed turns the second ' to i, accounting for
the long i.

Of course the third radical y becomes i

by Syl. Assim.

The complete derivation is repeated

ao 19), omitting details of.Vowel Elision and Ablaut.

19)

ta+'wiy+na
'wiy+na

ta-Deletion

'i+'wiy+na

Prosthesis

'i+iwiy+na

new rule

'i+iwii+na

Syl. Assim.

'IwI+na

Lengthening

It is important to understand that neither Glide
Metathesis nor w-to-y applies in the course of this
derivation.

This apparently follows as a consequence

of the fact that the stem is

doubly wegk,

i.e.

12)

and 18) prevail.
One should attempt to collapse all of 7),
14),

and 18).

12),

A first attempt would be to claim that

the second radical of all CGG roots is simply impervious
to any change, i.e. that it is marked as an exception
to all rules.

That this is not correct becomes clear

upon consideration

of yet another rule of Arabic.
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This rule turns w to

x

before

x.

Consider, for example,

the verbal noun pattern CaCC, so typical of many nonderived verbs.
nagar+a, 'he

The verbal noun corresponding

spread',

is

nalr+u,

'spreading',

to
of

hasab+a, 'he counted', hasb+u, '-counting', and so on.
The verbal noun of tawa, noted above, should according
to this pattern be tawy+u, but because of the rule
under discussion, we find tayy+u,
place of w.
refe

20)

i.e. with y in

The rule may be stated as 20)

for future

nce.

w

--.

>

y / __y

This indicates that the claim that the medial
radical of CGG roots is
wrong.

exceptional to all

rules is

2 A more conservative approach would be to claim

that the medial radical of all CGG roots is exceptional
with respect to all rules- having the effect of changing
this segment from its

status as a high glide.

All

the rules of 1) do this, but Rule 20) does not, i.e.
w retains its character as a high glide viz.

x.

That

this approach is also incorrect will be indicated by

some examples to be presented in 8.2 below.

Further,

the approach adopted later in this chapter, if correct,
will reduce the exception classes considerably, as
well as the rule to which these classes are exceptions .
One now wishes to press further to discover what
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underlies these exceptional

classes and why the four

rules listed as 1) behave similarly in rejecting the
medial glide of CGG roots.

This is the target we are

aiming at in this chapter.

Before turning directly

to this task, however, some new classes of exceptions
may be introduced.

8.2 Further Exceptions
Another class of exceptions to the rules listed
under 1) above is the class of verbs termed the verbs
of color and defect.

The exceptionhood of these verbs

holds both for the non-derived and derived verbs of
this class.
color is

A representative example of a verb of

the verb sawid+a,

'he became black',

which

is an exception to Glide Eclipsis, along with its
corresponding imperfective yalswad4u,

'lie becomes

black', an exception to Glide Eetathesis .

The active

participle of this verb is not normally encountered,
but its formal representation is clearly siwid+u with
w and not sa'id+u, the latter of which is preposterous.
In other words, this root is an exception to Glottal
Formation.

Clearly this root is functioning in a

manner reminiscent of the CGG roots of 8.1, so that
it may b3 inferred that this root is also exceptional
with respect to w-to-y, although here no examples
bearing out this claim exist.

Intuitively, the Arabic

speaker knows that 'i+stiw~.d+u and not 'i+stiydu is
a possible derived form, where the root swd relates
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That the root swd must relate to

to the color'black'.

the color 'black' for the form to be exceptional is
paramount and proven by the fact that sawad+a becomes
sad+a by Glide Eclipsis
'master'.

means

Thus

and Lengthening when the root
'he

sid+a means

became master',

and takes imperfective ya+sid+u, from ya+swud+u via
Glide Metathesis.

The active participle is, moreover,

sa'id+u, 'prevailing', from sawid+u by Glottal Formation.
We also find siyad+at+u,
w-to-y.

All

from siwad+at+u via

verbs of color behave as does

Thus, bayid+a,
white',

'mastery',

'he became white',

bayid+u,

sawid+a,

ya+byad+u,

'becoming white',

etc.

'he becomes

etc., where Glide

Eclipsis, Glide Metathesis, and Glottal Formation do
not apply.
We conclude with the following

21)

EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

redundancy:

Stems of color are exceptional
with regard to 1).

It was stated above that verbs of defect are exceptional.
Examples include the verbs 9awir+a, 'he became one-eyed',
which is an exception to Glide Eclipsis, its imperfect
ya+9war+u,

'he becomes one-eyed',

Metathesis; 9awij+a,

an exception to Glide

'it became crooked', with imperfect

ya+9waj+u, 'it becomes crooked', exceptions to Glide
Eclipsis and Glide Metathesis;

and others.

Again if

the stem does not bear the correct meaning, i.e. if
it is not related to 'defects', then it is not exceptional.
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we might note that one of

Taking the root 9wr again,

the derived forms, the 'a causative is completely
regular since it has nothing to do with 'one-eyedness'.
We find 'a+9r+a, 'he loaned', from 'a+9war+a via
Glide Metathesis, V-Epenthesis, G-Syncope, and Lengthening.

22) EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

Stems of defect are exceptional
with regard to 1).

Adjectives of color and defect are also exceptions
to 1).

Consider the adjectives

'aswad+u,

'abyad+u, 'white', 'a9war+u, 'one-eyed',
'crooked', etc.,
above.

'black',
'a9waj+u,

all related to the verbs presented

All these adjectives are exceptional with

respect to Glide Metathesis.
Another class of exceptionswhich include
'.atwal+u,

'taller',

and 'aqwam+u, 'straighter*, are

examples which do not unddrgo Glide Metathesis.

23) EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

Comparatives are exceptional
with regard to 1).

Another exceptional class is the so-called class

of verbs of surprise.

These can be roughly paraphrased

as 'how Adj. X is', e.g. rh

'atwali-a l+walad+u, 'how

tall the boy is', where 'atwal+a is an exception to
Glide Metathesis.
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24) EXCEPTION STATEMENT:

Verbs of surprise are exceptional

with regard to 1).

All these forms should be compared with 'a+til+a,
'he

lengthened',

the 'a

causative of twi, which is

perfectly regular and derives from 'a+twal+a by the
processes delineated in the preceding chapter.
We now wish to turn to a possible explanation for
these data.

However first note that it will not due

to simply mark the exceptional glides as exceptions
to any rule having the effect of switching the medial
glide to a non-glide segment as suggested in the last

section.
in

4.3 where it

plural of

Assim.
w is

This becomes clear when we recall the discussion
was pointed out that suwd+u,

the

'aswad+u, 'black', becomes suud+u by Syl.

and finally sud+u by Lengthening.

the medial w of an adjective

But this

of color and thus

according to the proposal -mentioned above,

should

be exceptional

Since it

with regard to Syl.

Assim.

is not, this proposal must be wrong.

3

8.3 Glide Eclipsis, Glottal Formation, and w-to-y,Revisited
The rule of Glide Eclipsis has the following effect:

25)

VGV

-- r>

V0V

The rule of Glide Metathesis has a similar effect,
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26)

CGV

COVG

-- >

which can be more easily seen if the deleted segment
or moved segment is replaced by 0, the null element.

27)

V

G

V

-- >

V

0

V

C

G

V

-- >

C

0

V

The similarity is

G

obvious and can be made so if

we

replace 25) by the following:

28)

V

G

V

-- >

V

0

V

G

Comparing 28) with 26), we have 29).

29)

V

G

V

-- >

V

0

V

G

C

G

V

-- >

C

0

V

G

This is tantamount to claiming that Glide Eclipsis is
in

fact a metathesis rule,

rather than a deletion rule.

In other words, kawan+a becomes kaawn+a by this rule.
But notice that if

this is

done4g the means are already

available for taking kaawn+a into the desired kaan+a-namely the rule of G-Syncope accomplishes

just this

result, so that Lengthening gives us the correct k~ana,
of. 7.1.2.

Replacing the old rule of Glide Eclipsis

with the new metathesis approach is therefore in no
sense more costly, for the latter approach does not
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MoteoVer, by the move towards

entail new ad hoc rules.

metathesis,

the symmetry of 29)

is

now capturable in

terms of a single rule, abbreviating the two cases.

30) G-Metathesis:

[4G

V

-- >

0

V

G

This new process will be referred to as G-Metathesis
to distinguish it from the earlier Glide Eclipsis and

Glide Metathesis.
can be expanded

Case a. refers to the change which

as 28).

Case b. is

essentially

the

older Glide Metathesis.
The collapsed version of these processes is
importantfor it allows us to reduce the number of

exceptional rules listed in 1) above from four rules
to three.

If a form is exceptional with regard to

Glide Eclipsis, it has been noted

that the same

root is also exceptional with regard to Glide Metathesis,
e.g.
etc.

sawid+a and ya+swad+u,

kaway+-

and ya+kwiy+ia+ni,

This implication is a natural consequence of

collapsing

the two earlier

rules as one,

i.e.

as 30).

Since the two rules are in fact one, it follows that
we should find similar exceptions.

If Glide Eclipsis

and Glide Metathesis were really two distinct processes,
we might expect some forms to be exceptions to the former,
and others to the latter.

But such is ne'ver the case,

strongly indicating that 30) is correct.
This suggests an interesting explanation to why
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Glottal Formation should be part of the exceptional
mechanism noted in 8.1 and 8.2, i.e. to why kiwiyia,
sawid+u, etc. do not undergo Glottal Formation of 1).
Suppose we allow G-Metathesis to apply to underlying
active participles and similar patterns, i.e. to
kawin+u,

sayir+u,

and the other forms mentioned in
This gives kiiwn+u, saiyr+u,

7.2.1 including darayib+u.

sair+u,

and dariiyb+u,

which by G-Syncope leaves kiin+u,

and dariib+u.

We now simply replace Glottal Formation

with the following rule of Glottal Epenthesis.

31)

Glottal Epenthesis:

0

--

> '

This rule will now take kiin+u,

/ i__V

sair+u and dariib+u into

the desired ki'in+u, sa'ir+u, and dari'ib+u.
The approach utilizing 31),

the epenthesis rule,

it should be noted, is a much more plausible rule
phonetically than the Glottal Formation rule listed
in

1).

In

fact,

it

is

ever be converted to '.

debatable that w and y can
However, epenthesizing glottal

stops is not at all an uncommon process.

More important

than any elusive naturnalness arguments, however, is
the fact that by replacing Glottal Formation with
Glottal Epenthesis, we reduce the list of rules
participating in the exception mechanism by one additional rule.

Thus, forms such as kaway+E and ya-ikwy~a+ni

are exceptions to 30 ), but so is kawiy+a, the active
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participle.

That kiwiy+a is an exception to 30)

automatically insures that
31),

it

will not undergo rule

Glottal Epenthesis, for only if w disappears

from this sequence, will ' be stuck back.. The same
goes for siwid+u, etc.
G-Metathesis--thus,
undergo 3.1).

it

This form does not undergo
follows

that

it

does not

This approach begins to explain an

otherwise mysterious

set of observations

about ex-

ceptions noted in the preceding sections.

The

important derivations are listed below.

32)

kiwin+u

sayir+u

kiwiy+a

sawid+u

kaiwn+u

siiyr+u

EXyv

EX.

G-Metathesis

kiin+u

sair+u

--

--

G-Syncope

ki'in+u

sa'ir+u

--

--

Glottal Epenthesis

The entries

EX.

in

3 2)

indicate

that

the w of these

forms is exceptional with respect to G-Metathesis.
We see that consequently these forms do not undergo
G-Syncope as well as Glottal Epenthesis.
The approach to the exceptionality of certain

forms with respect to w-to-y is now apparent.

Suppose

we allow G-Metathesis to apply to forms- such as
'i+n+giwad+u and 'Afytiwil+u listed in 17).

This

would give 'i-'n+giiwdeu and 'ifl iiwl+u, which by
G-Syncope le ave s 'i+n+giidiu and 'i-Fytiil+u.

The rule
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.

w-to-y.

call

now restated as an epenthesis rule,

is

it Diphthongization.

0 -- >y/ia

33)

By this rule 'i+n+qiad+u and 'i+ytiil+u

become

'i+n+qiyd+u and 'i+ytiyil+u as desired, cf. 17).
But now take 'i+n+tiway+u
in

and 'i+ktiway+u noted

The w of these forms is

8.1.

with respect to 30),

marked as exceptional

G-Metathesis,

therefore it

follows

that these forms do not undergo 33), Diphthongization.
This,

then,

eliminates the final rule of 1), w-to-y,

from the storehouse of rules involved in the exceptions
discussed in

In

8.1 and 8.2.

place of 1),

we have

three rules, 30)-G-Metathesis, 31)-Glottal Epenthesis,
and 33)-Diphthongization.

The various classes of

exceptions are exceptions to one rule only, the rule
of G-Metathesis, which automatically accounts for
why these forms do not undergo 31) or 33).

8.4 Implications

for Syntax

Several classes of exceptions to G-Metathesis
were noted in 8.1 and 8.2.

These may be listed

along with the associated exception statements which
may be interpreted as redundancy rules..
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34)

1. Roots of the shape CGG:
2. Stems of color:

21)

3. Stems of defect:
4.

Comparatives:

C= [-Rule 30])

24)

(=

[-Rule 30)])

are [+Rule 30)]

To this set of exceptions to Rule 30)
adjectives

30)])

C= [-Rule 30])

23)

But NB causatives

(= [-Rule

(= [-Rule 30])

22)

5. Verbs of Surprise:
6.

12)

7),

of the shape CaCIC,

e.g.

we may now add

tawil+u, 'long,

tall',

does not undergo G-Metathesis, nor does its plural
tiwal+u as proved by the fact that w does not become
even though it follows i.

Also exceptional is a

class of stative or inchoative verbs including tawil+a,

'he became tall, long', ya+twal+u, 'he becomes tall,
long'.

It should also be noted that whenever there

exists a. stative adjectiveibf the shape CaCIC,. there
also exists La corresponding stative or inchoative verb
Of the shape CaCiC or CaCuC,

35)

tawil+u

tall,

hazin+u

long

i.e.

a class-B or C verb.

tawil+a

he was, became tall

sad

hazin+a

he was, became sad

ba9id+u

distant

ba9ud,a

it was distant

sayir+u

small

sayur+a.

he was,

became

small

Notice that if tawil+u derives from tawisl+u by Syl. Assim.
and Lengthening, then this class of exceptions falls
together quite naturally with class 1. of 34), i.e.
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since tawiyl+u possesses two glides,

it

is

expected

to be exceptional, just as are words such as taway+i,
etc.

kaway+a,
35)

Now the derivational facts listed in

are interesting for the meaning of the verb is
This might be

predictable from the adjective.

expressed by the following notation.

36)

-.- >

Xad

In other words if

,verb
adj. = CaCiyC
verb = CaCiC/CaCuC

to be, become X

we know the meaning of the adjective,

we also know the meaning of the verb.

This is also

true of comparatives and verbs of surprise, i.e. of
classes 4. and 5. of 34).
.37)

Xadj.

Xad

--

> [X er]adj ,adj

=

> how Xverb NP is,

verb = ma 'aCCaC

'aCCaC

This fact about the productivity of the semantics of
the corresponding adjective and verb, comparative, or
verb of surprise together with the fact about exceptions
indicates that the adjective is the underlying category.
If

CaCiyC is taken as the underlying category, there

is no problem predicting the semantics of the derived
forms.

Moreover, before the adjective is converted to

the desired derived category,

it will be marked as

an exception to Rule 30, G-Metathesis, thus accounting
for why the stative-inchoative verbs, comparatives,
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and verbs of surprise do not undergo G-Metathesis.
The results of this analysis are not minimal,

for

a large class of exceptions are thereby reduced to
a single class, i.e. 4. and 5. as well as verbs of
stativity-inchoation are reduced to class 1. of 34).
Obviously,

the stems of color and defect may be

treated in an analogous fashion.

Only here, the

form 'aCCaC instead of being interpreted as a
comparative will be interpreted as the basic adjective.
It

is

interesting to note that comparatives of color

and -defect adjectives can not be formed by the regular
means, only by periphrastic constructions, which squares
with this claim.

4

We now turn to the crucial example of 34),
which is

not an exception to G-Metathesis.

a+twal+a becomes
and G-Syncope.

'a+til+a

by G-Metathesis,

6.

That is,
V-Epent" asis,

But should this form not also be

an exception since it is related to the adjective
tawll+u, i.e. this verbs means
long'?

'he lengthened,

made

In fact this constitutes a strong argument

against deriving the causative from the'
associated adjective.

And supporting this claim

*is the fact about semantics.

No simple rule can be

given predicting the semantics 6fothe causative.

Thus,

to take just a few examples, 'a+nwam+a, which becomes
'a-tnirm+a by the relevant processes, is related to the
verb nima (from nawim+a),

'he slept', but does not
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simply mean 'to make sleep'.

Rather it is used of

a child, and means 'to put a baby to sleep'.
examples of this type can be given.
many forms taking the causative

Numerous-

In addition

shape could not

naturally derive from a more abstract representation.
Thus,

'a+xbar+a, 'he informed' is not obviously related

to any more basic structure.
These two facts, then, converge to indicate that
the causative forms are basic to the lexicon,

i.e.

do

not derive from more abstract non-causative structures. 5
On the other hand, the other exceptional classes listed
in 34) are not basic but associated with transformational
devices,

probably lexical insertion transformations.

The facts presented above
mirror those of English in
fortuitous.

a way which is

perhaps not

In English words such as elimination,

derivation, etc. undergo the stress rules with the
derivational suffix ion participating in crucial ways
in these processes.

However, suffixes such as the

gerundive marker ing, adverbial jg, etc. are not
relevant to the stress assigning mechanisms, e.g.
they do not serve to make up strong clusters, etc.,

/
6
so that we get decently and not decently.

This

distinction fits naturally with the so-called ''lexicalist
hypothesis'' recently espoused by Chomsky, et. al.
The Arabic facts are quite similar to those of English.
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In

we are

however,

place of nominalizations,

considering causatives, and instead of stress
rules,

we are considering metathesis rules of the

type discussed above.
two cases is this:

The similarity

Atween the

those items which appear in

toto in the lexicon are not exceptions to the various
rules of the phonological component.. Those which
arise by transformations,

either grammatical or lexical

insertion transformations, do not undergo certain,
perhaps formally designateable, rules.

uniform in their inter-

cases are semantically

pretation, the former, understandably,
with some subregularities,
class.

The latter

idiosyncratic

but by no .means a uniform

This can be clarified further by means of a

diagram.

38Y

II
LEXICON:

[X]

III

['a[X] ]
v

adj.z3

LXv

£ ion]N
v

-H

Strudtures ['a[ Jad3 .AP

generated by
phrase structure rules

V

Iy

[IV
ing[ IV]N

2s

The Arabic lexicon will contain items I
The causative morph '

is part of the lexical entry

of the adjectives of color and

whereas the 'a

II,

and II.

defect (cf. I), comparatives, and verbs of surprise
The English lexicon contains items III

is not.

Here the ending ion is

and IV.
entrv,
is

analogous to II,

parallelism with English.
entry,

it

Thus,

there is

a

Because II is a lexical

undergoes the metathesis rule just as does

which is

IV,

7

although the suffix ig

again analogous to I.

not,

part of the lexical

a lexical entry.

But I and III are both

inserted into more complex structures, the former
yielding 'a+CCaC, the latter, ing+_V.

The latter fact

may account for the exceptions encountered in both
languages.

The insertion of the word boundary after

V and before ing to block stress assignment in

such

cases may be a formal representation of this deeper
underlying fact.

On the other hand it may be that

the relevant rules,

G-Metathesis and Stress Assignment

in

the lexicon itself

English apply in

III,

and IV,

tR items I,

II

thus automatically accounting. for why

irg is not relevant as an environment for stress in

English.8 To prohibit the G-Betathesis rule from applying
to item I,.we might make use of the followi'ng redundancy

noted earlier:

39)

G

-- >

E-G-MetathesisJ

/ __VG

On the other hand, if G-Metathesis applies in the
lexicon,

as just suggested,

then tawiyl+u will derive

from tawyil+u, as in fact suggested in Chapter VII,
cf.

7.2.l, from which it

elide.

follows that the w will not

Metathesis take tawyil+u into tawiyl+u and

nothing more.

It is not clear which of the possible

alternatives is the correct one, however, the direction
in which the solution lies is fairly clear.

If this

is so, then the lexical hypothesis is further strengthened
and the level of deep structure is given empirical
justification.
8.5 Implicatidns

for Phonology

The data discussed in 8.1 and 8.2 indicate that
Diphthongization is to be favored over w-to-y.

This

of course constitutes evidence in favor of the Local
Ordering Theory and against the Cyclic Theory discussed
at some length in

Chapter VI.

Nevertheless,

let this

not totally dissolve the issue, for there is still some
conflicting evidence to come.

The rules adopted in this chapter include the following:

40)

Redundancy:

G -- > C- G-Metathesis]

G

V

Glottal Epenthesis:

0

G-Metathesis:{l

Diphthongization:

-- >[1

--

0e-->

>

'

0

VG

/

V

G

a.

/ a_V
/

_a

Let us keep in mind the possibility that w-to-y may
still

be favored over Diphthongization.
We shall not attempt to integrate these rules

with those discussed earlier until the more propitious moment arrives in

the following chapter when

we reconsider the original rule of Glide Elision, to
which the reader may already have related the rule
of G-Metathesis.

IA

2tLl

Footnotes

to Chapter VIII

1. The lexical hypothesis is due to Chomslry (1967).

Also cf.

Chomsky (1967,

1970).

2. Of course the claim could be maintained if it could
be shown that 20) is a universal rule or marking
The exception
convention and that w-to-.y is not.
redundancy would apply only to the rules of the
grammar of Arabic and have no bearing on universal

conventions, etc.

However, there seems to be no

independent evidence for making this distinction,
such evidence is forthcoming, we must
and until
continue as in the text.
3. Again there is the possibility that Syllabicity
Cf. footnote 2.
Assimilation is universal.
4. That is, one cannot say 'The book is greener than
as one says 'The book is longer than
the pencil'
Instead one must say 'The book is
the pencil'.
greater than the pencil in greenness', or some
such similar periphrastic locution.
to note that Fodor (1970) has
5. It is interesting
conclusion in English on the
drawn precisely thise

basis of grammatical evidence.
6. However cf.'oblflatory versus obligatorily, where
One would
does function as a lexical affix.
expect there to be a semantic correlation with
these phonological facts.. That is, decently should
be definable in terms of decent, but obligatorily
I have
not necessarily in terms of obligatory.
problem in any depth and am
not looked into this

unable to determine whether this is

so.

7. It is generally assumed that inj is moved to the
post verbal position by a transformatidn, cf. Chomsky
(1957).
8.

That word level stress

should apply in

'the lexicon

fits nicely with some recent results of Bresnan (1970).
Above it was noted that the jwa of ma 'a+twal+a l+walad+u
does not undergo Glide Metathe sis. What about the

It is possible to include a word
wa of 1+walad+u?
article 1 ('al after
boundary, M, between the defiite
non-vowels) and the stem and thus block Glide Metathesis
from applying, much in the way stress is blocked in
But following the suggestion
English when inq is present.
of the text, we also do not expect Glide Metathesis
because the stem is inserted into the complex structure
including the definite article 1, viz. [1+[]NIN
9. If the exception rules listed in 1) were not reduced
to a single relevant case, the evidence for the lexical
stand, for it is independent of
hypothesis would still
the former problem. This is mentioned in view of the
turn taken in the following chapter, where it is argued
that G-Metathesis.(actually a more general rule) is the
historically antecedent rule of Arabic, and later argued to be the
correct rule for the modern literary language.
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Chapter IX
METATHESIS

9.0 In this chapter a new look at G-Metathesis and
the earlier rule of I.D. Metathesis,
reveal some striking similarities.
tions which become apparent in

cf.

4.4,

will

The generaliza-

the course of this

discussion may be captured by collapsing the two
rules.

The result is questioned in 9.3, where some

evidence is given arguing against this solution.
However, the evidence is of a tenuous nature, and
new evidence uncovered in Chapters X, XI, and XII serves to

prove that the conclusions drawn in 9.1 and 9.2 are
correct,

although not in

historical explanation is

detail.

In

Chapter X a

attempted for why these two

rules should have collapsed as one in the first place.
Also some new synchronic evidence is offered.
9.1 Identical Consonant Metathesis
In 4.4 the rule of I.D. Metathesis was motivated
by examples such as 'atbibi'+u
others.

-- >

'atibb'+y, among

Let us repeat this rule, replacing. the moved

segment by 0.
1) I.D. Metathesis:

CkVCJkV

--

OVCkCkV

What is to be noted with some interest about this

r,

rule is

its

to the rule of G-Metathesis.

similarity

Both rules move the second radical of the stem rightCompare the function of these two rules:

ward.

2)

G-Metathesis:

1G

LCJ G

V

->IV

C)

V G

a.

b.
kCCkV

>0

Ck VCk-

I.D. Metathesis:

0

Case a. of G-Metathesis is essentially the earlier

rule of Glide Eclipsis,

but in

the metathesis format.

Let us investigate this case of G-Metathesis in more
detail.

We have already cited examples of underlying

aGa and aGi and it

was shown that

become a via several steps,
etc.,

these sequences

e.g. kawan+a -- > kaawn+a,

xawif+a -- > xaiwf+a, etc.

The crucial cases

are those of the shape iGa and uGa.
underlying representations
sequences

such as these arise?

can be motivated for

hollow stems.

the shape CiCC+at usually form their
to the pattern CiCaC.
in the plural, birak+u,

What happens when

plural

Thus, birk+at+u,

Such

Singulars
according

'pond' is,

'ponds'; git9+at+u,

'piece',

is

of

J

-
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gita9+u,

'pieces'; rirw+at+u,

'bribe',

is riti,

'bribes' (from rilaw+u by Glide Elision, a-Assim.,
and Lengthening);

and so forth.

Another singular-

plural alternation, which probably reduces to the
former type,

is the singular CuCC+at with CuCaC

plural.

For example nuqt+at+u, 'dot',

nugat+u,

'dots'; rukb+at+u, 'knee',

'knees'; etc.

becomes

becomes rukab+u,

Finally it is to be noted that CaCC+at

sometimes becomes CiCaC or CuCaC in the plural, e.g.
gary+at+u,

'village', becomes qur,

(from quray+u).

'villages'

We now have a potential set of forms

in which the sequences iGa and uGa could occur.

And

we do find the desired examples.

3)

singular
hiyl+at+u
(becomes
day9+at+u
suwr+at+u
(becomes
dawl+at+u

plural

ruse
hil+at+u)

hiyal+u

ruses

village

diya9+u

villages

picture
sur+at+u)

suwar+u

pictures

state

duwal+u

states

Not surprising is the fact that w

and y

are retained

in the plural. The presence of these high glides can
be insured through either of two means.
may place

a

condition

of G-Metathesis, i.e.

on the Glide Eclipsis
the a.

First we
case

case, as follows:

4)

G-Metathesis:

i

G

This rule,

V

--

>f]

G, if

0V

j=[+1o],

along with the if-then condition,

then i=t+1o]

accounts

for all the necessary cases which are summarized as

5)

5).

aGa-->aaG
aGi

--> aiG

aGu -- > auG

iGa--> iGa
uGa--->uGa

The other approach, suggested by the results of
the last
on 4)

nGa
later

is

chapter,

to forego the.condition placed

and to allow G-Metathesis

to apply to iGa and

sequences giving iaG and uaG.

The actual phonetic

be eliminated by G-Syncope.

glides,

however,

Diphthongization

The glides will

are now predictable
(cf. 8.3)

is

if -the rule of

adopted.

This rule may

be restated as 6).

6)

Diphthongization:

0

-- >

/

f

a

The rule is an informal abbreviation for the
change of ia to .ya

and _ua to uwa.

U~nder this

analysis hiyal+u becomes hiayl+u by G-.Metathesis,
hial+u by G-Syncope, and hiyal+u by Diphthongization.

Similarly duwal+u becomes duawl+u, dual+u, and duwal+u.

Let us refer to the former approach, i.e. that utilizing
4),
that

as the CONDITION approach, and to the latter, i.e.
utilizing

obvious

that

the initial

6),
if

as the DIPH.

approach.

the CONDITION approach

V and C of G-Metathesis

omitted and brought in

in

line with I.D.

It

is

is

adopted,

2)

cannot be

Metathesis,

the condition requires the presence of V,

for

cf. 4).

But now let us reexamine I.D. Metathesis to see if
perhaps this

rule might not give us a hint as to the

correct statement of G-Metathesis.

The plurals

discussed in 4.4 constitute cases of CCkVCkV sequences
becoming CVCkCkV by I.D.

Metathesis.

The

initial

C

is added to bring out the parallelism between it and
case b.

of G-Metathesis,

of 7.2.

7)

the old Glide Metathesis

An example of this

'atbib'+u--

change

is

listed

as 7).

'atibb'+u

The relevant sequences have been underlined.
In

addition to I.D.

as in 7),

with .j.nitial

there are cases with with initial

noted in 4.4.,

8)

Metathesis

madad'a

C

.V, already

i.e. VCkVCkV -- > VVCkCkV

-- >

maadd+a

(--->

madd+a, cf. 4-2)

of 4.4)
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Again the relevant sequences are underscored to
this change with that

bring out the parallelism.of
of case a.
Now if

I.D.

of G-Metathesis,

stated with the initial

Metathesis is

and C included in

7)

i.e. the old Glide Eclipsis.
V.

this will bring it

and 8),

closer

to the statement of G-Metathesis in 2).

9) G-Metathesis:

G

I.D. Metathesis:

V

VCk

--

k

>iGEl

V

k

>VCk
(C)

The re-

This parallelism is brought out clearly in 9).

statement of I.D. Metathesis of 9) contains two cases,
just like G-Metathesis.

Is

there any independent

evidence for restating I.D. Metathesis as 9)?
is.

There

Suppose we find singular nouns of the shape

CiC C +at and CuC C+at.
k k
k.
0k
discussion,

cf.

3),

We know from the preceding

that the plurals should be CiCkaCk

and CukaCk respectively.

However, now I.D.

Metathesis

would be applicable to the plurals of such representations.

10)

But we in

fact find the following:

plural

singular
sikk+at+u

road

sikak+u

roads

limm+at+u

lock

(hair) limam+u

locks

qubb+.at+u

dome

qubab+u

domes

b.

Note well that although the plural forms sikak+u,
limam+u,

and

ubab+u meet -the struc.tural description

of the rule of I.D.
apply.
quabb+u.

That is
In

Metathesis,

the rule does not

we do not get siakk+u,

liamm+u,

or

order to block application of I.D.

Metathesis to such forms,

and many others like them,

an if-then condition must be placed on this rule.

11)

I.D.

Metathesis:

fi

1

Ck

-V

Ck

VVSVjCkCkV,
if j=[+10],
then i=[+lo]

In other words, I.D.

Metathesis will not apply in

the case of iCkaCky and uCk aCkV sequences, although
it will apply to aCkaCkV, aCkickV, and aCkuCkV sequences.
The former case has been illustrated by means of
madad+a -- > maadd+a.

be motivated.

The latter

two cases can also

Compare the following paradigms:

'0

12)

04

katab+tu

I wrote

madad+tu

I

katab+ta

you m.s. wrote

madad+ta

you m.s.

stretched

katab+ti

you f.s. wrote

madad+ti

you f.s.

stretched

katab+a

he wrote

madd.a

he stretched

katab+at

she wrote

madd+at

she stretched

balil+tu

I remained

labub+tu

I became sensible

balil+ta

you m.s. remained

labub+ta

you m.s.

became

6alil+ti

you f.s.

labub+ti

you f.s.

became sensible

ball+a

he remained

labb+a

he became sensible.

6'all+at

she remained

labb+at

she became

remained

stretched

sensible

sensible
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It was shown in

4.4.

that madad+a and

nadad+at are

the underlying representations for third person
madd+a and madd+at respectively.

It is not difficult

to see that similarly 6alil+a, balil+at, labub+a, and
labub+at underlie the third person ball+a, ball+at,
labb+a and labb+at of 12).

The surface forms may be

derived according to the following derivations:

13)

madad+at

balil+at

labub+at

maadd+at

baill+at

laubb+ at

I.D.

baall+at

laabb+at,

a-Assimilation

ball+at

labb+at

Truncation

madd+at

The relevant cases are,

then,

Metathesis

covered by I.D.

Metathesis.

The following changes can be listed

with respect

to this rule.

14)

aCk aCkV

-- >aaCkVk

aCk

kV

-- >

aiC C V

aCkuCkV

-- >

auCkCk V

iCk aCkV

-- >

iC aCkV

uCk aCkV

-- >

uCk aCkV

kk

This is exactly the set of changes noted in terms
of G-Metathesis (11)) and listed as 5).

If the

statement of G-Metathesis embodied in 11) is adopted,
then the two rules, G-Metathesis and I.D. Metathesis
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more closely resemble one another.

I

G V
i
(CC1Ci=[+lo]

15)

i

B:

C1c V.

LCJ

j

v

C

--

>f4

0

V

G, if

J=[+lo), then

V.

C

V,

k

C

if j=[+1o,

kthen

ICD

i=[+lo]

Both rules move a segment to the right over a single
the second or medial

and the moved segment is

vowel,

radical of the stem in both cases, cf. xawif+a and
madad+a,

yAxwaf+u and ya+mdud+u,

will be discussed below.
one with initial
taken,

of which

the latter

Both rules exhibit two cases,

Vthe other with C.

Further if

similar constraints on what V. and V

V is

may be exist,

captured by identical if-then conditions on the rules.
These similarities may not be coincidental.

They

indicate that the approach of 15), anticipated earlier
by 4),
15),

may be correct.

In fact, now Rule A of

G-Metathesis, and Rule B of 15),

I.D. Metathesis,

may be collapsed as follows:

16)

G-I.D.

Metathesis:

Ii[

aG V.

<Ck V>b

Condition:

I0

if j=E+o1],

Ck>a
<>

then i=D-[+1

Condition: if a, then b
The second condition insur~es that if Ck is present as

kb<CV>
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the second radical,

then the relevant identical C

followed by a vowel must also be present. We shall see

later

that the converse implication does not hold, i.e.
if V

is followed by CkV, the second radical may be

G and 16)

will still apply.

9.2 Further
In 9.1

Similarities
it was pointed out that I.D. Metathesis

and G-Metathesis are similar in several important
respects.
noted.

There are additional

similarities to be

The first point concerns the relative ordering

of I.D. Metathesis and G-Metathesis.
centrate here on the b.

cases of 15)

We shall cononly, i.e. on

those cases of metathesis involving the sequences
CGV and CCk VC kV.

In chapter VII, section 7.2.2 a

rather detailed argument was given proving that
ta-to-tu,

22) of 7.2.2,must precede both Causative-

'a-Deletion and Glide Metathesis, the latter being
case b.

of 15)A.

that ta-to-tu

By similar reasoning we can now show
must precede case b.

of I.D. Metathesis.

This is obvious from the fact that the imperfect
causative of the root mdd is yu+midd+u,
tu+midd+u,

'she aids',

and ta+'a+madad+u.

'he aids',

from underlying ya+'a+madad+.u
The derivations run as follows:
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17)

ya+'a+madad+u

ta+'a+madad+u

ya+'a+mdad+u

ta+'a+mdad+u

Vowel Elision

ya+'a+mdid+u

ta+'a+mdid+u

Ablaut

yu+ 'a+mdid+u

tu+'a+mdid+u

ta-to.tu

yu+mdid+u

tu+mdid+u

Caus..-Del.

yu+midd+u

tu+midd+u

I.D. Metathesis

These derivations should be compared with those of
29) in 7.2.2 and particularly with 30) in that section.
does precede Caus.-'a-Del.,

.ta-to-.tu
I.D.

Metathesis

cannot precede

If

then clearly

ta-to-.tu,

for the latter

rule changes a to u only when followed by a single
consonant plus a strong cluster, and I.D. Metathesis
destroys

the strong cluster.

is

first

converted to ya+'a+midd+u,

is

not followed by a single consonant plus a strong

cluster,

rather it

is

plus a weak cluster.
discovered

in

That is,

if

ya+'a+mdid+u

then the a of

followed by a single consonant
This is

the case of

precisely what was

30) of 7.2.2.

So that

both hollow verbs and doubled verbs function identically with respect to
G-Metathesis.

ta-to-tu and. I.D.

Metathesis or

There is another possibility, incidentally,

which has not been discussed.

One could allow

Causative-'a-Del. to apply, to be followed by I.D.
Metathesis or G-Metathesis, whereupon ta-to-tu would
apply correctly yielding the correct results.

The
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derivations 17)

above and 30)

be replaced by 18)

of 7.2.2 would then

(omitting the derivation of

yu+midd+u for brevity).

18)

ta+'a+madad+u

ta+'a+xawaf+u

ta+'a+mdad+u

ta+ 'a+xwaf+u

Vowel Elision

ta+ 'a+mdid+u

ta+ta+xwif+u

Ablaut

ta+mdid+.u

t a+xwif+u

Caus.- Del.

ta+midd+u

ta+xiwf+u

L.D. Metathesis and
G-Metathesis (or 16))

tu+midd+u

tu+xiwf+u

ta- to- tu

By this

route,

tu+xiiwf+u

V-Epenthesis

tu+xiif+u

G-Syncope

tu+xif+u

Lengthening

.ta-to-tu

is

applicable

after

the metathesis

processes have applied, for then the a of ta (and
similar prefixes) is followed by a single consonant
plus a strong cluster.

However, 18) must be abandoned

in

treatments

favor of the earlier

for the following reason.

17)

and

30)

of 7.2.2

The imperfect of the non-

derived form ya+madad+u becomes ya+mudd+u and not
yu+mudd+u as predicted by 18).
derivation must be 19),

19)

2

not 20).

ya+madad+u
ya+mdad+u

Vowel Elision

ya+mdud+u

Ablaut

In other words,

the
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ya+mudd+u

20)

I.D. Metathesis

ya+madad+u
ya+mdad+u

Vowel Elision

ya+mdud+u

Ablaut

ya+mudd+u

I.D.

yu+mudd+u

ta-to-tu

Metathesis

Thus, it is the strong cluster created by Vowel
Elision which is relevant to triggering

ta-to-tu

and not the strong cluster created by the metathesis
processes.

The same results are obtainable in the

case of the non-derived hollow verb, underlying
ta+xawif+u. This latter becomes ya+xaf+u as noted
in chapter VII, and not yu+xif+u as predicted by allowing ta-to-tu

to follow G-Metathesis as in 18)

and 20).
It seems correct then that both I.D. Metathesis
and G-Metathesis

follow

ta-to-tu3

Furthermore,

from

the preceding it is also correct to impute the
ordering Vowel Elision-I.D. Metathesis and Vowel-ElisionG-Metathesis

to Arabic phonology,

for as noted above,

the strong cluster created by application of Vowel
Elision is the relevant strong cluster for triggering
ta-to-tu-If Vowel Elision precedes ta-to-tu and ta-to-tu
precedes I.D. Metathesis, then Vowel Elision precedes
I.D. Metathesis and the same for G-.Metathesis.

At
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least with respect to several rules,

then,

I.D.

Metathesis and G-Metathesi-s behave similarly, again
suggesting that they be collapsed, perhaps as 16).
In chapter VII, the singular-plural alternation,
CaCaC-'aCCaC was discussed, cf. 7.1.1.
included matar+u,
others.

'rain',

'amtar+u,

Examples

'rains',

among

It was noted that underlying bawab+u becomes

'abwib+u in the plural, andebnbdicn the singular,
by Glide Eclipsis, etc., what is-now referred to as
G-Metathesis.

A parallel set of forms may be

adduced in the doubled stem category.

Thus, the

singular fanan+u will become 'afnnin+u in the plural,
meaning 'kinds', and fann+u in the singular by
I.D.

Metathesis and Truncation.

points to be made here.

4

There are two

First, the pluralization

process, whatever its formal nature, must be stated
in

terms of underlying singulars,

for it

bawab+u that we learn that the plural is
not from b_b+_u.

is

from

'abwb+u,

Another way of putting it is to

say that the pluralization process precedes G-Metathesis.
The same holds for I.D. Metathesis.

Secondly, one

must now note that given the present formal statement
of G-Metathesis and I.D. Metathesis as 15)
the latter should apply to the. plurals.

(or 16)),

In other

words, 'abw~b+u should become 'abwb+u, which does
not happen, and "'afnin+u should become 'afiEnn+u which

0

mommIII

-Mpm
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also does not happen.

It seems then that the two

metathesis processes, at least the b. cases, must be
constrained so as not to apply when V
So again, the two rules are similar.
then G-I.D. Metathesis,

21)

G-I.D.

is [+long].
If this is correct,

16), may be restated as

21).

Metathesis:

£V.

j

)

k

b

0

<Ck>b

k

ka
Condition: if

j=[+1o],

then i=[+lo]

Condition: if a, then b

Let us return now to the rule of Glide Elision, which
was motivated in some detail in Chapters II and III.
The rule applied to lame stems, i.e. to stens bearing
a third radical w or

x.

Some of the environments

relevant to the application of Glide Elision included
the following:

22) aG+a -- >

a+a

aG+i

--

> a+i

C--> a+a)

aG+u

--

> a-u

C--> a+a)

The reader will acknowledge that these constitute a
subset of the environments relevant to G-Meta-thesis,
4),

listed in 5) above.

Of course G-Metathesis was
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collapsed with I.D. Metathesis as 21).
In discussing Glide Elision in Chapter III, we
noted that one of the following sets of changes must
persist if we are to account for the phonetics of Arabic.

23)

A:

B:

ig+a

--

>

iG+a

uG+a

-- >

uG+a

iG+a

-- >

ii+a

-->iy+a

uG+a

-- >

u+a

--

>

uw+a

Solution A invoked the rule of w-to-y, and, given that
rules are transitively ordered, demands a cyclic interpretation of rule ordering.

This possibility was termed

the Cyclic Solution and is listed in 35) of 6.2.3, and
revised as 38)

of 6.2.3.

The B alternative of 23)

above

entailed a theory violating the transitivity condition.
This possibility was designated the Local Ordering
Solution, after Anderson, and is listed in 33) of 6.2.3.
In our earlier discussion of Glide Elision, we
also pointed to the length condition.
the length of V

A condition on

of Glide Elision was established

in

3.4.

The reader will no doubt have already noted the
similarity between the earlier rule of Glide Elision
and the later rule of Glide Eclipsis, the latter being
the present rule of
and collapsed as 21).

Metathesis, stated above as 15)A,
In fact, if we allow Glide Elision
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to be a metathesis process, then rule 21) automatically
subsumes all the examples of lame stems used to motivate
Glide Elision in the first place.

Indeed we would assume

that the process taking ramay+a to rama+a and kawan+a to
kaan+a to be identical in the first place.
well the fact that if
21),

Glide Elision is

But now note

to be covered by

then the .local ordering solution of 6.2.3 cannot

be correct.

This follows for the reason in 9.1 above,

namely, we must not allow sikak+u, etc. to become siakk+u,
for then,

only an ad hoc rule would give us sikak+u as

desired.

But if Glide Elision is essentially the process

represented in

21),

then this if-then condition which

prevents the unwanted change in the case of doubled stems
also holds for lame stems,
stems too.
is

If

this is

just as it

correct,

to be adopted and 38)

holds for hollow

then the cyclic solution

of 6.2.3 is

to be adopted, but

in place of Glide Elision and I.D. Metathesis, we
substitute rule 21),
summarized in

G-I.D.

Metathesis.

This theory is

24).

'9
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24)
Vowel Elision:

cf.

3.5)

of 6.2.3

ta-Elision: cf. 35) of 6.2.3
G-I.D.
w-to-y:

Metathesis:
cf.

35)

cf.

21)

of 6.2.3

Ablaut: cf. 35) of 6.2.3
Voc.

35)

Assim.: cf.

L-Assim.:

cf.

353 of 6.2.3

cf.

w-Occultation:

35)

of 6.2.3

of 6.2.3

G-I.D. Metathesis:

cf.

21)

w-to-.y: cf. 35) of 6.2.3
Truncation:

cf.

35)

of 6.2.3

Voc.

Assim.: cf.

35)

of 6.2.3

Syl.

Assim.:

35)

of 6.2.3

cf.

Lengthening

The connecting lines indicate that these three rules are
cyclic and apply
order.

to

the stem and

to

the word in that

Of course the rules are to be stated only once

in the grammar.

Class II rules are stem level rules

and all others are word level rules.

It

is'to

be noted

that I.D. Metathesis, stated as 21), will never apply
on the first cycle, i.e. on the stem cycle, because
there will never be a final vowel present at this level,
and this final vowel is required by 21) when Cka
is
taken.
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There is, incidentally, one device which would
allow us to retain both 21)

and Diphthongization,

and

hence the local ordering theory of the sort pictured
That would be to add a new condition

in 33) of 6.2.3.
to 21)

having the effect of canceling

condition placed on this rule just in
as the second term of 21).

out the first
case G were taken

However, this seems to be

an ad hoc extension of 21) and is probably to be
5
rejected.5
It

is

to be noted that there is

no reason why

Glide Elision should not be incorporated into 21) as
a metathesis process.

This would mean that a form

such as da9aw+a should become da9a+aw,

then da9a+a,

and then by Lengthening, da9i as desired.

The second

stage implies a revision of G-Syncope in the direction
we have already seen two rules take.

25)

G-Syncope:

G

-- >

0 / VV__Ta.

That is, we must include case a.

b.

fCj

in

the w of da9a+aw is to be deleted.

this rule if
Similar revisions

were needed in the cases of Truncation and Syl. Assim.,
cf. 4.0 and 4.6, so that 25) is perhaps not -undesirable.
It is important that the case involving N!be ordered
first, i.e. that case a. precede case b.

Otherwise

we would obtain the following incorrect derivation of
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underlying da9aw+uw:

26)

da9aw+uw
da9a+uww

Glide Elision (restated as 21))

da9a+uw

G-Syncope,

case b.

da9a+u

G-Syncope,

case a.

da9a+a

a-Assimilation

da9i

Lengthening

The correct phonetic representation, as pointed out
in 4.6, .is da9aw, 'they called', not da9i, which is
correct for underlying da9aw+a, as noted above. 6
This theory requires that Truncation follow G-Syncope,
for otherwise da9aw+a would become da9a+aw,

and then

da9a+w by Truncation, in which case we would never
obtain the desired da9a, 'he called'.
.The set of rules listed under 24) seems to offer
itself as a likely candidate fbr the synchronic
phonology of Arabic.

A good deal of evidence points in

this direction, and in Chapter X, we shall attempt to
give the hypothesis some historical
motivation.

(and syqchronic)

But now we wish to turn to some -apparently
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conflicting evidence.

The ordering arguments which

will follow are not at all tight, and we do not place
a great deal of trust in

them.

Particularly the fact

that n-Deletion can be stated so as to circumvent the
ordering paradox should be noted.

Also, keep in mind

the fact that the distributional arguments pertain to
third radical glides, not to medial radical glides.
This is important, for in later chapters, it is shown
that the earlier rule of Glide Elision, which applies
to third radical glides, must not be collapsed with
the two metathesis rules, I.D. Metathesis and Glide
Metathesis, which we ultimately conclude are collapsed.

9.3.0 Some Speculation on the Nature of Metathesis
Rule 21) is not consistent with the results obtained
in

Chapter VIII,

where it

was argued that if

w-to-y

were dropped in favor of Diphthongization, then, certain
exceptional phenomena would fall out as a natural consequence.

The argument in that section is striking

in view of the fact that the same general sort of
argument was developed in favor of Glottal Epenthesis
over Glottal Formation, the latter being the less
natural looking rule.
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In yet another way, the results of Chapter VIII
are at odds with 21).
tion placed on V
GwMetathesis

This concerns the length condi-

in 21).

It was argued in 8.3 that

does apply to forms such as

'i+ytiwil+u

and 'i+n+qiwad+u, giving ultimately 'i+ytiyil+u and
'i+n+qliyid+u,

but that forms such as 'i+ktiwl'+u,

'i+nntiwi'+u, etc. do

not undergo the rule, explaining

why it is that w remains.
to G-Metathesis alone,

If the latter were exceptions

then it

would follow that they

also failed to undergo Diphthongization.

However not

so if

If this were

w-to-y were a rule in

the case the latter

the grammar.

types of examples would be ex-

ceptions to w-to-y but not to 21)

as its

prohibits metathesis before long vowels.
involving the same roots,

e.g.

kaway+S,

statement
Yet alternations
'they

d.

ironed',

and tawas+i, 'they d. folded', would be exceptions to
the metathesis rule.
with G-Metathesis

But in the theory with 21), i.e.

collapsed with I.D.

Metathesis,

with w-to-y, these facts are unrelated.

along

That is, there

is no principled reason for 'Whyit is that just in case
a stem is exceptional with regard to 21), it is also
exceptional

with regard to w-to-y.

The theory in-

corporating Diphthongization, however, gives a rather
deep and plausible reason for why this must be so.

Yet

the two theorgces are incompatible with one another.
If w-to-y is adopted, then the generalization expressed
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in

21)

is

possible,

are collapsed.

i.e.

the two metathesis processes

But here the facts of Chapter VIII are

not explained by other than ad hoc merns.
abandoned in

If

21)

favor of 15)A or some similar rule,

is
and

if Diphthongization is added to the grammar and w-to-y
dropped, then. the facts of Chapter VIII are explained,
but the fact that I.D.

Metathesis functions

in

much the

same way as G-Metathesis is not explained.
Let us point once again to the similarities
existing between I.D. Metathesis and G-Metathesis.
These may be summarized &s 27).

27)

I.D. Metathesis

G-Metathesis

a. aCkaCkV-->aaCCkkV

aGa -- >aaG

aCkiCV-->aiCkCkV

aGi-->aiG

aCucV-->auCkCkV
ika k
kk

aGu-->auG

iCkaC kv

iGa

k

k

k

->iC

kdackv

uCkaCkV--> uCkaCkV

'uGa

b. iCikackikiCkV

iGa

c. CCkkVCVCVkCkV

CGV -- >CVG

CC k1Ck V --- > CCCkV
V

CGV2--> CGQ

d.
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The left-most

column summarizes the data bearing on

I.D. Metathesis.

21)

is

of

In the a. and c. examples,V

1-long], whereas this vowel is

b. and d. examples.

the

in

[+long]

The a. and b. examples represent

the application of 21) where V

constitutes the first

term of' the structural description.

The c. and d.

examples constitute applications of 21) where C is

taken as the first term of the dtructural description.
Examples of all these cases have been given but one.

This is the b. case which may now be motivated by
examples

such as 'i+mtidid+u,

a verbal

'stretching',

noun completely analogous to forms such as 'i+ytiyal+u
and 'i+ktiwa'+u,

repeated above and first

noted in

8.3.
It is to be observed that just where the if-then
condition is violated and just where V. is
do not find I.D.

Metathesis

underlying representations.
final

two examples of a.,

[+long],

we

on the

having Any affect

These cases include the

examples of the b.

variety,

and those of type d. In all the remaining cases, we do
find a change.

Rule 21)

correctly predicts "the total

distribution of data tabulated in the left-most column

of 27 ).

Turning to the right-most column of 27), headed

G-Metathesis, we see that in the clear cases, these
parallel the I.D. Metathesis cases undeniably.

Further,
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such clear cases include not only examples which
display a parallel change, i.e. the first thrie.cases
of a.

and case c., but also one clear set of examples

where the change is prohibited, i.e. d., represented by
examples

such as 'afnin+u,

'abwib+u,

and many others.

Thus, as noted in collapsing the two metathesis processes
in the first place as 21),

the distributional evidence

is certainly of some consequence in determining what
happens in

the unclear cases iGa,

are at issue.

iGa, and iGa which

To repeat, 21) dictates that iGa, uGa,

and iGa remain as such, perhaps rightly so in view
of the distribution of the clear cases of G-Metathesis
as compared with the total distribution of the cases of
I.D. Metathesis.

However, the results of Chapter VIII,

repeated above, argue otherwise, namely, that iGi, and
hence iGa and uGa, undergoes G-Metathesis, later to become 'y

by Diphthongization.

Either way, then, we miss

an important generalization, and it is by no means clear
what the true nature of things is.
We wish now to turn to some new evidence, which
if correct, would allow for the DiphthongizAtion approach.
The strongest argument against the Diphthongization
approach, however, is given in 9.4.

This along with

the evidence brought forth in coming chapters would
seem to argue in favor of the rule of w-to-y.
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9.3.1 The Distributional Argument
To the examples of 27) listed under G-Metathesis
we may now append the following:

28)

a.

aG+a

->a+aG

aG+ii -- > a+iG
aG+u

-- >a+uG

iG+a
uG+ a
b. iG+i
uG+ia
c.

CG+V

d. CG+Yi

->CG+V
->CG+7

Here we have listed the environments

illustrated much

earlier in terms of the rule of Glide Elision.
examples all pertain to lame stems.

The last two

cases of a. and the b. cases are at issue.
they are to be treated by 21),
a relaxed version of 21),

These

Whether

along with w-to-y,

or by

along with Diphthongization

RPM

is
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not yet decided.

But now note that whereas case d.

of 28) parallels case d. of 27),
application of 21),
case c.

of 27),

In 27) we do

case c.

i.e.

ge&d

in

i.e. there is no.

of 28)

does not parallel

28)

no change takes place.

a change.

The latter change is

represented by examples such as ya+xwaf+u -- > ya+xawf+u,
etc.

The former lack of change is represented by

cases such as raly+u+n,

'opinion', which does not become

ra'+iy+n which would ultimately- give incorrect ra'-+i+n.
However, 21) predicts just this incorrect result.
To 28) we may now add the following cases relevant to
the correct statement of I.D. Metathesis:

29)

--

aCk+aCkV

aCk +iCkV ->

aCk+iCkV

a. aCk+aCkV

k
aCk+uCkV -- > aCk +'uC
iCk+at

k

V -- >
-ic

iCi+aCkV

k

k

uCk+aCkV--> uCk+aCkV
b. ciCk+CV>Ck
k + kV

uck +iCV
CkV

c. uck+iCkV -- > uCk+CVk
CCk+VCkkV>cc+VCV

k

k

k+k

Here we find that no metathesis ensues.

That is to say,

we never find I.D. Metathesis applying with the effect
of moving Ck over a morpheme boundary.
applies only to doubled verbs.

I.D. Metathesis

Examples illustrating
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the non-application of I.D. Metathesis in situations
such as those depicted in
'our

body',

29)

include badan+u+ni,

where an+u+na meets the structural descrip-

tion of I.D.

Metathesis,

Qabbat+at+,

'they

the conditions

f.d.

for I.D.

yet does not become bada+un+ni4
fastened',

where at+at+a meets

Metathesis

21),

and yet there

is no change; and so on with numerous analogous examples.

In

brief then,

there is

no I.D.

Metathesis

process analogous to G-Metathes-is across morpheme
boundaries.

This can be accounted for, however, by

altering 21)

to include the stem boundary ].

30) G-I.O.
V.

Metathesis:
G

V.

C <k a

J

k

G

Ckb
a

bC<k

Conditions:

and not

because of examples such as

Qabbat+at+i noted above.
It

is

possible to conclude in

on the basis of examples

this subsection,

such as ra'y+u+n,

30) is not correct as stated.

that 21)

b.
b

same as 21)

The symbol ] must represent the stem boundary,
the morpheme boundary,

a.

>(<CJ9

V. <CJJV>

or

.Ohe means of overcoming

this difficulty which readily comes to mind is to
account for those cases of elision of third radical
glides by a separate rule, the old rule of Glide Elision.
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But then an additional generalization would be lost.
Let us return to this problem below.

Now we wish to

turn to a new set of facts relevant to determining the
correct synchronic grammar of Arabic.

9.3.2 An Ordering Argument: n-Deletion
Of relevance is the ordering of n-Deletion, a
rule we attempt to motivate below, with respect to
the metathesis processes.
marker n,

Consider the indefinite

which has been encountered in

amples throughout this work.
finally in

the word,

numerous ex-

This particle appears

after case endings,

as in

kitib+u+n,

'book-nom.-indef.', 9asal+i+n, 'honey-gen.-indef.
bayt+a+n, 'house-acc.-indef.', etc.

This indefinite

particle also finds its way to plural nouns, as in
'alhur+u+n, 'months-nom.-indef. ', 'abwib+u+n, 'doorsnom.-indef.', kutub+u+n, 'books-nom.-indef.', etc.
But when the plural noun is
(excluding case endings),
dropped.

of three or more syllables

then the indefinite n must be

Compare the examples of 31).
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31)

singular

plural

a. ma+ktab+u+n

office

ma+kitib+u

offices

b. 9aqrab+u+n

scorpion

9aqirib+u

scorpions

c. 9asf5r+u+n

bird

9asifir+u

birds

d. sihil+u+n

shore

sawAhil+u

shores

e. gihid+u+n

example

Yawahid+u

examples

f. tabib+u+n

doctor

'atibba'+u

doctors

g. xalil+u+n

friend

'axilli'+u

friends

A couple of plural
here.

formation processes

are involved

We have already witnessed CaCCVC+at

and CaCiC

-- >

former type,

'aCCiCE'.

--

>

CaCqCiC

Examples a.-e. represent the

only with at omitted from the singular.

Examples f.-g. represent the latter, only I.D.
Metathesis

applies

to the plural.

It

should be

noted that sihil and flhid are actually sawhil and
lawhi'd at a more abstract
w in
detail

the plural.
in

examples

Chapter

These
XII.

level,

accounting

forms are discussed
The importance

derives from the fact

occur with the plural forms

of

for the
in

more

of these

that n cannot co31).

Yet we'know

that n was present in the deep representations because
adjectives which modify nouns agree with the head
noun in definiteness.
nom.-indef.'

So that simple balad+u+n,

when modified by the adjective

balad+u+n kablr+u+n,

'town-nom.-indef.

'town-

'big' is

big-nom.-indef.'.
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indef. big-fem.-nom.-indef.',8

But observe that

the plurals of 31 ) select adjectives with the
indefinite n, viz. ma+kitib+u kablr+at+u+n,
'offices-nom. big-fem.-nom.-indef.', 9aqarib+i
ka9ir+at+u+n, 'scorpions-nom. many-fem.-nom.-indef.'.
This suggests that there is a rule dropping n when
the stem of the plural is three or more syllables.

32)

n-Deletion:

n

--

>

0 /

CVC VCVC+V+

This rule will turn ma+katib+u+n to ma+kitib+u,
9aqrib+u+n to 9aqirib+u, etc.
may now be brought forward.

The crucial examples

Singular

jiriy+at+u+n

(from jawriy+at+u+n analogous to sihil+u+n etc.)
becomes in the plural jawiri+rI ,'slave girls', where
the final n signifies indefiniteness.
nhiy+at+u+n,

(from nawhiy+at+u+n)

'district'

plural nawihi+n,

Similarly,

'districts'.

takes

We may account for

the fact that n remains in

these examples if

we

assume that the third radical glide is moved (or
deleted) before the n-Deletion rule has a chance
to apply.

33)

jawiriy+utn

naw~hiy+u-n

jawirieuy+n

nawihi+uy+n

me tathe sis

---

n-Deletion

---

jaw~ri+u+n

nawahi+u+n

G-Syncope

jawari+i+n

nawahi+i+n

i-Assimilation
-W

1.

1. '1

1,., 1 -

11il

7mW
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The examples involving doubled stems, however, behave
differently.

34)

Consider the following:

9Emm+u+n
C<-- 9awmimu+n)

9awgmm+u
public
(<-- 9awamim+u+n)

ma+hall+u+n

mahill+u

(<-- ma+hlal+u+n)

places

(<-- ma+halil+u+n)

The underlying representation for 93mm+u+n is
9awmim+u+n analogous to sawhil+u+n, etc. of 31).
If the plural is not formed, the singular undergoes
I.D. Metathesis in a manner identical to that
presented in

4.4,

cf.

44).

The singular ma+hall+u+n,

'place' is underlain by ma+hlal+u+n, a noun of place
of the same pattern as ma+ktab+u+n of 31)..

This

example also undergoes I.D. Metathesis if it is
not pluralized.

The plurals are formed from the

underlying representations as noted in several
places above,

cf.

9.2,

so that the plural of

9awmim+u+n and ma+hlal+u+n should be 9awimim+u+n
and ma+hilil+u+n respectively
parentheses of 34).
indefinite n is
tions of 34).

as noted in

the

But note carefully that the

deleted in

the phonetic repre'senta-

If I.D. Metathesis applies before

n-Deletion, however, -as in 3'3),
be elidable by Rule 3 2).

the n will not

On the other hand if
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n-Deletion applies before I.D. Metathesis, we achieve
the desired results.

35)

9awamim+u+n

ma+hilil+u+n

9awimim+u

ma+hilil+u

n-Deletion

9awaimm+u

ma+hiill+u

I.D.

9awgamm+u

ma+hall+u

a-Assimilation

Metathesis

0

9awamm+u

If

this is

in

3 3)

is

and I.D.

ma+hall+u

correct and if

Truncation

the process called metathess

really G-Metathesis,

then clearly G-Metathesis

Metathesis cannot be collapsed,

for they are

ordered differently with respect to n-Deletion:
thesis precedes n-Deletion as in 33) and I.D.
follows-n-Deletion

G-Meta-w

Metathesis

as in 35>.

There are two ways of overcoming this consequence.
Perhaps n-Deletion could be restated so as to allow
the two metathesis processes to apply before n-Deletion.
Secondly,

one could enter the different stems ih[ the

lexicon with the required orders specified therein.
The latter move woutd,according to the theory advocated by Anderson, require CCG root bearing stems to
be entered lexically specified fbr' the order Metathesisn-Deletion since this is the marked order.

The

doubled stems need not be specified since they undergo the unmarked order and this according to Anderson
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is

given by linguistic theory.

Either of these attempts

to overcome the ordering paradox evinced here may be
correct, but our feeling is that both are ill-conceived.
Without any evidence to support this intuition, it should
be pointed

out,

nevertheless,

that marking

stems lexically so as to undergo the rules in

CCG
the

marked order is somewhat suspicious in view of the
fact that certain non-lexical material is crucial
to the application of n-Deletion, including the obvious
indefirite particle n as well as the endings marking
case.

On the face of it, it would seem strange that

lexical items should be specified for any orders other
than those directly applicable to the item in question.
But then this is still an open questioni.
Let us recapitulate the central theme of the
discussion.

The earlier rule of G-Metathesis, 4),

may be collapsed with I.D.

Metathesis,

some reasons for doing this,

and there are

as noted in

9.1 and 9,2.

In addition, G-Metathesis, 4), is also collapsable
with a revised version of Glide Elision, i.e. a version
in which the latter is also considered to bb a metathesis
process.

All three processes might plausibly be

reduced to the single rule 30), which is a highly
desirable generalization of a good deal of distributional
evidence discussed earlier.

But the distributional.
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evidence unveiled in 9.3.1 and the ordering discrepancy
discovered in this subsection, if correct, argue otherwise--that G-Metathesis and I.D. Metathesis not be
collapsed.

Let us,in accordance with these observations,

restate I.D. Metathesis and G-Metathesis as follows:

36) I.D. Metathesis:
k]V

ViCk

ViS

0

Ck

a.

kV

[C
Condition:

37)

if

b.

V.=[+lo]J, then V.=[+1o

G-Metathesis:
i G V

-- f

i 0 vV
Va.

Condition:

if

G
V.= [+10],

then V.=[+1o]

Before turning to a second ordering paradox,

it

might

be appropriate to point out here that once 30) is
broken up into two rules, 36) and 37), then the removal
of the length condition on 37),

along with the if-then

condition on this rule, become conceivable.

Before

discussing this possibility further, however, let us
now turn to another set of data of some interest to
the correct statement of 37).
9.3.3 A Second Ordering Argument:

Infixation

As hinted at earlier, the ordering argument which
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follows is

somewhat tentative, but nevertheless
although a

suggestive and probably correct in principle,

gos..I

deal more needs to be said of detail.
In 8.1 two verb-noun alternations were

discussed.
and

These included

'i+CtaCaC-'i+CtiCaC.

'i+n+CaCaC-'i+n+CiCiC
The noun is formed from

the verb by lengthening the stem vowel and changing
the preceding vowel to i.

To these classes can be

added two new ones.

38)a.

'i+n+kasar

'i+n+kisir

b.

'i+ktaaf

'i+ktitf

c.

'a+dxal

'i+dxil

d.

'i+sta+qbal

'i+sti+qbal

Classes a. and b. of 38)

are those presented

The new classes are listed as c. and d.
are listed

in

the

left-hand

column

in

8.1.

The verbs

(without person

suffixes) and the nouns derived from the verbs,
the verbal nouns, are listed in the right-hand column
(without case endings).

As we can clearly

see,

the

same means of forming the noun are used in the c. and

d. examples as used in the case of a. and b.

The stem

vowel is lengthened and the preceding vowel turned to
i.

We now wish to explain the exact means by which the

stem vowel is lengthened. -This

may be clarified

by
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substituting hollow roots for those listed in

39)

verb

38).

actual
noun

expected
noun

a. 'f 'n+qawam
.i+qam

'i+rafqiwam
'i+n+qiyam

'i+n+qiyam

b. 'i+qtawam
'i+qtam

'i+qtiwam
'i+qtiyam

'i+qtiyam

c. 'a+qwam
a+qam

'i+qwam

'i+qama

d. 'i+sta+qwam
'i+sta+qam'

'i+sti+qwim

'i+sti+qima

Under the verb column first the underlying representation
is given, then the actual phonetic representation follows.
In the a. arid b. cases the phonetic verb is derived quite
regularly by G-Metathesis, G-Syncope, and Lengthening.
The c. and d. verbs are also derived regularly by
G-Metathesis, V-Epenthesis, G-Syncope, and Lengthening.
The verbal nouns of the a. and b. classes are just
those verbal nouns one expects to find, already
discussed in Chapter VIII in some detail.
the verbal nouns of the c.

and d.

However,

classes ane somewhat

a surprise, for instead of the expected li+qwam and
'i+sti+qwaim, we find 'i+gama and 'i+sti+gama, with
a long stem vowel, but also with a final a.

This

set of forms differs from the a. and b. ones in an
interesting way however.
again.

rn

Consider the verbs once

t-he a, and b. verbs it is case a. of G-
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Metathesis which sets off the processes which bring
about the long a.

In the c. and d. cases it is case

b. of G-Metathesis which does this.
the medial glide of the a.
adjacent vowel

and b.

on either side,

This is because

examples has an

whereas the medial

glide of the c. and d. verbs has an adjacent vowel
only to the right side.

Now it

is

clear that the

long vowel of the actual verbal nouns of c.
could have been caused by case b.

and d.

of G-Metathesis,

but the long vowel of the actual verbal nouns of cases
a. and b. could not have been so caused, since case
a. of G-Metathesis has no effect 0gueitd the fact that
a,.phonetic y shows up.

What could have caused the

lengthening in the a. and b. cases of verbal nouns
then?

We now have an explanation for this length-

ening and for the mysterious final a of the c.
d.

verbal nouns.

and

This a may be taken to be the

verbal noun morpheme, which infixes in the a. and b.
cases to form a long vowel, but not in the c. and d.
cases since the long vowel already formed prohibits
its infixation here.

We could then derive the verbal

nouns as follows:

40)

Emil."
pI

'i+n+qawam+a

'i+qtawam~a

'i+n+qawaam

'i+qtawaam

Infixation

'i+n+qiwaam

'i+qtiwaam

Dis simil ation

'i+n4-qiwim

'i+qtiwimn

Leng thening
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The y of these forms may be obtained by turning

x

w to

after

A,

i.e. after Dissimilation applies,

or by adopting the suggestion of Chapter VIII
and allowing case a. of G-Metathesis to apply after
Dissimilation, whereupon y will be later inserted
The rules of Infixation and

by Diphthongizatioi.

Dissimilation may be stated as 41).

4')

Infixation:

XCVC] a

Dissimilation:

a

-C>

-- >
i /

XCVaC]N
_CaaXII

Now the verbal nouns of the c. and d. cases of

39)

may be derived as follows:

42)

'a+qwam+a

'i+sta+qwam+a

a+qawm+a

'i+sta+qawm+a

G-Metathesis,

&+ qaawm+a

'i+sta+qaawm+a

V-Epenthesis

a+qaam+a

'i+sta+qaam+a

G-Syncope

--

case b.

Infixation

'i+qaam+a

'i+sti+qaam+a

Dissimilation

'i+qam+a

'i+sti+qirm+a

Lengthening

Whether Infixation is to apply as indicated in 42) or directly
after

G-Metathesis,

in

either case it

will be

blocked by virtue of the fact that G-Metathesis

has
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already applied.

But in 40) Infixation apparently

applies before G-Metathesis has a chance to apply.
Here once again we are left with a paradoxical state
of affairs.

In 42) we find G-Metathesis then Infixation"

in 40) we find Infixation then G-Metathesis.

Notice,

however,

of G-

that in

derivation 40)

it

is

case a.

Metathesis that is relevant, cf. 36), while in derivation 42) it is case b. of G-Metathesis.

This seems

to indicate that these two cases are not to be collapsed
as a single rule.

Rather they are to be considered as

two 'distinct rules, restated below as 43).l0

43)

a. Glide Eclipsis:

V. G

Condition:
b.

Glide Metathesis:

if

--

>

V.

0

. G

j=[+lo], then i=[+lo]

C G V -- > C 0 V G

Case a. has been designated Glide Eclipsis for facility
of reference,
rule in

although the earlier term was used for this

the deletion format.

Glide Metathesis.

Case b.

has been renamed

Case b. will apply first, followed

by Infixation, whereupon case a. will apply.

That is,

the following ordering relations have been established
by 40 ) and 42 ).-

44)

(Glide Metathesis 43)b.

IInfixation 41)
Glide Eclipsis 43)a.
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It

is

that

probably significant

Glide Metathesis
in

as illustrated

precedes Glide Eclipsis,

44).

Re-

call that in 9.3.1 the following facts were pointed
out:

HOLLOW

45)

LAME

Glide Eclipsis:

VGVC].--> VVGCJ

VG]'

Glide Metathesis:

CGVC] -- > CVGC]

CG]V

> V]VG

--

That is to say, whereas both hollow and lame stems
lose their glides

(if the if-then and length conditions

are not violated) by Glide Eclipsis, only hollow stems
lose their

glides by Glide Metathesis,

Thus, rayy+u+n,
da9w+at+u+n,

'opinion', ramy+u+n,

'call',

representations.

etc.

remain as

never

lame stems.

'throwing',
such in

phonetic

But this now makes sense, for clearly

Infixation is a rule which applies only to stems

(note

the necessity for inclusion of the stem boundary J),

and

we have just shown that Glide Metathesis applies solely
to the stem.

That is,

this

at the level of the stem,

rule is

a rule which applies

never at the level of the word.

It is thus ngt a coincidence that it is not Glide

Eclipsis which precedes Infixation.

There is, then, some

independent confirmation of the results obtained here
in section 9.3, although this evidence is by no means
conclusive.
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If 43) is correct, i.e. if Glide Eclipsis and
Glide Metathesis are two separate rules, and if it
is correct to separate the rules of Glide Metathesis

and I.D. Metathesis, then the Diphthongization solution
becomes possible.

However, it should be noted that

the argument against collapsing I.D.
G-Metathesis, cf.

36) and 37),

Metathesis with

is due to the n-Deletion

argument and the distributional argument.

Both are

based on the earlier rule of Glide Elision, however,

not on the earlier rule of Glide Eclipsis or Glide.
Metathesis.

Thus, it is theoretically possible that

I.D. Metathesis should be collapsed with the latter
two processes and not with Glide Elision.

In other

words, the generalization may involve collapsing the
metathesis processes applying to the medial root segment, but not the third root.
to be true,

as we shall

This in fact turns out

motivate

in

i

Chapter XII.
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9.4 Conclusion

In

this chapter a by no means accidental

parallelism

between the two metathesis processes, that treating G

and that treating identical consonants, has been uncovered.

This parallelism, noted in 9.1 and 9.2,

suggests that the rules are all to be collapsed.
ever the evidence of 9.3 suggests otherwise.

How-

This

whole matter will be cleared up once and for all in
Chapter XII.

However, now we wish to note that it

is theoretically impossible to adopt the Diphthongization solution without additional ad hoc machinery.
This follows from the fact that the glides do not elide
from the following forms:

46)

salaw+et+u+n

prayers

fatay+it+u+n

girls

qawam+u+n

stature

bayan+u+n

statement

If the length condition were dropped from the rule
which drops the glides,

then quite obviously no rule,

Diphthongization or otherwise, can in principle predict

the correct high glide given the -current theory of
generative phonology.

These examples argue that it

is entirely correct to place a length condition on
the rule in question, as in fact indicated by the
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need for the condition for I.D. Metathesis.

The

only means of side-stepping. examples such as 46),
if Diphthongization is to be maintained, is

to

add a new condition to the Glide Elision rule, as
stated in 47).

47)

G -- >

0 /

V

_

<+hi>

Although 47)

V
<+lg>a

Condition:

is theoretically available,

if

a,

then b

it will become

clear in the following chapters that this is really
a move in the wrong direction.

Consequently we shall

adopt the theory outlined in 24) above, although to
focus more clearly on the metathesis process as it

applies to the glide, or as it applies to identical
consonants,
G-Metathesis

we retain

the individual designations,

and I.D.

Metathesis.

If

this

is

correct, still the problems exposed in the preceding
section must be overcome.

Footnote 9) offers us an

easy escape from this paradox.

The problem of the

ordering of Glide Metathesis and Glide Elision will

be discussed further

%

in Chapter XiI.
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Footnotes to Chapter IX
1. Underlying representations such as these were
motivated in terms of hollow stems in 7.2.2.
The same arguments apply to doubled verbs and
the reader should review 7.2.2 to verify this.
2.

According to the theory of local ordering, ta-to-tu
followed by I.D. Metathesis bears an unmarked order
in 17), but a marked order in 19), i.e. feeding in
the former and bleeding in the latter. Consequently
the non-causatives of 19) must be specified lexically
to undergo the rules in the marked order while the
causatives need not be so specified, since the
unmarked order is given by linguistic theory. But
note that the theory of local ordering allows for
both of 17) and 18) since with causatives either
ta-to-tu followed by I.D. Metathesis or I.D.
Metathesis followed by ta-to-tu is an unmarked
If one of 17) or 18) could be given inorder.
dependent justification, then the theory of local
ordering would -be refuted (barring any redefinition,
The theory of Chomsky and Halle allows
of course).
it
That is,
for 17) and not 18) because of 19).
ceteris
makes the stronger claim, and therefore is,
paribus, to be preferred.

3.

They need not follow Caus-Del.
of 7.3.

however.

Cf.

31)

4. Actually singular fann+u can be represented as fann
in the lexicon since some instances of CaCC singulars
However there should exist
do become 'aCCaC plurals.
some CaC.aC. singulars in underlying representations,
That
or otherwise there would be a gap in the lexicon.
is, all stems would display roots of the shape CC.C. and
except one type, the singular CaCaC whic
CC.C , i/j,
For this reason, we assume that
wo&LA be CaC.aC..
phonetic fanA+ultakes as its bisic stem, fanan. However
little rests on this assumption, for other types of
examples could readily be adduced to make the point
that pluralization must take place before I.D. Metathesis as well -as before G,Metathe sis.
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5.

Of course it is always possible to drop Diphthongization in favor of w-to-y and still
adopt
a theory of local ordering.
But we shall continue to make the strongest claim possible (i.e.
that rules are transitively ordered) until a
potent reason presents itself
for doing otherwise.
Such a reason would be a paradoxical rule ordering
situation which finds no natural cyclic interpretation,such as the Diphthongization approach entails.

6. Recall that braces are to be expanded conjunctively,
parentheses and angles disjunctively. Cf. The Sound
Pattern of English for an explication of these
universal principles.
7. Actually in Chapter X it will become clear that a
somewhat more abstract version of 21) was the
historical antecedent.
8. Note that non-human plurals select feminine singular
adjectives, accounting for why we find at in
kablr+at+u+n.
9. For example, the rule could be restated as (i).

(i) n-Deletion:

n

--

>

0 /

0

1 2

CVC1VCVC1+V+

This rule would correctly delete n from 9awamim+u+n
after metathesis, but not from jawiriy+u+n after
metathesis. Thus, one order could be maintained and
thus, the difficulty mentioned in the text overcome.
10. The preceding argument is tentative because of the
following reasons-:
The a of Li+qram+a and 'i+sti+qam+a,
which we take to be the infix in other derived forms,
is followed by t in certain constructions and when
the case ending is appended, viz. 'i+gm+at+u
1+mu+'tamar+i, 'the convening of the conference', etc.
There is a question as to status of t.
Is it underlying or epenthetic?
If it iss underlying, then there
may be some difficulty in correctly predicting its
disappearance in the infixed examples.
However,
whatever difficulties may exist are probably not

tot~lly insuperable.
11. However this must be qualified, which we do in.
Chapter X with a few cases of lame stems which
apparently undergo the rule. But these forms
clearly do not reflect a productive class. Rather
they are historical relics, and as such, give us
an important hint as to the earlier situation
in Arabic.
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Chapter X
HISTORICAL MOTIVATION

10.0 In 9.1-9.2 a number of similarities between the
various metathesis processes were brought to light,
suggesting that all these cases be collapsed as a
single rule.

In this chapter we attempt to determine

the historical antecedent of this collapsed metathesis
rule.

Before turning to this conjecture, and the

evidence brought forward to support it, we may offer
one' additional piece of evidence for collapsing the
two metathesis rules, G-Metathesis and I.D. Metathesis,
as a single schema.

10.1 Exceptions Again
In Chapter VIII a whole slew of exceptional classes
were turned up.

These were found to be exceptions to

the rule of G-Metathesis,

and if

w-to-y is

to be

preferred to Diphthongization, to this rule as well.
One class of exceptions noted in that discussion was
the class of verbs of defect, including 9awij+a, 'lIi
became crooked', 9awir+a, 'he became one-eyed', etc.

It would be a striking fact if we' found doubled verbs
of this class also to be exceptions to I.D. Metathesis.
This would be- explained if both G-Mbtathesis and I.D.
Metathesis were the same process.

This seems to be true
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as Wright, for example, lists the following exceptions
to I.D. Metathesis:

1)

he was knock-kneed

sakik+a
0

matiI+a

he had a swelling on the pastern

'alil+a

he smelled badly

lahih+a

he was sore (of the eye)

a0S

9azuz+at

she had narrow orifices of the teats

One naturally expects these forms to undergo I.D.
Metathesis just as balil+a becomes 6dill+a,
eventually 6all+a.

and

Thus, just as the hollow verbs

of defect refuse to allow G-Metathesis to change their
character, so it is also with doubled verbs and I.D.
Metathesis, which strongly supports our claim that the
two rules are to be collapsed as a single rule.

10.2 The Historical Antecedent
Let us restate G-JEXD. Metathesis below as 2).

2) [i

G

V<CVk

b

I

Conditions:

V

if

UkG

<Ckb

j=[+lo], i=[+lo]

if a, then b
This rule is a schema composed of two conjunctively
ordered subcases.

Historically we know that such cases

may arise when two rules which are similar in statement

b.

When two

come together in the set of ordered rules.

such rules are adjacent, we assume they collapse. 1
Thus, one might suspect that this is the situation

in

That G-Metathesis

Arabic.

and I.D.

Metathesis

eventually came together in the ordered set of rules,
and as a result were conflated as a single schema.
While this is plausible, and while some fairly convincing cases have been found of this kind of change,
we shall argue that 2) was in a fact once a far simpler
rule.

This suspicion must be reckoned with in the

first place, for the rule of I.D. Metathesis does not
appear to be the natural type of metathesis rule that
would appear independently in any grammar.
shall argue that instead of 2),

originally the following

rule. was

part of the grammar of Arabic:

3)

X

Vi

V

C]V

condition:

-- >fji}0

Thus, we

V

X

C]V

if V.=[+1o], V.=[i+1ol

That is we want to press the claim that G and Ck once
constituted a natural class of sounds, and hence the
metathesis rule was not to be viewed as two subcases

as far as these segments were concerned.

Now it is

the case that metathesis rules normally operate on
sonorants such as the liquids, nasals, glides, and
vowels.

Thus, it is not strange that X would in part
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represent the class G, i.e. w and y,

which is already

assumed to be relevant to-metathesis.

Following this

up, we might expect Ck, part of X, also to be a glide,
for then X would indeed form a natural.class of elements.
Let us then restate 3)

with the symbol G' to keep in

mind this conjecture.

i

4)

G'

V

C]V

-- >

Condition:

f}0

V

G'

C]V

same as 3)

If this is true a later rule of gemination will take
those glides now relevant to I.D. Metathesis and
assimilate them to the following radical,- giving us
Ck*

Let us designate this subclass of G'- by the

new symbol Y.
of Y.

Our task is to determine the nature

There is some empirical evidence which supports

this hypothesis and delimits Y as the glottal stop
',

which falls

together with w and

x

quite naturally.

The argument is based on well-known distributional
constraints on underlying adjacent radicals.

It

is

a fact that first and second, or second and third,
radical segments may not differ in just one of the

lower order features such as voicing, emphasis, etc.
Thus, we find no roots of the patter'n dtC or tdC,
where the first and second radicals differ only in
the feature of voIcing.

Nor do we find any roots
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of the pattern Cdt or Ctd, where the second and third

radicals differ in

only the feature of voicing.

The

constraints on first and second radical co-occurrence

are thus largely mirrored by constraints on the
second and third radical co-occurrence.

Now notice

that it is not only true that the first and second
radicals may not differ in only one low-level
it
ie.

is

feature,

also true that theyffmay never be identical,
there are no roots of the shape CkCkC.

We would

surmise from this fact that there should be no roots
of the shape CCkCk, where the second and third radicals
are identical.

But these are just the root types which

participate in I.D. Metathesis, i.e. those for which
Y is represented by phonetic Ck.

If the medial radical

of such stems were specified as underlying Y, however,

then the distribution is just that expected from the
distribution of first and second radical segments.
There is,

then, morpheme structure evidence supporting

our hypothesis that Ck is
member of the class G'.
Y?

the more abstract Y,

a

But how is one to identify

The procedure is as follows:

All roots with identical
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second and third radicals are prohibited by the
general morpheme structure conditions which prohibit
all such adjacent radicals.

Further, since X will

invariably assimilate to the following radical, we
may discover the true nature of X by determining
what doubled stem is absent from the total set of
doubled steias.
CC.C .

That is,

CXC.

3.

will invariably become

It is just the underlying configuration CXX

which by assimilation would yield CXX, but by the
morpheme structure condition will be ruled out as a
possible underlying root.

Since both the underlying

and phonetic representations would be identical, we
simply need look for what doubled stem is non-existant
in

order to determine what X is.

If, for example,

no rbes of the shape Cdd can be found, we might condlude
that X=d.

It is probably no coincidence that there

are no doubled roots of the shape C'', i.e. where the
second and third radicals are both glottal stop.
the morpheme structure condition,
glottal stop,

the abstract X,

By
if

would automatically beuprohibited in

the configuration CXX, which is to say that C'' could
never exist.

It is no coincidence that ' falls together

so naturally with w and y and is furthermore a likely
candidate to initiate gemination.

_There is then ample

reason to believe that at one point in time doubled
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roots were the more abstract C'C discussed above
and that 4) was .the original rule of metathesis.
To further point out the similarity between
Ck and G, we might note the following paradigm:

5)

xif +tu

I feared

xif+ta

you feared

xif + ti

you f. feared

xif+a

he feared

xif+at

she feared

These alternations are accounted for in the following chapter.
that

For the present we may merely note

the underlying stem is

in

every case xaif,

as

demonstrated for the latter two cases in Chapter VII.
Compare the differences in the two types of stems with
that of the doubled verb.

balil+tu

I remained

6alil+ta

you remained

6alil+t:

you f. remained

ball+a

he remained

ball+at

she remained

In both 5)

and 6)

we find the third person stems

differing from the first and second person:stems.
The difference is due to the fact that third person
stems begin with V, and the others, with C.

Now
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texts exhibit in place of balil+tu, balil+ta, etc.,
etc.

The latter are of

course exactly parallel to 5).

It appears, then,

the forms bil+tu,

bil+ta,

that doubled verbs and hollow verbs did at one time
function identically.
up ba'il+tu,

But this is captured by setting

a'ijl+ta, etc., parallel to xawif+tu,

xawif+ta, etc.

The changes were once brought about

by rule 4) with the final V deleted.

Once

'

assimilated

to the final radical, the first and second person
stdms no longer underwent the earlier rule and we
may assume that there was a restructuring in the
lexicon, with C

no longer recognized as

the angled brackets

, and with

a new development of this

restructuring.
There is good reason to believe that Ck is no
longer recognized as synchronic

A.

First the angled

brackets of 2) suggest that this is so, although
still

'

could be substituted for Ck in this rule.

The fact of the matter is, however, that the glottal
stop assimilation rule is no longer an active part
of Arabic phonology, although glottal stop assimilation
rules do exist, e.g. 'i+'tamar+a becomes 'i+ttmar+a,

'he deliberated', which is related to 'amar+a, 'he
ordered'.

The same type of assimilation is found

in the case cof initial w and y,

cf. e.g. 'i+wtasal+a,

which becomes 'i+ttasal+a, 'he contacted', which is
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related to wasal+a,
become tt in

'he

arrived'.

such examples,

Thus,

't, wt, and yj

x,

proving that w,

and

'

do function as a natural class and do assimilation to
the- following consonant in such examples.

It is

therefore natural that ' should have assimilated to
the third radical to form doubled verbs.

But this

particular assimilation rule is no longer alive.
A second reason for the restructuring pertains
again to the exceptional classes noted in Chapter
VIII.

We have already noted that one class of these

exceptions holds for both hollow and doubled verbs.
The others however do not.

7)

Compare the following table:.

Defect:

9awir+a

sakik+a

Comparative:

'atwal+u

'a~add+u

Surprise:

ma 'a+twal+a

ma 'a+gadd+a

Whereas 'atwal+u, 'taller's was shown to be an

exception to G-Metathesis,

'aadd+u derives from

'aldad+u and therefore obviously is not.
goes for the verbs of surprise.

The same

The doubled verbs

undergo metathesis, the hollow verbs do not.

It is

only the verbs of defect which apparently retain the
older identify of exceptionhodd which once existed.

W-F
-W

mv

Thus, it appears that the conjunctively ordered rule
is the correct synchronic rule of Arabic.

We shall

in a moment briefly discuss the rule of Glide Elision
and its relation to these processes, giving a hint
as to things to come in the future development of
Arabic.

First, however, we shall give one more class

of examples, demonstrating the affinity of hollow and
doubled verbs.

I
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There is

another fact which is

explainable by

recourse to the more abstract glottal stop etymology
Notice that the following is a

of doubled verbs.

typical singular-plural alternation:

8)

plural

singular

CaCaC+at+u

CaCC+ at+u

hamal+t+u

haml+at+u

attack

Qany+at+u

fold

Qanay+it+u

folds

halb+at+u

race track

halab+-t+u

race tracks

ba9Q+at+u

delegation

ba9aQ+it+u

delegations

attacks

a

The plural of singulars of the shape CaCC+at is
by two changes:
and an a is
radicals.

formed

the feminihe ending at is lengthened,

inserted between the second and third
One could conjecture that instead of being

inserted, this a is present in underlying representations, and dropped-only in the singular.

However,

the fact that there are many singulars of the shape
CaCaC+at indicates that this a is not underlying.
Compare the following examples.

9)

11lip

CaCaC+ at+u
Sata+at+u

doorstep

Xabak+at+u

net

Gamar+at+u

fruit

9aqab+at+u

incline
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It is

therefore,

not possible,

to assume a CaCaC+at

source for the singulars of 8)~, for then the forms
of 9 ) would not be predictable by other than ad hoc
means.

But now notice the following singular-plural

alternations which must be compared with those of
8).

plural

singular

10)

CaCC+at+u

CaCC+at+u
wayl+at+u

c&lAmity

wayl+at+u

calamities

mawz+at+u

banana

mawz+at+u

bananas

9ayb+at+u

disgrace

9ayb+at+u

disgraces

habb+at+u

kernel

habb+it+u

kernels

hayy+at+u

snake

hayy+at+u

snakes

marr+at+u

time

marr+at+u

times

Whereas in

8), a vowel is inserted between the

second and third radicals in the plural, no such
vowel is inserted in the forms of 10)..
plural forms
stems.
put .- on

In

10).

But the

consist of hollow and doubled

other words,

there must be a condition

the epenthesis rule which prohibits the

insertion of a to hollow and doubled stems.

But

clearly this condition can be much simplified if
both the doubled and hollow stems are of the same
type when the rule applies.

The proposal whereby

"I

opi,mFIONA
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cr

doubled verbs derive from roots with second radical
'

allows for this simplification, although it is

dubious that this is still the synchronic representation.
Note that what we claim was the earlier rule of

Arabic,

4)

eliminates

[but perhaps without the final V1,

the possibility that this rile could have

applied to lame

glides,

immediately

stems,

i.e.

to stems with third

cf. ramay+a -- > rama+a.

This is

radical

consonant with

the historical observations that can now be made.

We

know that Glide Elision was added to the grammar much
later than the metathesis rules.

This follows from

historical evidence from Ethippic (=Ge'ez) and Canaanite,
where final radical glides were apparently pronounced,
since they are written, but medial radical glides were
not, since they were not written, cf. Ethiopic k~n+a,

'he

was'

talaw+a,

(Arabic kana, 'he
'he followed'

was',

from kawan+a)and

(Arabic tala from talaw+a).

In other words, Glide Elision is a later innovation
to Arabic, and it seems reasonable that this rule has

not yet collapsed with the metathesis rules stated
as 2).

This will in

fact be borne out by later dis-

cussion, where we show
level rule.

that Glide Elision is a word

It seems quite probabl e that Glide Elision

is on its way to being collapsed with G-Metathesis.
For indeed a number of the distributional similarities
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point in this direction, e.g. the if-then condition.
The real difference is that whereassCGV -- > CV in
hollow verbs,
verbs,

this is not the normal case for lame

i.e. CG+V does not become CV.

There are

nevertheless a small handful of examples which do

seem to display this change.

11)

'ax+u+n
ab+u+n

brother

Consider the following:

your brother

ax+iu+ka

father

'ab+U+ka

your father

bayt+u+n

house

bayt+u+ka

your house

ra' y+u+n

opinion

ra'y+u+ka

your opinion

First, we expect the case ending u to show up in
both columns for all forms, but for some strange
reason we find long u in

the first

in the right-most column.

set of examples

If we realize that these

examples apparently possess only two radicals, contrary to the principle of triplicity

of root con-

sonants, we emerge with an explanation.

If we

posit underlying 'axW and 'abw, then the first
set of examples is

explanable by. the metathesis

derivation.

12 )

'axw+u+n

'&xw+u+k a

ax+uw+n

ax+uw+ka

metathesis

ax+uu+n

ax+uu+ka

V-Epenthesis and G-Syncope

'ax+u+n
ax+u+n

'ax+uu+ka

Truncation

'ax+u+ka

Lengthening
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We may in fact prove that there was an underlying
w by citing alternations
'brotherly',

such as 'axaw+iyy+u+n,

and 'abaw+iyy+u+n,

'fatherly',

where

ijr is a morpheme commonly encountered in forms such
as 9arab+ivy+u+n, 'Arab, adj. ' (cf. 9arab+u+n, 'Arabs'),
etc.
The examples which appear to exhibit the change
CG+V -- > CV are no more than a handful, being for the
most part kinship terms.

The normal situation is

for there to be no change,
etc.

It

cf.

ra'y+u+n,

da9w+at+u+n,

would -appear then that either these few

cases which do seem to undergo metathesis are representative of a new tendency,

that the Glide Elision rule is

moving up the set of ordered rules so as to collapse
with the metathesis rule,

or else the two rules are

separate and the kindship terms are some traces of the
earlier time then all cases of CG+V underwent the change.
The evidence from Ethippic,

etc.

indicates that the

former is the direction of the change, although the
latter is not implausible.

At any rate, we shall see

later that Glide Elision and G-Metathesis are indeed
two separate rules, even though the conditions placed

on these rules are the same.It seems reasonable to conclude from the discussion
in Chapter VIII that Diphthongization was once the
means of accounting for dtwa

-- >

iya, etc.

That is,

it seems likely that there was no if-then condition
placed on metathesis at an earlier stage in the

i

history of the language.
of this condition,

it

But because of the imposition

seems that the rule of w-to-y is

now the correct approach.

This could account for the

fact that two rules of w-to-y are needed in the cumulative
set of rules given in Chapter XIV.

On the other hand,

the change might be the other way.

That is,

approach might be that of Diphthongization.

the newer
That is,

it may be that the G-Metathesis and I.D. Metathesis
rules are splitting up into new rules, which is not
an unnatural continuation of the change from 4) to
2).

Before these problems are cleared up, a good deal

of work is still needed in this area.

Let us return

now to the synchronic grammar of Arabic, to the problem
of more adequately accounting for the alternations which
hollow stems display.

t
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Footnotes to Chapter X

1. For a particularly striking example of this type
of change, see Kiparsky (1968). But also see
Anderson (1969) for some important observations
concerning this example.
2. There is a long standing dispute among workers in
historical Semitic.
One group, no doub:t the majority,
argues that Semitic was originally biliteral,
i.e.
that roots were once composed of two radicals, not
three. Their evidence consists first, of some examples where a third radical has apparently been
attached.
Such examples are quite rare.
The second
piece of evidence these gentlemen use to argue for
their position is .the fact that doubled verbs disobey the constraint noted above and hence must once
have been bi-radical.
They never consider the theory
advanced above.
Nor do they ever analyze the data
in any depth whatsoever. These people also claim that
hollow verbs are underlying bi-radical historically.
The complete and utter bankruptcy .of thi position
had already been pointed out by Fleisch 1968) who
notes
si w, Y sont venus constituer la 1 re ou la 3e
consonne d'une racine, pourquoi n'auraient-m
ils pu aussi constituer la 2 e? Pourquoi
l'exclure? Pourquoi ces w, x, consonnes
fortes comme les autres, signalees plus haut
pour l'arabe, le geez, le tigray, seraientils tous necessairement de formation secondaire?
This, then, constitutes the second position, held
by linguists who have some respect for the data,
. and who know that a theory must be based on evidence.
Until the evidence is forthcoming to the contrary,
we may safely assume that Semitic is, and was, triconsonantal in nature.

.p %.PI

Chapter XI
Hollow Verbs
11.0 The study of hollow stems was begun in Chapter
VII.

In this chapter we wish to give a more exhaustive

treatment of hollow verbs.

This discussion leads quite

naturally to more detailed investigation of stem rules
such as L-Assimilation, w-Occultation, and others,
some of which were touched upon in earlier sections
of this work.

We are proceeding on the assumption

that 24) -of 9.2 is correct, but we retain the terms
G-Metathesis and I.D. Metathesis for -facility of
reference.

11.1 Regular Hollow Verbs
In

the preceding chapter,

the following alternations

were noted in conjunction with G-I.D. Metathesis.

I feared

xif+ni

we feared

xif+ta

you m.s. feared

xif+tum

you m.p. feared

xif+ti

you f.s. feared

xif+tunna

you f.p. feared

1)a.xif+tu

b.xaf+a
- xif+at

he feared
she feared

they m.p. feared
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We know from the discussion of Chapter VII that the
stems of 1)

are underlain by

'he frightened', etc.
pass from xa
xaf.

to xj

awif,

cf.

xawwaf+a,

Thus, the a. stems of 1) 'must
those of b., from xawif to

We have already proposed a mechanism by which

the b. stems may be realized.

The following-derivation

is representative of this change.

2)

xawif+at
xaiwf+at

G-Metathesis

xaaf+at

a-Assimilation

xif+at

Lengthening

How now are the stems of 1)a. to be derived?

If the

glide elides from these stems in a manner analogous to
2),

then these stems will also end up with an a-grade

vowel, although short in this case, due to the subsequent application of Truncation.

The a. examples, then,

differ from the b. examples in having pre-consonantal
suffixes.

This distinction may now be relied on to

account for the difference in the stem vowel.

Suppose
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we propose the following highly tentative rule:

3) VG-Elision:

VG -- > 0 / _VC]C

This rule will correctly take xawif+tu into xif+tu,
xawif+ta into xif+ta, etc., while not affecting
sequences such as xawif+a, xawif+at, etc.
Turning now to underlying.Class-A stems such
, which become kan and sar when

as kawan and b

followed by suffixes.beginning with vowels,, e.g.
kan+a, 'he was',

srar+u,

'they went',

etc.,

we may

now note that analogous to the a. examples of 1),
we encounter the following:

4)

kun+na

we -were

kun+tuni

you m.p. were

you f.s. were

kun+tunna

you f.p. were

sir+tu

I went

sir+na

we went

sir+ta

you m.s. went

sir+tum

you m.p. went

sir+ti

you f.s. went

sir+tunna

you f.p. went

kun+tu

I was

kun+ta

you m.s.

kun+ti

Notice that Rule 3)

were

does not directly account for

these examples, because kawan+tu, etc.,

and sayar+tu,

etc., become kan+tu, etc., and sar+tu, etc.1 by this
rule.

There. is an obvious explanation for these
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Whenever w is the second radical of a Class-A

data.

stem, u will show up in forms of the type illustrated
When Y is

in 4).

the second radical of Class-A stems,

i occupies the medial position.

This suggests the

following rule:

5) Stem-vowel Assim:

a

/__C

-- >

This rule will take underlying kawan+tu and sayar+tu,
etc. ,into kawun+tu and sayir+tu, etc., whereupon VGElision yields the desired kun+tu, sir+tu, -etc.

Note

that 5) will apply to a only, since underlying xawif+tu
does not become xawuf+tu,

for this would give the

undesired sequence xuf+tu, instead of the desired xif+tu.
It

is

also to be noted that the stem boundary ] is

included in

5)

so as to prevent forms such as-. wasal+a,

'he arrived', from becoming the incorrect sequence
wusal+a.

Finally note that it

whether underlying kawan+a,

makes little

sayar+at,

etc.

difference
undergo 5),

for after Glide Elision, a-Assimilation will always
be available

to turn kaun+a,

desired resthlt.

sair+at,

etc.

to the

If we wished to block 5) in such

cases, we could simply add V after the stem boundary'
in 5).
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Turning now to the imperfect aspect of hollow
verbs, we might once again consider the class-B
If we prefix Ca, by Vowel Elision we

stem xawif.

get- Ca+xwif+u in
now applies,
thesis,

the indicative mood,

yielding Ca+xwaf+u.

V-Epenthesis,

giving Qa+xaaf+u,

and Ablaut

At this point, G-Meta-

and G.-Syncope may apply,

which by Lengthening becomes the

desired Ca+xif+u, e.g. 'a+xf+u, 'I fear', ta+xif+u,
'you fear', etc.
in

6)

The complete derivation is given

6).

ta+xawif+u
ta+xwif+u

Vowel Elision

ta+xwaf+u

Ablaut

ta+xawf+u

G-Metathesis

ta+xaawf+u

V-Epenthesis

ta+xaaf+u

G-Syncope

ta+xif+u-

Lengthening

The class-A stems will

7)

undergo a similar derivation.

ta+kawan+u

ta+sayar+u

ta+kwan+u

ta+syar+u

VoweLl Elision

ta+kwun+u

ta+syir+u

Ablaut

ta+kuwn+u

ta+ siyr+u

G-Metathesis

ta+kuuwn+u

ta+siiyr+u

V-Epenthesis
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ta+kuun+u

ta+siir+u

G-Syncope

ta+k~n+u

ta+slr+u

Lengthening

Now consider the derivation given in 6).

Once

ta+xwif+u becomes ta+xwaf+u by Ablaut, if 5) were
to apply, ta+xwaf+u would be incorrectly changed
to ta+xwuf+u, which would give
ultimately.
is

incorrect ta+xif+u

Thus, it would appear that Rule 5)

to precede Ablaut.

On the other hand,

when we

consider all the examples of the class-A type,
i.e.

of the type illustrated in

all

stems of this type take u in

'), we note that
the imperfective

if the medial radical is w, and i if the medial
radical is

x.

In other words, Ca+CwaC+u invariably

becomes Ca+CwuC+u, and Ca+CyaC+u invariably becomes
Ca+CyiC+u.
Ablaut,

it

In order to account for this fact by
would be necessary to state the following

redundancy in the lexicon.

8)

CawaC -- >

[+F]

Recall that [+F) is

the feature which accounts for

the change of a to u by Ablaut, as outlined in detail

in Chapter V.

But here we are losing a generalization.

For instead of 8), we could utilize Ruhew54teeioncotn
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Rule 5) to account for this distribution of data.
The new

And this implies that 5) follows Ablaut.

rule of Stem-vowel Assimilation must therefore be
sta-ted to apply to any vowel, but only to class-A

The restatement

stemsof 5) desired, then, is found in 9).

9)

Stem-vowel Assim:

C] /

/

V -- >

[+A]

The feature [+A] is assumed to be the feature needed
to distinguish class-A stems from class-B and class-C
stems.

Rule. 9),

then,

aw.ll not only take kawan and

sayar into kawun and sayir in the perfective aspect

as desired, but also Ca+kwan will become Ca+kwin by
Ablaut,

and then Ca+kwun by 9).

to apply before Ablaut,

derivable,

If

rule 9)

the. imperfective

were

ta+sir+u would not be

for ta+syar would become ta+syir by 9),

and then ta+syar by-Ablaut,

which would give ultimate

ta+sir+u rather than the. desired ta+slr+u.

Thus,

if 9) is the correct way of accounting for the re-

dundancies existing in perfectiv?.and imperfective
class-A hollow verbal stems,

then it follows that

Stem-vowel Assimilation follows Ablaut.

Rule 9)

thus accounts for why it is that there are no
imperfectives of the shape Ca+CwiC 'or Ca+CyuC as
well as accounting for the perfective CawuC and CayiC,
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which must arise in the course of the derivation
from CawaC and CayaC to CuC and CiC respectively.
To conclude this section, we have now motivated two new
rules, first,
thesis,

VG-Elision, which must precede G-Meta-

and Stem-vowel Assimilation, and second, Stem-

vowel Assimilation, which follows Ablaut and precedes
VG-Elision, as illustrated below.

10)

Ablaut
Stem-vowel

Assimilation

VG-Elision
G.sMetathesis

11.2.0 Exceptional

HolloW Verbs

There are several classes of examples which

behave quite differently from the examples adduced
in 11.1 with respect to VG-Elision and Stem-vowel
Assimilation.

These examples are of two types:

the truly irregular or exceptional furms, and those
which do not undergo the rules as a result of the

particular statement of the rules.

Let us commence

with the interesting class of irregular verbs.

11. 2.1 Irregular Verbs
In Chapter VIII the interesting class of exceptional
stems bearing glides in both the second and third
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Examples included

radical positions was discussed.

'I ironed',

forms such as kaway+tu,
folded',
it

'away+t&, 'you ifi.s.

was pointed out in

taway+ta,

'you

m.s .

sought shelter', etc., and

that chapter that forms such as

the latter are exceptional as regards the rule of
G-Metathesis...

We may now note that these forms are

also exceptions to the rule of VG-Elision 3).

We do

not find the following expected changes:

11)

kaway+tu -- > kay+tu
taway+ta -- > tay+ta
away+ta -- >

Thus,

if

3)

'ay+ta

is a rule of Arabic,

these forms must be

marked as exceptions to this rule.
In Chapter VIII it was also noted that verbs of
color and defect are exceptions to G-Metathesis..
it

was pointed out that saidd+a,

Thus,

'he became black',

and 9awir+a, 'he became one-eyed', do not undergo the
rule of GnMetathesis.
'I became black',

We may now note that sandid+tu,

and 9awir+ta, 'you m.s. became one-

eyed', do not undergo the rule of VG-Elision 3).

Thus,

once again we are confronted with a situation where
several apparently distinct classes of examples are
exceptions to more than a single rule.

We would like to
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follow the procedure of Chapter VIII and attempt to
reduce the exceptional rules to one (even though this
is apparently not the case for the present synchronic
grammar of Arabic,for w-to-y, cf.r!Chap.

XWI).Let us

once again investigate the relevant abstract stems
(which have already undergone Stem-vowel Assimilation).

12) xawif+tu

kawun+tu

sayir+tu

xawif+ta

kawun+ta

sayir+ta

xawif+a

kawun+a

sayir+a

xawif+at

kawun+at

sayir+at

Recall that the a.

b.

stems of 12) undergo VG-Elision.

The b. stems do not.
column I

a.

In addition, those stems of

are class-B stems.

and III are class-A stems.

Those of column II
Hence xawif does not

undergo Stem-vowel Assimilation as do the others.
Suppose now we were to apply the rule which assigns
stress in Arabic to 12)?

The rule of stress assign-
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ment of Arabic is
Rule.

very much like the Romance Stress

It stresses the last strong cluster of the word,

with one exception to be noted in

If

Chapter XII.

there is no strong cluster, stress is placed according
to the Romance Stress Rule for all categories of speech.
This may be illustrated by the following examples.

13)
daxxal+at

kitab+u+n

katab+at

daxal+tu

katib+u+n

malik+at+u+n

sf

katab++hu

malik+u+n

qabl+a

safar+a

faqat

daxxal+tu+hu

kitib+i+na

lan

ar+tu

Thus, the rule of Stress Assignment is essentially 14).

14) Stress Assignment:

V -- > [1 stress] /

__C0((VC)VC0 )y

This rule predicts that should a form contain a strong
cluster followed by three weak syllables, stress will
be assigned on the weak syllable following the strong
cluster, not on the strong cluster syllable.

This

prediction is borne out by examples such as yadar+a+hu,
'he left it', ya~tatpiu

'he opens it (ceremoniously)',

etc., where stress is correctly assigned by 14). Returning now to the examples of 12), we now see that
14) will assign those forms which undergo VG-Elision

Pw
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stress 6n the penultimate syllable, being a strong cluster,
whereas those forms which undergo Glide Elision will
receive stress on their antepenultimate syllable.

It

is now evident that the phonetic difference between
those stems deriving from CaGVC+CV sequences and
those deriving from CaGVC+V(C) may be due to stress.
Let us therefore assign stress before applying
0-Metathesis..

15)

This gives the following changes.

xawif+tu

xawif+a

kawun+tu kawun+a

sayir+tu sayir+a

xawff+tu

xawif+a

kawun+tu kawun+a

sayir+tu sayir+a

xaff+tu

xaif+a

kaun+tu

kaan+a

safr+tu

sfir+a

14)
G-Metathesis,
etc.

In addition the following rule may be added to the grammar
of Arabic.

16) Progressive Assimilation:

a -m>ffliU

This rule will correctly bring about the following:

17)

xatf+tu xaif+a

kaun+tu kaun+a

sair+tu sair+a

xi f+tu

kun+tu

siir+tu

--

xrf+tu
--

--

xlKf+a
--

xaf+a
A#

xlf+tu -xaf+a

--

kun+tu

k anta
--

-kan+a
/

kun+tu

--

sir+tu
--

i

kan+a

sir+tu

--

saar+a
--

sar+a

sir+a
sar+a

Prog. Assim.
a-Assim.
Truncation
Lengthening
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By proceeding in

this way,

we totally eliminate the

need for the. rule of VG-Elision in Arabic.

Rather,

the already needed rule of G-Metathesis performs the
task of eliminating the medial glide.

This is not

necessarily a simplification of the phonology, for a
new rule, 16), is now needed.

However, when we now

return to the exceptional classes,

repeated as 18),

we observe that now these forms are no longer exceptions
to both G-Metathesis

and VG-Elisi6n.

Rather,

they

are exceptions to the one rule of G-Metathesis.

18)a.kaway+tu I ironed
kaway+ta you ironed

taway+tu

I folded

taway+ta

you folded

b.sawid+tu I became black

9awir+tu

I became one-eyed

sawid+ta you became black 9awir+ta you became one-eyed

We may now show that 16)

is

wrong in

view of

the fact that I.D. Metathesis precedes Stress Assignment.

19)

-

ta+madad+u
ta+mdad+u

Vowel Elision

ta+mdud+u

Ablaut-

tai-mudd+u

I.D. Metathesis

ta+mudd+u

Stress Assignment
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In other words, I.D. Metathesis creates the strong
cluster which is relevant to Stress Assignment.
feeds the rule of Stress Assignment,

It

whereas this

is not the case if Stress Assignment precedes GMetathesis as in 15) and 17).

Earlier we argued that

I.D. Metathesis and G-Metathesis are to be collapsed
as a single rule of G-I.D. Metathesis.

The reader

may interpret this as an argument against that move.
However, it may be shown now that there is independent
evidence for assuming that Stress Assignment follows,
This evidence consists

not precedes, G-Metathesis.

in the fact that phonetic ta+kun+u, ta+xaf+u, etc. are
syllable,

stressed not on the initial
mate syllable.

but on the penulti-

In other words, the following derivation

is required.

20)

ta+kwun+u

ta+xwaf+u

ta+kuwn+u

ta+xawf+u

#4
ta+kuwn+u

ta+xawf+u

Stress

ta+kun+u

ta+xaf+u

V-Epenthesis, G-Syncope, and
Lengthening

1

G-Metathesis
Assignment

2

If Stress Assignment applied before G-Metathesis,

then we would expect to find tau-kun+u and tcxif+u,
which is untrue.
It is also possible to show that Stress Assignment

F
lip

-001!

11

m
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It must follow Truncation

is a very low level rule.

for the following reasons:

In Chapter I, we noted that

the jussive mood is marked by the absence of any mood
suffix.

Thus,

in the jussive.

we find ta+ktub,

ta+nzil,

etc.

conjugated

However, tadkwihugna+xwaf, etc.,

after Vowel Elision and Ablaut have applied, yield
t +kun and ta+xaf in the jussive.

The following

derivations will account for this stress pattern.

21)

ta+kwun

ta+xwaf

ta+kuwn

ta+xawf

G-Metathesis

ta+kuun

ta+xaaf

V-Epenthesis, G-Syncope

ta+kun

ta+xaf

Truncation

t~ikun

ta+xaf

Stress- Assignment

If Stress Assignment applies after G-Metathesis,
as proved by 20), but before Truncation, then we would
I
I
have expected ta+kun and ta+xaf, which is incorrect.
Therefore Stress Assignment follows Truncation.
The conclusion to this discussion, then, is that
15) and 17) are incorrect as theyshow stand.

But

if we reconsider these derivatioAs carefully, we
may notice that the crucial ordering is not really
Stress Assignment and G-Metathesis, but rather
Stress Assignment and a-Assimilation.

That is, it

is important that the stress distinction be made
before the quality of the stem vowel rdsulting from

.

-

r.
-I-,,.:

-

Mm"m
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Stem-vowel Assimilation loses its identity.

If we

further restate Truncation as 22), note that derivations
15)

22)

and 17)

may be replaced by 23).

Truncation: V -- > 0 / __VC

23) Derivations of Hollow Stems
xawif+tu xawif+a kawun+tu kawun+a sayir+tu sayir+a
xaif+tu

xaif+a

kaun+tu

kaun+a

sair+tu

sair+a

G-Metathesis,
V-Epen., G-Syn.

xif+tu

xaif+a

kun+tu

kaun+a

siLEttu

sair+a

Truncation

xaif+a
1
xaaf+a

kun+tu
/
kun+tu
#
kun+tu

*4

xif+tu
/4

xif+tu
/

xif+tu

£

xaf+a

/

/

kaun+a
/
kaan+a
£t
kan+a

/

sir+tu
I'

/4

sair+a
/

Stress Assign.

sir+tu

saar+a

a-Assim.

sir+tu

sar+a

Lengthening

In other words, the rule of Progressive Assimilation
is no longer even needed in the grammar, for the restatement of Truncation automatically accounts for the
phonetic representations.
If we return briefly to the discussion of lame
stems initiated in Chapter IV, we will recall that
there it was shown that ta+rm+n&, 'you m.p. throw',
derives from underlying ta+rmiyiuws-na, and ta-+-d91+na,

'you fs. call', derives from underlying ta-ed9uwiiyina,
both by means of Glide Elision, i-u-Assimilation,
the old version of Truncation, and Vocalic Assimilation.
This was the sole motivation in fact for the second
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application of Vocalic Assimilation,

cf.

24)

of 9.2.

However, according to our new conception of Truncation,
there is no longer any need for this second application
of Vocalic Assimilation, nor is there any reason for
the assimilation rules to apply.

24)

ta+rmiy+uw+na

ta+d9uw+iy+na

ta+rmi+uw+na

ta+d9u+iy+na

Glide Elision (or metathesis,
epenthesis and syncope)

ta+rm+uw+na

ta+d9+iy+na

Truncation

ta+rm+uu+na

ta+d9+ii+na

Syl. Assim.

ta+rm+i+na

ta+d9++na

Lengthening

(We henceforward omit Stress Assignment where irrelevant.)
This discussion, which began with an inspection
of the exceptional

weak verbs; cf. 11) and 18),

leads to a number of interesting results for the
phonology of Arabic as a whole.

First, there is no

rule of VG-Elision. - Second, there is no rule of
Progressive Assimilation.' Thira, there is no second
applicatibn of Vocalic Assimilation.

And finally,

Truncation may be restated as 22), which must precede
Stress Assignment, and apparently,.the assimihtion pro-

cesses as well.
It now seems correct to believe that the irregular
forms listed in 18) are exceptions,'not to G-Metathesis
and VG-Elision, but only to the former, for the latter
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does not exist.

However, it shbuld now be noted

that the irregular forms of the a. category of 18)
are not cnli

exceptions to G-Metathesis, they are

also exce. ions to Stem-vowel Assimilation, 9).
That is, kawx+tu does not become kawuy+tu, taway+tu
does not become tawuy+tu etc.

It appears that we

may correctly block application of this rule to forms
such as these by requiring the final consonant of
Stem-vowel Assimilation be a true consonant, which
we may represent by the informal abbreviation c.
Stem-vowel Assimilation is thereby restateable as
25).

25) Stem-vowel Assimilation:

Note that 25)
18)

V -- >

will not apply to the b.

y

c] L+A]

examples of

by virtue of the fact that these examples are

not class-A verbs,

but rather class-B verbs.

11.2.2 Apparent Exceptions to Stem-vowel Assimilation
In this subsection the investigation of hollow
verbs will proceed.

However, here., as in 11.2.1, we

are interested in apparently irregular cases.

It

will be seen that the remaining apparent exceptions to
the new rule of Stem-vowel Assimilation do not in
fact display any exceptionality wha'tsoever.
11.2.2.1 Passives

Mimi!
. 1111.
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In several earlier passages, it was noted that
passives are formed by switching the quality of.-the
vowels internal to the stem.
perfective stem CaCVC

In

the case of the

this is accomplished by turnIn

ing the first a to u and- the stem vowel to i.
this way katab becomes kutt& in
kutib+a,
cf.

'it

m. was written',

rukib+a,

'he

was ridden',

the passive,

cf.

rakib becomes rukib,
etc.

We now wish to

investigate analogous passives of hollow verbs.
Underlying kawan and sayar,

are

exemplified earlier,

not normally conjugated in the passive due to the
Therefore,

fact that these forms are intransitive.
we may turn to the transitive stems baya9
'he sold', bi9+tu, 'I sold') and qawal

(cf.

ba9+a,

(cf. 4i1+a,

1ihe said', qul+tu, 'I said'), for which we can motivate medial y and w respectively by noting alternations
such as. ba9+u,

'sale', qawl+u, 'saying', etc.

We

would expect the third person singular passives of
these verbs to be the following in underlying representations:

26)

buyi9+a

quwil+a

buyi9+at

quwil+at

From these representations, it is expected that the
glide will elide by G-Metathesis, etc., leaving bui9+a
and Quill-a, bui9+eat and quil+at.

According to the
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rule of u-Assimilation, we would expect ui to become
uu, analogous to the change of iu to ii noted earlier.
However the correct phonetic representations are not
those expected.

27)

bl9+a

it m. was sold

qil+a

it m. was said

bl9+at

it f. was sold

qil+at

it f. was said

This indicates that ui becomes ii, and not uu.
is, u must be switched to i

That

when occurring before i.

The rule needed to account for this change may be
stated as 28).

28)

u-to-i:

u--c'i/ __i

The first and second person singular passive forms
are bi9+tu, 'I was sold', bi9+ta, 'you m. were sold',
bi9+ti, 'you f. were sold', and cjil+tu,

'I was said',

gil+ta, 'you m.-were said', and gil+ti, 'you f. were
said'.

Of course the last.three examples are

semantically anomalous,

a fact having no bearing on

the phonology, however.

We may derive these forms

either by allowing Truncation to apply before 28) or

after.

Let us arbitrarily adopt the first alternative.
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29)

buyi9+tu

quwil+tu

bui9+tu

quil+tu

G-Metkthesis,

bi9+tu

qil+tu

Truncation

G- Syncope

Thus, there seems to be a straightforward means of

accounting for the passives of hollow verbs.

This

consists of merely adding rule 28) to the grammar.

Now notice that cjuwil+a possesses a middle radical
w, so that it might be suspected that Stem-vowel Assim.

*0
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should apply to forms such as this giving quwul+a, which
of course would lead to the incorrect result, gi~lga,
instead of the desired gll+a.
however.

This is

For although active ga§j is

all passives

take stem-vowel

i,

a confusion,
a class-A stem,

and therefore,

already noted in 5.2.1, belong to class B.

as

And

the rule of Stem-vowel Elision is stated in 9) so
as to apply only to class-A stems.

Thus, upon

reflection, it becomes clear that there is no reason
why

ll+a cannot be derived directly.

Indeed,

the

fact that we get gl-lia, and not qutl+a, further supports
our present statement of Stem-vowel Assimilation.
In 3.3 and 4.5 we noted that imperfective passives
are formed by changing the prefix and stem of the active
forms to the pattern Cu+CCaC.
of the perfective passive is

Since the stem-vowel ±
the underlying stem-vowel,

this pattern reduces to essentially that of the passive
of the perfective in underlying representations.

That-

is, both CuCiC and Cu+CCiC are identical as regards
vowel sequences.

The latter becomes the desired Cu+CCaC

by Ablaut, as expected.

Thus,. tl~e imperfective passive

of the hollow verb roots b~9 and qwl should be, in

the third person singular indicative, underlying yuxbi9+u,
tu+byi9+u, yu_3+gwil+_u, and tu+qwil+u.

These forms
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should exhibit the following stages:

30) yu+byi9+u

tu+byi9+u

yu+qwil+u

tu+qwil+u

yu+bya9+u

tu+bya9+u

yu+qwal+u

tu+qwal+u

Ablaut

yu+baa9+u

tu+baa9+u

yu+qaal+u

tu+qaal+u

Glide Metathesis,
V-Epen., G-Syn.

yu+ba9+u

tu+bi9+u

yu+qal+u

tu+qil+u

Lengthening

'it m. is sold',

We do in fact find yu+bi9+u,
'it

f.

is

sold',

'it f. is said',

yu+qil+u,

'it

m.

is

said',

tu+ba9+u,

and tu+qal+u,

in phonetic representations.

Note,

however, that after Ablaut applies, Stem-vowel Assimilation does not apply, following, of course, as a consequence of these forms being specified as class-B.
11.2.2.2 Derived Verbs
At first

glance the set of derived verbs

seem

to constitute a class of counterexamples to Stemvowel Assimilation, or alternatively, it might be
supposed that these examples dictate that the rule
of Stem-vowel Assimilation be specified so as not
to apply to derived verbs.
in

That is, we might include

the formal statement of this

[-derived].

paradigms:

rule,

the feature.

This might be deduced from the following
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31)

strong forms

hollow forms

xarraj+tu

qawwal+tu

'a+xraj+tu

'a+qwal+tu

ta+xarraj+tu

ta+qawwal+tu

'i+n+xaraj+tu

-- >

'a+qal+tu

'i+n+qawal+tu

-- >

'i+n.:qal+tu

'i+xtaraj+tu

'i+qtawal+tu

--

'i+qtal+tu

'i+sta+xraj+tu

'i+sta+qwal+tu

-- >

>

'i+sta+qal+tu

The derived forms of 31) should be compared with the
more complete set listed in Chapter I as 10).

The

left-most column of 31) consists of strong steras.
have utilized

the root xri

in

all

forms,

We

although

the form 'i+xtaraj+tu .is not normally encountered.
However, it is simple enough to find a form which
actually occurs.

By the same token,

we have held

the hollow root constant in the right-most column
of 31),

even though some of the forms do not actually

occur with the root qg.

Again these may be replaced

by actually occurring hollow forms

in

the particular

derived class for which gwl does not appear.
Of interest is

the fact that the hollow forms

do not undergo Stem-vowel Assimilation, for if they
had, in place of 'a+gal+tu, we should find 'a+gul+tu,
just as we find cqul-etu and not gal~tu in the nonderived form.

But it is clear that _a is the perfective

Mp
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all

stem-vowel in

cases of 31),

so that Stem-vowel

Elision as presently stated should apply to the underlying hollow stems of 31).
If

we once again refer to the set of verb forms.

listed as 10) in 1.1, we notice that the imperfective
of all the derived classes but two possess stem-vowel
i.

Further, it is not difficult to show that the two

derived classes not possessing imperfective stem-vowel
i,

class V and VI,

stage.

actually do pass through such a

This becomes apparent when one notes that

active participles are formed on the basis of imperfective
stems, while passive participles derive from perfective
stems.

Thus, xarraj is the perfective stem of class II,
with prefixed

and its passive participle is mu+xarraj+u,
mu.

xarrij is

the imperfective

stem of this class II

form, and mu+xarrii+u is the corresponding active
participle.
sta+qbal,

The same holds for the others.

a class X perfective stem,

cf.

Thus,

'i+sta+qbal+a,

'he received', takes mu+sta+crbal+u, 'received', as its
passive participle, and sta+qbil, the imperfective stem,
cf.

ta+sta+gbil+u,

'you receive'% takes. mu+sta+qbil+u,

'receiving', as its active participle.

Now note that

the passive participle of perfective ta+kallam, class
V, is mu+ta-ikallam+u, but the active par ticiple of
ta-ikallam, the phonetic imperfective stem as well,
is mu+ta+kallim+u, with i, not _a..

This proves that
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the imperfective ta+ta+kallam+u,

'you

discuss',

actually

derives from the more abstract ta+ta+kallim+u, and only
later, after participles have been derived, becomes
ta+ta+kallam+u, by an ad hoc rule which also applies
to class VI imperfectives, for which analogous examples
could readily be adduced.

This ad hoc rule, we state

as 32).

32) V-Lowering:

i

E+imperf,

I

--> a / __C]

This rule will play no role in the arguments to follow.
We now wish to argue that in the case of derived classes
of verbs, it is the imperfective stem-vowel i which
is

the underlying vowel,

brought about by Ablaut,

and hence it
i.e.

is

a which is

the exact opposite of

the situation which holds for non-derived verbs.
The argument showing imperfective i to be the
underlying vowel of derived verbs is

identical to

that showing perfective i to be underlying in the
case of class-B non-derived verbs.
show that underlying w shows up as y

That is,

we shall

in the perfective

following a, which can be explained if we assume i
to be underlying, and further that w-to-y precedes
Ablaut.

p ,

pq g". . P"WOMPIPP.
111.1"Illp-1.

Consider the following alternations.

OR

33)

III

I

jilw+at+u
unveiling

jalaw+ta
you clarified

I 1.

you revealed

v.'

a+ jlay+ta

V.

ta+jallay+ta

you became clear

'i+n+jalay+ta

you were cleaned

'i+jtalay+ta

you disclosed

'i+sta+jlay+ta

you sought to clarify

vI [i.
VII :I.

X.

AP

jallay+ta

you drove away
15
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The alternations listed under co.umns I and II prove
that w is

the underlying third radical.

column III, in place of w, we find

x.

However,

under

Indeed there is

absolutely no derived root with phonetic w in the third
radical position, a curious distribution in itself,
inasmuch as both w and

x

contrast in third radical

position in non-derived forms, as noted in earlier
sections.

But since all derived verbs take i in their

imperfective representations at some point in their
derivational history from underlying to phonetic
representations, we-may explain the distributional
oddity evidenced in 33) by assigning all derived
verbs i in underlying representations in the stemvowel position,

and further, by allowing w-to-y to

apply before Ablaut, which indeed istrue.

Thus,

to take 4allay+t: as a model for this possible
explanation of the data of 33), we hypothesize the
following:

34)

jalliw+tu

jalliy+tu

w-to-y

jallay+tu

Ablaut

There appears

to be

no way of collapsing the.

ablaut process needed to effectuate 34) and that
discussed earlier in Chapter V, for the former applies

38!

only when the feature [-imperf] is present, while the
applies only when the feature [+imperf].is

latter

That is, the former applies when the under-

present.

lying stem-vowel appears in the perfective aspect,
the latter, when the underlying stem-vowel appears
in the imperfective aspect.
collapsing these rules,

i.e.

The obvious means of
as 19)

of 5.2.2,

seems

inadequate in view of the comments made in Chapter
5.

Perhaps a new rule of Ablaut "should be added to

the grammar.

This is really not necessary, however,

for the following rule will correctly account for the
two ablaut processes:
V
35) Ablaut:

[ahi]

[-ahi]
-- >

[-C]
<[+F]>

+bkN

/

[imperf]
imer

[L+rd]/

This rule will correctly apply when the feature
[+imperf]

is

present in

non-derived verbs,

and when

the feature [-imperf] is present in derived verbs.
Let us now return to the central concern of this
section, which is the question--Why don' L the underlying hollow stems of 31) undergo Stem-vowel Assimilation?

An answer may now be gixten to this question

which -squares with the observations made directly
above.

This is simply that if the 'imperfective i

of derived verbs is the underlying stem-vowel, then
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all these stems belong to class B, not class A stems,
and hence may not be operated on by 9-),
Assimilation.

Stem-vowel

On the other hand, it may still be

that Stem-vowel Assimilation is to be stated so as
to include the feature E-derived], which would also
block this rule from applying to those hollow stems
Relevant to this problem are the following

of 31).
examples:

36)

imperfect

perfect

I. qata9+at

ta+qta9+u

she cuts, cut

tu+qatt19+u

she cuts pp,

ta+qra'+u

she reads,

tu+qri'+u

she makes read,

ta+sta+qri'+u

she examines, examined

ta+b9a+u

she sends, sent

ta+n+ba9iQ+u

she was sent,

ta+ftah+u

she opens,

ta+ftatih+u
'

she opens (ceremoniously),
opened (ceremoniously)

0

II. qatta9+at
I. qara'+at
IV. 'a+qra'+at
Xe

Ii+sta+qra' +at

I. ba9a9+at
VII.

i+n+ba9ag+at

I. fatah+at
VIII. 'i+ftatah+at

As noted in 5.2.3,
derived verbs,

listed

cf.

23)

of that section,

cut up.

read
made read

is

sent

opened

the non-

above as I, tindergo the rule

of L-Assimilation, accounting for why we find stem-vowel
a in both the perfective and imperfective conjugations.
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This rule of L-Assimilation may be repeated

37)

L-Assimilation:

i

--

> a /

L

/

as 37).

[+imperf]

This rule does not apply to any of the derived forms
listed in 36),

however.

And this is always true.

There is no derived verb to which 37)
In

orde.

to prevent L-Assimilation

is applicable.

from applying

to

these derive.i forms, we might restate it as 38).

38) L-Assimilation:

i -- > a

If this is correct, then,

-derived]

the implication is that

Stem-vowel Assimilation may indeed be stated so as
to include the feature [-derived],

which would account

for why this rule does -not apply to derived verbs.
This restaLement would look like 39).

39)

Stem-vowel Assimilation:

V

-- >

(

/

/ [

We must now turn to the imperfective conjugation
of the derived hollow verbs.

ThA following underlying

sequences and changes are clear an'd straightforward:

rived]
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40)

I

II

II. tu+qawwil
tu+qwil+u

-- >

tu+qil-+u

VII.

ta+n+qawil+u

-- >

ta+n+qil+u

VIII.

ta+qtawil+u

-- >

ta+qtil+u

-- >

ta+sta+qil+u

IV.

X. ta+sta+qwil+u

Again,

as in

canonical

31),

we have taken the root Qw

skeleton.

Not all

as the

these forms exist

in

phonetic representations, derived from the gwl root.
However, many many examples can be found for each
derived class which are changed exactly as indicated
in 40), e.g.

tu+xwif+u -- > tu+xif+u,

ta+n+qawid+u

--

>

ta+n+Qd+u,

'you

'you frighten',

are led',

etc.

Further, it should be pointed out that the forms listed
under column I

of 40)

representations.

are not the most abstract

We have omitted the stem vowel from

classes IV and X, which drop by Vowel Elision, as well
as

the causative morpheme of IV, and the more basic a

of the person prefix.
The point is

41)

that

40)

These are all
is

exactly

minor details.

as predicted by our rules.

tu+qwil+u

ta+n+qawil+u

tu+qiil+u

ta+n+qail+u

Glide Metathesis, Glide Elision,
V-Epenthesis, and G-Syncope

tu+qiil+u

ta+n+qaal+u

a-Assimilation

tu+qll+u

ta+n+qal+u

Lengthening
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Stress Assignment plays no crucial role in 41) and
for this reason has been omitted.
Let us now return to blind verbs and the rule of
w-Occultation, which may be repeated below as 42)
for convenience of reference.

42) w-Occultation:

w -- >

0 /

Ci

It will be recalled that Syllabicity Assimilation
applies much later than w-Occultation, cf. -38) of
6.2.3.

Given the class IV underlying imperfective

(minus Caus.-Del.,

ta-to-tu, and Vowel Elision) form

yu+wdih+u (cf. 'a+wdah+a, 'he made clear'), one
expects the following derivation to obtain:

43)

yu+wdih+u
w-Occultation

yu+dih+u

This change is expected due to the fact that nonde-.
rived

ya+wsil+u, ya+wsif+u,

Ya+sif+u,

etc.

etc. become ya+sil+u,

However, yu+dih+u does not exist.

Instead we find y

4dih+u,

'he makes clear', indicating

that Syllabicity Assimilation has applied, which of
course means that 43) is wrong.
the following derivation:

What is needed is
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-44)

yu+wdih+u

w-Occultation

--yu+udih+u

Syl. Assim.

yuadih+u

Lengthening

The rule of w-Occultation must be blocked from
applying in 44)

and all similar derivations.

Another

such example is imperfect ya+sta+wrid+u, 'he procures',
which is

a class X derived blind verb that does not

undergo w-Occultation, although the non-derived stem
does, viz. ya+wrid+u

--

> ya+rid+u, 'he comes'.

The

non-application of w-Occultation, then, is a general
fact about derived verbs.

Never do we have an instance

of w-Occultation applying to derived blind verbs.
Consonant with this observation is the following restatement of w-Occultation.

45) w-Occultation:

w

-- >

0 /

CiC) / C-derived]

Not only have we included the feature U-derived] so
as to prevent derivations such as 43), we have also
included the stem boundary (and hance C), so as to
prevent this rule from eliding the w from examples

such as da9aw+ti, 'you f.s. called' , which do not
admit of elision.
dafaliA
verbs.

That is, da9awiti does not become

proving that 45) should apply only to blind
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Let us now summarize the rules motivated in

th -preceding, in which the feature [-derived]

is

to be included.

46)

Stem-vowel Assimilation:
ci
]/

w
Vu
V-->f/Y

[+A]
[-derived]

w-Occultation:
w

-- >

0 /

CiC]

/ [-derived]

L-Assimilation:
a /L[+imperf]
L

[-derived]

It is certainly no coincidence that these rules
function similarly in no applying to derived stems.
It

would be desirable if

we could factor out the

feature [-derived] from these rules.
that by including
Assimilation,

it

[+A]

in

We noted earlier

the rule of Stem-vowel

would automatically predict the

non-application of this rule to derived stems,

since

derived stems are [+BJ stems, if, as argued above,
the imperfective vowel underlies these stems.
same move could be taken in

The

regard to w-Occultation

and L-Assimilation, since these rules indeed apply
only to [+A] stems.

Thus, the feature [+A] could be

-Fm

-1-

IM90mil
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substituted for [-derived]

in

all

the rules of 46)

and we would still obtain the correct results in
every case.

However, this does not succeed in

capturing the generalization, because now we are
faced with the problem of factoring out the feature
[+A].

then,

Perhaps,

it

to be expected

is

a

that

segment of the phonology will tend to cluster around
a particular domain of the basic stem, as hinted at
earlier

in

6.0,

and that

a

consequence of this

is

a good deal of repetition in the rules needed to
operate on the domain in question.

This suggests

that perhaps Ablaut is to apply to [-derived]

forms

in its original statement, along with a second rule
of Ablaut which applies only to derived verbs,
place of 35).

Although

this

may be so,

in

we shall not

take this step at this time.
Let us now repeat 24)
the developments

of this

of 9.2 in accordance with

chapter.

'I

FROM"""
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47)

1
Vowel Elision
ta-Elision

II
G-I.D.

Metathesis

w-to-y
Ablaut
Voc. Assim.
Stem-vowel Assim.
w-Occultation
L-Assimilation

III
G-I.D.

Metathesis

Truncation
Stress Assignment
a-i

Syl.

Assimilation and w-to-y

Assimilation

Lemgthening
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The second occurrence of Vocalic Assimilation

has been deleted in accordance with the observations
made above.

Note that Truncation can either precede

or follow Stress Assignment and the crucial derivation
23)

still goes through correctly.

We are now interested in the rule of G-I.D.
Metathesis.

cyclic
cf.

We have been assuming that this rule is

because of the reasons advanced in 6.2.3,

36)

and 37)

of that

section.

The only example

of G-I.D. Metathesis which coula possibly apply on
the stem cycle,

i.e.

with II,

is

that

case of this

rule which applies to hollow stems, i.e. kawan+a -- w>
kaawn+a, ya+xwaf+u -- > ya+xawf+u, etc.
may never apply on the stem cycle,

I.D. Metathesis

because part of the

environment relevant to its application is outside the
stem cycle.

Let us repeat G-I.D. Metathesis below to

make this clear.

48)

G-I.D.

ti

Metathesis:

CkfG

V

<Ck]b
Condition:

j

<Ck] Vb

if. j=E+lo], then i=E+lo]
if a, then b
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Now several of the rules listed in II are stated with
the stem boundary J.

So is G-I.D. Metathesis, where ]
It would not be strange

is relevant to I.D. Metathesis.
if

I.D.

Metathesis were part of the so-called stem-rules

of 47) then.

In fact, it would then be appropriate to

consider stem-rules, not those which apply on the internal
stem cycle,

but rather those clustering around the

domain referred to earlier, where the stem-vowel invariably comes into play, either as affected or affecting
segment.

We may now prove that I.D.

Metathesis must

necessarily apply alone with the other rules of II,
for we may prove that I.D.

Metathesis precedes both

L-Assimilation and w-Occultation.

Let us turn to

the following section where this is demonstrated.

9'

-Mwm "-

-.
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11.3 More on L-Assimilation and w-Occultation
According to 47) I.D. Metathesis follows L-

Assimilation.

This is incorrect, for consider the

following examples:

49)

fahah+tu

'a+fihh+u

I hissed, hiss

fahh+at

ta+fihh+u

she hissed,

sahh+at

ta+sihh+u

it f. flowed, flows

hisses

The imperfects and third person perfective derive
by undergoing I.D. Metathesis.

50)

'a+fhih+u

ta+fhih+u

fahah+at

'a+fihh+u

ta+fihh+u

faahh+at

I.D.

fahh+at

Truncation

This gives the desired results.

Metathesis

But note that

L-Assimilation should be applicable before I.D.
Metathesis applies, giving 'a+fahh+u, ta+fahh+u, etc.
We may explain the lack of L-Assimilation in this
case if we order I.D. MetathesisA before L-Assimilation
and restate L-Assimilation as follows:

51) L-Assimilation:

i

-- >

a //-

E/drvd

This restatement of L-Assimilation should be compared with that of 46).

This restatement is given
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a good deal of plausibility by the fact that
- the stem rules of 46),

the stem boundary ].

and others,

are stated with

Moreover, we may now note that

I.D. Metathesis must precede w-Occultation.
clear from the fact

This is

that the w does not elide from

forms such as the following:

52)

ta+widd+u

she likes

ya+widd+u

he likes

These forms must derive from ta+wdid+u ard ya+wdid+u.
Obviously if w-Occultation applies before I.D. Metathesis,
then these forms should become ta+did+u and ya+did+u,
and then by I.D.

Metathesis,

ta+idd+u and ya+idd+u,

and ultimately by a-Assimilation and Truncation,
ta+dd+u and ya+dd+u.

But 52) is the correct phonetic

realization of these forms, proving that I.D. Metathesis
precedes w-Occultation.

This falls nicely in line with

the ordering motivated above with respect to L-Assimilation.

That is,

if I.De. Metathesis precedes w-Occulta-

tion, it must precede L-Assimilation, since w-Occultation must precede L-Assimilation, as proven in
5.2.4.

This, incidentally, is of some interest for

the theory of ordering, for both ordering relations,
I.D. Metathesis followed by w-Occul'tation, and 1.D3.
Metathesis followed by L-Assimilation, are marked
orders.

According to the theory of local ordering,
wwom-

-
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both orders must be assigned to the respective lexical
items,

which in

itself

would seem to constitute a loss

of generalization, since it is the complete class of
blind verbs which take the marked orders.

In

order

to capture the generalization, the theory of local
ordering must allow for the following redundancy rules
in

the grammar of Arabic:

53) waC aC
1

waC aC

--

> I.D. Metathesis < w-Occultation

1
->

I.D.

Metathesis C L-Assimilation

The symbol < means less than or precedes.

Note

that the theory of local ordering makes no statement
about the relative ordering of w-Occultation
L-Assimilation,
it

is

and

this being an unmarked order.

no coincidence

But

that these rules are more

highly structured along the lines of transitivity.
That is,

local ordering claims that it is no more

than coincidence that I.D.
Assimilation.

Metathesis precedes L-

The theory of transitive rule ordering

claims that it cannot be otherwise, for I.D. Metathesis
precedes w-Occultation, and w-Occultation precedes
L-Assimilation.

We shall return~ to this discussion

of the relative merits of the two ordering theories

in Chapter XIV.
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Similar ordering relations hold for G-Metathesis.
This should already be obvious from the mentior -of

imperfect ta+bl9+u, which derives from 'ta+byi9+u by
G-Metathesis, V-Epenthesis,

and G-Syncope.

According

to the new statement of L-Assimilation, along with
the ordering G-Metathesis, then L-Assimilation, it
follows that i orishould not be affected by the
latter rule.

54)

ta+byi9+u
ta+bit9+u

G-Metathesis, V-Epenthesis, G-Syncope

ta+bii9+u

L-Assimilation (inapplicable)

ta+b9i9+u

Lengthening

It makes rio -difference whether L-Assimilation applies
as in 54)

or directly after G-Metathesis.

There are no forms of the underlying shape ta+wyi 1+u,
which would prove that G-Metathesis precedes w-Occultation.

But it is clear that such anforaleifytalenehnbeeAtabia

say'by

borrowing or innovation4

only two possible ways.

First,

would be pronounced in

the speaker might not

apply any rules, giving the word the foreign pronunciation,
or second, the speaker might pronounce the word ta+wil+u,
by the application of G-Metathesis etc.

However, ta-tyil+u,

by application of w-Occultation fir'st, is not possible.
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I.D. Metathesis and G-Metathesis do seem to be
ordered identically, then, giving a good deal of support

to the earlier contention that these rules are to be
collapsed as a single rule of G-I.D. Metathesis.
Once it is decided that I.D. Metathesis does apply
along with the other rules of II

in

then it

47),

be-

comes imperative to reinterpretestem rules not as those
applying cyclically on the first cycle,

cycle,

i.e. the stem

but rather as those rules applying to the domain

mentioned above,

including in particular, those rules

stated with the boundary symbol J.

Following this

line of reasoning, it seems plausible that ] should
also be included in the G-Metathesis subcase of 48).
This may be accomplished by restating 48)

as 55).

55) G-I.D. Metathesis:

<k

JCk
Condition:

<V>b
if

->jiJ
j=[+1o],

0 V

<Ck

Ck)

V>b

then i=[+lo]

if a, then b

This restatement of G-I.D. Metathesis is

of some interest,

for now 55) is not applicable to glides occupying the
third radical position.

That is, ramay~a, etc. will not
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be affected by 55).

The earlier rule of Glide Elision

must carry out this operation if 55) is correct.

But

there is some evidence beyond that presented here that
this is in fact right.

The evidence given against

collapsing G-Metathesis

and I.D.

Metathesis,

presented

in 9.3, was, for the most part, gnounded on the assumption
that G-Metathesis

applied both to the medial radical

glides and the third radical glides.

Thus,

it

was

argued that Glide Elision precedes n-Deletion, and
that n-Deletion applies before I.D. Metathesis, but
then Glide Elision is not relevant for medial radical
glides.

Further, the differing distributional evidence

consisted in

the fact that CG1V did not undergo G-

Metathesis, but here again it is the third radical
glide,

not the second radical glide,

which cannot

function as the I.D. Metathesis change CCkVCkV
CVC kCkV.

Thus,

two of the arguments against collapsing

G-Metathesis and I.D. Metathesis completely disappear,
for 55)

is

not relevant to third radical glides in

first place.

the

If this is correct, then, Glide Elision

is a separate rule of the grammar, which may be stated
as follows:

56) Glide Elision:

G -- > 0 / V.]W
Condition: if j=E+1o], then i=[+1i-o]

11900.19

1
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Glide Elision is
is

stated with the stem boundary.

This

given empirical support by the fact that the high

glides of class V derived blind verbs does not elide,
as it should if 56) were stated without the boundary.
That is, ta+wassal+a,

'he

arrived',

and ya+ta+wassal+u,

'he arrives', do not become ta+assal+a or ya+ta+assal+u
as a relaxed version of Glide Elision would predict.
Now let

us return to the argument for making Glide

Elision cyclic in the first place, i.e. the argument
given in 6.2.3.

This argument was based on the earlier

conception of stem-rules, i.e. that they apply only
on the stem cycle.

But this is

now refuted.

Stem

rules do consider material external to the stem.
the first

Thus

occurrence of Glide Elision may be deleted,

and it may follow Ablaut and L-Assimilation as earlier
argued (cf.

ya+s9iy+a

L-Assimilation
making G-I.D.

-- >

ya+s9ay+a -- > ya+s9a+a

then Glcde Elision).

proving

Also note that

Metathesis cyclic was predicted on the

fact that Glide Elision was part of this rule and that
Glide Elision was cyclic.

Now it

is

obvious that this

no longer holds, so that G-I.D.,,Metathesis no longer
need be considered a cyclic rule..

Thus,

47), we need the following set of rules:

in

place of
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57)
Vowel Elision

ta-Elision
II
G-I.D.

Metathesis

w-to-y
Ablaut
Voc. Assim.

Stem-vowel Assim.
w- Occultation
L-Assimilation
Glide Elision
III
Truncation
Stress Assignment

a-i Assimilation,

w-to-y

Syllabicity Assimilation

Lengthening

'9
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Now not only has the rule of Vocalic Assimilation
been eliminated as a cyclic rule, so also has the
Glide Elision process been eliminated as a cyclic rule.
The only rule which is

repeated in

57)

now is

the

rule of w-to-y.
Note that the ordering of Glide Elision after
L-Assimilation and the ordering of G-I.D. Metathesis
before L-Assimilation, both orders of which have' been
given independent justification, means that Glide
Elision cannot be collapsed with G-I.D.

Metathesis.

There are no reasons yet for ordering G-I.D.
Metathesis before any rules of II

other than Stem-

vowel Assimilation, w-Occultation, and L-Assimilation.
In fact we feel that G-I.D. Metathesis should follow
Ablaut.
is

However,

in

the following section a reason

given for why G-I.D.

precede Ablaut.

Metathesis must apparently

Let us turn now to that discussion.

11.4 Past Participles of Hollow Stems
Wehhave already indicated that adjective and noun
forming infixes i
uw, or even

and

_u may be represented as Land

and wu (with G-Metathesis,

our discussion in Chapter VII.

etc.),

in

Let us now turn to

the past participles of non-derived stems.
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58)

ma+k tub+u

written

ma+f tah+u

open6

ma+%r~b+u

drunk

The forms listed in 58) illustrate the typical pattern
encountered for this form, i.e. ma+CCaCi awhich we
may take to derive from underlying ma+CCuwC.
claim,

support of this latter

In

we might cite the

past participle of the root d9w, which is

ma+d9uww+u,

What about lame roots ending in y?

not ma+d9w+u.

Here we expect the underlying representation to be
ma+rmuwy+u for a root such as rmy.

But the phonetic

representation turns out to be ma+rmiyy+u, 'thrown
How is this form to be derived?
that there is

already a rule in

w to Y before y,

cf. 8.1.

It will be recalled
the grammar turning

This rule may be repeated

below as w-Fronting.

59) w-Fronting:

w -- >

y / __y

This rule should apply to underlying ma+rmuwy+u,
giving ma+rmuyy+u.

It remains new only to have

Vocalic Assimilation apply to this intermediate stage

to obtain ma+rmisy+u, the desired result.

But as things

now stand, w-to-y precedes Vocalic Assimilation.
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If

w-to-y applies to ma+rmuyy+u,

however,

back where we started with ma+rmuwv+u

we are

(w- L-y

30

takes y to w after WQ. There are a number of ways
out of this difficulty.

First, one might attempt to

restrict w-to-y so as to applyl-before true consonants,
but not before glides.

This seems untenable, however,

in view of the fact that w-to-y applies before vateilsy
as witness the change radiw+a

-- >

radiy+a,

du9iw+a

--

>

du91y+a, etc., examples which originally motivated the
first instance of w-to-y.

A second attempt at preventing

the bad results noted above is to order w-Fronting after
w-to-y but before Vocalic Assimilation.

By this action,

we allow for the following derivation:

60)

ma+rmuwy+u
--

w-to-y (inapplicable)

ma+rmuyy+u

w-Fronting

ma+rmiyy+u

Vocalic Assimilation

While this procedure appeals at first

flush,

is good reason to believe that it is wrong.

there
Let us

return to the primary motivation 'for Vocalic Assimilation
found in 4.3, cf. 32) of that section.

There it was

noted that underlying buyd+u must become Uiyzu, and
thence bi--.

But buyd+u does not become buwduu, for

this would give the incorrect result bid-u.
example, taken together with ma+rmuyy+u

-- >

This
ma+rmiyy+u,

indicates that Vocalic Assimilation actually precedes
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w-to-y.

This possibility will be pursued below.

First,

however, let us consider another plausible suggestion.
One could plausibly argue that underlying ma+rmuwy+u
becomes ma+rmiyy+u directly by an extention of w-Fronting as follows:

61)

[-cns]

[-bk],

[+hii

[-rdJ

--

This rule will take any number of high qd&ieonsonants
and assimilate them to

x

in backness and roundness.

Thus, ma+rmuwy+u+rwould become ma+rmiyy+u directly by
this rule.

Although 61) seems plausible enough, there

are two good reasons for rejecting it.
predicts incorrect results.
'that she fold',
predicts.

First, it

For example, ta+twiy+a,

does not- become ta+tviy+a as 61)

True twy is one of the doubly weak exceptional

roots, but as shown in Chapter VIII, this root does
undergo w-Fronting,

viz.

tawyeu

--

> tayy±u.

In order

to prevent ta+twiy+a from becoming the incorrect
ta+tY+a, some ad hoc device must be resorted to.
The second argument against 61) is more complex.
Consider the fact that w become y not only when occurring
to the left of y in abstract representations, but also
when occurring to' the right of 1.

So that underlying

haywi-u become hayyi-u, 'alive'.* We. know the root of this
word to be hgw, because of forms such as raa+n+u,
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'animal', which is related to hasv+u.

x,

of w to y after

we feel,

The change

should be collapsed with

w-Fronting as rendered by 62).

62)

--

y /

w-

One can of course further collapse 62) by Bach's
notation.

However, what is important here is that

f,

yg does not become
and this is

what is

cf. yu+ktab+u, 'it m. is written',

expected if

incorporated into 62)

as done in

the star notation is
61).

Let us then return to the possibility of ordering
Vocalic Assimilation before w-to-y.

First, let us re-

consider the reason for ordering Vocalic Assimilation
after w-to-y.

In

Chapter V this ordering was proposed

to account for the fact that imperfects class-A lame
stems in

w always take u trp the stem-vowel position.

However, 6.2.2 an alternative treatment was suggested.
This consisted in

add~rng a redundancy rule to the lexicon

insuring

that _u comes about by Ablaut.

suggestion is

in

fact in

This

keeping with the similar

redundancy rules needed to account for the ablaut

alternation of blind verbs.

Thugs, there seems to be

no bar to reordering Vocalic Assimilation to precede
wr-to-y, other than the fact that if this is done
radiw+a, du9iwsa, etc. will become the incorrect raduw+a,
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du9uw+a, etc.

However, compare now these latter ex-

amples with the cases of Vocalic Assimilation.

63)

a.

buyd+u

-- >

biyd+u

ma+rmuyy+u -- > ma+rmiyy+u

b.

radiw+a

--

>

radiy+a

du9iw+a

-- >

du9iy+a

Note that the difference here is, once again, one
founded on the difference between third radical position
and second radical position.
apply to the a.
glides.

Vocalic Assimilation must

cases, which possess medial radical

The examples listed in b.

which applies

must undergo w-to-y,

to third radical glides.

Thus, we may

state these rules as follows:

64)

Vocalic Assimilation:

U

/

-

f

C]

w-to-y:

In other words, Vocalic Assimilation appears

to

be a stem rule, and thus, it is not surprising
it is

stated with a stem boundary.

that

It is probably

also the case that this application of w-to-y is a
stem rule for it applies only to the third radical,
whereas the second application of w-to-y applies
to forms such as

tu+ytum

and

ti+wjal,

as well as

to forms such as ya+rmi+u, if i-Assimilation is in-
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deed part of the w-to-y collapsed process.
There would still be two rules of w-to-y, but one
would be stated in terms of the stem boundary ],

the

other not, being a lower level phonetic process, i.e. a member

of the group III rules of 47).

that w-to-y .as it

applies

to 63)b.

We shall assume
is

stated with ].

To determine now the ordering of G-I.D. Metathesis
in relation to Vocalic Assimilation, we must turn to
the past participles of the hollow roots.

We might

again pick the roots gwl and by9 to illustrate these
forms.

The past participle of the root gwl is expected

to be ma+qwuwl+u in underlying representations.

We

find in phonetic representations ma+ql+u, 'spoken,
said'.

We may derive this latter form from ma+qwuwl+u

by applying first the rule of G-Metathesis, if we
also allow for the dropping of one of the glides that
results.

That is, once ma+qwuwl+u becomes ma+uwwl+u

by G-Metathesis, we may delete one w by a new rule.

65)

C-->0/C_C

Rule 65)

is

not too suspicious due to the fact that

there are no tri-.consonantal clusters in underliing
representations.

However, note that the correct

phonetic representation is derived.without resort to
65).
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66)

ma+qwuwl+u
ma+quwwl+u

G-Metathesis

ma+quuwwl+u

V-Ejenthesis

ma+quuwl+u

G-Syncope

ma+quwl+u

Truncation

ma+quul+u

Syl. Assim.

ma+ qul+u

Lengthening

Turning now to the root _Q, 'we know that the past
participle of this root should be ma+byuw9+u in underlying representations.

After G-Metathesis, we are

left with ma+buyw9+u to which w-Freoiting may apply,
Now the fact

giving ma+buyy9+u.

ma+bi9+u

that

is

the phonetic representation argues strongly that
Vocalic Assimilation has applied, giving the
following complete derivation.

67)

ma+byuw9+u

ma+buyw9+u

G-Metathesis

ma+buyy9+u

w-Fronting

ma+biyy9+u

Vocalic Assimilation

ma+biiyy9+u V-Epenthesis
ma+biiy9+u

G-Syncope

ma+biy9+u

Truncation

ma+bii9.+u

Syl. Assim.

ma+bl9+u

Lengthening

The problem with 67)

is

that

Vocalic Assimilation as
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stated in

64)

is

not applicable to ma+buyy9+u.

This

can be remedied either by changing the rule to be
compatible with 67)

or by adopting 65).

move may be taken.

We shall arbitrarilyaadopt

65),

requiring 67)

68)

ma+byuw9+u

Either

to be substituted by 68).

ma+buyw9+u

G-Metathesis

ma+buy9+u

65)

ma+biy9+u

Vocalic Assimilation

ma+bI9+u

V-Epenthesis and G-Syncope, or Syl. Assim.

A similar derivation can be given in place of 66).
Note that the change of ma+byuw9+u to ma+b19+u
offers good supporting evidence for the rule of GMetathesis, for otherwise there is no good way of
predicting the front quality of the vowel.

9.
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Footnotes to Chapter XI

1.

It

is

interesting

to note that this

is

what we do

find in several other Semitic languages, indicating
that the rule to follow is not a part of the
phonology of these languages.
2. Of course it is possible that Stress Assignment
follows V-Epenthesis and G-Syncope, which we suspect
more closely approximates the truth.
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Chapter XII
THE STATUS

12.0

In

this

OF LONG VOWELS IN

ARABIC

chapter we shall attempt to determine

whether or not long vowels are to be admitted in
underlying representations.

Three classes of forms

displaying long vowels are reviewed and it is
shown that these forms do not in fact possess long

The feature

vowels in underlying representations.

long is therefore no more than a low-level phonetic
fact of little

significance

to the phonology.

We have already discovered various means by
which long vowels arise in the course of phonological

derivations.

Particularly important in

this regard

are the rules of Glide Elision and G-Metathesis,
which trigger the ultimate creation of long vowels
in

many contexts.-

Some of the forms

to which these

rules apply may be listed below as 1).

1) Glide Elision:

ramay+a --> rama+a
ta+rmiy+u -- >

ta+rmi+u

ta+lqay+u -- :> ta+lqa+u

G-Metathesis:

taixawf+u

tai-xwaf+u

-- >

xawif 4a

> xatff+a

.--

ma-ebyuw9+-u

-.-

> ma+buyw9+u
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Because so many long vowels are created in this way,
it is of some interest to determine whether any long
vowels exist at the most abstract level of analysis.
We shall therefore

turn to several quite productive

classes of formt exhibiting long vowels in phonetic
representations to see if there is not some reason for
deriving these long vowels from more complex sequences.

12.1 Plurals and their Singulars
In

Chapter IX the following singular-plural

alternations were discussed:

2) ma+ktab+u+n
9aqrab+u+n

office

ma+katib+u

offices

scorpion

9aqirib+u

scorpions

We assumed that there is a pluralization process which
accounts for these plurals on the basis of the underlying singular.

Hence the long vowel of this plural

class is not a property of underlying representations.
Of course it. is entirely conceivable that the long
a of the plurals derives from a mbre complex sequence,
but it is not easy to determine thetexact nature of this
specification.

Therefore we shall simply assume that

k* J. %j

the long vowel of these plurals, as with all,

is

created by the pluralization process itself.
Turning again to the plural pattern found in
2) above, it will be recalled that plurals such as
sawahil+u, 'shores' and %awihid+u,
listed along with 2)

as 31)

in

'examples', were
It

Chapter IX.

was

also noted there that this pointed to sawhil+u+n
and !awhid+u+n

as the underlying representations-

of the singulars.

It

is

now possible,

in

view of

the fact that awC is the type of sequence which the
rule of G-Metathesis creates

to derive these

singulars from yet more abstract swahil+u+n and
1wahid+u+n#.

3)

swahil+u+n

Ewahid+u+n

sawhil+u+n

hawhid+u+n

saawhil+u+n

taawhid+u+n V-Epenthesis

saahil+u+n

taahid+u+n

sahil+u+n

ahid+u+n

Glide Metathesis

G-Syncope
Lengthening

However, this move towards greater abstractness is
countered by the fact that if swahil and !wahid are
chosen as underlying singulars, this type of example
will then constitute the only lexical entries of
the shape [CGV

i.e. the only underlying forms

commencing with consonant plus glide within the basic

. "m

I

I
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stem.

This anomaly is probably to be avoided.

Either

our proposal Is incorrect or else swahil+u+n and
lwahid+u+n have yet deeper representations.

The latter

seems to be the case, as w does not appear to be
one of the underlying radicals of these stems.
'he

s4hal+a,

planed,

related to sihil+u+n,

filed',

tahid+a, 'he witnessed', related to lihid+u+n.
it

Compare

seems clear that the w of these forms is

and

Thus,

an infix.

Consequently in place of 3), we propose 4).

4)

w+sahil+u+n

w+Sahid+u+n

swahil+u+n

Iwahid+u+n

new rule

sawhil+u+n

tawhid+u+n

Glide Metathesis

saawhil+u+n

%aawhid+u+n

V-Epenthesis

saahil+u+n

Iaahid+u+n

G-Syncope

sahil+u+n

fahid+u+n

Lengthening

The new rule needed to infix w may be stated as 5).

5) w-Infixation:

w[CVX

--

>

[CwVX

It should be emphasized that we earlier concluded that
plurals are formed prior to the application of Glide
Elision

.

Thus, bawab+u'n C--.> bib+uin, 'door') be-

comes 'a+bwibeu+n, 'doors', in the plural.

Clearly,
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the glide must be retained so that the plural may be
formed from the singular.

If the rule of Glide Elision

applied before the plural was formed,
no longer be available for the plural.

the glide would
It may also

be the case, then, that the pluralization process
precedes Glide Metathesis, although not necessarily so.
We tend to think that all morphological processes,
such as plural formation, should precede the more truly phopological

processes, and thus, there is the probability

that pluralization precedes Glide Metathesis.

If so,

then 4) is at odds with the corresponding plurals, for
as noted above, plurals are derived from sawhil+u+n and
lawhid+u+n,
thesis.

forms which are the result of Glide Meta-

The suggestion is,

then, that instead of w,

the prefix be wa (which mirrors the shape of many
other prefixes, such as the person prefixes, 'a, etc.),
and that 6)

6)

replace 4).

wa+sahil+u+n

wa+ ahid+u+n

sawahil+u+n

gawahid+u+n

5) restated

saahil+u+n

Iaahid+u+n

Glide Elision

sahil+u+n

thid+u+n

Lengthening
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Rule 5)

may now be restated as 7).

7) wa-Infixation:

wa [CVX

-- >

[CVwaX

It must now be noted that active participles of
non-derived verbs in Arabic are of the same shape
as sihil+u+n and %Thid+u+n.
plurals as well.

They may take the same

This indicates that active partici-

ples are also derived from the basic stem plus the wa
prefix.

Thus, kitib+u+n, 'writing', derives from

wa+katib+u+n by steps identical to those of 6).
note that all

derived active participles possess the

prefix mu.

8)

II.
III.

Iv.

V.
VIII.
x.

Also all

n

9)

prefi

mu+sallim+u+n

greeting

mu+safir+u+n

traveling

mu+xbir+u+n

informing

mu+ta+xarrij+u+n

graduating

mu+9tarif+u+n

recognizing

mu+sta+qbil+u+n

receiving

derived

past

Iparticip\es possess the

C.

II.

mu+sallam+u+n

greeted

IV.

mu+xbar+u+n

informed

mu+9taraf+u+n

recognized

mu+sta+qbal+u+n

received

VIII.
x.

Now
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However, the non-derived

past

participle displays

not mu but ma as its prefix.

10)

ma+ktb+u+n

written

ma+rb+u+n

drunk

ma+rk~b+u+n

ridden

ma+qtii1+u+n

killed

We may account for the ma--mu alterna ion with the
following insignificant rule:

11)

ma -- > mu /

[+derived]

This leaves only the non-derived active participle
to be accounted for.

But above, we independently

concluded that these participles derived from stems
with wa prefixes.

It

is

probably not a coincidence

that this prefix turned out to be wa and not y
(viz. the plural kawitib+u, etc., and not kayitib+u).
Apparently, ma is switched to wa when infixed.
us restate 71 in

12)

its

ma-Infixation:

Let

final form as 12)

ma [CVX -- >

[ClmaX

-- >

[CVwaX

12) may be stated more formally as a single transformation or as two individual processes.

If the latter
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possibility is adopted, ma must be specified with
a special feature delineating it as an infix, for
not all instances of [CVmaX become [CVwaX.

This

seems to indicate that 12) is one transformational
process.
If wa is the correct infixed element, i.e. from
ma, then it
arisen.
plural,

may seem that a slight contradiction

has

For we need CawCiC from which to form the
cf.

2)

above,

and not CawaCiC.

There are

two ways of clearing this inconsistency up.

One,

we might claim that the plurals of 2)

fact

are in

formed from singulars of the shape CVCVCVC, and
not from CVCCVC.

If this is done, then clearly

ma+ktab+u+n and 9agrab+u+n must derive from underlying ma+katab+u+n and 9agarab+u+n.

There is some

evidence indicating that these are the underlying
representations.

First, Vowel Elision would account

for ma+ktab+u+n from ma+katab+u+n already,

and the

latter is the desired underlying representation, for if it
is

not, then forms such as these are the oniy stems

with underlying initial CC sequences.

Further, it is

certainly desirable that we generalize the noun stem
with the verb stem ]kaa

already. encountered.

Secondly,

there are in fact no basic stems of .the shape CVCVCVC,
so that if 9agrab derived from 9aqjarab, the former could

Iwo.
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be accounted for by what would otherwise necessarily
be a morpheme structure condition.

The rule may be

stated as 13).

13)

[XVCCVX

V-->01

The stem boundaries are included in 13) so as to
prevent katab+at from becoming katb+at,

as noted in

conjunction with the initial motivation of Vowel
Elision.

Rule 13), thus, applies only to basic stems.

However, later we shall see that it collapses with
the earlier rule of Vowel Elision quite naturally.
Now if

13)

is

part of the grammar,

we may rid ourselves

of our inconsistency in another way.
derive plurals from CVCCVC,

We may still

but allow 13)

to apply to

underlying CawaCaC sequences such as sawahii+u+n
and sawahid+u+n,

giving sawhil+u+n and sawhid+u+n.

The correctness of this latter possibility is borne
out by the following subsection,

where it

is

noted

that the stage CawCiC is justified for independent
reasons.

Thus, we assume that 13) is a rule of the

grammar of Arabic, and not a morpheme structure condition.
The problem remains as to why sawhil+u+n becomes later
s~hil,ugn by V-Epenthesis and G-Syncope (or by any other
equivalent theory), but not gawdeu+n, etc., i.e. the
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latter does not become gj+u+n.

This problem is

discussed in the following chapter, but no adequate

Nevertheless, the basic approach

solution is in view.
adopted

in

this

chapter seems to be correct,

but only

future research will clarify the outstanding problems.
If we adopt this approach, then clearly one
more long vowel is eliminated from underlying representations,

the long a of singular nouns and active parti-

ciples of the shape CiCiC.

We now turn to a class of

forms somewhat similar to those mentioned above,

the

class III and VI derived verbs.

and VI Verbs

12.2 Class III
In
in

14)

Chapter VII the rule of ta-to-tu was motivated

terms of the following changes:

II. ta+daxxil+u
III.

ta+kltib+u

IV. ta+'a+dxil+u

-- >

tu+daxxil+u

->

tu+katib+u

-- >

tu+'a+dxil+u

(--> tu+dxil+u)

To these examples may be added the so-called quadriliterals, i.e. the stems possessing four underlying

radicals, this class being somewhati rare to Semitic.
We f ind t a+s aytir+u
ta+barhin+u

.--

>

-- >

tu+saytir+u, 'she c ommand s ',

tu+barhin+u, 'she prcdves' , etc.

that ta-to-tu seems to be a quite general rule.

So
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15)

ta-to-tu:

Ca [+person]

Cu / _CS

-- >

The symbol S was the informal abbreviation for
strong cluster used in the earlier presentation.
Note that if we make more explicit what we mean
by

16)

In

5,

we must restate 15)

ta-to-tu:

other words,

as 16).

Ca [+person]

-- >

Cu /

_C(VC

both the long vowel and the closed

syllable appear to function as strong clusters.

But

note that form III of 14) possesses the long vowel
of the same pattern as the forms discussed in 12.1.
If we blindly adopted the suggestions made in 12.1,
we would conclude that this long vowel also derived
from awa by Infixation.

Indeed, there now appear two

good reasons for assuming that form III derives from
a more abstract representation via steps identical
to those of 6).
verb,

First, katib,

the form III

does consist of added material,

of being a derived verb.

this,

derived
by virtue

This added material is

the

long vowel itself, cf. tu+kitib+u, '.she corresponds',
and ta-sktub+u,

'she writes' , katab+at, 'she correspond-

ed', and katabiat, 'she wrote'.

It is only reasonable,
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then,

to assume that the long a of class III

infixal in nature.

is

Secondly, if we allow the infix

to be w, we simplify 16).

Consider the derivation

needed to bring this about.

17)

If

ta+w+katib+u

17)

ta+kwatib+u

new rule

ta+kawtib+u

Glide Metathesis

tu+kawtib+u

ta- to-tu

tu+kaawtib+u

V-Epenthesis

tu+kaatib+u

G-Syncope

tu+kitib+u

Lengthening

is correct it allows for the restatement of

16)

as 18).

18)

ta-to-tu:

Ca [+person]

On the other hand,

in

-- >

Cu / __CVCC

place of w, wa may be the

correct choice of prefix, in which case the rule
Stem-vowel Elision must be employed.

19)

ta+wa+katib+u
ta+kawatib+u

waL-Infixation

ta+kawtib+u

St em-vowel Elision

tu+kawtib+u

ta -to-tu

tu+kaawtib+u

V- Epenthesis

tu+kaatib+u

G- Syncope
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There is one good
is correct.

for suspecting that 19)

reason

First, the 'a of form IV verbs, cf.

14), is of utmost importance to ta-to-tu, although
this morpheme is
7.2,

cf. 18)

ta-to-tu,

later elided.

therein,

so that the

But as noted in

I.D. Metathesis follows
'a

of ta+'a+mdid+u will also

be relevant to turning the prefix ta to tu and
md will constitute the strong cluster triggering
this change, viz. tu+'a+mdid+u (and later tu+midd+u).
It

might be suspected that Glide Metathesis should

also bear the same ordering relation to ta-to-tu as
does I.D.

Metathesis,

and this can be shown by the

same means of argumentation as utilized in 7.2.
If Glide Metathesis applies before ta-to-tu, then
we incorrectly derive tu+xif+u instead of the desired
ta+xif+u by the following derivation:

20)

ta+xwaf+u
ta-exawf+u

Glide Metathesis

tu+xawf+u

ta-to-tu

tu+xaawf+u

V-Epenthesis

tu+xaaf+u

G-Syncope

tu+xifi-u

Lengthening.

This derivation must be prohibited as may be if 17 )
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is eschewed in favor of 19), which again allows for
the simplification of ta-to-tu as 18).
Class VI derived verbs of the shape ta+ta+CaCaC+u
in the imperfect indicative derive from class III by
prefixation of ta, another derivational affix.

Thus,

we assume that this long a is also created by infixation of wa.

Note that ta--to-tu does not apply to

this second instance of ta since it is the derivational
affix, i.e.

[-person].

There is good reason for suspecting that class
III and VI derived verbs do not possess long vowels
in underlying representations, which, once again,
suggests that this is

a general fact about the

lexicon.

9,
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12.3 A Final Class of Long Vowels

Section 12.2 pretty well exhausts the remaining
cases of derived verbs..

The outcome of course

is that the long vowels do not exist in undeilying
representations.

In this section we shall take a

glance at one outstanding class of examples with
a long vowel, 4gain
radical.

long a, following the second

Representative examples of this class

include nouns such as kitb+u+n and yazal+u+n, meaning 'book' and 'deer' respectively.

We would now

like to show that the long a common to these forms
does not exist as such in underlying representations.
In order to prove this, it is necessary to briefly
sketch the method of forming diminutives in Arabic.
Consider the following alternations:

21)

singular

diminutive

jabal+u+n

mountain

jubayl+u+n

little

mountain

qalam+u+n

pencil

qulaym+u+n

little

pencil

kalb+u+n

dog

kulayb+u+n

little

dog

rajul+u+n

man

rujayt+u+n

little

man

9aqrab+u+n scorpion

9uqayrib+u+n

little scorpion

daftar+u+n notebook

dufaytir+u+n

little notebook

dafda9+u+n frog

dufaydi9+u+n

little frog
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The diminutive is formed by substituting u between
the first and second radicals of the stem, ja

between

the second and third radicals, and i between the third
and fourth, if the stem has a fourth radical.
informally state

22)

this

process

as

Let us

22).

Diminutive Formation:
CVC(V)C(VC) -- > CuCayC(iC)

The rule is actually slightly more complicated, but
these details are irrelevant to this discussion.
we argued that a noun such as sad'q+u+n,
from the more abstract
Lengthening.

sadiyq+u+n by Syl.

Earlier

'friend', derives
Assim.

and

We also hinted that sadyiq+u+n was the

more abstract representation to which Glide Metathesis
applies.

If the latter is truly the underlying re-

presentation, we might expect the diminutive to be
formed on this base form.
sadyiq+u+n,
friend',

If 22) is applied to

we should get sudayyiq+u+n,

i.e.

with two y's.

'little

This is in fact the

correct phonetic representation, proving that the
v was present in the underlying representation, thus,

confirming our earlier discussion.

Now suppose we

wish to form the diminutive of forms such as kit~b+utn
and yazal+u+n noted above.

The phonetic representa-

tions turn out to be kutayyib u+n and yuzayyil+uin for
'little book' and 'little deer' respectively, proving
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that a glide was present in kitab+u+n and yazil+u+n
at the most abstract level of analysis.

In

other

words, if kityab+u+n and yazyal+u+n were the underlying
representations, we would be able to derive the diminutives by the rule of Diminutive Formation without
any additional ad hoc mechanism.

Further,

if

the

diminutives are not formed, then kityab+u+n and
yazyal+u+n will become the desired kitib+u+n and
yazal+u+n by processes independently motivated, i.e.
by Glide Metathesis, V-Epenthesis, and G-Syncope,
followed of course by Lengthening.

It is possible

that the glide underlying these forms is w and not
y, for then the diminutive would still be correctly
formed by the following derivation:

23)

kitwab+u+n

yazwal+u+n

kutaywib+u+n yuzaywil+u+n

Diminutive Formation

kutayyib+u+n yuzayyil+u+n

w-Fronting

We shall assume that

x

underlies these stems since

we have no independent evidence poihting to w.
This final class of long vowels -clearly do not
belong to underlying representations.

It is possible

to account for the phonetic long vowels by means of
rules already seen to be part of the phonology of
Arabic.

12.4 Conclusion

The data of each section presented in this
chapter support the claim that there do not exist
long vowels in underlying representations.

Long

vowels are simply the result of the application of

various phonological rules, particularly Glide
Metathesis and Glide Elision.
is, if it exists at all,

The feature [+long]

a low level phonetic pro-

cess of little interest to the phonology of Arabic.
And it is not coincidental

that the rule of Lengthening

was seen to operate at the very end of our rules,
cf.

Chapter IV.

of G-I.D.

we recall

If

the earlier

we see that

Metathesis,

this

statement
rule was
The symbol

stated so that V

had to be [-long].

utilized was V..

If there are no long vowels at

this point in the derivations, i.e.
the feature

[+long],

no vowel with

rather only sequences of two

or more morae, then this statement loses any content
it once had.
[-long],
V..

It is no longer V. that must be specified

rather it must be stated that no V may follow

Returning now to the restatement of G-I.D.

55) of 11.3,

is done.

Since

Metathesis

we see that this is precisely what

V.CJ

is a part of the rule, it

follows that this rule will not apply when the glide
is followed by two or more morae.

This convergence

IIgo;
IPMRM
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of deductions argues forcefully for the hypothesis
-hat this com-.

Note further

entertained in 11.3.

pletely rules out the possibility tlat Diphthongization is a rule of Arabic, which inserts glides
That is,

into the hollow stems.

in terms of the subscripts i and
be dropped.

the condition

j

of 55) may not

What about the rule of Glide Elision?

In order to insure that this rule does not apply
when the third radical glide is

followed by two or

more morae, it must be restated as 24).

24) Glide Elision:

G

--

> 0 /

Condition:

V.

]V.[-voc]

if j=[+lo], then i=[+lo]

Or alternatively the Diphthongization approach is
possible if [-voc] is omitted from this rule along
with the if-then condition.

We shall continue to

assume that 24) is correct, however, on the basis
of the fact that Diphthongization is probably the
incorrect approach to hollow stems.
correct, then the new theory

If

this is

moist be favored over

the theory of local ordering discussed earlier.
It seems reasonable to question the validity
of the feature E+long] for deep phonology in general.
It appears likely that this feature will never be
needed in the deep phonology of any language, although
this is an empirical question.

The evidence in Arabic

is particularly clear, however, and we are confident
-- I
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that [+long]

s of little

consequence to the deep

phonology of this language.
There remain only a few long vowels for which
no alternations can be discovered proving the existence
of a phantom glide.

However, these long vowels are

part of the suffix system discussed in Chapter I.
Consider the following two examples.

25)

katab+na+hu

wrote-we-it = We wrote it

katab+at+a+hu wrote-she-dual-it
katab+at+hi

IhTjey f.d. wrote it.

wrote-she-it f. = She wrote it.

The person suffixes na and ha have long a, as does
the dual ending a itself.

As for the feminine singular

object suffix, we have ,hYa,'she',

as independent

subject pronoun, which may indicate the underlying
presence of medial Y.

However, this alternation is

not easily accountable for, and we assume there is no
longer any synchronic relation, phonologically speaking.

There is the independent pronoun nahnu, 'we',

indicating that na originally possessed intervocalic
h.

Again there is

little

the more abstract naha.

to be gained by assuming
There are no relic al terna-

tions for a, the dual ending, however..

These three

forms, on the basis of the preceding discussion, may
be derived from vocalic sequences of aa.

Thus, these

affixes are no only exception to the generalization
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that no such sequences exist lexically.
the generalization

still

holds,

it

However,

should be noted,

for the basic vocabulary, i.e. for all stems.

Further,

the generalization that no length feature exists in
the lexicon can be maintained.

'V
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Chapter XIII
THE STEM AND THE WORD CYCLE

13.0

In

this chapter we shall pursue the topic
First we define the notion stem,

of the stem.

as opposed to basic stem.
dence for the cyclic

We then pass to the evi-

nature of stress, which is

not without its difficulties.

13.1 On the Notion-Stem

In this section the notion stem will be clarified.
It will be seen that the stem includes not only the
basic stem,

i.e.

the thtee basic radicals

plus internal

vocalic material, but also all derivational material
in the prefix position.

13.1.1 The Passive Voice
It has already been demonstrated that CVCVC
perfectives become CuiC in the passive, and that
CV+CEVC imperfects become Cu+CCaC in

the passive.

We now wish to investigate the passives of the derived
forms, which may be listed below as- 1).

The root ktb re-
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presents all

1)

canonical shapes.

Perf.

kutib+at

tu+ktab+u

kuttib+at

tu+kattab+u

kitib+at

tu+kitab+u

'u+ktib+at

tu+ktab+u

I.

II.
III.

Imperf.

IV.

V. tu+kuttib+at
VI.

tu+ ta+kattab+u

tu+kutib+at

tu+ta+kltab+u

'u+n+kutib+at

tu+n+katab+u

'u+ktutib+at

tu+ktatab+u

IX. 'u+ktubib+at

tu+ktabab+u

VII.
VIII.

X.e

'u+stu+ktib+at

tu+sta+ktab+u

The perfective forms are all

preceded by derivational

prefixes,

with the exception the intial

VIII,

and X (but not IV),

IX,

The initial

which is

prefix of the imperfective

'u

of VII,

prosthetic.
forms is

the third feminine person marker chosen at random,
as is the at suffix found in the perfective forms.
We have also,. arbitrarily

chosen 'the indicative suffix,

u, to accompany the imperfectives. -The forms of
IX will later undergo I.D. Metathesis unless a
suffix beginning with a consonant is substituted
for at of the perfect, or u of the imperfect.
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It

is

obvious from 1)

that it

is

not enough

to merely say that the basic stem becomes CuCiC in

the passive of the perfective.

Rather, we must

stipulate that the stem vowel i

is preceded by any

number of u vowels.

But when we consider the im-

perfect conjugations, we learn that stem-vowel a
is not preceded by any number of a's.
like u has a particular domain.

Rather a,

Namely, the basic

stem plus any derivational prefixes, but never any
inflectional material, such as the tu of the imperfective
conjugations, or the at of the perfective.

It

thus appears there is some reason for identifying
the basic stem plus derivational prefixes as a

basic unit.
stem,

Let us henceforth call this unit the

reserving basic stem for the unit including

the three radicals

along with internal

vocalic

and

infixal material.
We now wish to explain why it is that the
imperfective prefix is u and not the expected ta?
Clearly the fact that we have tu in the imperfective
is related to the fact that u precedes i in the
perfective.

Let us assume that petfective i is the basic

stem vowel.

Imperfective a is now accounted for by

Ablaut, for the stem-vowel.

Suppose -fturther that the passive

morphology is created by the following rule:
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V -- > i / _C)

2) Passive Formation:

/ E+passive)

We assume that the feature [+passive] is assigned to
active stems by the passive, syntactic transformation.
This rule takes active CaCVC, which we assume is
specified [+passive],

into CaCiC.

We now add the

additional rule of Quasi-Assimilation

to account

for the u of form I perfective.

a --> u / _CiC

3) Quasi-Assimilation:

/ [+passive]

This rules takes CaCiC on to CuCiC as desired.
by these two rules kata

Thus,

may be correctly turned to

passive kutib, accounting for class I perfective passives.
However, we wish rule 3) to turn all a's of the stem
to u, so that we may account for all derived perfective
passives.

Rule 3) may now be restated as 4).

4) Quasi-Assimilation: a -- > u /

*

_(COV)

CoiC] /

[+passive]

By use of the star notation we allow for the following
derivation of tu+kuttib+at,

5)

of class V.

ta-kattablat
ta+kattib~at

Passive Formation

tui-kuttib) at

Quasi-Assimilation
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Let us now account for the imperfective passives.
accounted

The stem-vowel a is

for by Ablaut.

Bit

clearly the other a's of the imperfective derived
forms may be accounted for by Ablaut if we require
that Ablaut apply only to the stem.

That is,

we

allow Ablaut to apply to all v6wels of the stem,
but to none outside the stem, in the passive conjugation only.

This will explain why tu shows up

in the imperfect and not ta.

6)

ta[ta+kattablu
ta[ta+kattib]u

Passive Formation

tu[tu+kuttib]u

Quasi-Assimilation

tu[ta+kattab]u

Ablaut

This gives some explanation for the fact
shows up in the imperfective passive.

that tu
But note

that the cost of this theory is one new statement
of Ablaut,

for Ablaut does not normally apply

to any but the stem-vowel.

This new rule of Ablaut

may be stated as 7).

7)

Ablaut-Passive:

V

--

E[ahi]

>

[-chi] j EX

]

/ [+passive]

[-rd)

We shall assume that this is correct, although there
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are alternative approaches to the forms of 1).

We

might point out,however, that given the restatement
of Ablaut as 35) of 11.2.2.2, perfective stem-vowel
i of the derived conjugations cannot be changed to a
as desired.
vention.

This follows from the use of the 8 con-

Clearly, either that restatement must be

abandoned, in which case a new rule of Ablaut is needed
anyhow, or else our proposal must be adopted.

In

either case two rules of Ablaut are needed, so that
our proposal does not result in a loss of generalization as compared with alternative approaches which are
in sight.
problem,

Because our approach explains a further
i.e. it predicts tu, we shall continue to

adopt it until the time evidence can be evinced to
prove it wrong.

13.1.2 Diminutive Formation
In 12.3 of the preceding chapter, the rule
of Diminutive Formation was stated as 22).

We

repeat that rule now as 8).

8) Diminutive Formation:

CVC(V)C(VC)

--

> CuCayCiC)

Note that suffixes may not be included in the
analysis of this rule because of the- following
examples:
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9)

hafl+at+u+n

party

hufayl+at+u+n

little party

waraq+at+u+n

leaf

wurayq+at+u+n

little

leaf

naml+at+u+n

ant

numayl+at+u+n

little

ant

mawz+at+u+n

banana

muwayz+at+u+n

little

banana

In other words at is not considered to be a part of
the domain relevant to 8), since at does not become
it, i.e.
etc.

we do not find numayl+it+u+n,

muwayz+it+u+n,

Indeed the example kulayb+u+n from the last

chapter proves that case endings are not relevant.
Diminutive Formation must therefore be stated as
10).

10)

Diminutive Formation:

We see,. then,
stems,

CVC(V)C(VC))

--

> CuCayC (iC)]

that Diminutive Formation applies to

never to suffixal material.

Now note the

fact that derivational material is relevant to the
correct application of 10).

11)

ma+ktab+u+n

office

mu+kaytib+u+n little office

mu+slim+u+n

Muslim

mu+saylim+u+n little Muslim

It seems correct, on the basis of these data, and those
of 13.1.1, that basic stems plus derivational endings
make up the domain of many rules.
term the stem.

This is what we
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13.2 Stem Rules
That the basic stem plus derivational prefixes
should constitute the stem is of some interest.

First,

the distinction between stems and words may be accounted
for by lexical means.

It seems probable that stem

boundaries are part of the lexical entry.

If

this

is true, then it follows that derived verb forms are
lexical entries, and not derived by syntactic transformations.

This is,

incidentally,

exactly what wi -

concluded in Chapter VIII for class IV causatives on
the basis of independent evidence.
Stem rules, then, are rules which change material
internal to the stem.
number of rules

We have already noted that a

which appear to be stem rules are

stated so as to include material external to the stem.
However, it is significant that no stem rule ever
affects these external segments in any way.
Let us return now to the two rules that elide
vowels in

open-ended syllables.

12) Vowel Elision:

V

-- >

0 / V+C_CV

V -- >0/[XVCCVX]

It was noted in footnote 2 of ChapteFr V that Vowel
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Elision is incorrectly stated, for it takes
samak+at+u+hum+a into the incorrect sequence

samak+at+u+hm+.

Now notice that this incorrect

derivation will be blocked if Vowel Elision is

a stem rule,

for the u of hum is

and by our definition

outside the stem,

of stem rules,

segments

external to the stem are never affected.

Let us

then collapse the two cases listed

as a

in

12)

single rule of Vowel Elision.

13)

Vowel Elision:

This rule rightly

V -- >

predicts

become katb+at.

0 / VCCVX)
that katab+at does not

It also rightly takes underlying

ta+katub+u to ta+ktub+u.

There is but one class

of exceptions to this generalization, the ta prefix,
which is the derivational prefix found in class V
and VI derived verbs.
'she

speaks',

does not become

ta+ta+fham+e,

ta+ta+kallam+u,

ta+t+kallam+u,

'they f.d. understood one another',

does not become
may be specified

13).

For example,

ta+t+faham+u,
in

etc.

This prefix

the lexicon so -as not to. undergo

Alternatively, it may be that the a of this

prefix is due to a later epenthesis rule.

Some
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evidence does support the latter alternative.
that this ta does not undergo ta-to-tu.

Note

We specifi-

cally stated this rule with the feature [+person] so
as to prevent this.

But if we insert the a of this

derivational prefix after ta-to-.tu, then there is no
reason to complicate the ta-to-tu rule.
it

Secondly,

was noted above that w and y do not elide from

class V derived blind verbs, cf. ta+wassal+a.

This

may be explained if the a is epenthesized after Glide
Elision applies.

This obviates the need for ] in

the statement of Glid& Elision.

Finally it is common

for aC0a to become iC0a, as noted in

Chapter IX,

the rule of Dissimilation was proposed.

where

There are

a number of exceptions to this rule, one being the
class VI forms.

That is,

come ta+ti+faham+u.

ta+ta+fiham+u does not be-

Viewing the relevant a as an

epenthesis element could help solve these problems.
This would then eliminate a large class of exceptions
to a large class of rules.

We shall adopt this

suggestion in the final list of rules of Chapter
XIV.
13.3 The Word Cycle
According to Stress Assignment final long
vowels should be stressed.

They are not with one
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exception.

14)

rama

he threw

da9a

he called

The one exception is the dual ending a, encountered
above,

15)

katab+at+a

they f.d. wrote

da9aw+a

they m.d. called

One could account for the stress

of 14)

if

Jtress

Assignment preceded Glide Elision, also accounting
for 15),

since the latter

do not possess underlying

glides.

16)

ramay+a

da9aw+a

katab+at+aa

da9aw+aa

ramay+ a

da9aw+a

katab+at+aa

da9aw+aa

rama+a

da9a+a

rama

da9a

Stress Assignment
Glide Elision

katab+at+ a

This is clearly wrong, however,

fo

da9aw+

consider

Lengthening

the follow-

ing forms:

17)

f

-

ramay+na

we threw

da9aw+na

we called

I-
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Here the suffix na is not stressed, but as noted
above there is no good reason for assuming this morpheme to

derive

from naaa

Further note that

the forms listed in .15) possess secondary stress.
This ind

ates that there is

a stress cycle,

and

that Stress Assignment is to be restated as 18).

18) Stress Assignment: V-E-> El stress] /

Now we wish to stress the forms of 14)

C0 ((VC 1)VC1)'

and 15)

as

follows:

19)[ramay+a]

[da9aw+aJ

0

1st
cycle
a

[Ekatab+at]Waa] [Eda9aw]Yaa)

0
a

2nd
cycle

Glidei Elision
a

a
a

a

Str.

a

a

Str. Assign.

Notice that this correctly predicts the stress in all
cases.

However, there are two interesting points to

be noted.

First, the person suffixes are included in

the first cycle.

Second, the wQsd boundary 7 must be

included in the cyclic forms to prevent stress from

retracting to the antepenultimate syllable.

If some

independent evidence could be given for this boundary
symbol, then 19) would be more deepl'y motivated.

Assign.

In

fact there is strong evidence that this is the case.
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Suppose we form the feminine dual of da9aw, which on
the basis of katab+at+aa, cf. 15),

we expect to be

da9aw+at+aa in underlying representations.

But if

this is true, then the following derivation should
obtain:

20)

(omitting stress)

da9aw+at+aa
da9a+at+aa

Glide Elision

da9at+a

Lengthening

But this is wrong, for instead of da9at+a, we find
da9at+a, ise. with the penultimate syllable short.
The correct derivation immediately follows from the
underlying sequence da9aw+ataa.

21)

da9aw+ataa
da9a+atVaa

Glide Elision

da9eatYaa

Truncation

da9+atYE

Lengthening

(Of course the boundaries are not present in the
phonetics.)

But this is just what is needed to

obtain the correct stress assignment in 19).

Thus,

the two fett ofnfac~e,tsteeplaindttruncation, converge,

proving that T must be present when dual -ais appended
to verbs, and further, that the stress rule must apply
cyclically, analyzing a as part of the second cycle.
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Let us now note that the long vowel of masculine
hollow stems conjugated in
cf. ql+,i

the dual do not truncate,

'they m.d. said', which if it were derived

from underlying qawala, should undergo the following
derivation:

22)

qawal~aa
qaalYaa

G-Metathesis,

qalYaa

Truncation

qalYa

Lengthening

G-Syncope

(Actually Stem-vowel Assimilation should have
applied giving ultimate gula, but this step is
irrelevant.)

But this is

ql+i, 'they m.d.
obvious.

said'.

for we find

The reason for this is

To feminine katab+at and da9aw+at,

dual a is suffixed.

the

The same should hold for the

That is a is appended not to the stem

masculine.
as in

wrong,

but to the stem plus the masculine marker

22),

a, giving underlying qawal+afaa.

Now clearly,

the

lack Mnf Truncation follows as a result of this underlying representation which is independently motivated.

23)

qawal+aM!aa
qaal+a~aa
--qi.l+E

G-Metathesis, G-Syncope
Truncation Cinapplicable)
Lengthening
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It is really irrelevant that Lengthening is oblivious
to the boundary W, for it is extremely dubious that
Lengthening
XII.

But if

is
it

even a rule in
is,

then it

the grammar,

disregards T.

ing to the masculine dual da9awi,

cf.

15)

cf.

Chapter

Now returnand 19),

we see that it must be replaced in 19) by the
following:

[[da9aw+a]Taa].

But this means that

Glide Elision must not be a cyclic rule,

for if

it

were it would incorrectly elide the w of this form,
which does exist in phonetic representations.

Thus,

we conclude that Glide Elision is a word level rule,
whichvis very interesting because this now proves that
G-Metathesis and Glide Elision cannot in principle
be collapsed, for the former precedes Stress Assignment,
as noted in Chapter XI.
We may conclude, then, that Stress Assignment is
a cyclic rule, where cycle has a particular definition.
The first cycle includes the stem plus person suffixes.
The second or last cycle incorporates the dual ending
as well.

But this now means that the object pronouns

are part of the last cycle,

since they follow the dual

ending.

24)

da9aw+a+hu

they m.d. called him

katab+at+E-ihu they f.d. wrote it m.
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There is now some interesting phonetic evidence

proving that this is

correct.

25) k tab+tu+hu
4%

I

katab+at+hu

a of katab+tu+hu is

Note that the first

reducible.

The first a of katab+at+hu, however, is not.

This

coincides perfectly with the cycle dictated by the
ekamples of 24) in conjunction with the cyclic theory

proposed earlier.

26)

[[katab+tu]hu][[katab+at]hu]

1st
cycle
2nd
cycle

Thus,
cycle,

1

1

1

2

Stress Assignment
1

Stress Assignment
Reduction

since subject pronouns are included in the first
the first

a of katab+tu+hu will never be stressed,

and hence is subject to reduction.'

Not so with the

feminine katab+at+hu, however, since it is stressed
on the first

cycle.

Examples

such'as these confirm

the theory advocated here in a powetful way.

lives.

The cycle
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Footnotes to Chapter XIII

1. I have reached this
conclusion for Lebanese
Arabic on the bhsis of evidence which differs

from this.

PROW

Cf.

Brame,

1970.
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Chapter XIV
CONCLUSION

14.1 Cumulative Rules

Redundancy Rules
Class-A Redundancies:

waLaC

[-L-Assimilation]

-- >

waCa

-- >

[-L-Assimilation]

waCaC

--

>

[-F]

CaCay

--

>

[-F]

CaCaw

-- >

[+F]

Cah aC

[-F]

-- >

h

Exception Redundancy:

G

>

-- I.D.
[-wtoy]

Metathesis/

VG]

Stem Rules
ma-Infixation:

Passive Formation:

X

1

2

3

0

2wa

3

V -- > i /

Quasi-Assimilation:
Diminutive Formation:
Vowel Elision:

ma- [CV -

a -- > u /

--

>

/ [+passive]

C
(C

V) C0iC]

CVC(V)C(VC)]

-- >

V -- > 0 / VC_CVX]

[
ta -- > 0 /
ta-Elision:
ma -- > mu / [+derived]
ta-to-tu:
Ca -- > Cu / _CaVCC

imper

Caus.

0 / CVM_[

Deletion:

'a [+caus]

-- >

/ [+passive]

CuCayC(iC)]

4bi

G-I.D. Metathesis:
V
Ci

G

V
aC[<C

<Ck

Ck] <VDb

0V V(Gk
j>

Condition:

w-Fronting:

Ck]

b

k a

w

if

j=[+lo],

if

a, then b

then i=[+lo]

> y/-

--

Cabk]
[Brd]

.V
V+hi

Vocalic Assimilation:

[-cns]
[-voC]C]
[+hi]

/

[Cabk]
C -- >0/C_C

[Brd]
[-cns]V

[-VoC]

w-tb-y:

__->/

[+hi]

Passive-.Ablaut:

cbk]

[ab
[.BEfrd]

[8rd]-

V

[-ahi]/

[ahi]

X-

[-rd]

-

x]/[+Passive]

V
Ablaut:

[chi]
[-C]

~

0

G-Syncope:

[-Bderived]

[+bk]
[+rdf

<[+F]>
V-Epenthesis:

/[imperf]

-[-chi]

-- >

/ CV.

V

GC

G--> 0/VV_C

E+Inil
Stem-vowel Assimilation:

w -- > 0 /

w-Occultation:

i -- >

L-Assimnilation:

V-Lower ing :

V

CiC]

a 4/ LC

+]

i [+'imper f,

I

.

Wxp"opp--

-- >

..

I

]/
[bk]

[-cns]
[voc]
[[v+hi]
[cbk]
[Brd]

/ [-derived]
/[+mprf

-->-a / _C]

[A
c

/ [-rived]
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Word Level Rules
IV

Prosthesis:

w-to-y:

0

IT

E-->
[+hi]
[ard]

Ccrd]

v

-cns]
E-vocj

-> [aBd

/ [abid]_

L+hi]

[Brd]

V

Truncation:

-- >

0 /

0

Glottal Epenthesis:

Stress Assignment:

u -- > i

u-to-i:

.

0 /

G -- >

Glide Elision:

/

.

a-i-Assimilation:

j=[+lo],

i=t+io]

-Vc

--

V -- >

>

'

/ aa__V
__C0((VC )VC0 )Y

El stress]/

i
V -- >

[abk]
[brd]
[yhi]
[6str]

'-->

if

__V.-cns],

V

V

Cabk]
LBrd]-'Lyhi]
[6str]

V. / 'V.

u -- > i / i+h
Syllabicity Assimilation:

[-cns]

-- >

[voc] /

V

Pionetic Rules

V

2

-->vr

I IIIWIR
Immlowkwo
I
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The division may have no theoretical significance.

Yet it

is

probably not a coincidence

that those

rules stated with ] do tend to cluster as one group.

One of the most interesting results evident
in this set of rules is the fact that w-to-y is
needed in two places in the grammar.

still

It may still be

that this rule is a rule which applies cyclically,
however it may also be that the first application of
w-to-y is

to be stated with ].

It

is

hard to find

empirical reasons, other than ordering, for distinguishing to two applications as

two distinct rules.

Either the cyclic or the local ordering theory is

capable of capturing this generalization, if indeed
it is to be captured.
clear.

But one thing seems intuitively

If there existed an underlying root of the

shape waCiw, it

would undergo the following derivation

to produce the command of the feminine plural.
6

1)

ta+waCiw+na
ta+wCiw+na

Vowel Elision

wCiw+na

ta-Elision

wCiy+na

w-to-y

wCay+na

Ablaut

'i+wCay+na

Prosthesis

'i+yCay+na

w-to-y

'i+iCay+na

Syllabicity Assimilation

'kCay+na

Lengthening

(and 'insertion)
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Unfortunately, we can find no examples.

(There is

at the abstract level.)
a condition ruling out C.VCVC.
1
If

1)

is

and there is

correct,

doubt in

little

our

mind that it is not, then the theory of local ordering
must be defined so as to allow unmarked orders to prevail

with respect to the particular domain of the rule in
That

question, not with respect to the form as a whole.

is, one does not simply apply two rules in the unmarked
order at the first available opportunity to a single

form and then cease.

Rather, the application continues

as long as a new domain arises in the same form.

This

seems quite natural and may be the desired approach.
On the other hand,

it

may be that

solution is to be favored.

the stem-cyclic

The first application

of w-to-y is internal to the stem, the second across
morpheme boundaries.

2)

radiw+a

-- >

radiy+a

du9iw+a

-- >

du9iy+a

'i+wjal

-- >

'i+yjal

first application

second application

As noted earlier, this may be no coincidence.

Finally

note that w-to-y may not .be collapsed with a-i-Assimilation.
This follows from the fact that 3j and wi remain the
same in surface representations.

A further alternative

to the w.--to-y problem is now in sight.

One might
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suppose that w-to-y is actually part of the Syl.
These two rules could be combined

Assim.- process.
as follows:

3)

G

--

>

fV

V/

This rule would bring about the following changes:

4)

uwC -- >uuC
uyC -- > uuC

If

iyC

-- >

iiC

iwC

-- >

iiC

this

analysis

is

adopted,

then the last

for the stem cycle disappears.
correct analysis.

Rule 3)

However, if it is,

candidate

may be the

then it must

still be recognized that the first application of
w-to-y and Rule 3)
which fact

are functioning

the grammar must capture.

the problem of

This is

essentially

''conspiracies'' which has been dis-

cussed in some recent papers.
that

very much alike,

It should be emphasized

the elimination of one problem does in

fact

create another in this instance.

Finally, it must be noted that Stress Assignment,
of all"t the word level rules is a cyclic rule.

But

here the cycle is defined as follows:

5)

[1 stem+subj. prnounj

(dual)+object pronoun]
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cycle is

the first

That is,

stem plus subject pronouns.

constituted by the

The second cycle is

constituted by the dual ending,

By an extension of the earlier

and object pronouns.
discussion it

easy to show that

is

optional,

which is

subject prefixes

must function as part of the first cycle, so that
It

5) must also incorporate subject prefixes.
is

that

probably significant

what we have been

calling stem rules correlates pretty well with the
first cycle,

except

that subject pronoun.-:sffixes. may never

be altered.
Finally let us note where our rules break down.
The following derivations were shown to exist earlier:

6) kawun+tu

xawif+tu

0

0

ta+d9uw+iy+na

ta+rmiy+uw+na

0

0

G-Metathesis,

etc. and Glide
Elision

0

0
kun+tu

xif+tu

ta+d9Ui+na

ta+rm+u+na

This gives the correct results in' bach case.

was 7).

7)

Truncation

kawun+a

xawif+a

kaun+a

xaif+a

G-Metathesis,

kaun+a

xaif +a

Stress Assignment

kaan+a

xAaf4-a

a-Assimilation

I
kan+a

xif+a

Lengthening

etc.

others

Also needed

7
02 or

But let

us see what these orderings give in

the

case of underlying ta+lcay+iy+na and ta+1lay+uw+na.

8) ta+lqay+iy+na

ta+ lqay+uw+na

0

VGl&deEElision
Truncation

Iu
ta+lq++na

Stress Assignment

tat+lq+t+na

others

But we find ta+lqay+na and ta+lqaw+na and not what 8)

predicts.

It seems that Anderson's theory might well

come into play here.

Suppose we allow the forms

of 8) a-Assimilation before Truncation.

Then the

correct forms are derived.

9)

ta+lqay+iy+na

ta+lqay+*uw+na

0

0

Glide Elision
a

Truncation

0

a
ta~q~a/n
Clearly this is
illustrates

a-Assimilation

a

Stress Assignment

ta+lq+aw +na
the unmarked order,

the marked order.

whereas 6)

We may now note that

opposite orders are also needed for u-to-i.
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Earlier we noted that buy19+tu becomes bi9+tu in
the passive,

cf.

The derivation runs

11.2.2.1.

as follows:

10)

buyi9+tu
bui9+tu

G-Metathesis,

bi9+tu

Truncation

Of course if

etc.

u-to-i were to apply first,

correct result would be derived.
verbs do not end up with i in
corresponding passives,
derived stem.

still

the

However, the doubled

the stem-vowel for

They take u in the none

Compare mudd+a, 'it was stretched',

and mudid+tu, 'I was stretched'.

The former must

be derived from mudid+a via the following derivation.

11)

r.udid+a
muidd+a

I.D. Metathesis

muudd+a

a-i-Assimilation

mudd+a

Truncation

That here, once again as in 9), the assimilation rule
must precede Truncation.

Apparently these different

orderings are to be accounted for by a theory of
local ordering, although these disctepancies may be
cleared up only if the older rule of Truncation is
1
adopted along with the rule of Progressive Assimilation.
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(Cf.

16)

of 11.2.1)

Either theory presents problems

and we may leave this area to future research.
Returning to the cumulative list of rules
above, which we assume to be.- linear, except for a
few cases mentioned above,

we might note that this

linear condition requires that G-I.D. Metathesis
precede Prosthesis.

We have already demonstrated

that Gh.I.D. Metathesis precedes L-Assimilation and
w-Occultation and that L-Assimilation and w-Occultation
both precede Prosthesis.

Therefore, G-I.D. Metathesis

must precede Prosthesis if the transitivity condition
is

correct.

And this, may be proven by the need

for the following derivations to which ta-Elision applied:

12)

byi9+na.

mdud+a

bii9+na

mudd+a

---

bi9+na

G-I.D.

Metathesis,

etc.

Prosthesis

mudd+a

Truncationn

That is, b9wna, 'sell, f.p.', and mudd+a, 'stretch m.s.',
are commands to which the rule of hietathesis must have
applied before Prosthesis, or otherwise we should find

'i+bi9+ina and 'ui-muddi-a.

Thus, the ordering is perfectly

consistent with earlier conclusions.

Also note that
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Prosthesis precedes both u-to-i and Truncation

(or Glide Elision),

proved by the following derivations:

13)

stuwiq+at

rmiy+uw. .

d9uw+iy

u+ stuiq+at

ly Prosthesis
'iirmiy+uw 'u+d9twwi*'
'i+rmi+uw

u+stiiq+'at

'i+rm+uw
u+stiq+at

etc.

G-Metathesis,

stuiq+at

i+rm+u

'u+d9u+iy

Glide Elision

'u+d9i+iy

u-to-i

'u+d9+iy

Truncation

'u+d9+1

Syl.

Assim.

These are the correct phonetic representations.

and Lengthening

That

is, the class X passive of the hollow stem stuwiq+-at
become

us tigat, 'she was longed for',

the plural command of the root rmy is

and not 'istqat,
irma,

'threw,

m.p.', and not 'urml, the feminine command of the
root d9w is 'ud9i, and not 'id9., proving that the
more abstract representation determines the quality
of the prosthetic vowel.

The ordering relations

explicit in the final list of rules is, then, approximately
that needed to correctly generate the phonology of Arabic.
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Footnotes to Chapter XIV
1. Which means there are two rules of Vocalic Assimilation
in the grammar.

9.

AFTERWARD

It was noted in the later chapters that the double
verbs do not undergo Stem-vowel Assimilation.

That is,

whereas kawan+a becomes kawun+a by this rule, kaway+a
does not.

The rule was stated so as to exclude the
I now believe that this is wrong.

latter example.

I

would now account for the stems kun+tu vs. kin+a as
follows:

kauan+tu

kauan+a

kaaun+tu

kaaun+a

kun+tu

Truncation

--

--

Metathesis

kaaan+a

a-Assimilation

kan+a

Lengthening

This completely eliminates the need for Stem-vowel
Assimilation.

Further, it will be seen that now the

fact that kaway+a (underlying kauay+a) does not undergo
Metathesis insures that u never shows up in the stem
as in kun+tu.

The reduction of the exception cthes to
The analysis I

one is in the spirit of Chapter VIII.

now favor entails a restatement of Truncation an-follows:

Truncations:

V

--

> 0 /

_C

j

It also means that any underlying segment may constitute
a radical, but the tri-literal principle is still valid.
Later rules (or earlier rules is some cases) give glides.

This approach also obviates the need for V-Epenthesis
and G-Syncope, rules which represented the major inconsistency of this work in that not all instances of
CawC underwent this rule.

For example ya+xwaf+u,

it was argued, became ya+xawf+u, and then ya+xaaf+u
by V-Epenthesis and G-Syncope.
lying gawd+u or bayt+u?
and G-Syncope too.

But what about under-

These should undergo V-Epenthesis

But they do not.

In the old theory

the only way out of this contradiction was to claim that
only forms which undergo metathesis later undergo V-Epenthesis and G-Syncope, i.e. that there is a derivational
constraint binding the two stages of the derivation.

This

powerful mechanism is to be avoided at all costs, for it
is tantamount to eliminating a good deal of the structure
imposed on the phonology.

It is an extremely powerful

device and consequently allows for the generation of
many many phonologies.
linguistics.

One wants to constrain

in

This new approach completely avoids this

non-Markovian device, for it is now possible to require
that underlying gaud+u and bai*+u become gawd+u and
bayt+u before metathesis.

Hence ya+xuaf+u becomes

ya+xauf+u and then is free to become
contradiction.

yaexaf+u

without

This seems to dictate that this

approach must prevail.

There are, then, no glides in

underlying representations in Arabic.
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